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As riveting as the man it portrays, Warlord is a masterful, unsparing portrait of Winston Churchill,
one of history’s most fascinating and influential leaders. “Epic. . . . A brilliantly exciting
narrative. . . . D’Este has given us, finally, the lion not only in winter, but at war: impetuous,
brazen, misguided, but indefatigable, indomitable, and magnanimous: the greatest and most
energetic generalissimo of the 20th century.” —Boston GlobeCarlo D’Este’s definitive chronicle
of Churchill’s crucial role in the major military campaigns of the 20th century, Warlord uses
extensive, untapped archival materials to provide “a very human look at Churchill’s lifelong
fascination with soldiering, war, and command.” (Washington Post)
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this book is—and is not. It is the very human story of Winston Churchill’s military life and of a
young man’s quest for military adventure, which, combined with his ambitious, up-and-down
political career, carried him to the leadership of Great Britain in 1940—and the historic years as
generalissimo that followed.What Churchill wrote of his youth summed up his entire life. From
the time he graduated from Sandhurst in 1894 into a world that opened to him “like Aladdin’s
cave,” “he never had time to turn round.” His life became “like an endless moving picture in which



one was an actor. On the whole Great Fun!” What Churchill neglected to mention was that in the
moving picture of his life he was not merely an actor but the star.Warlord is less about events
and more about Churchill the man: his leadership, his triumphs, and his failures. While there is—
of necessity—a certain level of selectivity, on balance the reader will find it a faithful account of
an extraordinary military life that encompassed most of the seminal events of the twentieth
century, culminating in the greatest, most devastating war in the history of planet
Earth.INTRODUCTION:BORN FOR WARThe largest human being of our time.—SIR ISAIAH
BERLINLONG BEFORE HE BECAME a statesman, Winston Churchill was first a soldier. War
and soldiering were in his blood: from his first fantasies as a youth to their practice as a young
man and, later, their direction as Britain’s wartime leader.His fascination with soldiering began in
the nursery, with his army of toy soldiers that he used to wage fantasy battles. His early
experiences as a young cavalry officer and war correspondent took him to distant and exotic
places and exposed him to war in its many aspects, including all of its gruesome horrors. Even
as prime minister and one of the world’s most powerful men during World War II, Churchill never
lost his love of soldiering, often lamenting that he had missed his calling by not winning fame as
a battlefield warrior.Churchill was one of the rare figures in history, men such as Frederick the
Great, Oliver Cromwell, and his own famous ancestor, the Duke of Marlborough, who were “born
for war,” as Napoleon once described himself. These were war leaders who “instinctively
understood it in all of its aspects: strategic, political, diplomatic, moral and psychological.”
Moreover, as one of Churchill’s most astute biographers, Sebastian Haffner, has observed: “No
one will ever understand the phenomenon that was Churchill by regarding him simply as a
politician and statesman who was ultimately destined like Asquith or Lloyd George, Wilson or
Roosevelt, to conduct a war; he was a warrior who realized that politics forms a part of the
conduct of war.”Less well known is that Churchill was a military visionary with ideas of
astonishing originality. As First Lord of the Admiralty in 1915, he conceived and approved the
design and construction of an enormous Trojan horse–like armored vehicle that would transport
in safety between eighty and one hundred troops across no-man’s-land to assault the German
trenches; and in 1939, again as First Lord, he conceived “Nellie,” a gargantuan trench digger that
would be utilized to permit the infantry to overwhelm the powerful defenses of the Siegfried Line
in safety. Although both projects ultimately failed, they were nevertheless examples of the
remarkably innovative ideas that poured forth from Churchill’s fertile mind.In 1912, well before
others could see the warning signs, Churchill foretold a potential great conflict. In a prophetic
letter to his cousin and close friend Charles “Sunny” Churchill, the ninth Duke of Marlborough, he
warned of the threat of war emanating from the unstable situation in the Balkans, and noted:
“The European situation is far from safe and anything might happen. It only needs a little ill will or
bad faith on the part of a great power to precipitate a far greater conflict.”Despite having
personal experience of war at Omdurman in 1898, and as a participant in the last cavalry charge
in the history of the British army, Churchill nevertheless held a Victorian’s somewhat
romanticized view of war, and of Britain’s greatness of empire as the most powerful nation on



earth. One perceptive observer, Cecil H. King, has described Churchill as “a man of the 19th, if
not the 18th century; he knows little and cares less for the political currents of the day. To him war
is a vast pageant with himself in a scarlet uniform on a white horse, baton in hand, leading the
British forces forward through the smoke of battle.”As a twenty-two-year-old junior officer fresh
from Sandhurst, Churchill was torn between his youthful enthusiasm for putting his life on the
line and the horror of the wars he fought in. His military experience as a soldier exposed him to
the grit, blood, and death of war in its cruelest forms. His exploits left Churchill with an
abhorrence of war, and during the first three decades of the twentieth century his was a
frequent, often strident, but forlorn voice preaching preparedness and other means of avoiding
war. However, when war engulfed the world for the second time in twenty-five years, Churchill
answered the call. Where others talked of peace with Nazi Germany, Churchill’s was the
strongest voice of refusal to let tyranny become the new sovereign of Britain.Although he
became perhaps the most famous politician in British history, Churchill never strayed far from his
military roots. While political office and its myriad powers were his ultimate goal, Churchill used
soldiering, writing, and his experience as a war correspondent toward that end. Politics may
have dominated his life, but soldiering was a passion he never lost during his political rise.
During World War II, Churchill was frequently seen in the uniform of the Royal Air Force or in that
of an army colonel. As one writer has noted, “Wellington was a soldier who felt it his duty to be a
politician. Churchill was a politician who wanted to be a soldier…. A nation which since Cromwell
has always felt uncomfortable with all but its most eccentric military leaders, was led in its most
dangerous battle by a war leader in a zip-suit and carpet slippers.”Churchill possessed an
unfulfilled lifelong ambition to become a warrior-hero in the Napoleonic mold, which even
service in the squalor of the front lines as a lieutenant colonel commanding a rifle battalion in
France in 1916 failed to cure. Later in his life Churchill called war “the greatest of all stimulants.”
As early as 1911, one of his critics noted with insightful accuracy, “He is always unconsciously
playing a part—an heroic part. And he is himself his most astonished spectator. He sees himself
moving through the smoke of battle—triumphant, terrible, his brow clothed with thunder, his
legions looking to him for victory, and not looking in vain. He thinks of Napoleon; he thinks of his
great ancestor [the Duke of Marlborough]…[in his] fervid and picturesque imagination there are
always great deeds afoot, with himself cast by destiny in the Agamemnon role.”Warts and all,
Winston Churchill nevertheless represented the indomitable spirit and symbol of a defiant nation
under siege. His oratory was stirring and, like FDR’s, Churchill’s words galvanized an entire
nation. His predecessor as prime minister, Neville Chamberlain, regarded Hitler as “the
commonest little dog,” but was duped and coerced by the German dictator’s signature on the
meaningless Munich agreement in September 1938, a vaguely worded covenant that “lacked
even the ringing affirmation of nonaggression treaties.” Chamberlain’s well-intentioned
declaration of “peace in our time” was actually a death warrant for France and a guarantee that
Britain was destined for another war with Germany. When he learned of Munich, Churchill
remarked: “This is only the first step, the first foretaste of a bitter cup which will be proffered to us



year by year unless by a supreme recovery of moral health and martial vigor we arise again and
take our stand for freedom.” When the foreign secretary, Lord Halifax, suggested that Britain
make peace with Hitler, Churchill not only declined but instead vowed to rescue “mankind from
the foulest and most soul-destroying tyranny which has ever darkened the stained pages of
history.”World War II was the greatest test of all, and much of the credit for Britain’s survival
belongs to Churchill, who simply refused to lose. His defiance of “Corporal Hitler,” as he
scornfully referred to the Nazi leader, was on full display throughout the war, from his “fight ’em
on the beaches” to his “we shall fight on for ever and ever and ever.”In no particular order,
Churchill was brilliant, pampered, petulant, romantic, pragmatic, courageous, egotistical,
eccentric, possessed of enormous perseverance, opinionated beyond measure, and impossibly
demanding. He drank too much, suffered from depression (his “black dog”), “waddled rather
than walked,” and by any criterion ought to have been too old to carry the enormous burden of a
prolonged war that threatened Britain’s very existence. As a young man he once said, “If I had
two lives I would be a soldier and a politician: but as there will be no war in my time, I shall have
to be a politician.” Winston Churchill was both.Although Churchill has been the subject of
hundreds of biographies, very little has been written about the military Churchill. More than forty
years since his death in 1965, Winston Churchill’s attraction for historians and biographers
continues unabated, even more so in the wake of September 11, 2001. He has been praised,
condemned for a host of sins, real and imagined, and, in recent years, become the object of a
number of revisionist biographies notable mainly for their portrayal of a man with feet of clay.
Despite the plethora of books about Churchill the politician and political leader, there has yet to
be an objective, total examination of his crucial role as military leader.It is as a soldier of both the
nineteenth and the twentieth century that this biography will, in contrast to others, appraise
Churchill’s extraordinary life.When he became prime minister in May 1940, during Britain’s
darkest time, Churchill was already well beyond the age when most men had retired. For the
next five years, which included an illness in 1943 that many thought he would not survive, he
bore perhaps the greatest pressures ever placed upon any statesman or war leader. His grasp of
the military art ranged from genius one moment to appalling failure the next. He experienced the
euphoria of success and tasted the bitter cup of failure (to his death Churchill never fully
recovered from the sting of his role in the Dardenelles disaster in 1915). No detail that
concerned the war escaped his attention, often to the despair of his military chieftains. Whether
grilling his generals, admirals, and airmen around a conference table with penetrating questions,
pursuing strategic issues with Roosevelt and Stalin, or planning the invasion of France before
the ashes of Dunkirk had even cooled, Churchill as a war leader combined an astute grasp of
detail; unorthodox, often maddening diversions into areas his military advisers deemed
irrelevant and sometimes downright detrimental; and on far too many occasions for it to be mere
happenstance, sheer brilliance.This is the story of the military life of Winston Churchill—the
descendant of Marlborough who, despite never having risen above the rank of lieutenant
colonel, came eventually to direct the military campaigns of his nation and, more than any other



man, to save Britain from tyranny during his and his nation’s finest hour.PROLOGUE: MAY 10,
1940Perhaps the darkest day in English history.—SIR HENRY “CHIPS” CHANNONIN BERLIN
ON WEDNESDAY, May 8, 1940, CBS news correspondent William L. Shirer recorded in his
diary that he “could not help noticing a feeling of tension” emanating from the German Foreign
Ministry: “Something is up.” In his radio broadcast the following night, Shirer warned his listeners
in the United States, “The war will be fought and decided before the summer is over.”Some
hours earlier a black Mercedes automobile with darkened windows had inconspicuously driven
away from the Reich Chancellery and merged with the weekday traffic on the streets of Berlin. To
all outward appearances the Mercedes was simply an ordinary vehicle transporting a Nazi
official, perhaps even a high-ranking bureaucrat. In the northern suburb of Berlin-Finkenkrug the
Mercedes entered a small, deserted, remote railway station that had been cordoned off from
prying eyes by the Sicherheitsdienst (the German Security Service, or SD). It halted by a
platform, next to a military train that consisted of two locomotives and eight ordinary green
Reichsbahn railway cars. Amid tight security the occupant disembarked and without ceremony
boarded one of the cars. Punctually at 4:38 p.m. the train (which had been assigned the rather
unusual code name Amerika), steamed away from the station on northbound tracks, headed
ostensibly toward Hamburg and its expected destination, Denmark. After nightfall, however, it
turned west, and by midnight on a moonless night it reached Hannover, where it was switched,
this time onto westbound tracks.After an all-night journey the train at last arrived at its
destination, a tiny, secluded station situated in the village of Euskirchen, in the rugged and
sparsely populated Eifel region near the German border with Belgium and Luxembourg. The
train’s occupants stiffly disembarked in the chill of the predawn darkness and climbed into three
specially converted three-axle Mercedes limousines suitable for driving in rough terrain. The
procession headed west into the hilly country deep inside the Eifel, passing through silent
villages whose names had been removed and replaced with yellow signs bearing a variety of
military markings. After a half hour the vehicles halted near a series of former antiaircraft
emplacements recently converted into secure bunkers.The principal occupant of the train had
come to witness firsthand the culmination of a massive, top-secret military operation called Case
Yellow, designed for months by the German General Staff.As the sun began to rise into the dawn
of a promising spring day, the only sound was of birds chirping in the nearby trees. The small
entourage gathered around the man who was plainly dressed in a military greatcoat and an
officer’s cap topped by an eagle clutching a swastika in its talons. Within minutes the serenity
was shattered as the sound of guns was distinctly heard in the West. He pointed his arm in the
general direction of the sounds and announced, “Gentlemen, the offensive against the western
powers has just started.” The man was Adolf Hitler, the supreme leader of Nazi Germany, and he
had come to witness the opening shots of World War II in the West, and the unveiling of a
formidable new form of warfare: the blitzkrieg, which had first been tested against the hapless
Poles in September 1939.This day was to be the realization of what Hitler had ardently told his
generals in August 1939: “Our opponents are little worms…. What matters in beginning and



waging war is not righteousness but victory. Close your hearts to pity. Proceed brutally.”One of
Hitler’s adjutants pointed silently to his watch as if to record the moment for history. The time was
5:35 a.m., Friday, May 10, 1940.The Allies, Britain and France, had long since ruled out the
possibility of an invasion of the West through the vast Ardennes Forest by an armored force,
relying instead on the textbook theory that, with its inadequate, narrow winding roads, the region
was simply impassable for tanks. What the Allies would learn on this critical day was that the
German army was capable of carrying out the same element of surprise that had so confounded
the French in 1914, the Schlieffen Plan, by which the Germans invaded France by first invading
Belgium.Thus, on the morning of May 10, what was thought to have been impossible became a
reality when, across the length of the Ardennes and along more than two hundred miles of
Germany’s western border with Belgium, Holland, and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, there
came the distinctive clanking sound made only by armored vehicles on the move.At dawn the
Germans unleashed massive blitz attacks into all three nations. In all an enormous force of 137
German divisions, including more than two thousand tanks, was massed along and behind the
German border. The panzer divisions were positioned, one behind the other, like giant building
blocks; the rear ranks of the panzers were nearly fifty miles east of the Rhine, and had they been
placed end to end, the tail would have extended into East Prussia. In support of the invasion
were as many as 3,800 aircraft of Hermann Göring’s Luftwaffe. However, Plan Yellow was so
highly secret that the first time the airmen knew of the invasion was the predawn hours of May
10, when they were abruptly awakened and given fifteen minutes’ notice to attend operational
briefings. “There was no time even to shave. Shortly before sunrise every available aircraft left its
field.”Although the Allies were on high alert, the German offensive came as a complete surprise.
The French inspector general of artillery was in Metz the morning of May 10 to assure the
artillery commanders of the Third Army that modern guns would be ready “next spring.” He
naively inquired of an aide: “Where are they holding the maneuvers?” The aide replied, “That,
mon Général, is the start of the German offensive.”One of the few strategies available to the
Dutch was to open their dikes and canal locks and flood key areas around their border with
Germany. Before they could react, however, German divisions swarmed across the borders of
Holland and Belgium, their spearheads slicing through scant opposition. A German parachute
division was dropped from the sky and landed by glider on key targets throughout Holland.
Bridges in Rotterdam and other key cities were suddenly seized practically before the Dutch
knew what had hit them, and although they fought heroically they were simply outgunned and
outmanned. “Initiative, speed and surprise [were] the new German technique,” notes Len
Deighton. “[Gen. Freiherr Wolfram von] Richthofen’s Stuka dive-bombers were their artillery.”
From the North Sea to the Rhone Valley, massed Luftwaffe aircraft suddenly appeared at
daybreak, with the sun rising behind them in the east, and attacked airfields, railyards, and roads
in France, Belgium, and Holland. The Luftwaffe attacked seventy airfields in all three countries,
destroying three hundred to four hundred aircraft, and providing Hitler with uncontested air
superiority.The Luftwaffe bombers that attacked Holland flew out over the North Sea and then



turned east, thus gaining even greater surprise. “They flew low over acres of tulip fields in bloom,
where girls working there in the early morning waved to them, not noticing the markings on their
wings.”In another sector of the Eifel, the Seventh Panzer Division, like all the invasion elements,
had only been alerted the night of May 9. War was hardly on the minds of its soldiers, many of
whom had visions of liberty passes to enjoy the Whitsun holiday that weekend. The Seventh
Panzers were led by one of the Wehrmacht’s brightest and most innovative young military
commanders, forty-eight-year-old Maj. Gen. Erwin Rommel. In a brief letter to his wife he wrote:
“You’ll get all the news for the next few days from the papers. Don’t worry yourself, everything will
go all right.” At 5:32 a.m. Rommel’s panzers were among the first to invade Belgium as one of the
spearheads of Col. Gen. Fedor von Bock’s Army Group B.Hitler had spent a restless night
aboard the Amerika. “I did not sleep a wink,” he later admitted. “Principally, I was kept awake by
anxiety over the weather.” When the dawn arrived fifteen minutes earlier than his meteorologists
had predicted, Hitler flew into a rage. He was soon calmed by a flurry of signals from his
commanders in the vanguard of the blitz, principal among them the electrifying news at 7:00
a.m. that at Liège, German paratroopers had flown gliders directly inside and seized the
supposedly impregnable Fort Eben Emael, the principal fortification of the Belgian defensive
system along the Meuse River. Its capture opened the door to the plains of Belgium and the
cities of Brussels and Antwerp to the German panzers. At Maastricht, another main entry point
into Belgium, the Germans encountered scant resistance. One by one key bridges over the
Meuse, the Albert Canal, and at Rotterdam and other Dutch cities fell, sometimes with scarcely
a shot being fired.The flurry of attacks, commando raids, the mining of the harbors of ports in
Holland and Belgium by the Luftwaffe, and the relentless attacks by the four armies of Bock’s
Army Group B firmly planted the impression the Germans wished to convey: that the main thrust
of their invasion was aimed at seizing Holland and Belgium. The ruse would soon draw the bulk
of the British Expeditionary Force and three French armies into Belgium, into a carefully laid trap
that would lead to the fall of France, crush Holland and Belgium, and inflict on the British army
the greatest humiliation in its celebrated history. When Hitler was informed of the British and
French troop movements, he said, “I could have wept for joy: they had fallen into the trap.”In the
weeks ahead, as the Dutch, Belgian, and French armies collapsed and the British withdrew their
remnant forces from the beaches of Dunkirk, only one man would stand between Hitler and the
conquest of Britain: Winston S. Churchill.CHAPTER 1TOY SOLDIERSThe toy soldiers turned
the current of my life.—CHURCHILLHe rather resembles a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog,
and seems backward except for complicated games with toy soldiers.—CLARA JEROME,
CHURCHILL’S GRANDMOTHERIT WAS ONLY FITTING that Winston Leonard Spencer
Churchill was born “amid velvet muffs, fur coats and plumed hats” in the early morning hours of
Saint Andrew’s Day, November 30, 1874, at Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire, the ancestral home
of the Marlboroughs. According to his parents his arrival in a temporary cloakroom adjacent to
the grand ballroom was unexpected. As the newest descendant of one of the icons of British
history, Winston Churchill began life in a hurry, a trait he would never relinquish.His cousin and



close friend Shane Leslie once noted that his birth seems to have been hastened by a gala
event at Blenheim that night, the annual Saint Andrew’s Ball, in which his mother, Jennie,
participated with her customary ardor. “His previous and perhaps presumptuous arrival [his
mother] alluded to as Winston’s effort to make his first speech…and historians will suppose that
the band struck up martial music for his entry.” In fact his birth was probably accelerated both by
the fact that his mother had not only fallen during a shooting party six days earlier but had taken
a rather jarring ride in a pony carriage that afternoon and was dancing enthusiastically when her
labor pains began. His parents had intended that his birth take place in their London home in
Mayfair, but, as he would throughout his long and tumultuous life, Winston Churchill could be
counted upon to do the unexpected.An announcement in The Times three days later read: “On
the 30th Nov, at Blenheim Palace, the Lady Randolph Churchill, prematurely, of a son.”Not only
is the declaration by his parents that he was born some two months prematurely highly dubious,
but in that day it would have been a medical miracle had he even survived. Hardly anyone in the
Churchill family’s immediate circle of friends fell for the ruse. Churchill himself seems not to have
believed it, once noting with evident amusement, “Although present on the occasion, I have no
clear recollection of the events leading up to it.”Churchill’s parents have been unflatteringly
described as “remote and tantalizingly glamorous. Randolph’s glittering, bulging eyes and
oversize whiskers hiding a small, intense face caused him to resemble a tenacious miniature
Schnauzer, while darling ‘Mummy’ was another spectacle altogether.” Indeed the descendants
of the first and only notable Marlborough “were a thoroughly disreputable family, in debt, had
scandalous relationships with women, and were incredibly rude to people, with only smatterings
of respectability.” Randolph and Jennie Churchill were exceptions; they captivated English
political and social circles. “Neither Randolph nor Jennie needed to out-dazzle each other,”
noted Shane Leslie. “They both shone of their own light unlike the usual conjugal pairs who
reflected each other like the moon and the sun.”Few who met her ever forgot Churchill’s mother,
Jennie Jerome, a vivacious, raven-haired American. She was one of the best known and most
fascinating young women of Victorian England, for her great beauty, joie de vivre, and marriage
to one of Parliament’s rising stars, and as a woman of considerable repute, with a legion of
lovers. She was the product of a traditional silver-spoon, upper-class upbringing that included a
finishing school in Paris, where she met her future husband. Jennie was one of three daughters
of a formerly ultrawealthy New York financier, cofounder of the famed Jockey Club, and onetime
owner of the New York Times, Leonard Jerome, who had lately fallen on hard times as a result of
the stock market collapse of 1873. The Jerome sisters, Jennie, Leonie, and Clara, were once
described by a contemporary wit as, respectively, “the Beautiful, the Witty and the Good.”Jennie
Jerome Churchill’s admiring nephew Shane Leslie has described her as: “a magnificent type
whose fierce yet faithful character [was] so utterly fearless towards those she loved, so scornful
of those she disliked.”As a parent Jennie left a great deal to be desired. She typified the upper-
class women of her age for whom parenting did not rank high on their scale of priorities. Life in
Victorian England as the wife of Lord Randolph Churchill was meant to be one of hedonistic



pleasure, whether in the bedrooms of her lovers or the endless round of social events, parties,
hunts, and attendance at high-profile racing events at Ascot and the annual regatta at
Henley.Notes Shane Leslie, “Destiny had not slipped her into the world to play with Princes or to
tread the Primrose path of politics. She had been furnished with some virile qualities of steel in
her veins…. Men she could consider and treat as they generally treated women. There was the
pantheress…in her temper—otherwise it would have been impossible for her to fulfill her only
real destiny and duty which was to breed Winston.” Herbert Henry Asquith’s second wife, Margot
Tennant, did not know who Jennie was when she first encountered her in 1887 at a race
meeting. “She had a forehead like a panther’s and great wild eyes that looked through you….
Had Lady Randolph Churchill been like her face, she could have governed the world.”Jennie
was a woman of great contradictions who possessed far more than mere beauty. She disdained
the Victorian dictates of humility and a woman’s place in society. Her single-mindedness (which
she passed to her two sons) was reflected in her commanding nature. After her boys were grown
her causes ranged from founding a magazine to work aiding the wounded in South Africa during
the Boer War.In Jennie Churchill’s self-centered world, motherhood was simply not permitted to
become a distraction. The messy and time-consuming business of changing diapers and
looking after the myriad needs of a child was not part of her preoccupation with the enjoyment of
the glamorous milieu she inhabited. Nor was this a particularly unusual feature of life in Victorian
society; parents of sufficient means and social standing generally consigned their children to
nannies, and shipped them off to boarding school at an early age. On social occasions in the
Churchill household Winston and his brother, John, born in Dublin in 1880, and called Jack by
the family (and thought by some to have been sired by one of Jennie’s many lovers), were
fetched and put on display like trophies before their guests before being swiftly relegated back to
the care of the nannies.The rich, the well connected, and the powerful graced the Churchill
salon in Mayfair. Whether it was entertaining Disraeli at dinner or sponsoring a hunt amid the
splendor that was Blenheim, life for the parents of young Winston Churchill was a constant
round of socializing of almost dizzying proportions. Nevertheless Jennie had little patience for
and was easily bored by what to most observers was a grand life epitomized by the Churchill
stronghold of Blenheim Palace, a place that held scant appeal for her adventurous
nature.Although she cared deeply about her sons, Jennie never let either of them interfere with
her whirlwind social life. Of his mother Winston wrote in his 1930 memoir, My Early Life, that she
“always seemed to me a fairy princess: a radiant being possessed of limitless riches and power”
who made “a brilliant impression upon my childhood’s eye. She shone for me like the Evening
Star.” More telling, however, was his observation that “I loved her dearly—but at a
distance.”During the years from 1882 to 1895, when Winston was attending various schools, her
letters to him were as rare as her visits. When she did write, it was often about herself. An 1893
letter from Paris was typical: “I am sorry not to have been able to write to you before—but I am so
‘hunted’ here I haven’t had one moment to myself…. I am enjoying myself immensely, ride &
skate to the races dine and even dance!”A member of the House of Commons at the age of



thirty, Lord Randolph Churchill perceived that his Conservative Party was missing a golden
opportunity by failing to woo the ordinary working class of Britain to its side. He proposed the
rather insightful but controversial idea that the Tories not only must cater to the workers and their
needs but could actually win them over.Thanks to Lord Randolph the Conservatives regained a
majority in Parliament in 1886, a turnabout that catapulted him into the forefront of British politics
and gave him the unique distinction of being both one of the nation’s most admired and one of
its most hated politicians. As chancellor of the exchequer and leader of the House of Commons
under Prime Minister Lord Salisbury, not only was he a powerful figure in his own right, but many
thought him a future prime minister until his political career self-destructed after he foolishly
overestimated his own importance and committed what amounted to political suicide by
resigning his office in December 1886 over a minor political issue. Salisbury, however, had had
his fill of his imperious chancellor and rid himself of Randolph by simply accepting his
resignation.His appalling misjudgment left him a virtual pariah and doomed his career to the
same political wilderness that his son would endure in the 1930s. The difference was that the
son’s career was resurrected to undreamed-of heights whereas Lord Randolph’s led to
unfulfilled promise, obscurity, and an early death. The father who had little time for Winston or
faith that he would ever amount to anything became a footnote in British history.In the aftermath
of his journey into the political wilderness, the Churchills fell upon lean times. Lord Randolph
turned down numerous directorships of banks and insurance companies that might have earned
him princely sums of as much as forty thousand pounds a year, remarking that: “When failure
comes, I cannot answer to the Widow and the Orphan whose funds have been invested in my
name.” His refusal to sell his name was a selfless moral gesture that left himself and his family on
the thin edge, and with no financial legacy for his sons, both of whom had to earn their own
living.Lord Randolph Churchill was an impatient man with little sense of moderation, and
possessed of a venomous tongue that lashed out with the sting of a whip whenever anyone
crossed him. In fact, as a family, the Churchills were a quarrelsome lot who argued and fought
with one another. Lord Randolph’s coldness, rudeness, self-promotion, and penchant for
sarcasm extended to his relationship with his eldest son. Although Winston wanted nothing
more than to please the father he adored, that affection was never visibly reciprocated during his
childhood. Despite the incessant criticism that was heaped upon him, Churchill doggedly sought
Lord Randolph’s approval and respect. Not surprisingly, there are no known photographs of the
father with his sons.Winston’s recollections of his father verged on fantasy. Describing him as
“The greatest and most powerful influence in my early life,” the son, who was time and again
rejected and belittled, went to extraordinary lengths to glorify the man who withheld the warmth
and love he craved.It was inevitable that young Winston would be relegated to the care of the
family nanny, Mrs. Elizabeth Everest, a widow engaged by Randolph shortly after his birth, who
for all practical purposes acted as his surrogate mother and was the dominant force in his early
life. “The infant Winston was consigned to the unflagging, unfailing Mrs. Everest,” and later as a
schoolboy, to the care of Jennie’s sister Leonie, while Jennie “adventured—politically, gallantly,



socially.” Notes Churchill’s granddaughter Celia Sandys, Mrs. Everest “gave him this
undemanding, unconditional love and was the rock upon which his real childhood was built.”
Winston and his brother, Jack, affectionately nicknamed her “Woom” or “Woomany.”In his only
novel, Savrola, published in 1900, Churchill draws a thinly disguised portrait of his beloved
surrogate parent: “She had nursed him from his birth with a devotion and care which knew no
break. It is a strange thing, the love of these women. Perhaps it is the only disinterested affection
in the world. The mother loves her child; that is maternal nature…but the love of a foster-mother
for her charge appears absolutely irrational.”Winston Spencer Churchill was an unruly,
manipulative, and often difficult child, given to unpredictable behavior. From the time he first
learned to speak, the child with the slightly disheveled red hair and eyes that bore a
resemblance to those of his father, who had earned the dubious nickname of “Gooseberry
Churchill” at Eton, rarely stopped talking. Before he was seven it was already clear that he was
headstrong, highly opinionated, and virtually impossible to control. The tart tongue and lack of
tolerance that Churchill became so famous for as a politician and prime minister were in early
evidence. When a family governess earned his ire, the small child demanded, “Take Miss
Hutchinson away; she is very cross.” The young woman was soon employed elsewhere.He did
whatever it took to get what he wanted, whether through tears, scorching rhetoric, or a temper
tantrum—of which there were ample numbers. His frequent raids into the kitchen, run by the
family cook, Rose Lewis, finally earned him retribution when she deliberately dropped a ladle on
his head one day. It was Lewis who anointed Churchill with the nickname “Copper-top.” On one
occasion he ran wild in a Knightsbridge square after a party, “rapping every knocker while
butlers and governesses appealed in vain for the police.” His grandmother Clara Jerome thought
he resembled “a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog,” who seemed “backward except for
complicated games with toy soldiers.”As much as he adored Mrs. Everest, young Winston would
resort to any means that would gain him his own way; once, searching “in his mind for the one
thing that would strike his nurse as wickedest, he would ‘go and worship idols.’”Churchill’s
playmates were almost exclusively male, though he was clearly aware of girls. One time when
the future Queen Marie of Romania was “spooning” with a young man under a table at Clarence
House, “a red-haired pugnacious boy crawled in and out and insisted on telling ‘Missy’ how
lovely she looked. Master Winston had spotted her.”At an early age Churchill, a voracious
reader, became engrossed by the grand adventure tales of the day. One of his favorite books
was Treasure Island, but his first literary idol was H. Rider Haggard, whose most famous novel,
King Solomon’s Mines, he read at least a dozen times. Not surprisingly Churchill and his cousins
all yearned to visit South Africa someday. In January 1888 he expressed a desire to meet the
author, who agreed to see him. Having been warned that Churchill was no ordinary young man,
Haggard wrote, “I will call next Sunday about 4 to see the youthful prodigy. I hope he will not put
me through a cross-examination about my unworthy productions.” To Churchill’s delight the two
met, and Haggard was subjected to what, in later years, would be a typical Churchillian cross-
examination, always probing for answers to seemingly endless questions. On a particular point



he demanded to know what Haggard meant by a statement in his book, “and the author
confessed he did not know himself.” Afterward Haggard sent him a copy of Allan Quartermain,
no doubt relieved to be free of the clutches of this unusual young man.Another of Churchill’s
youthful adventures was a trip to the Tower of London. However, “he declined both train and bus
as too prosaic a means of conveyance. Finally, he sent cheerful word home that he had started
‘with a drunken cabman and a frisky horse!’”Although his aunts doted on him, the ruthless drive
and towering ambition Churchill brought to adulthood is directly attributable to a childhood bereft
of both parental warmth and attention. Churchill, “needing outlets for his own welling adoration…
created images of [his parents] as he wished they were, and the less he saw of them, the easier
that transformation became.”Winston Churchill spent a lifetime in denial of the neglect by his
parents that formed what can only charitably be described as an unhappy childhood. Yet there
were benefits to being the progeny of influential parents. During his youth Churchill met Queen
Victoria, sailed with his mother and the Prince of Wales on his royal yacht, and saw Buffalo Bill
perform, and when he could get away with it, would avidly eavesdrop, with an ear to the wall or
through a door left ajar, on conversations between his parents and the Churchills’ many
visitors.What social graces and life lessons Churchill learned were taught by the wise Mrs.
Everest, who became surrogate mother, confessor, life guide, and soother of fears and the usual
physical and emotional wounds of an active boy. On a rare occasion when Mrs. Everest was
granted a brief holiday, the care of the rambunctious child fell to Jennie, who was driven to
exhaustion by Winston’s incessant demands for playing a variety of games such as “Hunt the
Slipper,” well into the night, and his refusal to sleep like a normal child. “Winston, you are
impossible,” she complained; to which he replied, “Yes indeed, and a miserable business for us
both.”Not surprisingly it was Mrs. Everest who introduced the young man to the delights of toy
soldiers and the romantic world of soldiering. Winston found solace in maneuvering his growing
army of German-made lead soldiers (which eventually approached fifteen hundred pieces) on
the floor of his nursery room, organized into an infantry division and a cavalry brigade. Shane
Leslie recalls, “Winston was particularly ingenious in demanding and manipulating his toys,”
chief of which were the “lead soldiers who were always standing in action even when their owner
slept.” Jack was permitted to participate in Winston’s military games, but only in a secondary role
that guaranteed he would never be on the winning side. As the commander of the opposition
native troops, he was given no artillery and obliged perpetually to lose his battles against his
brother’s powerful army as a victim of what Winston called his self-created “Treaty for the
Limitation of Armaments.” At no time did it ever cross Churchill’s mind that he would ever serve in
any other capacity than that of the commander.Churchill, recalled another of his cousins, Clare
Sheridan, was “a large schoolboy” who had “a disconcerting way of looking at me critically and
saying nothing. He filled me with awe. His playroom contained from one end to the other a plank
table on trestles, on which were thousands of lead soldiers arranged for battle. He organized
wars. The lead battalions were maneuvered into action, peas and pebbles committed great
casualties, forts were stormed, cavalry charged, bridges were destroyed—real water tanks



engulfed the advancing foes. Altogether it was a most impressive show, and played with an
interest that was no ordinary child game.” Shane Leslie once had the temerity to ask the young
generalissimo “for whom were we waiting and was sternly told we were waiting for the enemies
of England!”No one but Churchill was permitted to touch or play with his soldiers.When one of
his toy soldiers broke, it was of no further use to him, and he usually presented its remains to his
brother or a relative. Only the able-bodied were eligible to serve in his army.By 1890 Churchill
had graduated from drilling his toy soldiers in imaginary battles in his nursery to outdoor “wars,”
in which his real-life soldiers were his brothers, several of his cousins, and anyone else he could
induce to play. There were numerous Churchill cousins: the four sons of Jennie’s sister Leonie,
and Clara’s two sons and a daughter, Clara or Clare, a free spirit who achieved her own unique
renown in later life as an acclaimed sculptor, bohemian, and world traveler.Many of Churchill’s
youthful military adventures took place at Banstead, a small country home in Newmarket,
Suffolk, first rented, then later purchased, by Lord Randolph. There Winston constructed the
“Den,” a rather intricate sort of Robinson Crusoe thatched cabin with its own drawbridge and
homemade catapult, whose ammunition was a plentiful supply of green apples. Everyone who
participated in Churchill’s military games came under his authoritative “ruling.” “There were only
two rules—first that Winston always remained General. Secondly there was no promotion.” One
of their “victims” was a cow whose mistake was straying too close to the young warriors.That
young Churchill took his “military duties” seriously was evident during one of their “wars”: this
one at his Aunt Cornelia’s vast estate near Bournemouth in 1893, when Winston found himself
cornered on a bridge and in peril of imminent “capture.” He refused to surrender and instead
leaped off the bridge intending to break his fall on a tree. Instead he fell some thirty feet and was
badly injured. (Not many years later he would achieve early fame for his escapist deeds when it
actually counted.)Churchill’s prowess with his toy soldiers eventually led to a desire to become a
soldier in his own right. One day his father paid a rare visit to his nursery to “inspect” his son’s
army. Afterward Randolph asked Winston if he would like to enter the army, “so I said ‘Yes’ at
once: and immediately I was taken at my word. For years I thought my father…had discerned in
me qualities of military genius.” Only later did the young man learn that the true reason for his
father’s question was that he believed Winston was clearly not clever enough to become a
lawyer. “However that may be,” recalled Churchill, “the toy soldiers turned the current of my life.
Henceforward all my education was directed to passing into Sandhurst, and afterwards to the
technical details of the profession of arms.”In 1882, a few weeks before his eighth birthday, he
was packed off to his first boarding school, St. George’s, in Ascot, where young men destined to
attend elite establishments such as Eton and Harrow were groomed. The loneliness he felt at
being cast into a strange and unfriendly environment was exacerbated by the fact that
throughout his education Churchill was rarely visited by either of his parents. “How I hated this
school, and what a life of anxiety I lived there for more than two years,” he wrote in his memoir. “I
counted the days and the hours until the end of every term, when I should return home from this
hateful servitude and range my soldiers in line of battle on the nursery floor.”Young Winston’s



tenure at St. George’s began badly. He was routinely and savagely beaten, often until he bled,
and verbally abused by the headmaster, the Reverend H. W. Sneyd-Kinnersley, a man of shallow
intellect and a brutal sadist who took a particular delight in tormenting and punishing the young
man. Several times a month the entire school was assembled in the library, and the two top boys
took the selected delinquents away to a nearby room. Churchill never got over the humiliation
and years later wrote with vehemence that “they were flogged until they bled freely, while the rest
sat quaking, listening to their screams.”Never one to accept the inevitable, Churchill rebelled
against his tormentor in ways that earned him even more beatings. On one occasion he was
flogged for removing the headmaster’s straw hat from its perch and stomping it to pieces. Roger
Fry, the head boy at St. George’s (later a celebrated art critic), was obliged to assist in the
floggings and he later wrote, “It took only two or three strokes for drops of blood to form
everywhere and it continued for 15 or 20 strokes when the wretched boy’s bottom was a mass of
blood…sometimes there were scenes of screaming, howling and struggling which made me
almost sick with disgust.” One student was flogged so hard that he let fly with feces. “The irate
clergyman instead of stopping at once went on with increased fury until the whole ceiling and
walls of his study were spattered with filth.”It did not help matters that Churchill was often his
own worst enemy. He had learned some bad language in the stables of Blenheim and could not
resist imparting his knowledge to his fellow students by once leaping upon a table in a
classroom and singing a naughty song, with predictable results.When he had grown older,
Churchill realized more fully the extent of what had been done to him, and while at Sandhurst
returned to Ascot “to settle matters but found his old enemy had suddenly died to the relief of his
pupils,” at the age of thirty-eight.Churchill’s attendance at St. George’s has been described as
“one long feud with authority.” Nor were his battles with the headmaster his only form of rebellion.
He was deliberately defiant in both his Latin and his Greek lessons, which earned him the label
of a below-average student. Churchill later wrote of his stubbornness, “In all the twelve years I
was at school no one ever succeeded in making me write a Latin verse or learn any Greek
except the alphabet.” As it would throughout his school years, Churchill’s unruly behavior and his
readiness to defy authority made him an unsympathetic and unpopular figure with the other
students. One, a German named Kessler, described Churchill as quarrelsome and an
exhibitionist whose “attitude got on everyone’s nerves.” The conventional correctness of British
youth who were taught to go along and get along was anathema to Churchill. Little could anyone
know that his traits of stubbornness and rebellion in his youth would steel him for the future
when, as prime minister during his nation’s time of grave peril, Churchill would resist pressures
and criticism that would surely have broken a lesser man.For some time his plight remained
unknown to his parents. To the contrary, on the basis of negative reports about virtually all
aspects of his deportment and academic progress, they believed him a disappointment. His
letters were routinely censored by the headmaster and revealed no clues to his unhappiness,
which was exacerbated by the failure of either of his parents to bother visiting him. There is an
aura of almost overwhelming sadness in his pleas for them to visit him, entreaties that were



routinely disregarded. Over the years his pleas fell upon deaf ears, and the majority of his letters
went unanswered. On one occasion, while a cadet at Sandhurst, Churchill went so far as to write
to his mother: “Thank you very much for writing to me. Longing to see you, I remain, Ever your
loving son Winston S.C.”Only the faithful Mrs. Everest made regular visits and noted the scars.
When, after two terms, she revealed to Jennie and Randolph the extent of their son’s troubles,
his father withdrew him from St. George’s and sent him to a school in Brighton.Churchill’s horrific
experience of St. George’s scarred him for life. It haunted him so deeply that when Shane
Leslie’s daughter, Anita, visited him many years later, he said: “If my mother hadn’t listened to
Mrs. Everest and taken me away I would have broken down completely. Can you imagine a child
being broken down?…I can never forget that school. It was horrible.”CHAPTER 2“A BARREN
AND UNHAPPY PERIOD OF MY LIFE”These were the bad years.—LONDON SUNDAY
DISPATCH, 1939AFTER HIS PAINFUL EXPERIENCE at St. George’s School, the next four
years of Winston Churchill’s life were relatively tranquil. His father enrolled him at a school in
Hove, near Brighton, run by two kindly spinsters named Kate and Charlotte Thomson. Although
the experience “makes a pleasant picture in my mind,” in no small part because he was able to
study subjects more to his liking (history and French), and was permitted to swim and ride
horses, Churchill nevertheless seemed unable to avoid conflict with his fellow students and
remained something of a loner. Once, when asked if he had ever erred, he replied, “Nein!” and
then with feigned effrontery claimed he was merely cultivating German. “I used to think him,” said
his teacher, Eva Moore, “the naughtiest small boy in the world.” An incident involving a
pocketknife and a classroom scuffle with another boy resulted in a trip to the doctor to repair a
gash to his chest that might have had tragic results. It also very nearly earned him
expulsion.Churchill used his status as the son of a famous man to solicit autographs from his
father (and later, his mother), which he duly sold to other boys to augment his meager funds. It
was the start of a lifetime proclivity to spend wildly and live well beyond his means. In addition to
his propensity for finding trouble, if not to seek it out actively, Churchill developed continuing
health problems, which became a great concern to his mother. He was diagnosed with an inner-
ear problem that may have affected his balance; he also suffered the various childhood maladies
—measles, mumps, influenza, toothaches—and two concussions, both the result of youthful
exuberance.At this early age Churchill became so fixated on his fragile health that for the rest of
his life he kept a thermometer handy, which he used daily to check his temperature. In 1886 he
contracted a pneumonia that very nearly killed him. His temperature rose to a near-lethal 104.3
degrees during a grave five-day ordeal before the crisis passed. His physical problems and
ailments left him so frustrated that he once wrote to his mother about being “cursed with so
feeble a body.”He also suffered from a speech defect that was a cross between a lisp and a
stutter—no one has ever been quite sure how to categorize it. A throat specialist found nothing
definitive, but throughout his life Churchill had trouble pronouncing the letter s. Despite working
assiduously to overcome the problem through elocution drills and constant practice, he never
entirely succeeded in ridding himself of his impairment, which tended to slur his speech and



sometimes give the false impression that he was inebriated.In 1887 Randolph broke the tradition
of six generations of Churchills who attended Eton by enrolling Winston at Harrow, primarily in
the belief that the air atop of one of London’s most famous landmarks would somehow be more
conducive to his health than that of Eton. The four and a half years, from April 1888 to December
1892, that Churchill spent at one of Britain’s elitist schools were chiefly a continuation of his
stormy passage into adulthood.Situated in northwest London atop the most commanding view
of the city and its environs, the town of Harrow dates to the 1300s and back to the Romans, who
considered the heights of military significance. Founded by a local yeoman named John Lyon to
educate the poor of the town, the school was granted a royal charter by Elizabeth I in 1572. By
the time Churchill was enrolled there in 1888, Harrow had become one of Britain’s most
prestigious public schools and a place where the British upper classes sent their sons to be
educated. Its alumni are a who’s who of British history and include poets, historians, men of the
arts and literature, a prime minister of India—Jawaharlal Nehru—and six British prime ministers,
among them Robert Peel, Stanley Baldwin, Lord Palmerston, and, later, Winston Churchill. Other
Old Harrovians of note include Lord Byron, the historian George Macaulay Trevelyan, and the
Nobel laureate John Galsworthy.Despite the absence of the savage beatings he had routinely
endured at Ascot, mischief and misery seemed to hang over Churchill at Harrow like a pall,
much of it of his own making. Although good-hearted by nature, he would deliberately court
trouble and was a hugely unpopular, disruptive, impatient, and undisciplined student, who was
generally disliked and even despised by his contemporaries. Churchill’s self-importance and
bragging served only to antagonize others. He was, for example, fond of diving into the
swimming pool to pull the legs of unsuspecting boys in the shallow end and then drag them
underwater. Inevitably there came the day he was caught in the act and trampled underwater by
several angry schoolboys who were fed up with young Mr. Churchill and his high jinks. An alert
master dived in to save him from drowning. Afterward Churchill’s only comment was typically
dismissive. He could “deal with a few but not with the whole lot.”On another occasion, he crept
up behind an unsuspecting sixth-form boy named Leo S. Amery, who was standing by the edge
of the swimming pool, stripped off his towel, and shoved him into the pool. “I emerged
sputtering…to meet the gleeful grin of a small, freckled, redhaired boy whom I had never seen
before,” recalled Amery. Retribution was swift. “I fled, but in vain,” said Churchill. “Swift as the
wind my pursuer overtook me, seized me in a ferocious grip, and hurled me into the deepest part
of the pool.” The following day Churchill explained to Amery that he hadn’t realized he was a
sixth-former but merely thought that “I was small enough to be the most suitable victim to hand.”
Little did either young man know that their first meeting would turn into a half-century association
that was by turns affable and contentious. As the editor of the Harrovian, Amery recalled that
Churchill submitted articles critical of the school administration, one of which he described as
“scurrilous.” “I can still see the look of misery in his eyes as I blue-penciled out some of his best
jibes.”Somewhat surprisingly, given the rough beginning of their relationship, the two boys
bonded, and, notes Celia Sandys, they formed “an academic alliance in which Amery helped



Churchill with his Latin translations while the future Nobel Prize–winner dictated the older boy’s
English essays.”The headmaster, the Reverend J. E. C. Welldon, was a fair and kindly man, of
whom Churchill once remarked, “I can always talk around the Headmaster.” Not quite. The
“Punishment Book” maintained by Welldon reflects his name several times during his tenure at
Harrow, and each of two entries (for cutting class and a breaking-and-entering incident, “doing
damage”) earned him a flogging of seven lashes. His two other recorded misbehaviors were
bathing twice in one day (punished by detention). His last offense, in March 1892, for
disobedience and “impertinence,” “kept [him] back at end of term.” On the whole, however,
Churchill’s disciplinary record at Harrow differed little from that of other boys who violated the
school’s strict regulations.Those of Churchill’s articles that Amery did publish did not endear him
to Welldon, who “summoned the young author to his study and addressed him in the following
terms: ‘I have observed certain articles in the Harrovian newspaper lately, not calculated to
increase the respect of the boys for the constituted authorities of the school. As articles in the
Harrovian are anonymous, I shall not dream of inquiring who wrote them. But if any more of the
same character appear it may be my painful duty to swish you.’”The child who evolved into the
stubborn, exuberant, opinionated adult was already clearly evident. Even though Headmaster
Welldon had taken an interest in Churchill, he too was subjected to his pupil’s sharp tongue. On
one occasion Churchill was summoned and told, “I have grave reason to be displeased with
you.” Replied the cheeky young man, “And I, Sir, have very grave reason to be displeased with
you.” It was obvious that Churchill had yet to discern the difference between insolence and
foolhardiness, or between fearlessness and prudence.Churchill’s indiscretions during his years
at Harrow included defiant behavior, fights, and occasional humiliation. Harassment and
punishments failed to dissuade the young man from routinely hurling opinions and challenges.
His frequent brushes with authority and his contemporaries had the effect of hardening him.
Whatever he engaged in was done with a full measure of passion and assertiveness. Churchill
was good at billiards but played so aggressively that windows that happened to be in the line of
fire were sometimes shattered. Contrition was simply never part of his makeup. A chilling
incident was indicative of his stubborn persistence in the face of adversity. One day, the
Reverend Frederick C. Searle, Churchill’s underhousemaster, heard a fierce commotion and
arrived to find him jammed helplessly into a folding bed with water of varying temperatures being
unceremoniously poured on him by a group of student bullies as punishment for his
impertinence toward the bigger boys in his house. Searle rescued Churchill, whose face was
scarlet with rage and dripping with water. Instead of displaying fear he exhibited an unbridled
fury at his tormentors. “The smaller, red-faced boy showed no tendency towards humility but
walked up and down cursing and orating to the effect that he would be a great man and that his
persecutors would come to nothing and he would crush them to the ground. The effect was
tremendous over the cursing. The boys were really cowed.” Such experiences helped to harden
him for the time when enemies more potent than adolescent schoolboys would pose threats to
his career—and to Britain. On another occasion Churchill returned home from school with his



jacket torn, and when questioned remonstrated: “How should I not be out of elbows when my
father is out of office?”Already there existed the trait that would define him: what the historian
Ronald Lewin has described as his “glowering ferocity in the face of opposition, almost animal in
its instinctive hostility, [that] was a constant throughout Churchill’s life.” A badge of his
nonconformity was his refusal to do the accepted thing. Any form of public intimacy was scorned
at Harrow. Yet on one occasion when Mrs. Everest visited him, Churchill flouted this unwritten
rule. As a jeering group of boys followed them and the taunts reached a crescendo, he
courageously kissed his beloved nanny good-bye.His schooldays at Harrow left few pleasant
memories. He preferred history, poetry, and essay writing to the traditional Harrow emphasis on
Latin and mathematics. That he had even been admitted was itself something of a minor miracle.
During the entrance examination he was unable (and probably unwilling) to answer a single
question on the Latin portion, and turned in a blank paper. Years later he grumbled over his
dislike of examinations: “I should have liked to be asked to say what I knew. They always tried to
ask me what I did not know. When I would have willingly displayed my knowledge, they sought to
expose my ignorance.”Fortunately the Reverend Dr. Welldon saw sufficiently promising qualities
in young Churchill that he admitted him to Harrow. However, instead of being assigned to learn
Latin and Greek, he was sent to the dunce class, where English was taught. After Churchill had
become one of the foremost writers of the English language, he later boasted that it was a
blessing that served him well. His debt to his English teacher, Robert Somervell, he said, was
great. Somervell “was charged with the duty of teaching the stupidest boys the most disregarded
thing—namely to write mere English…. I learned it thoroughly. Thus I got into my bones the
essential structure of the ordinary British sentence—which is a noble thing.” Nevertheless the
stigma of being at the tail end of his class rankled, particularly when, in front of an audience of
parents and visitors, his name was one of the last to be called during the traditional roll call. His
father had resigned that year as chancellor of the exchequer, and the Churchill name drew more
than normal attention. “I frequently heard the irreverent comment, ‘Why, he’s last of all!’”His
slovenliness, tardiness, and dismissive attitude frustrated his tutor and housemaster, H. O. D.
Davidson, who wrote to Jennie that her son was “so regular in his irregularity, that I really don’t
know what to do…. But if he is unable to conquer this slovenliness…he will never make a
success of public school…. As far as ability goes he ought to be at the top of his form, whereas
he is at the bottom.” Yet, like Dr. Welldon, Davidson saw genuine promise in Churchill. “He is a
remarkable boy in many ways…[and] I am very much pleased with some history work he has
done for me.”Another of Churchill’s strong traits that emerged at Harrow was his ability to absorb
and memorize large volumes of words. He may have been an indifferent student, but his memory
was prodigious. Upon learning that he could earn a prize in a school competition by memorizing
one thousand lines of poetry and reciting them to the headmaster, Churchill memorized not one
thousand but twelve hundred lines of Macaulay’s poetry and won outright. In addition to
memorizing poetry, he also composed a prizewinning poem entitled “The Influenza” (about the
spread of the disease throughout Europe in 1890). Churchill was proud that the Harrovian



published it, and although the poem dealt with influenza it also included a verse that dealt with a
subject that would remain a centerpiece of his political and military thought: the sanctity of the
British Empire.God shield our Empire from the mightOf war or famine, plague or blightAnd the
power of Hell,And keep it ever in the handsOf those who fought ’gainst other lands,Who fought
and conquered well.He proudly wrote home that Mrs. Everest should bring him proper clothes so
that he could accept his award in appropriate sartorial splendor. Churchill could also recite from
memory entire scenes from three of Shakespeare’s plays. Not surprisingly, his interest in
Shakespeare focused on the warrior kings: Richard III, Henry IV, and Henry V. Thus, when he
actually put his mind to it, he became an adept student who had the good fortune to have been
taught history, English literature, and mathematics by three exceptional teachers, L. M. Moriarty,
Robert Somervell, and C. H. P. Mayo.Churchill was not a religious man, although he was
confirmed in the Church of England while at Harrow. His mother thought the event might “steady
him,” although Headmaster Welldon held the clearer view that he wished to do so “only because
it will get him off other work!” Thereafter religion played no meaningful role in his life.In
November 1891 Welldon suggested that Churchill would benefit from a visit to France and a stay
with a French family during the forthcoming Christmas holidays. Randolph was due to return
from a trip to South Africa, and Winston preferred to be home to see his father and then travel to
France, but strictly on his own terms, and certainly not with “a vile, nasty, fusty, beastly French
‘Family.’”“Please have a little regard for my happiness,” he later complained to his mother. After
being rebuffed by Jennie, he reacted with the typical tart replies that would later characterize
Churchill the impatient and demanding prime minister. Jennie wrote on December 8, 1891: “The
tone of your letter is not calculated to make one over lenient…. When one wants something in
this world, it is not by delivering ultimatums…. You can be quite certain my darling that I will
decide for what is best, but I will tell you frankly that I am going to decide not you.” When he
persisted, an exasperated Jennie replied: “I have only read one page of yr letter and I send it
back to you—as its style does not please me…you won’t gain anything by taking this line.”Never
disposed to take no for an answer, even as a child, Churchill, at his most petulant, replied in a
manner designed to lay guilt upon his mother:My darling Mummy,Never would I have believed
that you would have been so unkind. I am utterly miserable. That you should refuse to read my
letter is most painful to me…. I can’t tell you how wretched you have made me feel—instead of
doing every thing to make me happy you go and “cut the ground away from under my feet” like
that…. I am so unhappy but if you don’t read this letter it will be the last you’ll have the trouble to
send back…don’t be so cruel toYour loving son,WINNYUltimately Winston won his war of words
and rather than having to live with the dreaded “beastly French ‘Family’” was permitted to travel
to France under the tutelage of his French master.The most dismal aspect of his clash with his
mother was that it was clearly a matter of indifference to Jennie whether her son spent the
Christmas holiday at home or not. As during his earlier school days, Randolph and Jennie rarely
visited their son. Randolph, in fact, did not make his first visit until November 1890, two and a
half years after Winston entered Harrow. Their apathy was partly mitigated by a charming family



friend, Laura, Countess of Wilton, who took pity on Churchill and wrote to him on a regular basis,
occasionally including money, and always signing her letters with the words, “Yr Deputy Mother,
Laura Wilton.” She also sent him food hampers and oranges and regularly invited him to her
home near Windsor during the summer break.Randolph’s resignation as chancellor in 1886 was
catastrophic and self-destructive, not only to himself but to his elder son. He became an
embittered and “wishful wanderer upon the earth,” as if he were on a relentless quest for his own
form of the Holy Grail. While Randolph was traveling abroad, Jennie was involved with her
paramour du jour, a debonair Austrian diplomat, Count Charles Kinsky. In the summer of 1891
Kinsky took Churchill to the Crystal Palace exhibition hall to view an exhilarating program of
performances by wild animals and the London fire brigade, which drilled with precision in honor
of Queen Victoria’s grandson, the visiting kaiser Wilhelm II. Churchill was enormously impressed
not only by the kaiser’s colorful white uniform, complete with a steel breastplate, high white
leather boots, and “a helmet of bright Brass surmounted by a white eagle nearly 6 inches high,”
but also by a spectacle that “was perfectly splendid. There were nearly 2000 firemen & 100
Engines. They all marched past the Emperor to the music of a band of infantry.” Afterward there
were fireworks to end what was one of the most exciting days of young Churchill’s life, which also
included his first taste of champagne. Once home he lost no time in drawing a picture of the
kaiser’s helmet and his boots. Sixteen years later Winston Churchill and the kaiser would meet in
Germany under very different circumstances.For young Winston, Randolph’s descent into
melancholy brought only prolonged misery. Although he clearly adored his father, Winston lived
a life of denial of his constant rejection by a stern (and, in his final years, seriously ill) parent who
invariably seemed to find only the worst qualities in his son. Indeed the litany of criticism that
verged on the abusive would have crushed a lesser mortal than Winston Churchill. In his father’s
eyes Winston rarely earned praise, but rather deserved heaps of scorn for the ordinary mistakes
and growing pains of a youth struggling to find his own identity and place in the adult world.
Churchill’s stubborn single-mindedness was his strength and his weakness both as a schoolboy
and as an adult. More important, his indefatigability was a driving force that would serve him well
when he was had to contend with one crisis after another as Britain’s leader fifty years later.After
Winston’s first two years at Harrow, Randolph had come to the conclusion that his elder son was
little better than a wastrel with a poor future, who was unworthy of being sent to Oxford to further
his education and become a lawyer. Randolph was slowly descending into madness and an
illness that would claim his life at the age of forty-five. His political disappointment, combined
with his growing dismay over what appeared to be his son’s uncertain future, led to a mutual
decision between father and son that the army should be Winston’s career of choice. Moreover
there is little doubt that the family’s declining financial situation encouraged Randolph in his
conclusion.What Churchill could never overcome was his distant relationship with his father. The
harder he tried to please him, the less he seemed to succeed. His closest friend at Harrow was
Jack Milbanke, a baron’s son, who would later win a Victoria Cross in the Boer War and be killed
in action in 1915 at Gallipoli. Although Churchill deeply admired Milbanke, in My Early Life he



painfully recalled how forlorn he felt on the rare occasions when Randolph visited Harrow and
took both boys to lunch at a nearby pub. Jack and Randolph talked as if they were equals, while
Winston was largely ignored. “How I should have loved to have that sort of relationship with my
father! But alas, I was only a backward schoolboy and my incursions into the conversation were
nearly always awkward or foolish.”To the end of his life Churchill was haunted by his father’s
rejection. From the time of his entry into Sandhurst, and particularly after Randolph’s early death
in 1895, he spent the rest of his life proving to himself and to the ghost of his dead parent that
indeed he was not a failure. A painful fantasy occurred in November 1947 at Chartwell,
Churchill’s home in Kent. A well-wisher had purchased a portrait of his father and given it to
Churchill, who placed it on an easel in his studio. On this particular afternoon he suddenly felt a
presence in the room and saw his father sitting in his leather armchair. The two men began to
talk as Randolph quizzed his son on the events of British history since his death. As Churchill
attempted to explain to his father what he had done with his life, Randolph, in death, was as
unimpressed with his son as he had been in life. He recalled Winston’s “stupidity” at school and
said he would not talk politics “with a boy like you ever.” However, as their conversation
progressed, Randolph seemed impressed by his son’s understanding of the historical events of
the twentieth century and wondered why he didn’t go into politics. Before Churchill could explain
what he had accomplished, his father lit a cigarette and promptly vanished. Churchill’s daughter
Mary Soames once inquired if there was anything he would have liked to accomplish during his
extraordinary life that he hadn’t. “And it didn’t take him very long to think. He said, ‘Oh, yes. I
would like my father to have lived long enough to see that I was going to be some good.’”His
veneration of his failed father was tempered by sadness. Once he said to his own son,
Randolph, after the two had spent a day together, “We have had more conversations in this one
holiday than I had with my father in his entire lifetime.” Occasions of intimacy between father and
son were so rare that they became cause for elation. One such instance was in the autumn of
1891. While on holiday at Banstead Manor, Churchill fired a double-barreled shotgun at a rabbit
he had spied on the lawn. The gun went off beneath Randolph’s window, and brought down his
wrath upon Winston. However, for once he took pains to reassure his distressed son and in his
own way to apologize for his outburst. He “proceeded to talk to me in the most wonderful and
captivating manner about school and going into the Army and the grown-up life which lay
beyond. I listened spellbound to this sudden complete departure from his usual reserve, amazed
at his intimate comprehension of all my affairs.”Lord Randolph was not alone in his distress at his
son’s performance at Harrow. Shortly before Winston was to take the preliminary examination for
admission to Sandhurst in the summer of 1890, Headmaster Welldon, convinced he would not
pass, declined to let him undertake it. This brought Winston a blast of displeasure from Jennie.
“You work in such a fitful inharmonious way, that you are bound to come out last…. I daresay you
have 1000 excuses…your work is an insult to your intelligence. If you would only trace out a plan
of action for yourself & carry it out & and be determined to do so—I am sure you could
accomplish anything you wished. It is that thoughtlessness of yours which is your greatest



enemy.” Refusing to accept any blame, Churchill attempted to dismiss the problem by writing, “I
am afraid some enemy hath sown tares in your mind,” and laying responsibility on “being put
under a master whom I hated & who returned that hate.” After promising to pass the
examination, Churchill lived up to his word in November 1890 and was one of the twelve (of
twenty-nine) from Harrow to do so, thus validating his mother’s insistence that he could succeed
whenever he chose to do so.At Harrow, Churchill’s interest in soldiering had taken a more
practical turn. During the last three of his four and a half years there he became a proficient
horseman, excelled at swimming and fencing (for which he earned a prize), and won a shooting
competition. Passing the preliminary examination for Sandhurst enabled Churchill to enroll in the
army class, and he enthusiastically undertook his first military training by joining what was called
the Rifle Corps. The military part of the Harrow curriculum was designed to prepare its young
candidates for admission to either Sandhurst or Woolwich, for those pursuing commissions in
the Royal Artillery or the Royal Engineers. Although Churchill scorned most of his instructors, it
was fitting that he deeply respected L. M. Moriarty, the master who taught the army class and
who frequently lectured on the Crimean War.In November 1888 an American colonel named
Gouraud, who had fought in the Battle of Gettysburg, visited Harrow to demonstrate a new
invention, the phonograph, into which he sang and recorded “John Brown’s Body.” The stirring
music and the mere presence of a soldier who had fought in one of history’s great battles seem
to have fired Churchill’s imagination, and this experience is thought to have influenced his
decision more than fifty years later to direct that “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” be sung at
his funeral.On yet another occasion a noted swordsman visited Harrow to give a lecture. When
he offered to slice in half an apple off the head of any boy present willing to volunteer, no one
spoke up. “The Monitors swallowed hard, and each was trying to pluck up courage when a small
red-haired boy from the fourth form climbed onto the stage and offered his services. It was
young Winston.”One element of his military training was mock battles fought against other
schools. Between 1888 and 1892 Churchill participated in five such events. In 1892 he became
the fencing champion of Harrow, perhaps the highest honor he won there. Fencing was a skill
that would serve him rather well as an officer.Outside his fantasy world of toy soldiers, however,
he possessed little actual military background or knowledge except for what he learned during
lectures he attended. Yet for a young man relatively unschooled in the military arts, Churchill’s
first military paper, written sometime in 1889, when he was fourteen, was a remarkable
endeavor. Written as an essay for his English teacher, Robert Somervell, “The Engagement of
‘La Marais,’July 6, 1914,” imagined a military campaign in Russia by a British army twenty-five
years in the future. Told in diary form through the words of the aide to the commanding general,
his sixteen-page paper described how a British force came under Russian attack while moving
to relieve a garrison marooned at Kharkov in the Ukraine. Appended to the paper were six
detailed, hand-drawn maps of surprising imagination and initiative, complete with military
dispositions.Churchill’s lifelong romanticism about war was reflected in this first military paper,
which contained such phrases as: “moving lines & columns of red surmounted by the



glimmering bayonet,” and “enemy’s shells bursting in the masses of our cavalry killing and
wounding dozens of them at a time.” His imagination was fired by what he described as a
“magnificent” scene. When the “good guys” finally won the terrible battle, his hero, Colonel
Seymour, exclaimed that he could “sleep tonight under the influence of victory which is the best
narcotic in the world.”One of the requirements of an officer newly commissioned into the British
army was proficiency in swordsmanship, a sport in which Churchill excelled at Harrow. In 1892
he won the Public Schools Fencing Championship, becoming only the second Harrovian ever to
have won this distinction. The Harrovian took note of how Churchill fenced in an unorthodox
manner, “chiefly due to his quick and dashing attack which quite took his opponents by
surprise.”Despite his rebellious nature and penchant for blaming others, Churchill had, in fact,
been well looked after by men like Welldon, Moriarty, and Somervell, and had learned far more
than he ever cared to admit. Although still prone to nagging ailments and youthful injuries,
physically he had developed into a wiry, hardy young man, a trait very likely inherited from his
American grandfather, Leonard Jerome. More important, he had willingly and enthusiastically
embraced his first military training.On the subject of his experiences at Harrow, Churchill was
largely silent in his memoir. It was as if he had wiped away all traces of what was essentially an
important but depressing time in his life. Years later, as a member of Parliament, he was given a
rude reminder of his restless days at Harrow, when he returned to show the school to a friend
and was pelted with yard-balls by a group of students. Of his education in general Churchill
wrote with obvious bitterness, “I was on the whole considerably discouraged by my school
days…. I would far rather have been apprenticed as a bricklayer’s mate, or run errands as a
messenger boy, or helped my father to dress the front windows of a grocer’s shop…. It would
have taught me more…. Also, I should have got to know my father, which would have been a joy
to me.”Churchill completed his formal schooling relatively uneducated, a victim of his own
stubborn nature, and by the standards of the British class system an abject failure who had not
played the game by its traditional rules. He was largely ignorant of the world and, as a young
man of privilege, unequipped for a successful career. He left Harrow in December 1892 having
failed to acquire some of the appropriate skills—with the exception of fencing—required of a
proper young English gentleman. He was, remembered Shane Leslie, “deficient in cricket, Latin
Verse and other accepted tests of Victorian success…. His father told Jennie that the boy had
not the brains to fit him for Oxford.”His father’s harsh pronouncement that his son was a good-for-
nothing failure was a crushing burden to bear. However, if Churchill could pass the tough
entrance examination for admission to Sandhurst, he might yet redeem Randolph’s unforgiving
judgment.CHAPTER 3SANDHURSTNo one who was not a congenital idiot could avoid passing
thence into the Army.—MY EARLY LIFETHE BRITISH EMPIRE INTO which Winston Churchill
was born in 1874 was at its zenith, eclipsing any in history. Lord Curzon called it “the greatest
force for good the world has ever seen.” The Union Jack flew from flagpoles throughout Britain’s
vast domain, which extended from the Middle East to the far corners of Asia, North America, the
Pacific, and South Africa—fully one-fifth of the world’s land area and one-quarter of its



population. The Royal Navy was the most powerful military force in the world, and “Rule,
Britannia” and the Rock of Gibraltar were far more than merely the mottoes and emblems of
Britain’s empire. The British army of Henry V’s archers was renowned, as were Wellington’s
legions, which ended the reign of Napoleon. Yet the era of Pax Britannica from 1815 to the
mid-1880s was one of almost constant warfare in the outposts of the empire. During this period
there were thirteen major colonial wars, ranging from the Opium Wars with China, the Indian
Mutiny, the Sikh wars, and the Zulu wars, to the legendary and costly Crimean War against
Russia. Niall Ferguson notes, “In all, there were seventy-two separate British military campaigns
in the course of Queen Victoria’s reign—more than one for every year of the so-called pax
Britannica.”Years later Churchill would not only become the principal believer in and protector of
Britain’s dwindling and increasingly irrelevant empire, but also the prime symbol of an
anachronism that was already on its deathbed in the wake of the worldwide nationalism that
followed World War I, and that expired with the creation of the independent states of India and
Pakistan in 1947.In his time membership in the fraternity of the officer corps was the exclusive
province of the British upper class. “Because they were the leisured class, they were also the
fighting class,” writes David Cannadine. They were “duty-bound and historically conditioned to
protect civil society from invasion and disruption. Honor and glory, courage and chivalry,
gallantry and loyalty, leadership and horsemanship were quintessential patrician attributes,
inculcated in the country house and learned on the hunting field.” That the officer corps was
recruited primarily from the upper classes had little or nothing to do with these officers’
qualifications to command men. Queen Victoria’s nephew the Duke of Cambridge once
observed that the British commander in chief “should be a gentleman first and an officer
second.” The Duke of Wellington proclaimed that “the best officers in the world” were gentlemen
of the upper classes. From the time of Waterloo, in fact, the British army had remained virtually
unchanged, its virtues, its tactics, and its traditions untouched.Britain was primarily a naval
power, and its relatively small army had never been on a level with those in Europe, where much
larger standing armies such as those of France were the norm. Bismarck was once asked what
he would do should the British army ever appear in Prussia; he was said to have replied that he
would “send a policeman and have it arrested.”Until 1870 commissions in the cavalry or infantry
were acquired by purchase. A candidate had to produce suitable evidence that he had attained
“the education of a gentleman.” To sustain a military career an officer not only had to possess
sufficient wealth but also had to come from the upper class. The sons of the wealthy were not
expected to work, and those who did not join the army often served in the Church of England or
went into politics. The British army did not provide pensions for retired officers; instead when an
officer retired he generally sold his commission. A field-grade officer (major or lieutenant
colonel) could finance his retirement by selling his commission for as much as ten thousand
pounds—the more prestigious the regiment, the higher the value of a commission.An officer had
to win the consent of the colonel commanding the regiment he wished to join and, perhaps most
important of all, “to produce a substantial sum which was both proof of his standing in society



and a bond for good behavior.” One of the primary weaknesses of the British officer system was
that, once commissioned, he remained entitled to serve in his chosen regiment forever, no
matter what his age or physical condition. The result was a fossilized system in which some
regiments were commanded by similarly fossilized officers, sometimes in their eighties, who
were nevertheless entitled to (and did) remain on active service or in command. Promotions
were based strictly on seniority within the regiment.All of this combined to produce an army in
which social standing, the proper connections, and wealth undermined merit and discouraged
the leadership qualities essential in any successful military force. This concept was the result of
generations of tradition relatively unchanged by time or the technology of war. To be successful
an officer need not be particularly well educated or possess a strong intellect; however, he was
expected to meet the standards of bravery, dedication, and leadership where it counted—on the
battlefield. Field Marshal Lord Wolseley, for example, distrusted officers who read too many
textbooks, once noting that he “hoped that the British officer would never ‘degenerate into a
bookworm.’” That the system managed to produce a great many effective and successful military
leaders such as Marlborough, Wellington, and Nelson was a tribute to the British character.It
was Nelson, in fact, who once declared that “you cannot be a good officer without being a
gentleman.” Two world wars would ensue before it was recognized that successful generalship
had nothing in common with an officer’s birthright. Even as late as World War II, officers who
attained high command but whose origins were in the lower or poorer elements of society were
disparaged. Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery was a perfect example of the absurd class
consciousness of the British military. In the elitist British army Montgomery was the ultimate
outsider, a black-sheep “colonial” in an exclusive old-boys’ club where one’s lineage and social
standing counted for more than one’s ability.Churchill’s towering ambition and ruthless climb up
the ladder of success hardly qualified him as a gentleman but in no way detracted from his
determination to succeed as an officer or his fascination with all things military and his
romanticized view of war. Later on his stormy relations with high-ranking officers from the time of
Omdurman in 1898 through two world wars are indicative of his rejection of the dubious premise
that being a “gentleman” somehow counted for more than competence.The military commission
Winston Churchill sought as a matter of necessity was nothing less than a career path toward
separating himself from his contemporaries, whose entry into the ranks of the military had
mostly to do with social and class obligation. Churchill saw it entirely differently: A commission
was a stepping-stone to a political career.The Royal Military College (now called the Royal
Military Academy), located at Sandhurst both in Churchill’s time and in our own day, is Britain’s
training school for future officers. Sandhurst was created to remedy the abuses of the purchase
system and in response to the disastrous performance of the army during the early campaigns
of the French Revolutionary Wars in the 1790s. It was clear that a better means had to be
developed to train officers, and a cavalry officer, Maj. Gen. John Gaspard Le Marchant,
established the Royal Military College in 1800. What was called the Junior Department of the
College was formed in 1802—the same year that West Point was founded—in a converted



country house at Great Marlow, Berkshire. However, unlike West Point, where the course of
instruction is of four years’ duration, Sandhurst in Churchill’s day trained future officers during
three terms, over a period of sixteen months. In 1812 the college moved to its present site at
Sandhurst Park, Berkshire.The mission of Sandhurst in the 1890s was to train gentlemen cadets
to be junior army officers, and admission was based on the results of a competitive written
examination. Churchill’s appointment to Sandhurst was a struggle that he won only narrowly. He
first sat for the entrance examination in July 1892 and failed badly, scoring only 390th of 693
candidates. The minimum admission standard for the cavalry was 6,457 marks; Churchill’s score
was only 5,100. Welldon wrote frankly to him that “it is essential that in coming back to school
you should come resolved to work not only by fits & starts but with regular persistent industry…
all depends on yourself.”On January 10, 1893, shortly after he sat for the examination for the
second time, a spectacular accident occurred at his aunt’s estate when he deliberately jumped
off a bridge and attempted to slide down a fir tree to evade capture during “war games” with
other children. The accident might well have been his obituary or, at the very least, ended his
chances of attaining an army commission. Churchill grossly exaggerated the extent of his
accident, later claiming that he was unconscious for three days and ruptured a kidney (had he
actually ruptured one of his kidneys he would have bled internally and died, probably within the
hour).Lord Randolph, who was in Ireland at the time of the accident, hastened back to England
and summoned a surgeon to his son’s bedside. The injuries laid Churchill low until early March,
and the medical bills made a serious dent in the family’s already depleted pocketbook. Although
his parents’ extravagant lifestyle had by 1893 nearly bled them dry, they spared no expense
when either of their sons required the best available medical attention. “I was shocked and also
flattered to hear of the enormous fees they had paid,” Churchill wrote some years later.He
endured a painful two-month recuperation, and “for a year I looked at life round a corner.” Most of
his convalescence was spent with one of his favorite relatives, his aunt Lily, the Duchess of
Marlborough, who also had American roots and was another of his kindly relatives who both
encouraged and pampered Churchill, often helping out financially when his parents were
pinching pennies, which by 1893 was most of the time. His father’s friend and racing partner,
Lord Dunraven, drily summed up Churchill’s failed attempt at acrobatics: “I suppose boys will be
boys, but I see no necessity for them believing themselves to be birds or monkeys and acting as
such.” Whenever the untoward occurred Churchill’s lifelong tendency was to rationalize. In the
case of this foolishness he argued that the idea of jumping and “embracing” the top of a fir tree
was correct, “only the data were absolutely wrong.”To add insult to real injury, the results of his
recent examination bore no fruit; he had failed again. While Churchill did better, scoring 6,106
marks and ranking 203rd of 664 aspirants, it was still not good enough. Lord Randolph wrote
seeking Welldon’s advice and was told that if Winston was to have any reasonable chance of
passing he needed to be a sent to a “crammer.” Welldon recommended an elite school in West
London run by a former army officer, Capt. Walter H. James, who had had great success
preparing young men for the Sandhurst examination.When Churchill reported for remedial



instruction Captain James found the same lackadaisical attitude his other teachers had noted. At
one point Churchill insolently suggested to his new mentor that “his knowledge of history was
such that he did not want any more teaching in it.” James wrote to Randolph, “He is distinctly
inclined to be inattentive and to think too much of his abilities…. The boy has very many good
points in him but what he wants is very firm handling.” Captain James was neither the first nor
the last person to recognize that “handling” Winston Churchill was hopeless.On his third try, at
the end of June 1893, Churchill was at last successful—but not comfortably so. Although (not
surprisingly) he finished first in the mandatory history paper, his cumulative marks did not qualify
him for a future commission in the infantry, which was the elite arm of the British military. In fact
they were barely sufficient to meet the criteria for acceptance at Sandhurst as a cavalry
cadet.Churchill was not troubled by his failure to qualify for the infantry and indeed looked
forward to the more romantic and adventurous-sounding cavalry. Telegrams to various family
members expressed his elation. However, if Winston thought his father would be pleased with
his news, he misjudged badly. Lord Randolph was indignant and pelted his hapless son with
words that stung like hail. Winston, he thundered, had not finished high enough and was plainly
a failure. “The first extremely discreditable feature of your performance was missing the infantry,
for in that failure is demonstrated beyond refutation your slovenly happy go-lucky harum scarum
style of work for which you have always been distinguished at your different schools…. With all
the advantages you had, with the all abilities which you foolishly think yourself to possess…this
is the grand result that you come up with among the 2nd and 3rd rate who are only good for
commission in a cavalry regiment.”Lord Randolph concluded with a statement so hurtful that one
charitably hopes it had more to do with his deteriorating mental condition than his true feelings.
“Do not think,” he wrote, “I am going to take the trouble of writing to you long letters again on
these matters & you need not trouble to write any answer to this part of my letter, because I no
longer attach the slightest weight to anything you may say about your own acquirements &
exploits. Make this position indelibly impressed on your mind that if your conduct and action at
Sandhurst is similar to what it has been in the other establishments in which it has sought vainly
to impart to you some education, then my responsibility for you is over…. I am certain that if you
cannot prevent yourself from leading the idle useless unprofitable life you have had during your
schooldays…you will become a mere social wastrel one of the hundreds of the public school
failures, and you will degenerate into a shabby unhappy & futile existence.”Lord Randolph’s rage
was also manifested by the hit to his pocketbook of an additional two hundred pounds a year for
horses and their care. “As soon as possible I shall arrange your exchange into an infantry
regiment of the line.” The issue was soon resolved when Churchill was notified that he was being
admitted to Sandhurst under an infantry cadetship. Randolph fully expected that Winston would
become an infantry officer, and he died without ever learning that his rebellious son would
eventually spurn a more prestigious infantry commission and instead become a cavalry
officer.Although incapable of demonstrating affection for his elder son, Randolph nevertheless
was fearful that his future was bleak. Although exceptionally harsh and undoubtedly exacerbated



by his illness, his criticisms of his son were not entirely without merit. Although he was unwilling
to admit it, what grated was that his son clearly had ability but, for reasons he was unable to
understand satisfactorily, refused to use his gifts in a responsible manner. From his first
schooldays at Ascot Churchill had demonstrated a complete disdain for education except on his
own terms. When the spirit moved him he worked and studied hard; when it did not, which was
usually, his grades suffered accordingly. And while Lord Randolph may have questioned his
son’s brains, those who taught him knew that his abilities far exceeded his heretofore
underemployed talent. Nor could his father have possibly predicted his rebellious son’s
achievements and fame.Churchill’s reply was contrite and masked his shock and
disappointment at his father’s stern disapproval. “I am very sorry you are displeased with me….
[I] will try to modify your opinion of me by my work & conduct at Sandhurst.” Writing to his mother
he also concealed his feelings, noting that at Sandhurst “my fate is in my own hands & I have a
fresh start.”Lord Randolph used his friendship with the Duke of Cambridge, the commander in
chief of the British army, to have Winston commissioned in the Sixtieth Rifles (King’s Royal Rifle
Corps), one of the elite regiments of the British army, when he completed Sandhurst. As a result
Churchill entered Sandhurst at the beginning of September 1893 as an infantry cadet.As the son
of a famous politician Churchill was typical of the young men admitted to Sandhurst and
Woolwich who were public schoolboys from the “proper” social and economic backgrounds.
What made Sandhurst unique for Winston Churchill was that it represented the path to the
coveted commission he sought. For the first time in his life he took a genuine interest in his
education. Being there had a purpose and a goal—and for Churchill having a good reason to do
anything was paramount.The discipline was strict, the accommodations were spartan, and the
hours were long and tiring, but none of this seemed to bother him much. Not only did he have a
fresh start, but also “I was deeply interested in my work, especially Tactics and Fortification,” he
later recalled. In addition to learning the discipline of marching and drilling on the parade ground,
cadets were taught a variety of subjects including security; military law; army administration;
rudimentary map reading and drawing; how to construct various types of field fortifications, cut
railway lines, and blow up bridges; and gymnastics. His father helpfully enabled him to acquire a
small military library.Churchill had great enthusiasm for horses and horsemanship and spent a
great deal of the meager funds sent to him by his parents hiring horses at a nearby livery stable.
He became proficient at riding, a skill he would need to master as a cavalry officer. “Horses were
my greatest pleasure at Sandhurst,” he later wrote. He participated in steeplechases and point-
to-point events. For once father and son displayed evidence of a newfound intimacy. Lord
Randolph sent Winston to a riding school in order to help improve his skills, though his learning
was tempered by “biting the tan” (being thrown from his horse) on numerous occasions. In his
memoir Churchill advised his readers who were parents: “Don’t give your son money. As far as
you can afford it, give him horses.”During drill, however, he still had trouble distinguishing his left
foot from his right, and for a time was consigned to the “Awkward Squad,” which consisted of
remedial training for cadets who required “smartening up.” During his first year at Sandhurst,



Churchill’s examinations were satisfactory but placed him far from the top of his class. His
conduct was “good but unpunctual.” During the remainder of his course his marks and class
standing would improve dramatically, but he remained unashamedly “unpunctual.”Although
Churchill’s endurance had markedly improved, he required assistance after a mandatory three-
quarter-mile run with full field pack. “I am cursed with so feeble a body that I can hardly support
the fatigues of the day; but I suppose I shall get stronger during my stay here,” he lamented. Yet
the occasional bumps, bruises, and other assorted scrapes failed to dampen his newfound
enthusiasm: “One could feel oneself growing up almost every week.”With no source of funds to
support his education, Churchill relied on Lord Randolph to come to his assistance. Only later
did he learn of his parents’ severe financial straits. His father managed to send him ten pounds a
month, which usually met his needs at Sandhurst. Still, Churchill would also sometimes
approach his mother in his quest to augment his monthly stipend from Lord Randolph. Although
his appeals often worked, they also brought stern warnings from his mother to mend his
spendthrift ways or face being cut off.His father’s disapproval weighed heavily upon Churchill,
who wrote wistfully to Jennie: “I am awfully sorry that Papa does not approve of my letters. I take
a great deal of pains over them & often re-write entire pages. If I write a descriptive account of
my life here, I receive a hint from you that my style is too sententious & stilted. If on the other
hand I write a plain and excessively simple letter—it is put down as slovenly. I can never do
anything right.”Nevertheless for the first time his father seemed proud of his son’s achievements,
often praising him to his friends with Winston present. The problem was that privately Lord
Randolph still insisted on treating him as a child in need of constant reproof rather than as a
young adult about to make his own way. Despite the approval of Winston’s company officer, Lord
Randolph refused permission for his son to take what was called “unrestricted leave” from
Sandhurst during periods of free time, such as weekends, a status routinely granted most
cadets. Of his father’s refusal to trust him, and his constant faultfinding, Churchill wrote, “I
suppose I shall go on being treated as ‘that boy’ until I am 50 years old.”There is no better
example of Churchill’s fragile relationship with his father than an incident in 1894 involving a gold
pocket watch engraved with the Churchill coat of arms that had been presented to him by
Randolph. After it was damaged one day when another cadet ran into him as he was placing it in
a protective leather case, Churchill had the watch secretly repaired without telling his father of
the incident. However, not long afterward, to his utter dismay, the watch fell out of his pocket
while he was walking along the edge of a nearby pond and sank in six feet of water. He stripped
off his clothes and waded into the pond in an attempt to retrieve the watch. Faced with a choice
between hypothermia and leaving the watch, Churchill gave up, but he returned the following
day after securing permission from the commandant to do whatever it took to find the watch—
provided of course that he paid for it.If desperation is sometimes the mother of invention, what
he did next was a preview of Winston Churchill at his audacious best. Where others would have
simply written off the watch and faced the music, he “borrowed 23 men from the Infantry
Detachment—dug a new course for the stream—obtained the fire engine and pumped the pool



dry and so recovered the watch.” Unfortunately for Winston, Lord Randolph also happened to
visit the watchmaker a short time later and learned of both incidents. His condemnation was
swift. That Winston was “stupid” was the crux of it, but what must have hurt just as deeply was
his father’s reference to his brother, Jack, as one who never did “stupid things” and “is vastly
your superior.”Not all of Lord Randolph’s letters were censorious. A short time before he had
written to urge his son to buckle down. “Now is the time to work & work hard,” and “if you desire
to be thought smart & well trained & well informed about all the details of your profession you
should still keep up all your Sandhurst acquirements. Why do I write all this. Because when you
go into the army I wish you to make your one aim the ambition of rising in that profession by
showing to your officers superior military knowledge skill & instinct. This is all written in perfect
kindness to you. If I did not care about you I would not trouble to write long letters to
you.”Although Lord Randolph was adamant that his son join the Sixtieth Rifles, it was not long
after entering Sandhurst that Winston fell in love with the cavalry and its glamour and wanted no
part of becoming a mere foot soldier. About this time an old friend of the family, the commanding
officer of the Fourth Hussars, Col. John P. Brabazon, invited Churchill to Aldershot to dine in the
regimental mess. The occasion and the spectacle of twenty to thirty officers brilliantly dressed in
blue and gold uniforms so impressed him that his decision to join the cavalry became
irrevocable. “It was like a State banquet…an all-pervading air of glitter, affluence, ceremony and
veiled discipline.” Brabazon indicated that he would be pleased to have Churchill as a member of
his regiment when he was commissioned. Winston’s intention to spurn an infantry commission
displeased and embarrassed both Lord Randolph and the Duke of Cambridge. In a gesture of
goodwill the duke indicated he could still find a place for Winston in the Sixtieth Rifles.Although
he admired Brabazon as “one of the finest soldiers in the army,” Randolph grumbled that he “had
no business to go and turn that boy’s head about going into the 4th Hussars.” What Churchill’s
parents failed to recognize was their son’s growing independence; he was beginning to make his
own life decisions.His diligence paid off when he aced his exams and graduated in December
1894 with honors from Sandhurst, 8th in a class of 150 cadets. It had been, he wrote, “a hard but
happy experience…. I passed out of Sandhurst into the world. It opened like Aladdin’s Cave.” He
was now eligible to receive his commission from Queen Victoria.In 1894 Lord Randolph
Churchill became gravely ill with an unspecified condition that was widely believed to have been
complications from syphilis, but in recent years has been considered as more than likely a brain
tumor or some other neurological condition. In June, Winston was summoned home from
Sandhurst to see his father off on what was to be the longest of his numerous escapist journeys,
this one to take him around the world in a fruitless search in exotic places for an elixir that might
restore his failing health. In addition to Jennie, Randolph’s entourage included a family doctor;
his longtime manservant, Thomas Walden—and a lead casket, in the event of his death during
the trip. Lord Randolph was by this time a mere shadow of his former self: “His face looked
terribly haggard and worn with mental pain. He patted me on the knee in a gesture which
however simple was perfectly informing…. I never saw him again, except as a swiftly fading



shadow.”In late November, Lord Randolph’s condition worsened in India, then improved slightly
before again degenerating when they reached Egypt. His behavior ranged from bizarre to
outright insane. For Jennie the trip was a horrible ordeal. “He is quite unfit for society…you
cannot imagine anything more distracting & desperate than to watch it & see him as he is,” she
wrote to her sister Clara.None of Winston’s thirty-six letters sent to them during their journey was
answered. One, written on December 9, 1894, described how he was one of only fifteen cadets
in his class picked for what was called the Riding Examination, a stiff competition that included
jumping fences with and without stirrups or reins, jumping with the hands behind the back, and
other challenging tests of riding skills. The fifteen riders were reduced to a final four still in
contention for a coveted prize, one of whom was Churchill. The event was witnessed and judged
by a cavalry general and other senior cavalry officers from Aldershot. “I was wild with excitement
and rode I think better than I have ever done before but failed to win the prize by 1 mark being
2nd with 199 out of 200 marks. I am awfully pleased with the result, which in a place where
everyone rides means a great deal…. I hope you will be pleased.” It is doubtful that Churchill’s
letter recording his exemplary feat of horsemanship ever reached his ailing father.To the end he
remained the same cantankerous and certainly unhappy man he had become since his
ignominious fall from power. From the moment of Lord Randolph’s return to England on
Christmas Eve 1894 until his death at age forty-five on January 24, 1895, “the family awaited his
death with miserable resignation…[until] the numbing fingers of paralysis laid that weary brain to
rest.” Winston was asleep in a nearby neighbor’s home when he was summoned with the news
of his father’s passing. He ran through the snow to join his mother, devastated at the news. Lord
Randolph’s death seemed to galvanize young Churchill, and as Shane Leslie, who witnessed
the event, explains, “Winston emerged like a strong-willed being that had been hitherto a
caterpillar, and had now taken charge. He stood with a silent glare receiving the visits of his
father’s friends in the hall. Later it was whispered by nurses that he stood with his elbow against
his father’s coffin. This was as it should be for he had already decided to take his father under
biographical protection.”Churchill would write of his father’s death, “All my dreams of
comradeship with him, of entering Parliament at his side or in his support, were ended. There
remained for me only to pursue his aims, and vindicate his memory. This I have tried to do.” For
the remainder of his long life Winston would relentlessly chase—but never catch—the ghost of
his dead father.Lord Randolph Churchill was buried on a chilly winter day in the churchyard in
the village of Bladon, within sight of Blenheim, the estate he coveted but never owned. His son’s
description, written some years later, was of a “landscape brilliant with sunshine,” over which
“snow had spread like a glittering pall.”A memorial service was held in Westminster Abbey,
dutifully attended by members of the Conservative government, and by Randolph’s onetime
nemesis, Lord Salisbury. His son was determined that his father’s legacy (dubious as it actually
was) would not be forgotten, and that one day he would write the story of his life, a promise he
kept in 1906.An unfulfilled relationship with his son was not the only thing Lord Randolph
Churchill left behind in the wake of his death. His unpaid debts ravaged the inheritance left to his



family. What the creditors did not take, Jennie managed to consume through her profligate
spending. Winston candidly admitted to a cousin, “We are damned poor!” and some years later
observed that relative poverty had probably been fortunate. “Perhaps it was a very good thing
that we lost the Jerome millions. Suppose we had inherited them as Grandpa’s male heirs.
Where would we be now?…It was a good thing that we never had that money to spend on
yachts and horses, on gambling and women. Why by now we should have long reached the
gutters of Monte Carlo!” Indeed it obliged both Winston and Jack to fend for themselves and
become financially independent. Nevertheless in his own way Churchill carried on the family
tradition and was himself an incorrigible spender, living beyond his means for most of his life, his
writing his primary source of income, which was often insufficient to maintain his lifestyle.A week
after Lord Randolph’s burial Churchill forcefully declared his independence by persuading his
mother to telegraph Colonel Brabazon with a request that he be given a place in his regiment.
The colonel immediately gave his blessing, and correspondence between Jennie and the Duke
of Cambridge brought about the desired result: Churchill would be commissioned as a cavalry
officer.What Lord Randolph never lived to see was that his son’s future as a cavalry officer not
only was auspicious but would offer him opportunities to succeed in a manner that would hardly
have been possible had he become an infantry officer. Winston’s military training at Sandhurst
was rudimentary at best, and, as is true with any school, practical application of his profession
would soon become his best teacher. More important, the young man was now free to pursue
his own destiny.CHAPTER 4A YOUNG MAN ON THE MAKE: THE FOURTH QUEEN’S OWN
HUSSARSWinston Leonard Spencer Churchill, GentlemanSecond Lieutenant, Land Forces.—
BY HER MAJESTY’S COMMANDON FEBRUARY 14, 1895, the newly minted second lieutenant
Winston S. Churchill reported to the army barracks at Aldershot, Surrey, for duty with his new
regiment, the Fourth Queen’s Own Hussars. His long-coveted commission from Queen Victoria
arrived six days later and formalized his entry into the army.Officially a “gentleman” by virtue of
his commission, Churchill was expected to live by a convoluted gentleman’s code. Among the
unwritten provisions was the obligation to pay one’s gambling debts without delay, although
other debts might often remain unpaid with impunity. Thus, six years after he was commissioned
Churchill had inexcusably failed to pay his tailor for his uniforms. The fact that Churchill was a
“gentleman” by royal decree did not necessarily make it so. In fact, the young man who stumbled
into adulthood from a stormy and rebellious childhood was hardly admirable in any respect.
Virtually friendless and exceedingly self-absorbed, Churchill fully merits the observation by the
biographer Richard Holmes that a close study of his letters to his mother, to whom he frequently
made outrageous demands during this period of his life, reveals a very disagreeable
personality.The British army of 1895 had not participated in a major war since the Crimean
debacle of 1854, the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava, the last great cavalry action. It
seemed to Churchill that he had joined the army at the wrong time; he had no way of knowing
that within the space of five years he would participate in a sufficient number of wars to satisfy
even the most ardent adventurer.The heart and soul of the British army was its regiments, each



with a cherished battle history carved into its identity like engraving in a stone. Regiments
consisted of a variable number of battalions and companies. In 1895 the British army consisted
of 225,000 men, organized into 140 battalions. Fewer than 17,000 were cavalrymen assigned to
one of the army’s twenty-eight cavalry regiments. At any one time more than half the army was
based overseas.Tradition was the bond that drew men like Churchill to its ranks. Tradition meant
past glories won in exotic places, and none were greater than those of a handful of regiments
that symbolized the battles of fame, and sometimes infamy, in defense of the British Empire.
John Keegan has noted that regiments were (and still are) like tribes, and “regimental loyalty
was the touchstone of their lives. A personal difference might be forgiven the next day. A slur on
the regiment would never be forgotten, indeed would never be uttered.” For all practical
purposes the British regiment was a separate world.The Fourth Queen’s Own Hussars was a
light cavalry regiment that possessed one of the army’s finest pedigrees, a lineage dating to
1685, and battles fought in the far corners of the empire, from the Peninsula to Balaklava,
Sevastopol, and Afghanistan. In 1893 it had been relocated from Ireland to the Aldershot
garrison. Colonel Brabazon, its dashing commander, was a veteran of the Afghan wars of 1878
and 1879, and the very embodiment of how a professional soldier should look and act. His
inability (whether real or affected was never clear) to pronounce the letter r made Churchill feel
more comfortable with his own speech impediment. The Fourth Hussars offered Churchill the
excitement of being a cavalry officer and the expectation of one day becoming a warrior in his
own right in some far-flung corner of the empire.Junior lieutenants begin their military careers at
the very bottom of the chain of command, and are paid and treated accordingly. Pay was
abysmal and dated from rates established in 1806, in which subalterns like Churchill received
annual pay as absurdly austere as ninety-five pounds. (Clerks in the War Office were paid nearly
twice as much.) Outside income was not only essential but also expected. By the time Churchill
was commissioned, pay was approximately £150 per annum, whereas £650 was deemed the
bare minimum to maintain the standard of living expected of a regimental cavalry officer. As a
graduation present from Sandhurst, Aunt Lily presented him with a typewriter, and her husband,
Lord Beresford, arranged for his first charger (a horse trained to go into battle in a cavalry charge
with the rider using one hand on the reins and holding a sword or pistol in the other). It was a
start, but significantly greater expenses remained if Churchill was to enjoy the lifestyle of an
officer and meet a cavalryman’s requirement to purchase a minimum of one charger, three polo
ponies, and two hunter-jumpers. In addition officers were obliged to furnish their own quarters,
and meet other expenses consistent with their status.Of greater significance than one’s finances
were the complex challenges that came with an officer’s commission. To be effective he had not
only to become militarily proficient but also—and this was the hard part—to earn the respect of
those under whom he served as well as those whom he commanded. Although authority is
conferred by virtue of a commission, respect is earned. To be rated “not good with soldiers” was
the ultimate condemnation.New officers were required to complete a basic training program of
six months’ duration, the same instruction given to enlisted soldiers. Because officers were



expected to be leaders, their training required both mastering the basic facets of soldiering and
at the same time setting a proper example for their men.The regimental riding master was a
particularly ill-tempered tyrannical major nicknamed “Jocko,” an unsparingly tough taskmaster
who seemed to relish publicly ridiculing the slightest mistake by one his charges, particularly if
the offender happened to be an officer. Although an officer and a gentleman by royal decree,
Churchill in Jocko’s eyes was merely a raw, untrained recruit who had to be taught the ways of
cavalry drill. He was among the victims of Jocko’s sharp tongue and later ruefully recalled that it
was rather difficult to maintain one’s dignity while sprawled in the dirt after falling off a horse
during a mounting and-dismounting drill. “Many a time did I pick myself up shaken and sore from
the riding-school tan and don again my little gold braided pork-pie cap…with what appearance
of dignity I could command, while twenty recruits grinned furtively but delightedly.” When he tore
a muscle in his thigh he could not admit it—the prospect of enduring Jocko’s public scorn was
sufficient incentive to fight through the discomfort. Churchill was unaccustomed to mutely
accepting criticism or abuse from anyone, but in Jocko he met his match, and for once he wisely
kept his own counsel.New officers also had to acquire certain skills before being pronounced
qualified for regimental service. The daily routine of garrison duty in peacetime lacked
excitement. A typical day at the Aldershot garrison began with breakfast in bed (which years
later would become one of Churchill’s trademarks), followed by a grueling two hours of riding
school, care and grooming of the horses, and private-practice carbine exercises with a sergeant,
which would enable him to catch up with training already under way.The afternoon was taken up
with drill—which Churchill loathed—followed by hot baths to ease the aches and pains from
riding. Evenings were spent in the mess socializing and playing various card games, at which he
did not excel. Whatever he did not excel at he dismissed as boring or pointless. Riding school
normally was twelve months long, but Churchill’s skills were better than average, and he was
advised that three months would be adequate. He was soon playing polo and steeplechasing
(against his mother’s wishes), and escaped serious injury in March 1895 when he was thrown,
nearly breaking a leg.His primary challenge, however, remained finding sufficient funds to meet
his obligations as an officer. As if that were not enough, his mother’s escalating debts would
soon entangle her sons, who felt obliged to come to her aid. His money woes notwithstanding,
Churchill was enamored of his new existence, which, despite its austerity, “was a gay and lordly
life that now opened upon me.” He loved the pomp and pageantry for which the British are so
noted. While he was still a cadet at Sandhurst, Queen Victoria traveled to Aldershot in May 1894
for a gala parade in her honor. The entire twenty-five-thousand-man garrison was assembled,
resplendent in their colorful dress uniforms of blues, reds, and gold, swords glittering in the
sunlight. Churchill was part of a Sandhurst honor guard, and the occasion made a tremendous
impression.While his life revolved around the army, Churchill was already studying politics and
politicians with a keen eye and forming ideas. He was a young man of infinite ambition, and it
was clear that he never intended to make a career of military service, particularly when it was
thought that war was unlikely. His military obligation was for four years, and as he wrote to his



mother, “four years of healthy and pleasant exercise, combined with both responsibility &
discipline can do no harm to me—but rather good. The more I see of soldiering the more I like it,
but the more I feel convinced it is not my métier. Well, we shall see.”Churchill’s military service
reinforced a romanticized view of war and soldiering. Even after personally experiencing the
horrors of Omdurman and World War I, he never lost his love of all things military and his
nostalgia for the battlefield as a place where men proved themselves in the deadly but
honorable business of combat.Thirty-five years later he would still sing the praises of the “thrill
and the charm” in the “glittering jingle” of a squadron of cavalrymen maneuvering in
synchronized formation, while bemoaning the fact that war by then had turned impersonal,
greedy, and base with the advent of the airplane, the machine gun, and artillery, all of which
could kill indiscriminately. “The Dragoon, the Lancer and above all, as we believed, the Hussar,
still claimed their time-honored place upon the battlefield. War, which used to be cruel and
magnificent, has now become cruel and squalid.” Churchill’s idea of war was to assemble the
warring parties in a venue similar to that of the Olympic Games and settle the problem in an
honorable, civilized manner. War, he believed, should not be left in the hands of incompetent
politicians and amateurs who, he pointedly noted, “reduced it to a mere disgusting matter of
Men, Money and Machinery.”With the British army consisting of only a single corps in 1895,
Churchill was not alone in believing that never again would it engage in a European conflict.
Looking back at his early years in the army, Churchill in 1930 was disillusioned that the values
and expectations he possessed as a young officer had all been shattered. “Everything I was
sure or taught to be sure was impossible, has happened,” he pensively wrote. His education as
the future warlord of his nation had begun with the belief that his warrior skills would never be put
to the test. What neither Churchill nor anyone else could foresee in the 1890s was that, despite
the usual minor clashes in out-of-the-way places, Britain’s almost unprecedented period of
peace was swiftly coming to an end. The final years of the nineteenth century and the early
years of the twentieth would see war on a scale no one would have believed possible.In early
July 1895 Churchill suffered a shattering blow with the death from peritonitis at the age of sixty-
two of his beloved nanny, Mrs. Everest. He had been to visit her shortly before her death. “She
was delighted to see me…and I think my coming made her die happy,” he sorrowfully told his
mother. “I shall never know such a friend again…. I feel very low—and find that I never realised
how much poor old Woom was to me.” She had been let go by Lord Randolph in the autumn of
1891 primarily because Jack, at the age of eleven, had no further need of a nanny. Winston
protested in vain, but perhaps because of her long service to the Churchills, his grandmother,
Fanny, the dowager Duchess of Marlborough, hired her. The following summer Lord and Lady
Randolph paid the price for their years of profligate spending and were compelled to give up not
only their home in Connaught Place but in October 1892 the country estate at Banstead, and
move in with Fanny in nearby Grosvenor Square.In October 1893 Fanny discharged Mrs.
Everest, provoking outrage from Winston, who wrote to his mother protesting the shabby
manner in which she had been dismissed by a terse letter and without final wages. His protests



fell upon deaf ears; his mother had never bonded with her son’s nanny, a common phenomenon
with such relationships in the British upper classes. Although Jennie made no effort to intervene
on Mrs. Everest’s behalf with her mother-in-law, Lord Randolph arranged for a small monthly
stipend to be sent to the otherwise impoverished Mrs. Everest. In his study of Churchill’s
character, Richard Holmes suggests, “It did not occur to him to moderate his own financial
demands in return for a small continuing payment to the woman he claimed to love so much.”To
her death she had been the rock of Winston’s life, the one steadfast constant he could always
count for love and caring, for moral support, and for understanding him as his parents never did.
Throughout their long relationship Churchill had always been her “darling precious boy.” Winston
and Jack paid for Mrs. Everest’s headstone and attended her burial, and for a number of years
thereafter Churchill paid a florist to maintain the grave. “Until the end of his life her photograph
hung in his room,” and as Shane Leslie has remarked, “England may be grateful to that dear and
dutiful woman.”In the peacetime British army the year was broken into a seven-month period of
training and a winter season of five months, during which officers were granted two and one-half
months of unrestricted leave to do as they pleased. Garrison duty had already become boring
and clearly failed to suffice for Churchill’s needs. With no extra funds for extracurricular activities
such as hunting, a de rigueur endeavor for any self-respecting officer, he was determined to
make good use of his first year’s leave in the winter of 1895–96 and cast about for someplace he
could indulge his thirst for adventure. Seeking out a war was a highly acceptable alternative. One
of the few places where there was conflict that year was Cuba, where rebels were fighting a
lengthy guerrilla war with the Spaniards.Determined to get to Cuba, Churchill used family
connections to write to an old friend of his father, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, the British
ambassador to Spain, who was happy to oblige and not only arranged for the necessary
permissions but paved the way for him to be warmly received in Havana by the Spanish
authorities. He also embarked on his first journalism assignment by persuading a London
newspaper, the Daily Graphic, to pay him the sum of five guineas each for letters from Cuba
about the war.It was the first of many occasions when Winston Churchill engaged in the practice
of “doing business with the people at the top.” He was also recruited by the director of military
intelligence to collect statistics and information, and given maps and background on the
situation in Cuba. However the request may have been phrased, Churchill and his companion,
Reginald Barnes, an officer from his regiment and a future division commander in France in
World War I, were acting as spies.Churchill and Barnes traveled to Cuba via New York in
November 1895 aboard a Cunard Royal Mail steamship. His first observations of America and
Americans was curious. Americans, he wrote to Jack, were good-hearted, crude, strong, lusty,
and charming, but American journalism was “vulgarity divested of truth. Their best papers write
for a class of snotty housemaids and footmen…mind you, that vulgarity is a sign of strength…
which may well be the envy of older nations of the earth.”The two officers were given a private
tour of the cruiser New York. Churchill wrote that its sailors “impressed me more than the ship
itself, for while any nation can build a battleship—it is the monopoly of the Anglo-Saxon race to



breed good seamen.” He was also taken on a tour of the U.S.Military Academy at West Point and
was shocked by the rigid discipline, calling it “positively disgraceful.” Given Churchill’s own
rebellious nature toward authority, this view was not altogether surprising. Those who give up
their personal liberty, as the cadets at West Point are obliged to do, “can never make good
citizens or fine soldiers,” he complained. His conclusion was enigmatic: “A child who rebels
against that sort of control should be whipped—so should a man who does not rebel.”Churchill
and Barnes arrived in the Spanish colony of Cuba on November 20. The island had been the
scene of unrest off and on for most of the nineteenth century. When insurrection erupted anew in
1895, Spain sent a seven-thousand-man expeditionary force to suppress the rebellion. However,
all attempts had failed, and by the time Churchill arrived, there was open support in both Britain
and the United States for the rebels.Churchill had never so much as heard a shot fired in anger,
and his idealism and belief in the sanctity of war were untested. “From very early youth I had
brooded about soldiers and war, and often I had imagined in dreams and day-dreams the
sensations attendant upon being for the first time under fire. It seemed to my youthful mind that it
must be a thrilling and immense experience to hear the whistle of bullets all around and to play
at hazard from moment to moment with death and wounds.”His first glimpse of Cuba inflamed
his romanticism. “I felt as if I sailed with Captain Silver and first gazed on Treasure Island,” he
wrote. “Here was a place where real things were going on…a scene of vital action…. Here I
might leave my bones.” However, as he later admitted, his musings were detached, given the
arrival of breakfast and “the hurry of disembarkation.”The two young officers wasted no time in
journeying by armored train to eastern Cuba, where sporadic fighting was taking place. In
contrast to the exotic grandeur of Havana, this was “a forsaken place,” largely jungle, unspoiled
vistas, and incredible heat and humidity, where “smallpox and yellow fever are rife.” What they
found was a messy guerrilla war that had no front, no battle lines, and none of the glory or
spectacle Churchill had imagined war to be. While there was lots of shooting (though with few
casualties), the “war” consisted largely of a ragtag rebel force conducting ambushes, attacking
rail lines and trains, but avoiding all-out conflict with the heavily manned and armed Spaniards in
battles they could not win.Churchill and Barnes were warmly received by the Spanish
commander, Gen. Álvaro Suárez Valdés, who entertained them in his mess and proclaimed it an
honor to have two English officers accompanying him on a two-week march with a force of
nearly four thousand Spanish troops deep into Cuba’s interior in search of the rebels. The two
Englishmen were provided with horses and accorded the same amenities as a Spanish officer.
Communication with their hosts was by means of “execrable French.” What little they saw of the
Cuban insurgency was only from the perspective of the Spaniards and taught them very little
about the nature of war, other than as an example of futility. It seemed as if they were chasing
ghosts who would fleetingly appear from time to time but never long enough to pin
down.Churchill’s twenty-first birthday was an auspicious occasion, when “for the first time I
heard shots fired in anger and heard bullets strike flesh or whistle through the air.” Dressed in
uniforms unsuitable for the humid jungle, Churchill and Barnes were accompanying a search



party when rebels began taking potshots. The only casualty was a horse behind him, which was
mortally wounded by a bullet Churchill thought passed within a foot of his head and therefore
qualified him as having been “under fire.” He also observed the horse die a painful death from a
bullet that might well have ended his own life. He would later recall that, as a result of the
experience, “I began to take a more thoughtful view of our enterprise than I had hitherto
done.”Although both men were noncombatants in a godforsaken place, chasing phantoms, they
were nevertheless in harm’s way, devoutly hoping not to be killed or wounded. Churchill saw
himself the envy of his colleagues, and while charging off into the jungles of an island thousands
of miles from Britain was admittedly irrational, “there were very few subalterns in the British Army
who would not have given a month’s pay to sit in our saddles.” In this regard he was no different
from other young men for whom the thrill of adventure far outweighs consideration for their
safety or their lives.Before they left Cuba the two men were decorated with the Spanish Red
Cross (a medal given only to officers) for their service there, but once back in England they were
informed by the War Office that under no circumstances were they to wear the medal. While the
army was quite prepared for its peacetime officers to seek out risky ventures like Cuba, it was
hardly willing to call formal attention to that fact.Churchill’s participation with the Spaniards drew
condemnation in both the United States and Britain. In the first of what would be countless future
occurrences, he became a controversial figure in British public life. His dispatches made public
the fact that he was in Cuba with the Spaniards. One newspaper wondered what business a
British officer had mixing himself up in a foreign dispute. “Spending a holiday in fighting other
people’s battles is rather an extraordinary proceeding even for a Churchill,” noted the Newcastle
Leader. Moreover, by some he was seen as merely a mouthpiece for the Spaniards, to whom he
was thought to be beholden.Churchill’s five dispatches to the Daily Graphic, under the byline
“From Our Own Correspondent,” were well written and long on descriptions of the countryside
but necessarily short on anything of substance. At best he saw a handful of rebels at a distance
melting into the protective shelter of the Cuban landscape. He complained about the absurd
amounts of ammunition fired by both sides, but primarily by the Spaniards: 99 percent of this
ammunition never hit anyone. “It has always been said…that it takes 200 bullets to kill a soldier,
but as applied to the Cuban war 200,000 shots would be closer to the mark.” Part of him was
sympathetic to the rebels’ cause, although he was revolted by and disdainful of them and their
cruelty. In 1896 Churchill wrote an article about the war for the Saturday Review, in which he
characterized the rebels as fighting neither bravely or effectively. “They cannot win a single battle
or hold a single town. Their army consisting to a large extent of coloured men, is an
undisciplined rabble.” The Spaniards may have been bad, but a Cuban government would be
even worse, “equally corrupt, more capricious, and far less stable.”Churchill’s Cuban adventure
lasted less than three weeks, and what he actually witnessed in Cuba was the death knell of
Spanish colonialism and an omen of the future of Britain’s own vast empire. As for Cuba, the
United States recognized the rebels in 1896 and would go to war three years later against the
Spaniards in a short but bloody conflict. American sympathy was somewhat at Churchill’s



expense. His and Barnes’s presence in Cuba did not go unnoticed in the U.S. press; Churchill
was interviewed by the New York World in an article that pointed out that other newspapers had
printed “many flaming editorials” condemning the presence in Cuba of “emissaries of the British
government sent to teach [Marshal Arsenio Martínez] Campos [the commander in chief of
Spanish forces in Cuba] how to whip the secessionists” in what was clearly a case of Britain
“throwing more bricks at the Monroe Doctrine.”That notion that two wholly inexperienced young
British officers were in Cuba to teach experienced Spanish officers anything was almost
comical, but then as now the press never shied away from a newsworthy story, particularly when
it was starved for information and had in Churchill (back in New York City en route home to
England) a talkative and quotable Englishman who thrived in the limelight of public attention. His
loquaciousness got him into considerable trouble with Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, who wrote in
February 1896 from Madrid: “I should be very glad if you could avoid saying things unpalatable
to the Spaniards, having obtained the letters on your behalf which secured your good treatment I
am reproached for the unfavorable commentaries you make…this kind of thing places me in a
painful dilemma.”Churchill was ambiguous about his Cuban adventure: seemingly sympathetic
to the rebel cause but at other times deriding the rebellion and its chances of ever succeeding
as hopeless. “The country is well nigh ruined,” he opined to the New York Herald, “and a speedy
peace seems to be the only thing that can save its people from a general bankruptcy.” But as a
young man taught from birth to believe in the concept of British colonialism, Churchill could
hardly have been expected to side with a cause that would end Spanish rule.Although his real
test of bravery was yet to come, Cuba was nevertheless a useful learning experience. One of its
lessons was the value of a siesta. Churchill found the Spanish practice of long afternoon naps
during the heat of the day very much to his liking and adopted it as his own for the rest of his
life.Regiments stationed in Britain periodically replaced units that had been stationed overseas
for a number of years. In 1896 the Fourth Hussars were alerted for a nine-year deployment to
India and were to sail in September. The prospect of more dreary peacetime service in India
held no appeal, and Churchill sought ways to escape accompanying the regiment. His brief
forays into politics at various events in London left him with the idea that perhaps politics was
where he belonged. When he learned that Gen. Sir Herbert Kitchener, the commander in chief of
the British army in Egypt, was mounting an expedition to the Sudan to avenge the killing of Maj.
Gen. Charles “Chinese” Gordon at Khartoum ten years earlier, he made representations to be
assigned to Kitchener’s headquarters. When that ploy failed, Churchill, who by now considered
himself an accomplished journalist, sought assignments in exotic places from various
newspapers. One newspaper, the Daily Chronicle, offered a handsome remuneration to report
on the unrest in Crete but required him to pay his own travel expenses. The cash-strapped
Churchill had to decline. Toward the end of the summer of 1896 his opportunities to avoid duty in
India dimmed. As a very junior officer only just returned from Cuba, he had virtually no chance of
avoiding service in India unless pressure was exerted in high places. The prospect in no way
deterred him from shamelessly using his father’s name and his mother’s influence in a quest to



gain permission for temporary leave from his regiment. His efforts not only were unsuccessful
but also drew the unfavorable notice of the army.By August 1896 Churchill had become ill
tempered and frustrated over his inability to realize duty either with Kitchener or in South Africa.
After learning that the Ninth (Queen’s Royal) Lancers were being sent to South Africa, and
possibly to Rhodesia to quell a native rebellion, he somehow managed to persuade Colonel
Brabazon to recommend his temporary posting to that regiment. He also wrote to his mother to
demand her immediate help to avoid having to accompany the Fourth Hussars to India. “The
future to me is utterly unattractive,” he complained in what was perhaps the most candid letter he
ever wrote to her. “I look upon going to India with this unfortunate regiment—(which I now feel so
attached to that I cannot leave it for another)—as useless and unprofitable exile. When I
speculate upon what might be and consider that I am letting the golden opportunity go by I feel
that I am guilty of an indolent folly that I shall regret all my life.” Churchill’s rationale was
shamelessly self-serving. A chestful of medals, he reasoned, was the key to a political career. “A
few months in South Africa would earn me the S.A. [South Africa] medal and in all probability the
[British South Africa] company’s Star. Thence hot foot to Egypt—to return with two more
decorations in a year or two—and beat my sword into an iron despatch box.”By the age of
twenty-two Churchill had already adopted his lifelong maxim of never taking no for an answer.
Generally when he wrote to Jennie it was to plead for money. However, on this occasion his
letter was a blatant and bullying demand that she come to his aid—at once. “I cannot believe
that with all the influential friends you possess and all those who would do something for me for
my father’s sake—that I could not be allowed to go—were those influences properly exerted.“It is
useless to preach the gospel of patience to me. Others as young are making the running now
and what chance have I of ever catching up. I put it down here—definitely on paper—that you
really ought to leave no stone unturned to help me…. It is a little thing for you to ask and a
smaller thing for those in authority to grant…three months leave is what I want & you could get if
for me…you cant [sic] realise how furiously intolerable this life is to me when so much is going
on a month away from here.”There is no known reply from Lady Randolph. His various attempts
to escape duty in India eventually came to naught. Fresh out of options he sailed with his
regiment from Southampton on September 11, 1896.CHAPTER 5THE JEWEL OF EMPIRE:
INDIA, 1896–1897Such was “the long, long Indian day” as I knew it for three years; and not such
a bad day either.—MY EARLY LIFEWHEN WINSTON CHURCHILL ARRIVED in Bombay in
early October 1896, the British presence in India was already 287 years old. India’s civilization
had existed for more than five thousand years, a span that made it one of the world’s oldest. The
first outsiders were Aryan tribes from the new world that arrived sometime around 1500 B.C. and
eventually melded with indigenous tribes to evolve into what became the Indian people. Arabs,
Portuguese, and Dutch preceded the British East India Company, established in 1609 to trade in
the rich textiles and spices that abounded throughout Asia. The East India Company became
the world’s most powerful private enterprise and, after Robert Clive led the British to victory in
the Battle of Plassey in 1757, a de facto government.The British believed that everything noble



about their empire was on display in India. When the hugely successful Empire of India
Exhibition opened in London’s Earl’s Court in 1895, its premise was that the supervision and
control of India by a mere quarter of a million British troops and administrators were evidence of
British brilliance. Certainly it was the epitome of condescension when the viceroy of India, Lord
Curzon, proclaimed that “governing India was the fulfillment of a mandate from God,” and that
the result was “the miracle of the world.” However, the reality was that India had become far more
than the crown jewel of Britain’s vast empire: Its vast riches were a vital economic necessity.The
Victorian world of empire was the foundation of Winston Churchill’s beliefs and upbringing. Now,
in 1896, he would see for himself the fruits of Kipling’s mesmerizing writing about India, and of
what he and his countrymen regarded as a modern version of the divine right of kings. However,
policing the vast empire was another matter altogether, and as Britain’s influence spread and it
acquired territories in faraway places ranging from Egypt to South Africa and India, its security
problems multiplied.The East India Company had an insatiable and irresponsible appetite for
profits, and its imperial administration of India was marred by a succession of Anglo-Sikh wars
and by the bloody Sepoy Mutiny of 1857–58, after which Britain disbanded the company. In 1873
a governor-general was installed and the British colonial system of administration created. Along
with the Indian army, the British army became the instrument of enforcing security and internal
order.Famine, starvation, floods, crushing poverty, sickness, and sectarian violence beset the
India of the British Empire, while the caste system condemned much of the population to lives of
deprivation. The gulf between the tiny minority of wealthy Indians and the remainder of the
population was enormous. A succession of British prime ministers, possessed of good
intentions, faced but could not resolve the twin dilemmas of Ireland and India.Churchill’s arrival
in Bombay after the twenty-three-day voyage from England was inauspicious. Eager to be the
first to do something, he and several other officers were given permission to disembark before
the main party and hired a small skiff to take them ashore. As they reached the notoriously
dangerous quayside, the heavy swells caused the skiff to rise four or five feet, and when
Churchill grabbed an iron stanchion while attempting to transfer to the dock, he lost his grip and
slipped on the wet steps, painfully wrenching and probably dislocating his right shoulder. The
injury was serious enough that it bothered him for the remainder of his life; his shoulder would
frequently displace, sometimes from the simplest of motions, such as reaching for a book,
swimming, or the expansive gesture he made during a speech in the House of Commons. He
was unable to play tennis and in order to play polo had to strap his arm to his chest. Of greater
importance was that he could no longer use a sword and instead relied on a Mauser pistol for
close combat. The injury, he recalled, was “a grave embarrassment in moments of peril, violence
and effort.”The Fourth Hussars settled into their permanent duty station at Bangalore, on the
high plains of southern India. At three thousand feet above sea level Bangalore had a moderate
climate that spared its residents the insidious heat and humidity common to most of India. A city
of lakes, parks, and ancient temples, Bangalore was as close to ideal a place as existed in
India.Bangalore was also an idyllic place to enjoy the benefits army service bestowed on an



officer. With Britain at peace, military duties and recreation were equal partners. Indeed it had
been so long since the British army had waged war that there were few officers below the rank of
major with any war experience whatsoever. At the turn of the century a general noted how duty in
India had little to do with war. “In the summer there was the individual training, polo, a little
pigsticking, bathing in the Commissioner’s swimming bath, the long, long Indian days, the weary
nights and the howling of dogs, the siesta, the burning heat and dust.”Churchill, Reginald
Barnes, and another officer lived in a spacious pink-and-white bungalow covered in
bougainvillea. Each was pampered by a butler and a servant who waited on him hand and foot,
and at the stables there was a groom for his horse and polo ponies. Churchill’s day began at the
crack of dawn, when he was awakened by the gentle hands of his servant lathering his face and
shaving him with a straight razor. “If you liked to be waited on and relieved of home worries,
India…was perfection…. Princes could live no better than we.”In India, Churchill indulged a
lifelong love of horticulture. The previous occupant of his cottage had left behind a fine collection
of roses that he proudly praised in letters to his mother and brother. His love of animals and
gardening became passions that only those admitted to his inner circle ever saw. When he was
in positions of power the vast majority would know only Churchill’s unrelenting and
uncompromising side.He also began collecting butterflies, a hobby he had begun at Banstead
and now renewed with great enthusiasm. His collection numbered some sixty-five species
before a rat destroyed it. Although Churchill’s terrier (somewhat pretentiously named “Winston”)
caught and killed the rodent, the incident left him distraught.With no wars to wage, sports took
their place. The lives of the officers revolved principally around their military duties and the grand
sport of polo, which was played avidly both for recreation and in a quest for the coveted Inter-
Regimental Cup, awarded to the best team in India. Despite his nagging shoulder injury,
Churchill was a member of the regimental team and played the demanding sport skillfully. Polo
was a near obsession, “the serious purpose of life,” as he described it. Churchill made it a point
to play no fewer than eight chukkas per session, and sometimes as many as twelve, an
exhausting regimen for the fittest of men, far more so for a one-armed player. Normally it took
several years for a newly arrived regiment to be able to compete with any degree of success in
the fierce interregimental competition against other, veteran units. Rising to the challenge, the
determined polo-playing officers of the Fourth Hussars decided it was time for an exception to
the rule, and within two months of their arrival were already competing for another coveted cup
in Hyderabad they were thought to have no chance of winning. Neither the heavily favored
Nineteenth Hussars (the regiment the Fourth had just relieved) nor the crowd took the fledgling
team from Bangalore seriously, particularly when they appeared on the field with a one-armed
player as part of their team.Polo matches in colonial India were more than sporting events; they
were magnificent spectacles, possessed of pomp worthy of the best of the British Empire. The
day began with a formal military parade with every soldier attired in a gleaming dress uniform,
followed by a march past the official dignitaries that included teams of cannon-pulling elephants,
all trained to raise their trunks in unison in salute. The romantic Churchill later lamented the



abolition of this ritual. “We now have clattering tractors drawing far larger and more destructive
guns. Thus civilization advances. But I mourn the elephants and their salutations.”The laughter
and snickering that greeted the underdog visitors at the start of the afternoon match quickly
subsided when they scored a record number of goals and routed the Nineteenth Hussars.
Churchill does not tell us how many goals he scored, but suffice it to say that he played a
noteworthy part in his regiment’s stunning victory. His team might not have been taken so lightly
had it been realized that the Fourth Hussars had taken the unusual step of purchasing the entire
polo stud of the Poona Light Infantry Regiment. Thus fortified with a stable of experienced polo
ponies, Churchill’s team undertook intense preparations that led to this triumphal day.Patrick
Thompson, a contemporary of Churchill, said that “to get at Churchill’s angle in life,” one had
only to see him play polo. The sheer intensity with which he played left an indelible impression
on Thompson. “He rides in the game like heavy cavalry getting into position for the assault. He
trots about, keenly watchful, biding his time, a master of tactics and strategy. Abruptly he sees
his chance, and he gathers his pony and charges in, neither deft nor graceful, but full of tearing
physical energy…. He bears down opposition by the weight of his dash and strikes the ball. Did I
say ‘strikes’? He slashes the ball.”For men like Churchill polo was war; it was like a miniature
battlefield. Bloodshed and injury to horse and rider were common, and the faint of heart need
not apply. Indeed, during Churchill’s time polo was perhaps the closest officers got to a
battlefield without actually killing one another, though this too sometimes happened to both rider
and animal. Banging, slashing, and spills are an integral part of the sport. Polo ponies give their
all and sometimes die on the field from heart attacks and broken legs. Polo is the toughest
physical training a cavalryman can engage in to keep in top physical shape. Courage and
audacity on the polo field translate into savvy and audacity on the battlefield. Many famous
soldiers, among them Gen. George S. Patton, forged their skills and tested themselves daily on
the polo field. They believed that the training and initiative they learned there were vital tools for
the demands of fighting. Lasting friendships were also cemented on the polo field and have
been known to influence the choice of battlefield generals.The youthful Churchill was more than
a mere player; he was a combatant. Looking ahead, we can see that he played polo with the
same aggressive attitude he would demand of his generals during World War II, a standard that
was to produce considerable frustration when most failed to live up to his high expectations.Yet
such an existence came at a price, one that Churchill was more than happy to pay. Frugality had
always been a concept he had failed to embrace, and in India, in part seduced by the cheap and
plentiful labor and easy living, he consistently lived well beyond his means, often borrowing
money from the very local moneylenders he had been specifically warned to avoid at all costs. In
early 1897 Jennie strongly censured her son for deliberately overdrawing his bank balance by
cashing a check for his quarterly allowance from her even though “you knew you had nothing in
the bank…. I must say I think it is too bad of you—indeed it is hardly honourable knowing as you
do that you are dependent on me & that I give you the biggest allowance I possibly can, more
than I can afford.” Although more than justified, Jennie’s complaints about her son’s reckless



spending had as much to do with the stress it placed on her own finances as they did with
motherly concern for her headstrong son. She demanded he learn to live within his means. “You
cannot but feel ashamed of yr-self…. I haven’t the heart to write more.” Churchill dismissively
blamed his “stupid” banker. In fact, his behavior was all too typical of his egotism and utter
disregard for anyone but himself.For most young bachelor army officers like Churchill, service in
India meant not only a splendid time of polo and other sports but also romance. The cream of
the many eligible young English ladies who journeyed to India arrived every year with the single
purpose of finding romance and, if they were fortunate, a husband. This pool of single young
women was drolly referred to as “the fishing fleet.”Although neither was looking for marriage, at a
polo match during Churchill’s first months in India, he met Pamela Plowden, the beautiful,
intelligent, and vivacious daughter of Sir Trevor Chichele Plowden, the British resident (a
position similar to that of a consul) of Hyderabad. For the first time in his life he was love-struck.
Pamela, he confided to Jennie, was “very beautiful and clever.” Their courtship, interrupted by
Churchill’s forays to other places to play polo, included a romantic elephant ride through
Hyderabad. Although their friendship lasted a lifetime, their relationship never progressed to
marriage after her father refused to grant his daughter’s hand.Even after he became famous for
his exploits in the Boer War and might have won her father’s consent, Churchill does not seem to
have sufficiently pursued Pamela, and she eventually became convinced of his inability ever to
commit to another and once complained that he was incapable of affection. He was stung by her
honesty (and accuracy) and duly protested. “I am no fickle gallant capriciously following the
fancy of the hour. My love is deep and strong…[and] will remain true till death.”Her later
observation of Churchill was astute. “The first time you meet Winston, you see all his faults, and
the rest of your life you spend in discovering his virtues.” The correspondence between Winston
and Pamela spanned sixty-three years and was sold at auction by Christie’s in 2003 for nearly
three hundred thousand pounds. One item was a passionate letter in which he wrote: “I have
lived all my life seeing the most beautiful women London produces…. never have I seen one for
whom I would for an hour forego the business of life. Then I met you…were I a dreamer of
dreams, I would say ‘marry me—and I will conquer the world and lay it at your feet.’” By 1901
even Jennie was convinced they would marry, and Winston had written that “she is the only
woman I could ever live happily with,” but his inertia ultimately killed their romance, and in 1902
she married another and became the Countess of Lytton.As during his years at Harrow,
Churchill, while not unpopular with his colleagues in India, was viewed as somewhat
irrepressible. They found him a bit too glib and something of a loner but nevertheless regarded
him as one of their own. Most of the young regimental officers he found shallow and
uninteresting. The vast majority had scant interest in discussing politics or military science and
disliked (and perhaps envied) his conversational skills. Around them Churchill was his usual
opinionated self, aggressive in his opinions and always ready to discourse on any given subject.
“His brother officers liked him but thought him bumptious and held it their duty to keep him in his
place.” One night a group of disgruntled subalterns organized a raid to rough up Churchill, but he



had given his room to another officer, who gave them a rude reception.In 1898 the Fourth
Hussars participated in the Inter-Regimental polo matches at Meerut, fourteen hundred miles to
the north, near Delhi. Although his team lost in the second round, Churchill distinguished
himself. At the conclusion of the matches a great dinner was held in the host regiment’s mess.
When the interminable toasts and speeches by the winners and losers finally ended, there was
a sigh of relief: The assembled officers were ready for the usual (often silly) games that were a
part of such festivities. Suddenly Churchill bounded to his feet and announced that the
assembled officers would no doubt “like to hear me address you on the subject of polo.” In his
memoir of India, Sir Robert Baden-Powell—the future hero of Mafeking and the founder of the
Boy Scout movement—wrote, “There were cries of: ‘No, we don’t! Sit down!’” Ignoring their
collective cries, he pontificated about the laws of polo to the point of their sheer exasperation.
“He proceeded to show how it was not merely the finest game in the world but the most noble
and soul-inspiring contest in the whole universe, and having made that his point, he wound up
with a per oration which brought us all cheering to our feet.” Finally one of the officers rose and
said: “Well, that is enough of Winston for this evening,” and they decided to teach him a lesson.
Thereupon he was unceremoniously shoved under a large divan, and the two heaviest
subalterns sat down on it, trapping him underneath “with orders not to allow him out for the rest
of the evening.” A somewhat disheveled Churchill soon managed to break free and defiantly
declare: “You can’t keep me down like that.” Shades of Harrow!With ample time on his hands
Churchill underwent an epiphany of sorts. Lord Randolph’s death seemed to have spurred him
into setting goals for his future life and career. “I resolved to throw myself into life’s battles with
the utmost seriousness of energy, to repair the neglects of my school days, to read and study, to
think and fit myself, as far as I could, to mingle in the great world of politics in which he had lived;
and to seek adventures of all kinds in the hope of winning distinction. These adventures were
not slow in coming.” More to the point, in school Churchill had been required to read and study—
and he rebelled—but now that he was free to make his own decisions, the prospect suddenly
held great appeal. In India he determined that the time had come when he absolutely must make
up his educational deficiencies. Just as a future ally and friend named Dwight Eisenhower would
undergo a similar epiphany after being commissioned in the U.S. Army, Winston Churchill
suddenly felt impelled to make up for all his lost education.He admitted to being conscious of the
lapses in his learning in 1895 while at Aldershot, complaining to his mother that his schooling
had been too utilitarian and, unlike Oxford or Cambridge, had not produced “a liberal education”
or the intellectual polish he now deemed essential. He convinced himself of the need to improve
his knowledge one evening in the regimental mess when he attempted to show off, only to be
corrected by the better-read Brabazon, who pointed out that Churchill was wrong. (The colonel
was one of the few who could take him to task and still retain his friendship and
esteem.)Churchill’s godson, the second Earl of Birkenhead, would later write that he became “a
one-man university without dons,” in which he confronted “an ocean of ignorance” by throwing
himself into his studies with what amounted to a frenzied “passion with which he sought



enlightenment.” He began to read and study with zeal the great masters of economics, history,
and philosophy: Plato, all eight volumes of Gibbon’s massive Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Macaulay (whom Churchill would later recall as “the prince of literary rogues, who
always preferred the tale to the truth”), Darwin, Malthus, and Schopenhauer were among those
whose works he devoured, often reading four or more books at a time.His mother fed his reading
appetite by sending parcels filled with his latest requests. “Poked away in a garrison town which
resembles a 3rd rate watering place, out of season & without the sea, with lots of routine work
and a hot and trying sun—without society or good sport—half my friends on leave and the other
half ill—my life here would be intolerable were it not for the consolations of literature. The only
valuable knowledge I take away from India (soldiering apart) could have been gathered equally
well in Cumberland Place. Notwithstanding all this I have not been unhappy, though occasionally
very bored,” although “unfulfilled” might have been a better description of Churchill’s state of
mind. Years later his memory had softened when he wrote: “Such was ‘the long, long Indian day’
as I knew it for three years; and not such a bad day either.”Enthusiasm, however, is sometimes
fleeting, and with no prospect of wrangling free of his duties in India to seek adventure, it soon
flagged. He continued to pressure his mother. “I long for excitement of some sort and the
prospect of joining an English expedition attracts me immensely. I do hope you will not relax your
efforts,” he wrote in early 1897.For a young man of limited experience, Churchill seemed to have
an opinion about virtually every subject. When the secretary of state for war, Lord Lansdowne,
proposed to increase the strength of the army, Churchill was quick to criticize both the proposal
and Lansdowne’s “stupid speech…. I hoped no one would be so foolish as to advocate the
expenditure of more money on the army.” Later, after he had himself entered Parliament,
Churchill again opposed a proposal to increase the army’s size.In 1897 it was decided that the
Guards regiments would serve overseas, a move scorned by Churchill, who blamed the
“meddling & muddling” of the War Office for the decision. He also noted that he would “infinitely
prefer any Highland regiment or any Rifle Regiment to the Grenadiers, Coldstreams or Scots
Guards, either to serve in or with,” a rather ironic statement given that he would be tutored in a
unit of the Grenadier Guards in 1915 and command a Scottish battalion in 1916.During his tour
of duty in India, Churchill continued to be accident prone. In April 1897 he was supervising the
marking of targets in the pits of the practice rifle range when a bullet hit the frame of a nearby
target, splintering it in all directions. One deeply penetrated his left thumb but “to the mercy of
God” missed his eyes. His hand was badly wounded by the errant splinter and had to be
cleansed and rebandaged daily. Although the wound was severe enough that he could barely lift
his arm to comb his hair or brush his teeth, it did not stop him from playing polo with the reins
fastened to his wrist. Such a maneuver was daring and highly dangerous, and could easily have
resulted in his being dragged by his arm by the pony in the event of a fall—a fairly common
occurrence in the rough-and-tumble sport of polo.After he had been in India for eight months he
had fallen into the typical routine of colonialism. For the most part those who served in the British
army in India lived in their own restricted world of transplanted customs, clubs, messes, and



other trappings that replicated life in Britain. Churchill’s knowledge of the Indian people and their
problems was admittedly “barren,” and “if I stay here twenty years as a soldier I see no prospect
of my acquiring any knowledge worth knowing of Indian affairs.”Soldiers traditionally grouse
about their existence. “I have lived the life of a recluse out here,” he complained. “Outside the
regiment I know perhaps three people who are agreeable and I have no ambitions to extend my
acquaintance…. Life out here is stupid, dull & uninteresting…and unless I get good letters of
introduction to the very best (not socially best) people out here my stay is likely to be very
valueless.”Broke and bored, and with no wars in the offing to attract his attention, Churchill was
clearly disenchanted with military service, and chafed at the notion of spending the remainder of
his service commitment in garrison duty in India. Yet he was a good soldier and performed his
duties well and conscientiously. His troop sergeant, S. Hallaway, recalled the enthusiasm with
which Churchill approached his duties, often arriving at the stables with a notebook and various
colored pencils. He would quiz his more experienced sergeant: How was a certain maneuver
conducted? Why this, why that, always the inquisitive “why” and “how” things were done. The
lieutenant’s incessant questions sometimes irked Sergeant Hallaway, who was more concerned
with tending to the horses.During reconnaissance training he became so badly blistered by the
sun that dressings had to be placed around his throat, but rather than complain he was proud
that he had been given the responsibilities of a brigade major—“a most important duty and one
which in England could never have been obtained under 14 or 15 years service…. I am
becoming my dear Mamma a very ‘correct’ soldier. Full of zeal…. Responsibility is an
exhilarating drink.”Other letters described his pleasure at being given the responsibility of acting
regimental adjutant. “The colonel consults me on all points…my soldiering prospects are at
present very good…. I have eleven subalterns below me and should I continue to serve I might
easily become a Captain in 31/2 more years…. I have also given satisfaction to my superior
officers and polo & other things quite apart, I have every reason to believe that I shall be
reported in the Annual Confidential Report as one of the two most efficient officers in my
rank.”Nevertheless Winston’s constant complaints brought swift rebuttal from Jennie. “I am quite
disheartened about you. You seem to have no real purpose in life & won’t realize at the age of 22
that for a man life means work, & hard work if you mean to succeed…. It is useless my saying
more—we have been over this ground before—it is not a pleasant one.” Her remonstrations that
he stay in India and show “that you can work hard and do something” had no effect. Determined
to leave India, he saw an opportunity in April 1897 when two ancient enemies, Greece and
Turkey, went to war over Crete.“By good fortune I am possessed of the necessary leave and I
propose, with your approval, to go to the front as a special correspondent,” he wrote Jennie.
“Which side to go on. This my dearest Mamma must depend on you.” His lengthy letter
halfheartedly stated that if she objected he would not go but that it was up to her to find him a
sponsor.This latest scheme to find a war to cover was further evidence that Churchill still
regarded war as an abstraction and viewed it as merely an occasion to “see the fun and tell the
tale.” It came to naught the following month when Greece averted hostilities and sued for peace



with Turkey. Churchill had already sailed from Bombay, and with no war to cover toured Italy and
visited his brother, Jack, who was vacationing in Paris, and spent a leisurely summer in
England.Churchill’s voyage from India in 1897 was to have one lasting benefit: He met Col. Ian
Standish Monteith Hamilton, an up-and-coming officer who was to play a major role in his life
and achieve infamy at Gallipoli in 1915. A veteran of numerous wars, including the Second
Afghan War of 1879, Hamilton bonded with Churchill during hours of discussion about politics
and warfare. As a result of their chance meeting the two men formed a lifelong friendship that
lasted until Hamilton’s death in 1947.Churchill’s troubles with money and his boredom with
garrison duty with not even a scent of war were forgotten in August 1897. While he was relaxing
on the stately lawns of the famed Goodwood racecourse in Surrey, opportunity knocked when
he learned that Pathan tribesmen in the North-West Frontier had revolted. “I read in the
newspapers that a Field Force of three brigades had been formed, and that at the head of it
stood Sir Bindon Blood.”Churchill had first met Gen. Sir Bindon Blood at Aunt Lily’s in 1896. A
longtime friend of her husband, Lord Beresford, and an influential officer, Blood had just
returned from India, where he had commanded an expeditionary force. The two had talked at
length, and by the time they parted Churchill had persuaded Blood to promise him duty with his
unit should he ever return to India. The Blood family name had been emblazoned in British
history since his ancestor, Col. Thomas Blood, a famous adventurer and onetime Irish
landowner, stole the crown jewels from the Tower of London in 1671. Although caught and
imprisoned in the Tower, Blood managed to escape execution for treason by a personal appeal
to King Charles II, who not only pardoned him but restored his lands, which had been lost after
the English Civil War, and granted Blood a handsome pension of five hundred pounds per
year.True warriors, soldiers like Wellington, Napoleon, and Bindon Blood, are a breed apart from
other men, and although Churchill possessed the warrior ethos, his motives, unlike those of
most soldiers whose primary motivation in combat is survival, were purely selfish. For someone
of his young age and inexperience, the road to a coveted seat in Parliament seemed to go
through the army, where there existed an opportunity to attain public attention through heroic
deeds. Surely such a possibility now existed in the wilds of the North-West Frontier, where
ambition could comfortably combine with valor.The rebellion was the first opportunity since
Cuba for Churchill to participate in a real war, and he was determined, to the point of obsession,
to do so. He telegraphed Blood that he should make good his promise and hastened to return at
once to India, praying that the war would last long enough for him to see action.CHAPTER 6A
TASTE OF WAR: THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER, 1897Being in many ways a coward—
particularly at school—there is no ambition I cherish so keenly as to gain a reputation of
personal courage.—CHURCHILL, DECEMBER 1897THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF
colonial India encompassed some of the most rugged and forbidding terrain on earth, which to
this day is populated by fiercely independent, fearsome tribesmen, smugglers, bandits, and
warlords, who recognize no outside authority.As much as they fought among themselves, in a
wilderness where the only law was that of the warlord and the tribe, the men of the Indian frontier



were united in their hatred of British colonialism. They traditionally resented British intrusion into
their land, and the signs of British permanence in the region in the form of roads and forts were
clear evidence of their intent to remain permanently.Armed primarily with rifles, these fierce
tribesmen not only were unafraid of the British sent to rein them in but actually welcomed the
challenge of fighting—and killing—them. Churchill would later write: “At a thousand yards the
traveller falls wounded by the well-aimed bullet of a breech-loading rifle. His assailant,
approaching, hacks him to death with the ferocity of a South-Sea Islander. The weapons of the
nineteenth century are in the hands of the savages of the Stone Age.”The origin of the current
unrest in the North-West Frontier was an 1895 rebellion that threatened the British fort at Chitral.
A bloody battle in Malakand Pass between twelve thousand Chitral tribesmen and a British relief
force of fifteen thousand soldiers sent from Peshawar left some two thousand tribesmen dead or
wounded versus British losses of a mere sixty-nine killed or wounded. This latest in a long
history of uprisings occurred in what today is the border region between Pakistan and
Afghanistan that is the home base of the Al Qaeda terrorist network.In July 1897 the Mullah of
Swat (“the Mad Mullah”), a Muslim holy man, incited the native Pathan tribesmen to rebel
against the British presence and control of territory they believed was rightfully theirs. The
insurgents attacked the Gibraltar-like fort at Chakdara and the garrison posted at Malakand
Pass, both of which secured access to the Swat Valley, the only road to the British garrison at
Chitral, one hundred miles to the north at the farthest reaches of the North-West Frontier.The
uprisings were deemed a threat to the authority and prestige of the British Empire that simply
could not be ignored. With the garrisons in peril, a call for reinforcements by the British
commander led to the formation of the Malakand Field Force under Gen. Sir Bindon Blood.
Unlike the 1895 expedition, Blood’s punitive force was relatively small, consisting of about two
thousand men, mostly Indian army troops commanded by white officers, matched against some
twelve thousand Pathans.Churchill was in such a rush to return from London to India that he left
behind a pile of new books, his pet dog, and, not surprisingly, a pile of unpaid bills. After a
sweltering and thoroughly miserable voyage that he described as like being in “a vapour bath,”
he was bitterly disappointed when he arrived in Bombay to find that there was no telegram from
Blood notifying him of his inclusion in the Malakand force. He returned to duty in Bangalore with
fading optimism and wrote gloomily to Jennie that apparently “someone at Headquarters has
put a spoke in my wheel. I have still some hopes—but each day they grow less and less. It is an
object lesson of how much my chances of success in the army are worth.”Churchill’s suspicion
that someone was out to derail his dream was soon proved wrong when he received a letter
from Blood saying that, although he had no staff position for him, he could nevertheless come as
a press correspondent and would be appointed to fill the first available vacancy. Having only just
returned from a long annual leave, Churchill had to exert considerable effort before he was
somehow able to persuade his superiors to grant him a month’s leave to join the Malakand Field
Force.The problem was that he would be denied permission to travel to the North-West Frontier
as a war correspondent without a special pass—and to obtain that pass he would have to be



accredited to a suitable newspaper, a proces which could prove difficult. Whatever it took to get
there, Churchill simply refused to be denied this opportunity. He planned to take his own horses
with him (this idea proved impractical) and if denied entry to the frontier zone, he was prepared
to take his chances by riding through the rugged mountains on his own. “It might not have been
worth my while, who am really no soldier, to risk so many fair chances on a war which can only
help me directly in a profession I mean to discard. But I have considered everything and I feel
that the fact of having seen service with British troops while still a young man must give me more
weight politically—must add to my claims to be listened to and may perhaps improve my
prospects of gaining popularity with the country. Besides this—I think I am of an adventurous
disposition and shall enjoy myself not so much in spite of as because of the risks I run.”A year
later, after he had survived one of the most gruesome battles of British military history, Churchill
would not be so quick to pronounce war enjoyable. Instead he would begin to grasp the meaning
of Alexander Hamilton’s dictum, “War, like most other things, is a science to be acquired and
perfected by diligence, by perseverance, by time, and by practice.”He managed to become
accredited to an Indian newspaper, the Allahabad Pioneer, for which Kipling had once written.
He was to submit a daily piece of three hundred words. In London, Jennie persuaded the Daily
Telegraph to engage her son as its correspondent, although he was required to pay his own
expenses in return for a fee of five pounds per column. His editor demanded “picturesque
forceful letters” (he would not be disappointed). Churchill had insisted on ten pounds per article,
but at least now armed with the necessary accreditation and an approved leave, he set out on
the arduous journey from southern India to the North-West Frontier.Train travel in India has
always been a unique undertaking. Trains are generally crowded to overflowing, often with
passengers leaning out of the carriage windows or sitting on the roofs. Besides people, all
manner of animals were common, ranging from chickens to goats, pigs, and occasionally, even
deadly snakes carried in baskets that did not invite closer inspection by the curious. Churchill
traveled first class (how else?) and seems to have been spared the usual teeming conditions.
His carriage was kept relatively cool by shutters to block out the sun and by “a circular wheel of
wet straw which one turned from time to time.” He passed the time writing letters and reading by
lamplight. To his brother he enthusiastically endorsed the importance of punishing the upstart
rebels “who have dared violate the Pax Britannica.” Repayment in kind “is now at hand. It is
impossible for the British government to be content with repelling an injury—it must be
avenged.”The 2,028-mile trip took six days, including a short layover at Rawalpindi, during which
Churchill spent an evening in the Fourth Dragoon’s sergeants’ mess listening to a songfest.
“Nothing recalls the past so potently as a smell,” he wrote some years later, but “in default of a
smell the next best mnemonic is a tune. I have got tunes in my head for every war I have been
to…. Some day when my ship comes home, I am going to have them all collected in
gramophone records, and then I will sit in a chair and smoke my cigar while pictures and faces,
moods and sensations long-vanished return; and pale but true there gleams the light of other
days.”At Nowshera, the railway’s northernmost terminus, he hired a tonga—“a kind of little cart



drawn by relays of galloping ponies”—that stirred clouds of choking yellow dust as it sped
through the almost lunar landscape on the forty-mile journey to the Malakand Pass, where
Bindon Blood had established his headquarters.In this inhospitable sector of India the British
had three enemies to overcome: the rebels; the brutal, unforgiving weather; and the bleak,
arduous terrain, which strongly favored the defender. Churchill well remembered years later that,
in conditions unlike any he had ever encountered, “You could lift the heat with your hands, it sat
on your shoulders like a knapsack, it rested on your head like a nightmare.”The conditions in
Cuba had been disagreeable, but this new challenge failed to daunt his single-minded desire to
be a part of the Malakand campaign and to win recognition and decorations for bravery. Covered
from head to toe in dust, Lieutenant Churchill reported for duty at the headquarters of the
Malakand Field Force.Sir Bindon Blood was an imposing figure, a deeply experienced frontier
soldier and a warrior who personified the image of a field general. With his white hair, large
bushy mustache, and piercing eyes, Blood exuded confidence and professionalism. His carriage
and persona were those ofa man confident of his abilities: a born soldier who was exceptionally
proud of the deeds of hisaudacious and famous ancestor. On one occasion when his
encampment was attacked by snipers and bullets were flying everywhere, with several men
wounded, Blood coolly continued eating his dinner as if nothing untoward was occurring. The
foundation of Bindon Blood’s success as a colonial commander was a combination of audacity
and a deep understanding of the native population. As a veteran of the Indian and British armies,
he was better equipped and trained than anyone else to deal with the mountain tribesmen on a
one-to-one basis. His memoirs, published in 1933, contain these words:The good old RuleThe
simple PlanThat he shall take who has the Pow’rAnd he shall keep who can!When Churchill
arrived, Blood was away pacifying a native tribe, a mission which he accomplished without
bloodshed. As a member of the Malakand officers’ mess, Churchill learned for the first time to
drink whiskey in a place where water was in short supply and accordingly precious. Although he
enjoyed wine, champagne, and the occasional brandy, Churchill found his first experience with
Scotch unpleasant. He was a man who had spent most of his life spurning conformity, but as an
outsider at the Malakand HQ, Churchill seemed compelled to adhere to the custom of his fellow
officers even though he all but held his nose while doing so. “Once one got the knack of it, the
very repulsion from the flavour developed an attraction of its own,” he wrote in defense of the
practice. Although he would later temper his criticism, in 1897, not yet twenty-four, he railed
against drunkenness and the bad habits of university students, which he thought should be
firmly reined in. “Subalterns in the those days were an intolerant tribe; they used to think that if a
man got drunk or would not allow other people to have a drink, he ought to be kicked.”The
debate over Churchill’s use of alcohol has consumed writers, historians, and revisionists eager
either to defend or discredit him. However, during his Indian army days his drinking was clearly
more a means of conformity—alcohol was “the main basic standing refreshment of the white
officer in the East.”Before he could join a fighting unit he was required to purchase several
horses and engage a groom to maintain them. It was customary for the horses and personal



effects of dead officers to be auctioned off. Churchill arrived at a propitious moment and took
advantage of the misfortune of others to outfit himself at minimal cost, writing rather tactlessly
that, “unluckily for them, but very conveniently for me, several officers had been killed in the
preceding week.”He used his idle time to good advantage to write the first nine of what would
eventually number fifteen dispatches to the Daily Telegraph. Each was published under the
byline “A Young Officer,” a decision made by Jennie on the advice of a family friend. Although it
displeased Churchill, Jennie faithfully made it known in the right London circles who the author
was. In one commentary he went well beyond merely reporting the situation in the North-West
Frontier to criticize British policy sternly, specifically the refusal of the politicians to heed the
advice of their military men in the field—a familiar theme in any war, and one that many of his
generals during World War II would repeat about him.While not writing, Churchill rode on several
patrols with the Eleventh Bengal Lancers, looking for but failing to find action. The days of
relative leisure at the force base camp soon ended, however. As the encounters escalated, it
had been decided to burn rebel villages and crops in retribution. “All who resist will be killed
without quarter,” he wrote to Reginald Barnes. “The Mohmands need a lesson—and there is no
doubt we are a very cruel people.”Blood led the Malakand Field Force west toward the Mamund
Valley, a virtual cul-de-sac, in search of Pathan rebels. Although the British had no particular
quarrel with the Mamunds, another warlike tribe whose home was in the valley, what ought
otherwise to have been peaceful suddenly turned bloody when the Mamunds (undoubtedly in
the belief that the British were there to wage war on them) attacked the Malakand base
camp.Churchill’s wish to see action was now realized. In his memoirs Blood wrote that: “Lieut.
Winston Churchill of the 4th Queen’s Own Hussars…joined me as an extra A.D.C.—and a right
good one he was!” Blood sent for Churchill and suggested he join one of the fighting units. “He
was all for it, so I sent him over at once and he saw more fighting than I expected and very hard
fighting too! He was personally engaged in some very serious work.”Blood sent a brigade on a
reprisal mission to locate and destroy the rebels. Instead it was badly mauled, at which point he
ordered his troops to lay waste the valley. Churchill wrote impersonally that “with fire and sword
in vengeance…we proceeded systematically, village by village, and we destroyed the houses,
filled up the wells, blew down the towers, cut down the great shady trees, burned the crops and
broke the reservoirs in punitive devastation.”Greatly outnumbered, the punitive expedition was
itself punished in humiliating fashion. What had once been a twelve-hundred-man brigade was
soon broken in disarray into small bands of soldiers who fought a series of battles in widely
scattered parts of the valley. In one of these the commanding general and a battery of artillery
fought for their lives on a dark night in chaotic hand-to-hand combat with tribesmen armed with
rifles and vicious long knives in a rabbit-warren village of mud huts. Churchill described “an awful
rout in which the wounded were left to be cut up by these wild beasts.”The war in the mountains
of the North-West Frontier was fierce and without quarter. There were deadly ambushes, battles
fought with rifles at point-blank range reminiscent (on a far smaller scale) of the American Civil
War. It was common to hear bugle calls sounding “Charge!” Churchill attached himself first to a



cavalry unit and then to a Sikh rifle company. He had come to find action, and action is what he
got.His undermanned unit consisted of only five British officers and some eighty-five Sikhs. Their
objective was to destroy a village high in the hills at the head of the valley. As they moved
upward, Churchill recalled his Sandhurst training about dispersal of forces and realized his unit
was not nearly strong enough to defend against a concerted rebel attack. With the place
apparently deserted, it was decided to withdraw to a sounder position behind a knoll a short
distance below the village, but before they could do so, all hell broke loose. Suddenly the hillside
erupted with menacing howls and a hail of rifle fire from a force of Pathans hidden in the rocks
above them.Almost instantly five men were cut down. One of the British officers was shot
through the eye. Churchill grabbed the Martini-Henry rifle of a wounded Sikh and began
returning fire. “We had certainly found the adventure for which we had been looking,” was his
rather droll description of a bloody life-and-death small-unit engagement.At one point a group of
Pathan tribesmen approached within yards of Churchill’s ragtag force, which was now in full
retreat with its wounded. The battalion adjutant, who had come forward to order a “retirement” (a
polite word often used in place of “retreat”) from the village, was among the wounded. It is a
solemn point of honor in most armies that the dead and wounded are never left on the battlefield
and the Malakand Field Force of 1897 was no exception. Unfortunately, in this particular skirmish
panic overtook honor. As the adjutant was being carried to safety, a group of sword-bearing
Pathans appeared. The men carrying the adjutant abruptly dropped him to the ground and fled.
The rebel leader slashed the helpless officer. Enraged and almost blind with fury, Churchill drew
his sword and prepared to engage the man. “I forgot everything else at this moment except a
desire to kill this man.” As he advanced, the tribesman awaited his arrival, his sword brandished
for combat. With other enemy tribesmen nearby, Churchill decided that common sense must
prevail over the quixotic notion of a duel to the death he would almost certainly have lost. Instead
he pulled out his revolver and began firing, hitting no one. It suddenly dawned on Churchill that
he was all alone and in serious peril. If he was to live to fight another day, it was imperative to
beat a hasty retreat, however inglorious it might be. “I ran as fast as I could. There were bullets
everywhere.” He reached the safety of his own lines unharmed. One officer and a dozen or so
Sikhs were not so fortunate. Those who had not been killed in the initial skirmish and could not
be evacuated to friendly lines had to be abandoned and were hacked to pieces. His unit was
now surrounded by several hundred tribesmen and might have met the same fate but for the
timely arrival of a relief force.As his outnumbered force withdrew into defensive positions, it was
relentlessly attacked. Some rebels without guns threw stones at them. “I felt no excitement and
very little fear,” Churchill reported. “All the excitement went out when things became really
deadly.” With his pistol ineffective, Churchill used the rifle of a wounded soldier and fired off
some forty rounds “with some effect at close quarters. I cannot be certain, but I think I hit 4 men.
At any rate they fell.”Churchill returned from the debacle in Mamund Valley with the blood on his
pants of a wounded sepoy he had dragged to safety. He had passed his first test of combat and,
more important, had lived to tell the tale. Unlike his fellow subalterns, who “were highly delighted



at a few bullets that whistled about” and considered it “a tremendous escape,” he found little to
boast about. “They have not yet seen what it means to be well punished,” he noted, always
mindful of what these events meant to his career.To his grandmother “Fanny,” Churchill confided
that war was unforgiving and that the British were as cruel as their enemy. “I wonder if people in
England have any idea of the warfare that is being carried on here…no quarter is ever asked or
given. The tribesmen torture the wounded & mutilate the dead. The troops never spare a man
who falls into their hands—whether he be wounded or not…. The picture is a terrible one…. I
wish I could come to the conclusion that all this barbarity—all these losses—all this expenditure
—had resulted in a permanent settlement being obtained, I do not think however that anything
has been done—that will not have to be done again.”Churchill’s first real taste of war also left him
more avid than ever for recognition. “I rode my grey pony all along the skirmish line where
everyone else was lying down in cover. Foolish perhaps but I play for high stakes and given an
audience there is no act too daring or too noble. Without the gallery things are different…. I
should like to come back and wear my medals at some big dinner or some other function.”In mid-
September, in the aftermath of the valley war, he was attached to a Punjab infantry unit that had
been badly mauled. “A change from British cavalry to Native Infantry! Still it means a medal and
also the next time I got into action I shall command a hundred men—and possibly I may bring off
some ‘coup.’ Besides I shall have some other motive for taking chances than merely love of
adventure.” One of only three British officers who were not dead or wounded, he spoke no
Punjabi and could convey his instructions only though hand signals and several words he had
learned, including maro (“kill”). He led his colonial troops in several minor skirmishes and again
emerged unscathed. Many of his brother officers were not so fortunate. Over a two-week period
one of Bindon Blood’s brigades lost 245 killed and wounded, 25 of them officers.During his
service with the Malakand Field Force everything else in Churchill’s prior existence became like
a distant memory, a typical reaction of soldiers whose lives are on the line, when only survival
counts. “I do not look ahead more than a day—or further than the hills that surround the valley….
Europe is infinitely remote.—England infinitely small—Bangalore a speck on the map of India—
but here everything is life size and flesh colour.” A short time later he made a point of noting that
although “it is a war without quarter…I have not soiled my hands with any dirty work—though I
recognise the necessity of some things.”Although he respected the fighting ability of the hill
tribesmen, in one of his dispatches to the Daily Telegraph he called them “little savages whose
principal article of commerce is their women—wives and daughters—who are exchanged for
rifles…. It is impossible to imagine a lower type of beings or a more dreadful state of
barbarism.”Despite his close calls, the danger, the heat and extreme physical discomforts, and
the sobering sight of the dead and wounded, Churchill persisted in treating his experience as
mostly a lively diversion, and with little regard for the fact that he might actually be one of the
unlucky ones to be wounded or killed. “I have faith in my luck,” he reassured his mother.
“Meanwhile the game amuses me—dangerous though it is—and I shall stay as long as I can. It
is a strange life. Here I am lying in a hole—dug two feet deep in the ground—to protect me



against the night firing—on a mackintosh with an awful headache—and the tent & my
temperature getting hotter every moment as the sun climbs higher and higher. But after all, food
and a philosophic temperament are man’s only necessities.”His flawed vision that heroism was
the key to political success persisted, his desire to be noticed and rewarded reaching the point
of recklessness when he proudly announced his gratification that “my follies have not been
altogether unnoticed…. Bullets—to a philosopher my dear Mamma—are not worth considering.
Besides I am so conceited I do not believe the Gods would create so potent a being as myself
for so prosaic an ending.”Churchill’s romanticism was dangerously unabated despite the harsh
examples of war he had personally experienced. More troubling, however, was his misguided
confidence that he, unlike his comrades in arms, was somehow exempt from death before
achieving a great destiny.War invariably exacts a painful cost, and in the aftermath of battle there
are the inevitable funerals of those who have paid the ultimate price. Churchill’s description of
one such event, while moving, was a curious mixture of romanticism and realism that somehow
made clear his failure fully to grasp that war is not a stage for ambition:The funerals of the British
officers and men, killed the day before, took place at noon…but all the pomp of military
obsequies was omitted, and there were no Union Jacks to cover the bodies, nor were volleys
fired over the graves…. To some the game of war brings prizes, honour, advancement, or
experience; to some the consciousness of duty well discharged; and to others—spectators,
perhaps—the pleasure of the play and the knowledge of men and things. But here were those
who had drawn the evil numbers—who had lost their all, to gain only a soldier’s grave. Looking at
these shapeless forms, coffined in a regulation blanket, the pride of race, the pomp of empire,
the glory of war appeared but the faint and unsubstantial fabric of a dream; and I could not help
realising with Burke: “What shadows we are and what shadows we pursue.”When the uprising
was finally quelled and the Malakand campaign ended, Churchill had to settle for a mention in
dispatches from General Blood, who noted that his commander in the field “has praised the
courage and resolution of Lieutenant W. L. S. Churchill, 4th Hussars, the correspondent of the
Pioneer newspaper with the force who made himself useful at a critical moment.” Blood also
wrote to Colonel Brabazon to praise Churchill’s service. “He is now pro tem an officer of native
infantry…. I have put him in when he was the only spare officer within reach, and he is working
away equal to two ordinary subalterns.” Blood also believed that even greater accolades awaited
Churchill, and that, “if he gets a chance he will win the VC [Victoria Cross, Britain’s highest
decoration for valor] or a DSO [Distinguished Service Order].” Churchill was pleased that “Sir
Bindon has made me his orderly officer, so that I shall get a medal and perhaps a couple of
clasps.” He called his service with the Malakand Field Force “the best I have ever had in my life”
and “one which I aim to repeat.” However, instead of a VC or DSO, Churchill had to settle for a
“Punjab Frontier, 1897–98” clasp to his India Medal, which was basically nothing more than a
decoration for having served in India. When Blood’s dispatches were published, Churchill was
thrilled and grateful. “I had no military command and only rode about trying to attract attention—
when things looked a little dangerous.”In the meantime his leave had expired, and although



Blood sought to keep Churchill as his aide, the army high command in India blocked his transfer,
and it was only through Blood’s intervention that he was even given a two-week extension until a
replacement could be sent to relieve him. Churchill was furious, calling the decision “as dirty a
tale of childish malice as was ever told.” Unless he got his own way, even such magnanimous
gestures as the six weeks’ leave accorded him by his regiment were not enough, nor was there
even a remote sense of appreciation for the opportunity. Instead he indulged in a juvenile temper
tantrum reminiscent of his childhood, petulantly blaming “the pettiness which induces high
military officers to devote so much time and attention to annoying a poor wretch of a subaltern….
It has been a severe object lesson to me, one which I shall not ever forget—of the petty & evil
intrigue on which appointments in India depend.”In an effort to avoid returning to his regiment,
Churchill attempted to join another expeditionary force being formed to deal with yet another
rebellion, this one in the Tirah Mountains, beyond the Khyber Pass. One of its brigades was
commanded by his new friend, Col. Ian Hamilton, who Churchill expected would aid his scheme
to extend his leave and participate in this new adventure. However, his dream of further glory
ended when Hamilton was thrown from his horse, breaking a leg—an injury that cost him his
command. Churchill’s request to extend his leave was summarily denied, and he was ordered
back to duty in Bangalore. This order ended his stirring adventures on the North-West Frontier.
He would later grumble that the leaders of the 1898 Tirah expedition “had been very selfish in
not letting me come with them,” failing to recall that it was his own regimental commander who
had curbed his venturesome ways.If Churchill thought he would return to a hero’s welcome in the
regimental mess at Bangalore, he was quite mistaken. Although his fellow officers treated him
with civility, for the most part they regarded him as a medal and glory seeker—a fairly accurate
perception. There was a strong whiff of unseemliness about an indulgent, self-important young
man presuming to tell his superiors how to fight wars and politicians how to conduct their
business that violated the Victorian standard of a gentleman.Churchill found the monotonous
routine of peacetime regimental duty more boring and irrelevant than ever. Having tasted war, he
thirsted for yet more adventure, and his heart and dreams were with the Tirah Expeditionary
Force. He found himself engaged in mock maneuvers, firing blanks instead of real bullets in
make-believe battles. Soldiers who have been in battle often find it difficult to adapt to garrison
duty under peacetime conditions, and Churchill was no exception. Henceforth anything less than
the real thing was superfluous, and the news of the forming of the Tirah expedition left him
chafing over his inability to join it. “I am more ambitious for a reputation for personal courage
than anything else in the world,” he confided to his mother. “A young man should worship a
young man’s ideals…. As for deserving such an honour—I feel that I took every chance and
displayed myself with ostentation wherever there was danger—but I had no military command
and could not expect to receive credit for what should after all be merely the behaviour of a
philosopher—who is also a gentleman.”The Tirah Field Force soon met its match in the Afridi
tribesmen who harassed and inflicted heavy casualties on the British from the high mountain
ridges, eventually forcing them into a humiliating withdrawal before winter set in, with little to



show for their incursion.Believing that there would be a second Tirah expedition in the spring of
1898, Churchill redoubled his efforts to be released from the Fourth Hussars and once again
employed the good offices of his mother. Jennie appealed on her son’s behalf to Field Marshal
Lord Roberts (the former commander in chief, India, who now held a similar position in Ireland),
asking that he intervene on Winston’s behalf. This time, however, her efforts came to naught
when both Roberts and Field Marshal Lord Wolseley (since 1895 the commander in chief of the
British army) elected not to intercede. Churchill was angry that a man with whom his father had a
close friendship would deny him and lamented that Roberts’s refusal was “a good instance of
ingratitude in a fortunate and very much overrated man.”The best he could finagle was a ten-day
leave at Christmas 1897, and although he toyed with the idea of journeying to the North-West
Frontier, he soon realized that there was simply insufficient time and, more important, that it was
a foolish notion. “The military pussycat is a delightful animal, as long as you know how to keep
clear of her claws,” he later wrote of his decision not to test the system any further.His return to
garrison duty provided time to write his first book, The Story of the Malakand Field Force. When
he learned someone else was also writing an account he redoubled his efforts and wrote
furiously, determined not to be outdone. Within six weeks he produced a manuscript, having
already alerted his mother that she must not only immediately find a publisher but also negotiate
suitable terms of not less than three hundred pounds, plus a royalty on each copy—an
enormous sum. In addition Churchill was adamant that he would not permit any revisions to be
made other than “bad sentences polished & any repetitions of phrase or fact weeded out.”If this
was a form of penance for neglecting her son during his childhood, Jennie was rapidly recouping
the debt. She soon found a literary agent who secured a contract with Longmans, a respected
London publisher. The illusion of a three-hundred-pound payment and royalties, however,
became instead an advance of fifty pounds against royalties, which meant it had to be earned
back through sales before he received any additional payment. All the same Churchill was
satisfied and regarded the book’s publication as “certainly the most noteworthy act of my life,”
although he qualified this description by adding, “Up to date (of course.)”He wrote to Jennie: “I
am pleased with it chiefly because I have discovered a great power of application which I did not
think I possessed.” The book remains to this day the best account of that forgotten war in spite of
his admission that he wrote it primarily “for the impression my words produce & the reputation
they give me…. I vy often yield to the temptation of adapting my facts to my phrases.”
Nevertheless, although it was an enigmatic realization (quite at odds with his own behavior) that
war is evil, it also inevitably reflected the long-standing romanticism that his first real experience
of war had failed to dampen. His account of the British relief of Chakdara is one example: “In that
moment the general, who watched the triumphant issue of the plans, must have experienced as
fine an emotion as is given to man on earth.”Churchill’s rather idealistic vision of generalship
became one of the foundations of the expectations he later had for men he chose to lead when
he became Britain’s war leader. “The general who avoids all ‘dash,’ who never starts in the
morning looking for a fight and without any definite intention, who does not attempt heroic



achievements, and who keeps his eyes on his watch, will have few casualties and little glory.”To
his credit Churchill’s experience on the North-West Frontier left him with firm ideas about war
that were, to say the least, unusually perceptive for a young man of his limited military education.
Unlike most other Victorians he believed compassion for a defeated enemy was necessary.
“‘Never despise your enemy,’ is an old lesson, but it has to be learnt afresh, year after year, by
every nation that is warlike and brave,” he wrote.Now free of his writing duties, he was more
restless than ever and determined to see further action. His son, Randolph, would later write:
“He did not think that the risks he had run with the Malakand Field Force had gained him the
reputation he believed he had deserved.” His high expectations for himself notwithstanding,
Churchill had a great deal to show for the experience, including his life. He had proved his
bravery, his dispatches were widely read, and he would soon publish a highly acclaimed first
book at the age of twenty-four (eight thousand copies were in print by early 1899). Moreover,
unlike his regimental contemporaries, he was now a battle-tested officer. Of course he never saw
it that way—as long as there were battles to be fought, Churchill believed it was his sworn duty to
find and participate in them, and to continue earning the capital he believed necessary for entry
into politics. If his destiny did not lie in India, he would damned well find it elsewhere.CHAPTER
7SOLDIER OF FORTUNEI must now go to Egypt…my life here is not big enough to hold me.—
CHURCHILL, OCTOBER 1897AS HE WOULD THROUGHOUT his lifetime, Churchill simply
refused to take no for an answer when denied the chance to join the Tirah Expeditionary Force.
Although recovered from his accident, Ian Hamilton had no immediate vacancy for him in his
brigade. Instead Churchill pinned his hopes on securing a position on the staff of the
commander in chief of the Tirah Expeditionary Force, Gen. Sir William Lockhart, whose
headquarters were in Peshawar. It was a huge risk on Churchill’s part, and one that if not
successful would undoubtedly have had serious consequences. His willingness to act recklessly
was a measure of his obsession with escaping from what he disdainfully called “a third rate
watering place.” Rather than return to Bangalore (a three-day trip) after participating in a
regimental polo match in Meerut, Churchill elected to take a very risky gamble that he could
somehow talk his way onto Lockhart’s staff. The problem was that he could not possibly travel to
Peshawar (six hundred miles northwest of Meerut) and return to his regiment in three days, after
which time he would be AWOL (absent without leave) and subject to disciplinary action, a
prospect to which Churchill gave scarcely a passing thought. Instead of returning to Bangalore
with the polo team, he boarded a train for the three-day trip to Peshawar.On his arrival he
contacted Lockhart’s adjutant, Capt. Aylmer Haldane, a Scottish officer who had served in the
Gordon Highlanders with Ian Hamilton, who wrote to Churchill that Haldane was a man of
“immense influence…if he were disposed towards you, everything could be arranged…. If you
came up here you might with your push and persuasiveness pull it off.”With no advance warning
Churchill simply presented himself at Lockhart’s office and “with a beating heart” asked to see
Captain Haldane. Yet “pull it off” was exactly what he did; in barely a half hour the glib young
lieutenant stated his case, extolled his virtues, and won over a “none too cordial but evidently



interested” Haldane, who said: “Well, I’ll go and see the Commander-in-Chief and see what he
says.” Before long Haldane returned to declare: “Sir William has decided to appoint you an extra
orderly officer on his personal staff. You will take up your duties at once. We are communicating
with the Government of India and your regiment.”Once again an audacious act paid handsome
dividends, as Churchill became the newest member of the Tirah Expeditionary Force. In the
months that followed, although he and Haldane, who was twelve years his senior, became
friends, Churchill nevertheless privately criticized him as “indiscreet—over-bearing—irritating [in]
manner—possessed by a great desire to confer favors—but in some ways a remarkable man,”
and “an able fellow”—all traits that might well have described Churchill himself.Haldane would
later say of Churchill’s brief time with the Tirah Field Force that it was sufficient “to form an
opinion of the young cavalry officer who was widely regarded in the Army as super-precocious,
indeed by some as insufferably bumptious, and realise that neither of these epithets was
applicable to him.” Instead the Churchill whom Haldane knew in India was neither arrogant nor
controversial. “He struck me at almost first sight as cut out on a vastly different pattern from any
officer of his years I had so far met…. I had a feeling that such a prodigy would go far.”Churchill
saw no action, and in the spring of 1898 the Tirah Expeditionary Force was disbanded. He
returned to his regiment to begin plotting his escape from India at the earliest opportunity.In
1898 Britain was entering a period that would see wars in the Sudan and, the following year, in
South Africa against the rebel Boers. For decades both Britain and France had made major
investments in Egypt, which was an important source of commerce. In 1882, when unrest
threatened Egypt’s stability, the Liberal government of Prime Minister William Gladstone
intervened to restore order, ensure control of the vital Suez Canal, and forestall a similar
annexation by the French. Although Egypt remained hypothetically an independent nation, it was
in practice under British control.The Egyptian empire included the Sudan, where unrest
prevailed and control was tenuous at best. In 1881 the Mahdist movement erupted when a
onetime boatbuilder and carpenter named Muhammad Ahmad declared himself the
“Mahdi” (the Guided One) and recruited a large Islamic fundamentalist army that was
determined to expel the Egyptians and attain Islamic self-rule. What his Dervish army lacked in
military training and modern weapons they more than made up for in religious fanaticism and a
readiness to die for their cause in a jihad (holy war). The Mahdist uprising swept the Sudan, and
in November 1883 they not only defeated a force of forty thousand Egyptians that was lured into
a deadly ambush in the desert south of Khartoum, but captured its weapons, machine guns, and
artillery. By 1884 the Mahdist army was threatening the capital of Khartoum.Maj. Gen. Charles
George Gordon (who had earned the nickname “Chinese Gordon” for his success in defending
Shanghai and helping to defeat the Taiping rebellion in the 1860s) and a small force of one
thousand British troops arrived in Khartoum to carry out an evacuation of British and Egyptian
subjects. Gordon, however, believed himself an agent of Providence, answerable only to God,
and disobeyed his orders by electing to defend Khartoum in the name of Christianity. The
Mahdists laid siege to the city and in January 1885 killed Gordon and every single member of



his relief expedition.Successive Liberal and Conservative British governments promised that the
martyred Gordon’s death would be avenged, and the reconquest of the Sudan became a top
priority. Churchill would later write in one of his newspaper dispatches that a stonemason ought
to be commissioned to carve the word “Avenged” into the pedestal of Gordon’s statue in
Trafalgar Square.In 1895 the British formed an expeditionary force under Maj. Gen. Sir Horatio
Herbert Kitchener, the Sirdar (commander in Chief) of the Egyptian army, to retake the Sudan
and to reinstate Anglo-Egyptian rule. Kitchener’s force consisted primarily of Egyptian units,
augmented over time by British regiments. For three years Kitchener, with the support of a flotilla
of gunboats in the Nile, ponderously advanced toward the Sudan, moving at a snail’s pace as
his chief engineer extended a railway line that was being constructed for the sole purpose of
resupplying his army. The Sudan Military Railway was an incredible feat of engineering
constructed under the worst possible conditions by Kitchener’s brilliant chief engineer, Edouard
Girouard, and the sweating men (Egyptians, former Mahdist POWs, and a variety of native
tribesmen) of his “Railway Battalion.” The railway eventually extended as far south as Atbara,
where in April 1898 Kitchener’s army fought a major battle and routed a force of sixteen
thousand Mahdists who formed the last major obstacle to his advance on Khartoum, some two
hundred miles distant.By the summer of 1898 Kitchener was positioned for the final campaign to
retake Khartoum and at last avenge Gordon. Reports of Kitchener’s expedition to reclaim the
Sudan reached Churchill as early as October 1897. He had long relished an assignment to
Egypt as his eventual ticket out of India, and wrote to Jennie, “I must now go to Egypt and you
should endeavour to stimulate the Prince [of Wales] into writing to Kitchener on the subject…my
life here is not big enough to hold me. I want to be up and doing and cannot bear inaction or
routine…. I become more in need of serious occupation every day.”In early 1898 he learned that
his mother was vacationing in Cairo and wrote that, aided by her considerable influence, he
intended to proceed there by the end of June. “You should make certain of my being employed
then,” he insisted. “It is a pushing age and we must shove with the best.” A short time later he
tried flattery: “Your wit & tact & beauty should overcome all obstacles,” he said. Jennie tried hard
and bombarded Kitchener with letters—all to no avail. Not only did Kitchener spurn her
representations, but also her current lover, Maj. Caryl Ramsden, nicknamed “Beauty” for his
exceptional good looks, jilted her: Jennie found him in flagrante with the wife of an army
general.Churchill had entrusted the editing and proofreading of his Malakand book to his aunt
Clara’s husband, Moreton Frewen, known in the family as “Mortal Ruin” Frewen, a noted
horseman and a well-meaning entrepreneur who was singularly unsuccessful and unlucky in
virtually every business venture he ever undertook. The results of Frewen’s editing appalled
Churchill, who complained that he had ruined his book with his emendations, leaving “only
shame that such an impertinence should be presented to the public…. I writhed all day
yesterday afternoon—but today I feel nothing but shame and disappointment.” Nevertheless he
tactfully refrained from expressing his true feelings, and praised his uncle’s work on his
behalf.Churchill need not have worried. The book was an instant success, was widely read by



men in high places, and earned praise from reviewers and a warm letter from the Prince of
Wales in which he strongly advised Churchill to remain in the army before seeking entry into
Parliament. “You have plenty of time before you, and should certainly stick to the Army before
adding M.P. to your name,” he advised. The success of The Story of the Malakand Field Force
was a remarkable departure for a young man who was accustomed to nothing but criticism from
his elders. “I had never been praised before. The only comments which had been made upon my
work at school had been ‘Indifferent,’ ‘Untidy,’ ‘Slovenly,’ [and] ‘Bad.’”In 1898 Churchill declared
his financial independence from his mother. Jennie’s extravagances had multiplied unabated in
the years since Randolph’s death, and she had accumulated such extraordinarily high debts that
she was obliged to seek a loan of seventeen thousand pounds. The bank refused to guarantee
such a sizable loan unless Churchill would guarantee to pay a premium of seven hundred
pounds to cover the interest owed. Although he reluctantly agreed, he refused to take on any of
her future debts. That declaration included legal action against his mother to protect himself and
to prevent her from sharing his inheritance (such as it was) in the event she ever remarried: a
perceptive decision inasmuch as Jennie did remarry in 1900, an army officer twenty years her
junior. Although the dispute frayed Winston’s relationship with his mother for a time and left “a
dirty taste in my mouth,” Jennie continued to use her influence in high places on his behalf.With
his prospects growing dimmer by the day, Churchill recognized that his best hope lay in returning
“to the centre of the Empire.” He was authorized a three-month leave from his regiment and left
India in mid-June 1898 for the two-week trip to London to plead his case in person to anyone
willing to help him. If the army would not send him to Egypt, he was determined to leave the
military to find more “adventure” and to write a book about it, “without the blunders which
disfigure my first attempt.”His zeal was boundless: he petitioned friends and acquaintances of
his family, used the good offices of anyone even remotely capable of fulfilling his ambition, and
unreservedly exploited his own mother to that end. Ever since Randolph’s death Jennie had
become the spearhead of his particular quest of the moment. Whether it was his insistence that
she arrange to have his book published, facilitate a newspaper assignment, or orchestrate a
transfer from India to Egypt, by outright demand or through flattery, she was repeatedly put on
notice that it was her obligation to make his wishes come true; “relax not a volt of your energy,”
was typical of his exhortations. Such intense focus and total disregard for the feelings of others
would later become the hallmark of Churchill the war leader.In 1898 Churchill’s center of
attention was Herbert Horatio Kitchener, an undisputed warlord who brooked no interference
from London (or anywhere else). Kitchener was twenty-five years older than Churchill, and,
whereas Churchill was aggressive and outspoken, Kitchener was stolid, courageous, a superb
organizer, ambitious beyond measure, but never a “thruster”—a British term for aggressive
commanders such as Nelson, Wellington, Napoleon, Patton, or Rommel.An Ulster-born
Protestant, Kitchener was commissioned in the Royal Engineers and brought to his profession
an engineer’s methodical mind-set. During his early years of service he toiled in obscurity as a
relatively junior officer. However, his service surveying Palestine in the 1870s led to a mastery of



Arabic, a skill that would help propel him to the attention of the War Office when, as a major in
the early 1880s, Kitchener saw service in the Intelligence Department in Cairo and a variety of
posts in Egypt, including governor of Suakin, a remote Sudanese town on the Nile, and adjutant
general of the Egyptian army. In 1892 he was promoted to his current high post.Without guile,
Kitchener won his battles by sound organization and the application of ponderous but
overwhelming force. The War Office deemed him imperious and unreceptive, and indeed
Kitchener had established himself as a virtual law in Egypt, often disregarding Whitehall
whenever it suited him, including rejecting recommendations for the assignment of British
officers to his command. With his thick black mustache, Kitchener was a formidable figure
despised for his arrogance and the contemptuous way in which he treated his officers and men.
Utterly ruthless, he had no tolerance whatsoever for failure. To question one of his decisions was
a professional kiss of death for his unlucky subordinates.It did not help Churchill’s chances that
Kitchener loathed war correspondents, particularly those who sought to pull favorable strings.
And while he tolerated their presence when ordered to do so by the prime minister, he did
everything within his power to make their task as difficult as possible. On the rare occasions
when he even permitted them to be present, Kitchener treated them with complete disdain.
Although noted for his exacting attention to the smallest details, he possessed a streak of almost
childish pettiness that would manifest itself over rather trivial matters. The proposed assignment
of a mere subaltern to one of his units provoked his displeasure.Like Churchill, Kitchener was
deeply wedded to the principle of Victorian imperialism; however, in Kitchener’s case the
campaign in the Sudan was something of a holy undertaking to save the empire from infidels.
Not for the first time would Western civilization and Islam clash violently, and in Kitchener the
British had a commander who intended to carry out his task with extreme ruthlessness.Churchill
now faced a major hurdle. His Malakand adventure and his writings had thoroughly annoyed
many of the army’s old guard, who believed that subalterns should be seen and not heard. His
reputation preceded his return to London, and despite the great publicity he received after the
publication of his book, Churchill was widely regarded within the establishment as an egotistical
young upstart who shamelessly employed his family’s good name to his own ends. His brazen
disregard of protocol, his quest for medals and glory, all became well known, and his highly
opinionated dispatches had earned him a number of enemies in high places and a warning from
the Prince of Wales that his duties as an officer were at odds with those of a war correspondent.
None of the criticism or the whispering dampened Churchill’s zeal to fight in yet another military
campaign, however, whatever the cost to his reputation, which he earnestly (and quite rightly)
believed would one day be acknowledged and admired—and lead to a seat in Parliament. His
son would later point out, “He was penniless; indeed, in debt. He was a soldier of fortune. He
had to make his way, he had to make his name.”With a late-summer campaign in the Sudan now
certain, Churchill applied to the War Office for a transfer to the Twenty-first Lancers, a cavalry
regiment formerly stationed in India. Despite Churchill’s reputation for grandstanding, the War
Office posed no obstacle to his application, which was favorably passed on to Kitchener’s



command and summarily rejected. The adjutant general, Sir Evelyn Wood, wrote to Kitchener: “I
strongly recommend Churchill as good value for you and the Army.” The Sirdar refused to budge:
“Do not want Churchill as no room.” Jennie and Mary Jeune, an influential London matron and
family friend, both lobbied intensely on his behalf. Lady Jeune went so far as to telegraph
Kitchener: “Hope you will take Churchill. Guarantee he won’t write.” Kitchener wasn’t buying
it.What made his chances of a post in Egypt even dimmer was the open hostility of Kitchener,
who wanted no part of Winston Churchill. The Prince of Wales had written a glowing letter
praising his book, but this too carried no weight with Kitchener. Although Churchill called those
who opposed him “ill-informed and ill-disposed,” the fact remained that an almost impenetrable
barrier had been erected with his name on it.Despite continued entreaties from Jennie and
others of influence in London, Kitchener’s reluctance to accept nominations for positions within
his command ultimately hurt Churchill, who later admitted, “The obstacle of my going to Egypt
was at once too powerful and too remote to be within [my mother’s] reach.”While he was in
England, Churchill conducted a personal reconnaissance of possible parliamentary seats and
tested the political waters in a well-received speech at Bradford, Yorkshire, but otherwise
devoted his efforts to lobbying. He heard from from the prime minister, Lord Salisbury, who was
among those who had read Churchill’s book and wanted to speak to him personally. That it was
Lord Salisbury is ironic, for this was the same man who, during an earlier term as prime minister
in the 1880s, had freely accepted his father’s resignation as chancellor of the exchequer. At No.
10 Downing Street, Churchill was warmly greeted and later remembered the kind words and old-
fashioned courtesy shown him by Lord Randolph’s onetime nemesis. During their thirty-minute
meeting Salisbury praised Churchill’s book and noted, “I myself have been able to form a truer
picture of the kind of fighting that has been going on in these frontier valleys from your writings
than from any other documents which it has been my duty to read.” Their cordial discussion
concluded with the prime minister’s saying, “If there is anything at any time that I can do which
would be of assistance to you, pray do not fail to let me know.”Salisbury’s words were music to
Churchill’s ears. Surely a recommendation from the prime minister himself would sway Kitchener
to accept his assignment. It was now nearly the end of July, and Churchill knew that Kitchener’s
offensive to recapture Khartoum was due to commence the following month. Time was of the
essence when he wrote to Salisbury and brazenly explained his reasons. “I want to go, first,
because the recapture of Khartoum will be a historic event: second, because I can, I anticipate,
write a book about it which from a monetary, as well as from other points of view, will be useful to
me.” Salisbury obligingly wrote to the civil administrator of Egypt, Lord Cromer (who was
nominally Kitchener’s boss), to make the case for Churchill to Kitchener, who rebuffed his prime
minister by wiring back and not only refusing to accept Churchill but also declaring that other
officers on a waiting list would be given priority.His quest seemed to be at a dead end, when,
from out of the blue, came his acceptance. A lieutenant in the Twenty-first Lancers had, rather
opportunely for Churchill, just died, and he was approved to replace him as a supernumerary,
apparently through the intervention of Sir Evelyn Wood, who had asserted the authority of the



War Office over assignments to the British contingent of Kitchener’s army. However, Churchill
would again have to travel at his own expense and was curtly informed that in the event of his
death the army would incur no financial liability.Although he now had permission to join the
Twenty-first Lancers, Churchill did not have permission to vacate his assignment in India.
Uncertain he would be released from the Fourth Hussars, he chose the novel Churchillian
solution of simply disregarding the fact that his request might be turned down. Instead he
immediately fled London for Cairo by a somewhat slow, indirect route through Marseilles aboard
what he described as “a filthy French tramp [steamer] manned by these detestable French
sailors.” If the Indian authorities decided to recall him, Churchill reasoned, they would first have
to actually locate him—and once he was safely in Cairo there would surely be little they could do
about it.Although Lady Jeune had assured Kitchener that Churchill would not be a
correspondent “in this war,” he had in fact already arranged to write dispatches for the London
Morning Post for a rather more significant sum than had been the case in India—fifteen pounds
per dispatch. The quid pro quo of Lady Jeune’s promise was that officially Churchill was merely
another officer being assigned to the Twenty-first Lancers; unofficially he had no intention of
permitting such a minor detail to stand in the way of his reporting on the war. The deal he cut
was through a close friend, Oliver Borthwick, the son of the proprietor of the Morning Post. The
paper would publish letters purportedly written by a soldier to a friend at home who just
happened to have forwarded them to the newspaper because of their possible interest to the
public. In this manner Churchill could claim anonymity and thus escape Kitchener’s wrath. He
would shortly write to Aylmer Haldane, noting with tongue in cheek, “If you look in the Morning
Post it is possible that you will see that one of my friends has committed and continues to
commit an unpardonable breach of confidence by publishing letters of mine. Don’t give away the
pious fraud as I do not want to be recalled.”When he arrived in Cairo on July 29, 1898, there
were no messages from India recalling him. And while Churchill had indeed outfoxed his
regiment, it can be fairly assumed that, for their part, the Fourth Hussars had undoubtedly tired
of his antics and were happy to be rid of him. Whatever the reasons the saga of Churchill’s
stormy service with the Indian army was over, although he now faced the peril of Kitchener’s
ire.CHAPTER 8OMDURMANIt was not a battle, but an execution.—G. W. STEEVENS, WAR
CORRESPONDENT, LONDON DAILY MAILWHEN CHURCHILL ARRIVED IN Cairo to join the
Twenty-first Lancers, two of the regiment’s four squadrons were already en route to join
Kitchener’s army, now encamped deep inside the Sudan at Atbara, and the other two were in the
process of deploying from their barracks. Had Churchill arrived a day or two later, he would have
had to make the fourteen-hundred-mile journey to the Sudan on his own—and at his own
expense.To his dismay he learned that he had been slated to command a troop but that
uncertainty over his assignment and time of arrival led to the appointment of another officer in
his place. Lieutenant Robert Grenfell happily wrote to his family of his good fortune: “Here I have
got the troop that would have been Winston’s.”There was no time for the usual assimilation into a
military unit. Churchill was immediately put to work assisting with the loading of the train that was



to carry them on the first leg of their trip deep into the heart of East Africa.The deployment of the
Twenty-first Lancers was a very complex undertaking. More to the point, the repositioning of a
troop unit is organized chaos. For a cavalry unit the two-week journey into the Egyptian and
Sudanese wilderness was even more difficult. Their horses were Arabian stallions, skittish by
nature, which had to be loaded onto confining railcars. In addition the animals required
considerable amounts of forage that were not available in the desert. Logistics—the
provisioning, maintenance, and timely resupply of an army—is a lackluster but enormously
essential aspect of warfare that is rarely written about. Yet, as Napoleon learned the hard way
during his abortive campaign in Russia in 1812, without competent logisticians battles are
usually lost. Many years later, before the D-day landings in Normandy on June 6, 1944, Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, who never fully appreciated the subject, would complain: “The
destinies of two great empires seemed to be tied up in some God-damned things called LSTs
[landing ships, tank—the workhorse vessels of the invasion fleets of World War II].”In his first
dispatch Churchill correctly described the business of deployment as “a wearying affair.” With
cavalry “the difficulties [were] more than doubled” as horses, soldiers, and weapons and
equipment were loaded on a long train bound for the southern terminus of the military railway at
Berber, a city on the Nile near Atbara. To the strains of a band playing “Auld Lang Syne,” there
were final handshakes and good-byes with those on the platform who remained behind. Then
the train slowly steamed away for the long journey into the wilderness of deepest Africa.It took
quite some time before Churchill lost his fear that Kitchener would somehow derail his
assignment and have him recalled. His imagination ran wild with various scenarios, all of which
ended badly. Every time the train stopped or the steamers carrying the regiment up the Nile
docked, he expected to see a staff officer bearing the dreaded orders. “I was pursued and
haunted by a profound, unrelenting fear…. I suppose a criminal flying from justice goes through
the same emotions…. Thank God, there was no wireless in those days or I should never had
have a moment’s peace.” Kitchener, however, had more important things on his mind than the
assignment of Lt. Winston Churchill to his army, and the recall never came.After an exhausting
twenty-four-hour journey, the Lancers toiled to transfer men and equipment to barges towed by
steamers that transported them up the Nile, to the ancient city of Luxor, famous for its temples,
where there was a brief stopover. It gave Churchill enough time to indulge his love of history and
his recollection of H. Rider Haggard’s Cleopatra, and to see the temples he had long fantasized
about visiting. He was enthralled by the Nile, “the great waterway of Africa. It is the life and soul
of Egypt.”Clad in khaki-colored uniforms better suited for more temperate climates, the men of
the Twenty-first Lancers were subjected to the relentless rays of the torrid sun during their final
advance toward Khartoum; a movement of eight to ten miles a day was routine. Churchill’s
dispatches and his later memoir are rhapsodic in recounting his love affair with the Nile. His vivid
descriptions of the journey were so realistic that his readers could almost feel the incredible
heat, experience the utter desolation of the desert, and sense the visual impact of the mighty
Nile. “How delicious it was in the evenings,” Churchill wrote, when “we filed down in gold and



purple twilight to drink and drink and drink again from the swift abundant Nile.” The river, he said,
“grows on me day by day. It colours all one’s thoughts.”Churchill was not the only war
correspondent accompanying the expeditionary army. A photo taken aboard one of the Nile
steamers shows him as one of sixteen correspondents, each of whom was hoping to write a
headline account for a British public eager for news of the expedition. As it turned out, the young
freelance soldier of fortune in their midst would have the lion’s share of publicity for the bloody
battle soon to occur at Omdurman.Late one afternoon, during the long march south, for reasons
that he never specified but that involved military duties of some sort, Churchill was left behind on
the east bank of the Nile at Atbara. All he knew was that his regiment was supposed to be
encamped some fifteen miles away in the desert. After crossing the river on a small ferry to the
west bank, he asked where he was supposed to go and was told: “It is perfectly simple. You just
go due south until you see the campfires, then turn towards the river.” Churchill had gone barely
a mile when the sun suddenly sank and he was left to navigate by means of the North Star,
which he kept at his back as he rode deeper into the wilderness until the sky clouded over in
total darkness. Rather than roam aimlessly with no exact idea where his unit was encamped, but
with a sense of utter helplessness, he curled up in a sandy spot behind a rock, his pony’s reins
grasped tightly in his hand. Expecting to eat dinner with his regiment, he had begun his journey
without rations or, worse, water for either himself or his pony.Toward dawn the sky cleared and,
navigating by the constellation Orion, he eventually stumbled upon the Nile. “Jumping off my
horse I walked into the Nile until it rose above my knees, and began to drink its waters, as many
a thirsty man has done before; while the pony, plunging his nose deep into the stream gulped
and gulped in pleasure and relief as if he could never swallow enough.” In daylight, with the help
of a villager with whom he communicated by gestures, Churchill eventually located his unit, thus
ending his nerve-racking one-man trek through the wilderness.Above Aswan the Nile descends
into a deep, rocky gorge—the first of its many great cataracts during its lengthy journey from its
headwaters deep in Africa to the Mediterranean—making further passage by steamer
impossible. An army of coolies and convicts in chains assisted in yet another change of venue to
a town some six miles south, where new steamers awaited them for the next leg of their four-day
journey to Wadi Halfa, the southernmost Egyptian garrison town, on the border with the Sudan.
From Wadi Halfa the journey evolved into a four-hundred-mile train trip on the recently
completed Sudan Military Railway.Kitchener’s punitive army consisted of 8,200 British and
17,600 Egyptian and Sudanese troops. His firepower was an awesome array of field artillery (5-
inch howitzers that fired a fifty-pound shell), deadly Maxim guns, supporting Royal Navy
gunboats in the Nile, and a huge number of animals to carry both men and equipment: more
than 3,500 camels, nearly 2,500 horses, 896 mules, and 229 donkeys—and an enormous cache
of food and supplies.By late August they were assembled on the plain outside the fortress of
Omdurman. Churchill seemed mainly concerned with wearing a medal on his breast rather than
with his safety or the forthcoming battle. Considering that he saw no combat with the Tirah
Expeditionary Force, he wrote irrationally to Haldane to complain about Kitchener and to request



that he expedite the award of “a medal and two clasps for gallantry for the hardships & dangers I
encountered with the T.E.F. I am of a keen desire to mount the ribbon on my breast while I face
the Dervishes here. It may induce them to pause.”After the siege of 1885 Khartoum lay in ruins.
Shortly thereafter the Mahdi, who had become the undisputed ruler of the Sudan, established a
theocratic Mahdist state with Omdurman as the new capital and began to lead a life of unbridled
excess, naively believing that he would also conquer both Egypt and the world.Across the Nile
from Khartoum, the river branches into the White Nile and the Blue Nile. On the White Nile, just
below the confluence of the two rivers, was a onetime mud fort erected by the Egyptians.
Extending some six miles in length along the White Nile, Omdurman had by 1898 evolved into a
fairly substantial city of about 150,000 inhabitants, most of whom lived in mud huts on narrow,
foul-smelling streets. Surrounding the city was a fortress consisting of a great wall and extensive
defensive works to fend off assaults, particularly from the Nile. Six months after Khartoum, the
Mahdi suddenly died (whether from his excesses or poison is not certain). An enormous,
yellowish brown tomb for the Mahdi, visible from miles away, was erected in the center of the city.
His handpicked successor was Khalifa Abdullah, a man described as “sly, suspicious, vain,
quick-tempered, unbelievably cruel and despotic,” yet possessed of “a certain ruthless charm”—
a man whose delusions may have exceeded those of the Mahdi.In the years between 1885 and
1898 there were uprisings, plots, incursions by the Abyssinians, an abortive invasion of Egypt,
and savage internal struggles. However, the Khalifa’s army remained intact and in 1898, despite
its crushing defeat at Atbara, was thought to number about 52,000. Confrontation between the
two opposing armies was now only a question of time and place.On September 1, 1898, two
years of laborious preparation were about to come to fruition. Kitchener’s army had established
its main battle position with its rear element along the Nile, where it was protected by British
gunboats. Initially, several thousand yards to the northwest, the cavalry and the camel corps
were positioned astride a rocky ridgeline called the Kerreri Hills. Rather than attack the Mahdist
army, however, Kitchener’s strategy was to remain in essentially defensive positions and by his
mere presence bait them to attack.Kitchener’s army consisted of “great brown masses of
infantry with a fringe of cavalry dotting the plain for miles in front, with the Camel Corps—
chocolate-coloured men on cream-coloured camels—stretching into the desert…and the
gunboats stealing silently up the river on the left, scrutinizing the bank with their guns.”What
Churchill witnessed that day deep in the heart of Africa was a sight few men have ever seen.
Between their position and Omdurman were a long, low ridge and a rolling sandy plain,
interspersed with small knolls, that Churchill realized would be the battlefield. Eerily, not a soul
was in sight. Late that morning he watched in amazement as, some four miles to the southwest,
a great dark mass of men appeared over the crest of a hill, in all at least forty thousand, and
possibly as many as fifty thousand Mahdist troops, arranged in five separate formations.
Although spears honed to a lethal sharpness were their predominant weaponry, an estimated
twenty thousand warriors were armed with antiquated single-shot Martini-Henry rifles, which
fired a .45-caliber bullet that packed a powerful and usually lethal punch.The sight was both awe-



inspiring and utterly chilling, reminding him of the crusaders of the twelfth century he had once
studied:Lines of men appeared over the crest, and while we watched, amazed by the wonder of
the sight, the whole face of the slope became black with swarming savages. Four miles from end
to end, and in five great divisions, this mighty army advanced…. The whole side of the hill
seemed to move…. Above them waved hundreds of banners, and the sun, glinting on perhaps
forty thousand hostile spear-points, spread a sparkling cloud. It was, perhaps, the impression of
a lifetime.Churchill’s regimental commander ordered him to report the situation personally to
Kitchener. Churchill felt understandable trepidation over what effect his appearance would have
on the Sirdar, and he had good reason for concern. A week earlier he had learned of Kitchener’s
disapproval of his presence. Francis E. Rhodes, a retired army colonel, now a correspondent for
The Times, had spoken to Kitchener about Churchill: “Kitchener said he had known I was not
going to stay in the army—was only making a convenience of it; that he had disapproved of my
coming in place of others whose professions were at stake & that E. [Sir Evelyn] Wood had
acted wrongly & had annoyed him by sending me. But that I was quite right to try my
best.”Churchill rode toward the colorful assembled Anglo-Egyptian army, drawn up in mass
formation, its banners flying in the breeze. At the head of his army rode Kitchener, his staff
several paces behind. Churchill drew alongside but to the rear of the Sirdar and crisply saluted:
“Sir, I have come from the Twenty-first Lancers with a report.” Kitchener nodded his assent,
signaling that Churchill should continue. After a long pause he asked: “How long do you think
I’ve got?” In a flash Churchill replied: “You have got at least an hour and a half, sir, even if they
come on at their present rate.”Thus ended Churchill’s first, uneventful encounter with the man he
both feared and, for the time being, admired. Afterward he was taken in hand by Kitchener’s
intelligence chief, Sir Reginald Wingate, and partook of an elegant and civilized lunch, of bully
beef, pickles, and wine, complete with knives and forks, served atop a white oilcloth. Churchill
was seated next to Maj. Adolf von Tiedemann, an observer from the German General Staff, who
said to him: “This is the 1st of September. Our great day and now your great day.” (Baron
Tiedemann was referring to the Prussian victory over France in 1870, which paved the way for
German unification.) The conversation turned to the forthcoming battle, about which there was
great confidence. “Everyone was in the highest spirits and best of tempers. It was like a race
luncheon before the Derby…. It was really a good moment to live, and I, a poor subaltern who
had thought of himself under a ban, plied my knife and fork with determination amid the
infectious gaiety of all these military magnates.”Buoyed by his unexpected good fortune,
Churchill afterward strolled along the riverbank with another officer when the commander of a
nearby gunboat anchored in the Nile hailed him. The officer was a Royal Navy lieutenant
dressed in a spotless white uniform. A “jolly talk” ensued, along with an offer of naval hospitality.
A bottle of champagne suddenly appeared in the air; Churchill failed to catch it before it fell into
the river, whence he happily retrieved it. The officer was future Admiral of the Fleet and First Sea
Lord Lt. David Beatty.The Khalifa’s army marched en masse to within several miles of
Kitchener’s positions, and on what seemed to be a single command, halted like a well-drilled



parade formation. Most battles are preceded by considerable preliminary fighting and
bombardments, but here the two sides merely gazed warily at each other, neither prepared to
make the first move. The riflemen fired off bursts in the air in what Churchill described as “a great
roar—a barbaric feu de joie,” and, at a second command, this massive army simply lay down on
the ground in place, explicitly conveying that the great confrontation would not occur on this
day.There were minor skirmishes on September 1, and a rain of British artillery destroyed the
eighty-foot-high dome of the Mahdi’s tomb, raising large clouds of red dust. That the desecration
of the Mahdi’s tomb would further enrage his enemy seemed of no consequence to Kitchener. If
anything it was a sign of his contempt for those he would on the morrow slay pitilessly on a
battlefield some seven miles north of Omdurman.Churchill viewed the coming battle as
something of a lark. “This kind of war was full of fascinating thrills,” he wrote in 1930. “It was not
like the Great War. Nobody expected to be killed but to the great mass of those who took in the
little wars of Britain in those vanished light-hearted days, this was only a sporting element in a
splendid game.”Beneath a glorious sunrise that would soon turn the sands blood red, there
commenced on the morning of September 2, 1898, what history has recorded as the Battle of
Omdurman, which might better be described as the Massacre of Omdurman. Though it is
unlikely that any slept well if at all that night, at 4:30 a.m. bugles sounded throughout the Anglo-
Egyptian army, summoning its troops to arise for battle. The Egyptian cavalry was immediately
sent forward to make contact with the enemy, and, at first light the great mass of the Khalifa’s
army became visible in the distance.Churchill was ordered to take a patrol forward and later
claimed to have been the first to see the advancing enemy, and “certainly the first to hear their
bullets. Never shall I see such a sight again. At the very least there were 40,000 men—five miles
long in lines with great humps and squares at intervals—and I can assure you that when I heard
them all shouting their war songs from my coign [position] of vantage on the ridge of Heliograph
Hill I and my patrol felt very lonely. And though I never doubted the issue—I was in great
awe.”The two opposing armies resembled gladiators awaiting a signal to begin what would be
not a sporting event but a fight to the death. Ominously circling overhead were some one
hundred enormous and quite hideous vultures that suddenly appeared, seemingly sensing that
a feast would shortly be awaiting them.At 6:30 the massed forces of the Khalifa’s army began
methodically advancing on the Anglo-Egyptian positions, flags fluttering brilliantly in the sunlight,
the spears of thousands of warriors waving in the air, their voices roaring approval of Allah and
their leader, with continuous chanting in Arabic of “There is one God and Muhammad is the
Messenger of God.”Behind one of the formations rode the Khalifa himself on a donkey, attended
only by a small retinue. “They came very fast, and they came very straight,” wrote Daily Mail
correspondent G. W. Steevens, “and then presently they came no farther. With a crash the
bullets leaped out of the British rifles,” and “they poured out death as fast as they could load and
press the trigger.”The Khalifa’s army was divided into five separate forces. Its tactics were
simple: Advance, outflank, and overcome the enemy under the protection of Allah. Two moved
forward to Kitchener’s positions astride the Kerreri Hill mass, while the other three wheeled right



and advanced toward the main Anglo-Egyptian positions near the river in a suicidal frontal
attack. What occurred within the space of perhaps two hours was, as Steevens wrote, “not a
battle but an execution.”Like ants the massed infantry moved steadily forward as shells began
raining down on them, wreaking appalling carnage. The roar of voices, guns, smoke, and fire
was earsplitting. Bullets indiscriminately shattered some, while others were simply blown to
pieces by artillery shells. Churchill described it as “a terrible sight, for as yet they had not hurt us
at all, and it seemed an unfair advantage to strike thus cruelly when they could not reply…. Eight
hundred yards away a ragged line of men were coming on desperately struggling forward in the
face of the pitiless fire—white banners tossing and collapsing.” Not many managed to get closer
than three hundred yards.Yet on they came, with absolute fearlessness, undaunted by the fires
of hell that engulfed them or by the masses of dead and dying all around them. Churchill later
described how the twelve thousand Anglo-Egyptian infantrymen “were engaged in that
mechanical scattering of death which the polite nations of the earth have brought to such
monstrous perfection.” At the end of as savage a battle as has ever taken place, the dead were
strewn across the battlefield. Omdurman was in reality no contest. Though Kitchener’s army was
greatly outnumbered, it possessed the means of sheer slaughter with its deadly artillery, rifles,
and Maxim guns, the great killing machines that cut down the tribesmen like blades of grass in a
lawnmower. The writer Hilaire Belloc would later write of the Battle of Omdurman:Whatever
happens we have gotThe Maxim gun and they have not.The Khalifa’s army was impaled to
death on the full fury of Kitchener’s guns. Dervish warriors died in their thousands; no one ever
ascertained the exact number, but no fewer than ten thousand brave men lay dead on the sands
outside Omdurman, and between ten thousand and sixteen thousand were wounded, many
lying untended and in mortal agony where they fell. According to Churchill’s account, The River
War, there were also five thousand captured. By 8:00 a.m. it was nearly over. Toward noon
Churchill wrote: “Sir H. Kitchener shut up his [field] glasses remarking that he thought that they
enemy had been given ‘a good dusting.’”Churchill’s description tells of the steady drum of bullets
“shearing through flesh, smashing and splintering bone” and of “valiant men…struggling on
through a hell of whistling metal, exploding shells, and spurting dust—suffering, despairing,
dying.”Despite the one-sided slaughter, the Battle of Omdurman might well have ended in
disaster—not for the Dervish army, but for Kitchener, who committed a near-fatal blunder.
Believing that the battle was won, he ordered his main forces to advance and secure
Omdurman, leaving only a reserve brigade under the command of Lt. Col. Hector Archibald
MacDonald, consisting of three thousand Egyptian and Sudanese troops, three batteries of
artillery, and eight Maxim guns a mile or so to the north. Because the bulk of his army had turned
and was marching in a column formation toward the city, his rear element was especially
vulnerable to a flank attack. What Kitchener did not know was that a large force of perhaps
twenty thousand flying the black flag of the Khalifa was bearing down on MacDonald’s brigade.
Suddenly in great peril, MacDonald—an experienced and astute soldier who had risen through
the ranks from private to command of a brigade and had seen as much service as anyone in the



British army—without a second thought, disobeyed the orders from Kitchener to rejoin the army
and formed a hasty defense as the full fury of the Dervish attack fell upon his brigade. They
fought off one wave after another of attacks that nearly overran MacDonald’s undermanned
force. In the end it was his foresight and initiative that saved Kitchener from potential disaster.
Churchill would later note that if the Khalifa had attacked simultaneously with his main force, the
“the position of MacDonald’s brigade must have been almost hopeless. In the actual event it was
one of extreme peril.”Then Kitchener committed a second blunder. Although the battle had
turned in his favor and British casualties were almost nonexistent, he was understandably
concerned about having to fight in the narrow alleys of Omdurman and wanted insurance that a
major part of the Dervish army not be permitted to fall back and take up positions within the city.
He decided that the battle had been won and, without first ordering a reconnaissance to
determine the location and strength of the enemy, ordered his cavalry to turn toward Omdurman
and enter the city.At 8:30 a.m. about four hundred mounted cavalrymen of the Twenty-first
Lancers began advancing to the left flank of the Anglo-Egyptian front. Suddenly, beyond a ridge
where they had halted, “thousands of Dervishes could be seen.” Then, without warning, matters
suddenly turned deadly. Churchill was in command of a patrol on the right flank, and as they
advanced, the cavalry expected little resistance and intended to “spear them till we could not sit
on our horses.” About 250 yards from the massed Dervish force they encountered what
appeared to be a straight line of some 150 men blocking their path. Intending to outflank them,
Churchill’s Lancers moved to their right only to be fired upon by what obviously were not mere
spearmen but sharpshooters, who began pouring heavy fire into the Lancers. “The distance was
too short for it to be harmless on so big a target and I realised there were only two courses
open,” wrote Churchill. One was to back off and regroup; the other was to charge the enemy.
Under intense fire the cavalry acted instinctively, as they had been trained to do, and “while the
trumpet was still jerking we were all at the gallop towards them.”History has since immortalized
the cavalrymen of Omdurman in portraits and literature in what was the last and perhaps most
famous charge of the British cavalry. Churchill’s survival that day may well have hinged on the
1896 accident in Bombay that had crippled his right shoulder. At the commencement of the
charge his brother officers had all drawn their swords as they galloped full speed ahead toward
the riflemen, all firing at them. Churchill quickly realized it would have been useless to attempt to
make use of his sword with his right arm and instead drew his Mauser pistol.As the two sides
converged in close combat the scene became chaotic. Suddenly a large, undetected Dervish
formation hidden in a nearby wadi exploded from concealment and enveloped the mounted
Lancers. They had ridden directly into a carefully laid trap by an estimated three thousand
warriors. “The blunders of British cavalry are the fertile seed of British glory,” wrote G. W.
Steevens in his account of Omdurman.“It is very rarely,” wrote Churchill in one of his dispatches,
“that stubborn and unshaken infantry meet equally stubborn and unshaken cavalry…. In this
case the two living walls crashed together with a mighty collision” as all hell broke loose.
Although Churchill said, with hindsight, “capital—the more the merrier,” no one facing such an



extreme life-threatening situation would have felt such bravado. The Dervishes stood their
ground and stabbed, hacked, and shot at the British cavalry. Horses were slashed and fell
horribly wounded, their riders falling to the ground, where many were impaled by as many as a
dozen men with a ferocity seldom seen on a battlefield; riderless horses galloped free of the
killing zone; other Lancers, most of them wounded, who had been thrown from their mounts,
clung precariously to reins or stirrups as they were dragged, hanging on literally for their lives. A
sergeant who had been slashed had strips of skin cut from his face that hung in shreds.Through
the cauldron rode the regimental commander, Col. R. M.Martin. Although his charger fell, Martin
emerged unscathed and ordered a halt to further charges by his cavalrymen. Many of the
Lancers wanted more. “There were gnashings of teeth and howls of speechless rage,” but
common sense ultimately prevailed. The Lancers then opened fire with their carbines at near-
point-blank range.As for Churchill, “I remember no sound,” he wrote. “The whole event seemed
to pass in absolute silence. The yells of the enemy, the shouts of the soldiers, the firing of many
shots, the clashing of sword and spear were unnoticed by the senses, unregistered by the brain.
Others say the same. Perhaps it is possible for the whole of a man’s faculties to be concentrated
in eye, bridle-hand, and trigger-finger, and withdrawn from other parts of the body.”Still alive and
unwounded on the rim of the cauldron, Churchill quickly determined that he was not yet out of
harm’s way. The force the charge had broken through was about four deep, “But they all fell
knocked A.O.T. [arse over tip]…then we emerged into a region of scattered men and personal
combats. The troop broke up and disappeared. I pulled into a trot and rode up to individuals
firing my pistol in their faces and killing several—3 for certain—2 doubtful—one very doubtful.” A
mere twenty yards away, some of the Dervishes began re-forming their ranks and aimed their
rifles right at Churchill, “and I looked at them stupidly for what may have been 2 seconds…and
for the first time the danger & peril came home to me. I turned and galloped. The squadron was
reforming nearly 150 yards away. As I turned both shots were fired and at that close range I was
grievously anxious. But I heard none of their bullets—which went Heaven knows
where.”Hundreds of bloody individual battles played out before the Lancers broke free,
dismounted, and began surgically cutting down the surviving warriors with carbine fire until the
Dervishes at last broke and retreated. “In one hundred and twenty seconds five officers, sixty-six
men, and one hundred and nineteen horses out of less than three hundred had been killed or
wounded,” wrote Churchill. To his cousin Sunny he pointed out that, “No regiment has sustained
such a proportion and such a loss since the Light Brigade—forty years ago.”That he narrowly
escaped death seems not to have unduly bothered Churchill, who wrote rather glowingly of his
experience. “The Battle was a wonderful spectacle. I had the good luck to ride through the
charge unhurt—indeed untouched—which vy few can say.” Although he was certainly fearless,
for perhaps the first time in his life he experienced genuine fear. “I felt myself absolutely alone,”
he wrote of his isolation after riding through the ranks of the enemy. “I thought those riflemen
would hit me, and the rest devour me like wolves.” To charge recklessly into such a violent battle
as Churchill did, with no thought of the consequences, and to perform bravely under such



conditions was an ultimate test of courage.Any soldier who has ever been in a life-and-death
combat situation will readily acknowledge that there exists a combination of gut-wrenching fear
and the dread of letting down one’s comrades in arms. Time stands still, as Churchill has
recorded, and whatever the reaction, it is virtually instinctive and, for better or worse, the end
result of one’s training. Field Marshal Viscount Slim would later say of combat that “the dominant
feeling of the battlefield is loneliness,” and Epaminondas (the Theban general who bested
Sparta) described a field of battle as “a dancing floor of Ares.”Although he later made light of the
dangers he faced as merely another exploit in his military repertoire, and “not in the least
exciting,” Churchill eventually admitted, “It was I suppose the most dangerous 2 minutes I shall
live to see.”The Battle of Omdurman lasted some five devastating hours, during which the
Dervish army suffered about 95 percent losses. On September 2, 1898, Omdurman, which is
today a thriving suburb of Khartoum, with a population of 1.5 million, was a scene of devastation.
In his autobiography and in The River War, Churchill wrote, “Thus ended the Battle of Omdurman
—the most signal triumph ever gained by the arms of science over barbarians.”Two officers and
a private of the Twenty-first Lancers were later awarded the Victoria Cross for gallantry during
this action. However, there was nothing glorious about the battlefield, which was strewn with
many thousands of wounded men and the corpses of nearly ten thousand unburied dead, many
of whom became a feast for the hungry vultures. The nauseating smell of death would permeate
the barren landscape for weeks.Among the British dead was Lt. Robert Grenfell, the officer
whose troop Churchill was to have commanded. Grenfell’s troop, on Churchill’s left flank,
suffered the heaviest casualties of the Twenty-first Lancers, and the lieutenant had been hacked
to death. Fate sometimes turns on seemingly insignificant events. Little did Churchill know that
what he first deemed bad luck—arriving too late in Cairo to take command of the troop—
undoubtedly later spared his life.If there were lessons for Winston Churchill in the Battle of
Omdurman, they may be read from his stunned reaction to Grenfell’s death. “War,” he wrote,
“disguise it as you may, is but a dirty, shoddy business, which only a fool would play
at.”CHAPTER 9DAVID VERSUS GOLIATHVictory at Omdurman was disgraced by the inhuman
slaughter of the wounded…. Kitchener was responsible for this.—CHURCHILL TO JENNIE,
JANUARY 26, 1899THE SECOND SUDAN WAR was more than merely a military victory. “What
happened in the Sudan on 2 September 1898 was the zenith of late Victorian imperialism” and
“the apogee of the generation that regarded world domination as a racial prerogative,” notes the
historian Niall Ferguson. Britain remained the master of a vast global empire, the principal
banker of the world, and a supreme power whose likes had never been seen nor would ever be
seen again. However, the cost of maintaining its empire was an endless series of small wars and
insurrections that the British army was obliged to fight—more than seventy-two of them during
the reign of Queen Victoria.Although the decline and eventual dissolution of the British Empire
lay in the future, in 1898 there was near-universal approval in Britain that Gordon had been
avenged. Kitchener had carried out his orders to retake the Sudan, and despite the carnage he
became a national hero. Almost as important, the British victory at Omdurman and the



subsequent reclaiming of the Sudan checked Britain’s principal rival, blocking French territorial
ambitions in East Africa. Control of Egypt was now firmly in Britain’s hands, thus protecting its
vital link to India.There was, however, another, far more ominous consequence of Omdurman.
The German military observer Baron Tiedemann, with whom Churchill had shared a pleasant
lunch, “duly noted the devastating impact of the British Maxim guns, which one observer
reckoned accounted for around three-quarters of the Dervish casualties. To Tiedemann the real
lesson was obvious: The only way to beat the British was to match their firepower.” That
message was made clear to the German General Staff. The Maxim gun had already changed
the face of war and would in a few more years be a weapon that all modern armies would
employ, with devastating results.British and Egyptian flags now flew in Khartoum in triumph over
the ruins of what had once been the residence of the governor-general. A memorial service was
held for Gordon as British gunboats in the Nile boomed a salute and “a Catholic chaplain prayed
that God might ‘look down…with eyes of pity and compassion on this land so loved by that
heroic soul,’ words that moved Kitchener and other officers to tears.” The hard-boiled Kitchener
is reported to have been so “shaking with sobs” that he was obliged to call off the remainder of
the ceremony. Queen Victoria wrote in her diary, “Surely he [Gordon] is avenged.” There were,
however, no tears and no compassion for the warriors of the Khalifa’s defeated army—only
appalling retributions.Although the Khalifa escaped along with some ten thousand of his once
proud army into the wilderness of the southern Sudan, Kitchener relentlessly tracked him down
in October 1899, and in a near repeat of Omdurman, he and a thousand of his warriors were
killed, mostly by British machine-gun fire, and some nine thousand survivors captured.
“Mahdism is now a thing of the past,” Kitchener wrote, a logical conclusion at the time but a
prediction whose obverse has in the twenty-first century become an everyday reality, the spear
replaced by the suicide bomber, the hijacker, the improvised explosive device (IED), and the car
bomb.The bloodbath of Omdurman was an awakening for Churchill, who not only experienced
war at its malevolent worst but also witnessed the commission by the victorious Anglo-Egyptian
army of what today would unmistakably be called war crimes. In 1898 there was no Geneva
Convention to protect warring parties, and Kitchener’s soldiers, mostly Sudanese and Egyptians
but also some British, carried out barbaric reprisals that would later have cast a stain on the
honor of an otherwise reputable army.Those who did not escape from Omdurman suffered a
horrifying fate. As outrage followed outrage, widespread killings, rape, looting, and pillaging and
the desecration of the tomb of the Mahdi occurred. It was as if the savagery of ordinarily decent
soldiers could not be turned off and instead became the excuse for acts of bloodletting no
civilized person would dream of committing. Kitchener not only did nothing to stop the brutality
but also authorized the defiling of the Mahdi’s tomb, which was razed to the ground, ostensibly
because it was so badly damaged that it posed safety concerns. He acquired the skull of the
Mahdi (the bones were secretly tossed into the Nile), and displayed it on his desk for possible
future use as a drinking cup or an inkstand, later deciding that perhaps it should be sent to the
Royal College of Surgeons in London.Kitchener deliberately limited the number of doctors in his



force, and the wounded Dervishes were either left untreated on the battlefield or slaughtered
with bayonets where they had fallen. One of his officers ordered anyone connected with the
Khalifa leadership to be instantly executed. In London some outraged MPs attempted but failed
to block a reward of thirty thousand pounds to Kitchener, but the outrage was overshadowed by
public acceptance of him as the hero of the Sudan. He was feted all over Britain, given the
freedom of various cities, and not only appointed governor-general of the Sudan (as well as
retaining his post as Sirdar) but also granted a peerage, thereafter styling himself Lord Kitchener
of Khartoum.Although Kitchener denied all charges of cruelty and maintained that it had been
necessary to destroy the tomb and the Mahdi’s corpse in order to prevent the site from
becoming a shrine and a second Mecca, his clumsy handling of the matter left Queen Victoria
privately unconvinced that he had acted properly. The government accepted his version and to
quiet public opinion issued a White Paper to that effect. Kitchener’s manipulation of the truth of
what really occurred at Omdurman may have ended the matter at the time, but truth usually has
a way of winning out in the end. There was an impeccable witness to describe it all, a
troublesome young officer and war correspondent who would not only publicly criticize the
desecration of the Mahdi’s tomb but also take on the mighty Kitchener himself.Three days after
the battle, in the company of another officer, Churchill rode onto the battlefield with its dead
strewn about like so much litter, and it gave him pause. The Dervish dead were piled three deep
in places, while the wounded survivors lay in the torrid sun stoically awaiting death. “Three days
of burning sun had done their work. The bodies were swollen to almost gigantic proportions….
The smell redoubled the horror.” In a graphic dispatch and later in The River War, Churchill
informed his readers: “In a space not exceeding a hundred yards square more than four hundred
corpses lay festering. Can you imagine the postures in which man, once created in the image of
his maker, had been twisted? Do not try, for were you to succeed you would ask yourself with
me: ‘Can I ever forget?’”The experience left Churchill shaken. “It has been said that the Gods
forbade vengeance to mankind because they reserved for themselves so delicious and
intoxicating a drink,” he wrote, “and it may well be that vengeance is sweet. But one should not
drain the cup quite to the bottom. The dregs are sometimes filthy tasting.”In both his dispatches
and his book Churchill paid tribute to the bravery of the Dervishes while also railing against the
racism of his countrymen and others. In so doing he stood virtually alone. “‘Mad fanaticism’ is
the deprecating comment of their conquerors. I hold this to be a cruel injustice. Nor can he be a
very brave man who will not credit them with a nobler motive, and believe that they died to clear
their honour from the stain of defeat. Why should we regard as madness in the savage what
would be sublime in civilized men?”It also dawned on Churchill that war was in fact a dangerous
undertaking and that he had been very fortunate to escape death on the sands of Omdurman.
The death of Lieutenant Grenfell, an officer Churchill liked and admired and with whom he had
traveled and bivouacked, made a deep impression. He wrote to his friend and cousin Sunny
Churchill: “Had I started when I meant to from London I should have had Grenfell’s troop and
ridden where he rode…. I have seen more war than most boys my age, probably more than any. I



am not squeamish, but I have seen acts of great barbarity perpetrated at Omdurman and have
been thoroughly sickened of human blood. I have tried to gild war, and to solace myself for the
loss of dear and gallant friends, with the thought that a soldier’s death for a cause that he
believes in will count for much.”WarlordA Life of Winston Churchill at War, 1874–1945Carlo
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story of Winston Churchill’s military life and of a young man’s quest for military adventure, which,
combined with his ambitious, up-and-down political career, carried him to the leadership of
Great Britain in 1940—and the historic years as generalissimo that followed.What Churchill
wrote of his youth summed up his entire life. From the time he graduated from Sandhurst in 1894
into a world that opened to him “like Aladdin’s cave,” “he never had time to turn round.” His life
became “like an endless moving picture in which one was an actor. On the whole Great Fun!”
What Churchill neglected to mention was that in the moving picture of his life he was not merely
an actor but the star.Warlord is less about events and more about Churchill the man: his
leadership, his triumphs, and his failures. While there is—of necessity—a certain level of
selectivity, on balance the reader will find it a faithful account of an extraordinary military life that
encompassed most of the seminal events of the twentieth century, culminating in the greatest,
most devastating war in the history of planet Earth.INTRODUCTION:BORN FOR WARThe
largest human being of our time.—SIR ISAIAH BERLINLONG BEFORE HE BECAME a
statesman, Winston Churchill was first a soldier. War and soldiering were in his blood: from his
first fantasies as a youth to their practice as a young man and, later, their direction as Britain’s
wartime leader.His fascination with soldiering began in the nursery, with his army of toy soldiers
that he used to wage fantasy battles. His early experiences as a young cavalry officer and war
correspondent took him to distant and exotic places and exposed him to war in its many
aspects, including all of its gruesome horrors. Even as prime minister and one of the world’s
most powerful men during World War II, Churchill never lost his love of soldiering, often
lamenting that he had missed his calling by not winning fame as a battlefield warrior.Churchill
was one of the rare figures in history, men such as Frederick the Great, Oliver Cromwell, and his
own famous ancestor, the Duke of Marlborough, who were “born for war,” as Napoleon once
described himself. These were war leaders who “instinctively understood it in all of its aspects:
strategic, political, diplomatic, moral and psychological.” Moreover, as one of Churchill’s most
astute biographers, Sebastian Haffner, has observed: “No one will ever understand the
phenomenon that was Churchill by regarding him simply as a politician and statesman who was
ultimately destined like Asquith or Lloyd George, Wilson or Roosevelt, to conduct a war; he was
a warrior who realized that politics forms a part of the conduct of war.”Less well known is that
Churchill was a military visionary with ideas of astonishing originality. As First Lord of the
Admiralty in 1915, he conceived and approved the design and construction of an enormous
Trojan horse–like armored vehicle that would transport in safety between eighty and one
hundred troops across no-man’s-land to assault the German trenches; and in 1939, again as
First Lord, he conceived “Nellie,” a gargantuan trench digger that would be utilized to permit the
infantry to overwhelm the powerful defenses of the Siegfried Line in safety. Although both
projects ultimately failed, they were nevertheless examples of the remarkably innovative ideas
that poured forth from Churchill’s fertile mind.In 1912, well before others could see the warning
signs, Churchill foretold a potential great conflict. In a prophetic letter to his cousin and close
friend Charles “Sunny” Churchill, the ninth Duke of Marlborough, he warned of the threat of war



emanating from the unstable situation in the Balkans, and noted: “The European situation is far
from safe and anything might happen. It only needs a little ill will or bad faith on the part of a
great power to precipitate a far greater conflict.”Despite having personal experience of war at
Omdurman in 1898, and as a participant in the last cavalry charge in the history of the British
army, Churchill nevertheless held a Victorian’s somewhat romanticized view of war, and of
Britain’s greatness of empire as the most powerful nation on earth. One perceptive observer,
Cecil H. King, has described Churchill as “a man of the 19th, if not the 18th century; he knows
little and cares less for the political currents of the day. To him war is a vast pageant with himself
in a scarlet uniform on a white horse, baton in hand, leading the British forces forward through
the smoke of battle.”As a twenty-two-year-old junior officer fresh from Sandhurst, Churchill was
torn between his youthful enthusiasm for putting his life on the line and the horror of the wars he
fought in. His military experience as a soldier exposed him to the grit, blood, and death of war in
its cruelest forms. His exploits left Churchill with an abhorrence of war, and during the first three
decades of the twentieth century his was a frequent, often strident, but forlorn voice preaching
preparedness and other means of avoiding war. However, when war engulfed the world for the
second time in twenty-five years, Churchill answered the call. Where others talked of peace with
Nazi Germany, Churchill’s was the strongest voice of refusal to let tyranny become the new
sovereign of Britain.Although he became perhaps the most famous politician in British history,
Churchill never strayed far from his military roots. While political office and its myriad powers
were his ultimate goal, Churchill used soldiering, writing, and his experience as a war
correspondent toward that end. Politics may have dominated his life, but soldiering was a
passion he never lost during his political rise. During World War II, Churchill was frequently seen
in the uniform of the Royal Air Force or in that of an army colonel. As one writer has noted,
“Wellington was a soldier who felt it his duty to be a politician. Churchill was a politician who
wanted to be a soldier…. A nation which since Cromwell has always felt uncomfortable with all
but its most eccentric military leaders, was led in its most dangerous battle by a war leader in a
zip-suit and carpet slippers.”Churchill possessed an unfulfilled lifelong ambition to become a
warrior-hero in the Napoleonic mold, which even service in the squalor of the front lines as a
lieutenant colonel commanding a rifle battalion in France in 1916 failed to cure. Later in his life
Churchill called war “the greatest of all stimulants.” As early as 1911, one of his critics noted with
insightful accuracy, “He is always unconsciously playing a part—an heroic part. And he is
himself his most astonished spectator. He sees himself moving through the smoke of battle—
triumphant, terrible, his brow clothed with thunder, his legions looking to him for victory, and not
looking in vain. He thinks of Napoleon; he thinks of his great ancestor [the Duke of Marlborough]
…[in his] fervid and picturesque imagination there are always great deeds afoot, with himself
cast by destiny in the Agamemnon role.”Warts and all, Winston Churchill nevertheless
represented the indomitable spirit and symbol of a defiant nation under siege. His oratory was
stirring and, like FDR’s, Churchill’s words galvanized an entire nation. His predecessor as prime
minister, Neville Chamberlain, regarded Hitler as “the commonest little dog,” but was duped and



coerced by the German dictator’s signature on the meaningless Munich agreement in
September 1938, a vaguely worded covenant that “lacked even the ringing affirmation of
nonaggression treaties.” Chamberlain’s well-intentioned declaration of “peace in our time” was
actually a death warrant for France and a guarantee that Britain was destined for another war
with Germany. When he learned of Munich, Churchill remarked: “This is only the first step, the
first foretaste of a bitter cup which will be proffered to us year by year unless by a supreme
recovery of moral health and martial vigor we arise again and take our stand for freedom.” When
the foreign secretary, Lord Halifax, suggested that Britain make peace with Hitler, Churchill not
only declined but instead vowed to rescue “mankind from the foulest and most soul-destroying
tyranny which has ever darkened the stained pages of history.”World War II was the greatest test
of all, and much of the credit for Britain’s survival belongs to Churchill, who simply refused to
lose. His defiance of “Corporal Hitler,” as he scornfully referred to the Nazi leader, was on full
display throughout the war, from his “fight ’em on the beaches” to his “we shall fight on for ever
and ever and ever.”In no particular order, Churchill was brilliant, pampered, petulant, romantic,
pragmatic, courageous, egotistical, eccentric, possessed of enormous perseverance,
opinionated beyond measure, and impossibly demanding. He drank too much, suffered from
depression (his “black dog”), “waddled rather than walked,” and by any criterion ought to have
been too old to carry the enormous burden of a prolonged war that threatened Britain’s very
existence. As a young man he once said, “If I had two lives I would be a soldier and a politician:
but as there will be no war in my time, I shall have to be a politician.” Winston Churchill was
both.Although Churchill has been the subject of hundreds of biographies, very little has been
written about the military Churchill. More than forty years since his death in 1965, Winston
Churchill’s attraction for historians and biographers continues unabated, even more so in the
wake of September 11, 2001. He has been praised, condemned for a host of sins, real and
imagined, and, in recent years, become the object of a number of revisionist biographies notable
mainly for their portrayal of a man with feet of clay. Despite the plethora of books about Churchill
the politician and political leader, there has yet to be an objective, total examination of his crucial
role as military leader.It is as a soldier of both the nineteenth and the twentieth century that this
biography will, in contrast to others, appraise Churchill’s extraordinary life.When he became
prime minister in May 1940, during Britain’s darkest time, Churchill was already well beyond the
age when most men had retired. For the next five years, which included an illness in 1943 that
many thought he would not survive, he bore perhaps the greatest pressures ever placed upon
any statesman or war leader. His grasp of the military art ranged from genius one moment to
appalling failure the next. He experienced the euphoria of success and tasted the bitter cup of
failure (to his death Churchill never fully recovered from the sting of his role in the Dardenelles
disaster in 1915). No detail that concerned the war escaped his attention, often to the despair of
his military chieftains. Whether grilling his generals, admirals, and airmen around a conference
table with penetrating questions, pursuing strategic issues with Roosevelt and Stalin, or planning
the invasion of France before the ashes of Dunkirk had even cooled, Churchill as a war leader



combined an astute grasp of detail; unorthodox, often maddening diversions into areas his
military advisers deemed irrelevant and sometimes downright detrimental; and on far too many
occasions for it to be mere happenstance, sheer brilliance.This is the story of the military life of
Winston Churchill—the descendant of Marlborough who, despite never having risen above the
rank of lieutenant colonel, came eventually to direct the military campaigns of his nation and,
more than any other man, to save Britain from tyranny during his and his nation’s finest
hour.INTRODUCTION:BORN FOR WARThe largest human being of our time.—SIR ISAIAH
BERLINThe largest human being of our time.—SIR ISAIAH BERLINLONG BEFORE HE
BECAME a statesman, Winston Churchill was first a soldier. War and soldiering were in his
blood: from his first fantasies as a youth to their practice as a young man and, later, their
direction as Britain’s wartime leader.His fascination with soldiering began in the nursery, with his
army of toy soldiers that he used to wage fantasy battles. His early experiences as a young
cavalry officer and war correspondent took him to distant and exotic places and exposed him to
war in its many aspects, including all of its gruesome horrors. Even as prime minister and one of
the world’s most powerful men during World War II, Churchill never lost his love of soldiering,
often lamenting that he had missed his calling by not winning fame as a battlefield
warrior.Churchill was one of the rare figures in history, men such as Frederick the Great, Oliver
Cromwell, and his own famous ancestor, the Duke of Marlborough, who were “born for war,” as
Napoleon once described himself. These were war leaders who “instinctively understood it in all
of its aspects: strategic, political, diplomatic, moral and psychological.” Moreover, as one of
Churchill’s most astute biographers, Sebastian Haffner, has observed: “No one will ever
understand the phenomenon that was Churchill by regarding him simply as a politician and
statesman who was ultimately destined like Asquith or Lloyd George, Wilson or Roosevelt, to
conduct a war; he was a warrior who realized that politics forms a part of the conduct of
war.”Less well known is that Churchill was a military visionary with ideas of astonishing
originality. As First Lord of the Admiralty in 1915, he conceived and approved the design and
construction of an enormous Trojan horse–like armored vehicle that would transport in safety
between eighty and one hundred troops across no-man’s-land to assault the German trenches;
and in 1939, again as First Lord, he conceived “Nellie,” a gargantuan trench digger that would be
utilized to permit the infantry to overwhelm the powerful defenses of the Siegfried Line in safety.
Although both projects ultimately failed, they were nevertheless examples of the remarkably
innovative ideas that poured forth from Churchill’s fertile mind.In 1912, well before others could
see the warning signs, Churchill foretold a potential great conflict. In a prophetic letter to his
cousin and close friend Charles “Sunny” Churchill, the ninth Duke of Marlborough, he warned of
the threat of war emanating from the unstable situation in the Balkans, and noted: “The
European situation is far from safe and anything might happen. It only needs a little ill will or bad
faith on the part of a great power to precipitate a far greater conflict.”Despite having personal
experience of war at Omdurman in 1898, and as a participant in the last cavalry charge in the
history of the British army, Churchill nevertheless held a Victorian’s somewhat romanticized view



of war, and of Britain’s greatness of empire as the most powerful nation on earth. One perceptive
observer, Cecil H. King, has described Churchill as “a man of the 19th, if not the 18th century; he
knows little and cares less for the political currents of the day. To him war is a vast pageant with
himself in a scarlet uniform on a white horse, baton in hand, leading the British forces forward
through the smoke of battle.”As a twenty-two-year-old junior officer fresh from Sandhurst,
Churchill was torn between his youthful enthusiasm for putting his life on the line and the horror
of the wars he fought in. His military experience as a soldier exposed him to the grit, blood, and
death of war in its cruelest forms. His exploits left Churchill with an abhorrence of war, and during
the first three decades of the twentieth century his was a frequent, often strident, but forlorn
voice preaching preparedness and other means of avoiding war. However, when war engulfed
the world for the second time in twenty-five years, Churchill answered the call. Where others
talked of peace with Nazi Germany, Churchill’s was the strongest voice of refusal to let tyranny
become the new sovereign of Britain.Although he became perhaps the most famous politician in
British history, Churchill never strayed far from his military roots. While political office and its
myriad powers were his ultimate goal, Churchill used soldiering, writing, and his experience as a
war correspondent toward that end. Politics may have dominated his life, but soldiering was a
passion he never lost during his political rise. During World War II, Churchill was frequently seen
in the uniform of the Royal Air Force or in that of an army colonel. As one writer has noted,
“Wellington was a soldier who felt it his duty to be a politician. Churchill was a politician who
wanted to be a soldier…. A nation which since Cromwell has always felt uncomfortable with all
but its most eccentric military leaders, was led in its most dangerous battle by a war leader in a
zip-suit and carpet slippers.”Churchill possessed an unfulfilled lifelong ambition to become a
warrior-hero in the Napoleonic mold, which even service in the squalor of the front lines as a
lieutenant colonel commanding a rifle battalion in France in 1916 failed to cure. Later in his life
Churchill called war “the greatest of all stimulants.” As early as 1911, one of his critics noted with
insightful accuracy, “He is always unconsciously playing a part—an heroic part. And he is
himself his most astonished spectator. He sees himself moving through the smoke of battle—
triumphant, terrible, his brow clothed with thunder, his legions looking to him for victory, and not
looking in vain. He thinks of Napoleon; he thinks of his great ancestor [the Duke of Marlborough]
…[in his] fervid and picturesque imagination there are always great deeds afoot, with himself
cast by destiny in the Agamemnon role.”Warts and all, Winston Churchill nevertheless
represented the indomitable spirit and symbol of a defiant nation under siege. His oratory was
stirring and, like FDR’s, Churchill’s words galvanized an entire nation. His predecessor as prime
minister, Neville Chamberlain, regarded Hitler as “the commonest little dog,” but was duped and
coerced by the German dictator’s signature on the meaningless Munich agreement in
September 1938, a vaguely worded covenant that “lacked even the ringing affirmation of
nonaggression treaties.” Chamberlain’s well-intentioned declaration of “peace in our time” was
actually a death warrant for France and a guarantee that Britain was destined for another war
with Germany. When he learned of Munich, Churchill remarked: “This is only the first step, the



first foretaste of a bitter cup which will be proffered to us year by year unless by a supreme
recovery of moral health and martial vigor we arise again and take our stand for freedom.” When
the foreign secretary, Lord Halifax, suggested that Britain make peace with Hitler, Churchill not
only declined but instead vowed to rescue “mankind from the foulest and most soul-destroying
tyranny which has ever darkened the stained pages of history.”World War II was the greatest test
of all, and much of the credit for Britain’s survival belongs to Churchill, who simply refused to
lose. His defiance of “Corporal Hitler,” as he scornfully referred to the Nazi leader, was on full
display throughout the war, from his “fight ’em on the beaches” to his “we shall fight on for ever
and ever and ever.”In no particular order, Churchill was brilliant, pampered, petulant, romantic,
pragmatic, courageous, egotistical, eccentric, possessed of enormous perseverance,
opinionated beyond measure, and impossibly demanding. He drank too much, suffered from
depression (his “black dog”), “waddled rather than walked,” and by any criterion ought to have
been too old to carry the enormous burden of a prolonged war that threatened Britain’s very
existence. As a young man he once said, “If I had two lives I would be a soldier and a politician:
but as there will be no war in my time, I shall have to be a politician.” Winston Churchill was
both.Although Churchill has been the subject of hundreds of biographies, very little has been
written about the military Churchill. More than forty years since his death in 1965, Winston
Churchill’s attraction for historians and biographers continues unabated, even more so in the
wake of September 11, 2001. He has been praised, condemned for a host of sins, real and
imagined, and, in recent years, become the object of a number of revisionist biographies notable
mainly for their portrayal of a man with feet of clay. Despite the plethora of books about Churchill
the politician and political leader, there has yet to be an objective, total examination of his crucial
role as military leader.It is as a soldier of both the nineteenth and the twentieth century that this
biography will, in contrast to others, appraise Churchill’s extraordinary life.When he became
prime minister in May 1940, during Britain’s darkest time, Churchill was already well beyond the
age when most men had retired. For the next five years, which included an illness in 1943 that
many thought he would not survive, he bore perhaps the greatest pressures ever placed upon
any statesman or war leader. His grasp of the military art ranged from genius one moment to
appalling failure the next. He experienced the euphoria of success and tasted the bitter cup of
failure (to his death Churchill never fully recovered from the sting of his role in the Dardenelles
disaster in 1915). No detail that concerned the war escaped his attention, often to the despair of
his military chieftains. Whether grilling his generals, admirals, and airmen around a conference
table with penetrating questions, pursuing strategic issues with Roosevelt and Stalin, or planning
the invasion of France before the ashes of Dunkirk had even cooled, Churchill as a war leader
combined an astute grasp of detail; unorthodox, often maddening diversions into areas his
military advisers deemed irrelevant and sometimes downright detrimental; and on far too many
occasions for it to be mere happenstance, sheer brilliance.This is the story of the military life of
Winston Churchill—the descendant of Marlborough who, despite never having risen above the
rank of lieutenant colonel, came eventually to direct the military campaigns of his nation and,



more than any other man, to save Britain from tyranny during his and his nation’s finest
hour.PROLOGUE: MAY 10, 1940Perhaps the darkest day in English history.—SIR HENRY
“CHIPS” CHANNONIN BERLIN ON WEDNESDAY, May 8, 1940, CBS news correspondent
William L. Shirer recorded in his diary that he “could not help noticing a feeling of tension”
emanating from the German Foreign Ministry: “Something is up.” In his radio broadcast the
following night, Shirer warned his listeners in the United States, “The war will be fought and
decided before the summer is over.”Some hours earlier a black Mercedes automobile with
darkened windows had inconspicuously driven away from the Reich Chancellery and merged
with the weekday traffic on the streets of Berlin. To all outward appearances the Mercedes was
simply an ordinary vehicle transporting a Nazi official, perhaps even a high-ranking bureaucrat.
In the northern suburb of Berlin-Finkenkrug the Mercedes entered a small, deserted, remote
railway station that had been cordoned off from prying eyes by the Sicherheitsdienst (the
German Security Service, or SD). It halted by a platform, next to a military train that consisted of
two locomotives and eight ordinary green Reichsbahn railway cars. Amid tight security the
occupant disembarked and without ceremony boarded one of the cars. Punctually at 4:38 p.m.
the train (which had been assigned the rather unusual code name Amerika), steamed away from
the station on northbound tracks, headed ostensibly toward Hamburg and its expected
destination, Denmark. After nightfall, however, it turned west, and by midnight on a moonless
night it reached Hannover, where it was switched, this time onto westbound tracks.After an all-
night journey the train at last arrived at its destination, a tiny, secluded station situated in the
village of Euskirchen, in the rugged and sparsely populated Eifel region near the German border
with Belgium and Luxembourg. The train’s occupants stiffly disembarked in the chill of the
predawn darkness and climbed into three specially converted three-axle Mercedes limousines
suitable for driving in rough terrain. The procession headed west into the hilly country deep
inside the Eifel, passing through silent villages whose names had been removed and replaced
with yellow signs bearing a variety of military markings. After a half hour the vehicles halted near
a series of former antiaircraft emplacements recently converted into secure bunkers.The
principal occupant of the train had come to witness firsthand the culmination of a massive, top-
secret military operation called Case Yellow, designed for months by the German General
Staff.As the sun began to rise into the dawn of a promising spring day, the only sound was of
birds chirping in the nearby trees. The small entourage gathered around the man who was
plainly dressed in a military greatcoat and an officer’s cap topped by an eagle clutching a
swastika in its talons. Within minutes the serenity was shattered as the sound of guns was
distinctly heard in the West. He pointed his arm in the general direction of the sounds and
announced, “Gentlemen, the offensive against the western powers has just started.” The man
was Adolf Hitler, the supreme leader of Nazi Germany, and he had come to witness the opening
shots of World War II in the West, and the unveiling of a formidable new form of warfare: the
blitzkrieg, which had first been tested against the hapless Poles in September 1939.This day
was to be the realization of what Hitler had ardently told his generals in August 1939: “Our



opponents are little worms…. What matters in beginning and waging war is not righteousness
but victory. Close your hearts to pity. Proceed brutally.”One of Hitler’s adjutants pointed silently to
his watch as if to record the moment for history. The time was 5:35 a.m., Friday, May 10,
1940.The Allies, Britain and France, had long since ruled out the possibility of an invasion of the
West through the vast Ardennes Forest by an armored force, relying instead on the textbook
theory that, with its inadequate, narrow winding roads, the region was simply impassable for
tanks. What the Allies would learn on this critical day was that the German army was capable of
carrying out the same element of surprise that had so confounded the French in 1914, the
Schlieffen Plan, by which the Germans invaded France by first invading Belgium.Thus, on the
morning of May 10, what was thought to have been impossible became a reality when, across
the length of the Ardennes and along more than two hundred miles of Germany’s western border
with Belgium, Holland, and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, there came the distinctive clanking
sound made only by armored vehicles on the move.At dawn the Germans unleashed massive
blitz attacks into all three nations. In all an enormous force of 137 German divisions, including
more than two thousand tanks, was massed along and behind the German border. The panzer
divisions were positioned, one behind the other, like giant building blocks; the rear ranks of the
panzers were nearly fifty miles east of the Rhine, and had they been placed end to end, the tail
would have extended into East Prussia. In support of the invasion were as many as 3,800 aircraft
of Hermann Göring’s Luftwaffe. However, Plan Yellow was so highly secret that the first time the
airmen knew of the invasion was the predawn hours of May 10, when they were abruptly
awakened and given fifteen minutes’ notice to attend operational briefings. “There was no time
even to shave. Shortly before sunrise every available aircraft left its field.”Although the Allies
were on high alert, the German offensive came as a complete surprise. The French inspector
general of artillery was in Metz the morning of May 10 to assure the artillery commanders of the
Third Army that modern guns would be ready “next spring.” He naively inquired of an aide:
“Where are they holding the maneuvers?” The aide replied, “That, mon Général, is the start of
the German offensive.”One of the few strategies available to the Dutch was to open their dikes
and canal locks and flood key areas around their border with Germany. Before they could react,
however, German divisions swarmed across the borders of Holland and Belgium, their
spearheads slicing through scant opposition. A German parachute division was dropped from
the sky and landed by glider on key targets throughout Holland. Bridges in Rotterdam and other
key cities were suddenly seized practically before the Dutch knew what had hit them, and
although they fought heroically they were simply outgunned and outmanned. “Initiative, speed
and surprise [were] the new German technique,” notes Len Deighton. “[Gen. Freiherr Wolfram
von] Richthofen’s Stuka dive-bombers were their artillery.” From the North Sea to the Rhone
Valley, massed Luftwaffe aircraft suddenly appeared at daybreak, with the sun rising behind
them in the east, and attacked airfields, railyards, and roads in France, Belgium, and Holland.
The Luftwaffe attacked seventy airfields in all three countries, destroying three hundred to four
hundred aircraft, and providing Hitler with uncontested air superiority.The Luftwaffe bombers



that attacked Holland flew out over the North Sea and then turned east, thus gaining even
greater surprise. “They flew low over acres of tulip fields in bloom, where girls working there in
the early morning waved to them, not noticing the markings on their wings.”In another sector of
the Eifel, the Seventh Panzer Division, like all the invasion elements, had only been alerted the
night of May 9. War was hardly on the minds of its soldiers, many of whom had visions of liberty
passes to enjoy the Whitsun holiday that weekend. The Seventh Panzers were led by one of the
Wehrmacht’s brightest and most innovative young military commanders, forty-eight-year-old
Maj. Gen. Erwin Rommel. In a brief letter to his wife he wrote: “You’ll get all the news for the next
few days from the papers. Don’t worry yourself, everything will go all right.” At 5:32 a.m.
Rommel’s panzers were among the first to invade Belgium as one of the spearheads of Col.
Gen. Fedor von Bock’s Army Group B.Hitler had spent a restless night aboard the Amerika. “I did
not sleep a wink,” he later admitted. “Principally, I was kept awake by anxiety over the weather.”
When the dawn arrived fifteen minutes earlier than his meteorologists had predicted, Hitler flew
into a rage. He was soon calmed by a flurry of signals from his commanders in the vanguard of
the blitz, principal among them the electrifying news at 7:00 a.m. that at Liège, German
paratroopers had flown gliders directly inside and seized the supposedly impregnable Fort Eben
Emael, the principal fortification of the Belgian defensive system along the Meuse River. Its
capture opened the door to the plains of Belgium and the cities of Brussels and Antwerp to the
German panzers. At Maastricht, another main entry point into Belgium, the Germans
encountered scant resistance. One by one key bridges over the Meuse, the Albert Canal, and at
Rotterdam and other Dutch cities fell, sometimes with scarcely a shot being fired.The flurry of
attacks, commando raids, the mining of the harbors of ports in Holland and Belgium by the
Luftwaffe, and the relentless attacks by the four armies of Bock’s Army Group B firmly planted
the impression the Germans wished to convey: that the main thrust of their invasion was aimed
at seizing Holland and Belgium. The ruse would soon draw the bulk of the British Expeditionary
Force and three French armies into Belgium, into a carefully laid trap that would lead to the fall of
France, crush Holland and Belgium, and inflict on the British army the greatest humiliation in its
celebrated history. When Hitler was informed of the British and French troop movements, he
said, “I could have wept for joy: they had fallen into the trap.”In the weeks ahead, as the Dutch,
Belgian, and French armies collapsed and the British withdrew their remnant forces from the
beaches of Dunkirk, only one man would stand between Hitler and the conquest of Britain:
Winston S. Churchill.PROLOGUE: MAY 10, 1940Perhaps the darkest day in English history.—
SIR HENRY “CHIPS” CHANNONPerhaps the darkest day in English history.—SIR HENRY
“CHIPS” CHANNONIN BERLIN ON WEDNESDAY, May 8, 1940, CBS news correspondent
William L. Shirer recorded in his diary that he “could not help noticing a feeling of tension”
emanating from the German Foreign Ministry: “Something is up.” In his radio broadcast the
following night, Shirer warned his listeners in the United States, “The war will be fought and
decided before the summer is over.”Some hours earlier a black Mercedes automobile with
darkened windows had inconspicuously driven away from the Reich Chancellery and merged



with the weekday traffic on the streets of Berlin. To all outward appearances the Mercedes was
simply an ordinary vehicle transporting a Nazi official, perhaps even a high-ranking bureaucrat.
In the northern suburb of Berlin-Finkenkrug the Mercedes entered a small, deserted, remote
railway station that had been cordoned off from prying eyes by the Sicherheitsdienst (the
German Security Service, or SD). It halted by a platform, next to a military train that consisted of
two locomotives and eight ordinary green Reichsbahn railway cars. Amid tight security the
occupant disembarked and without ceremony boarded one of the cars. Punctually at 4:38 p.m.
the train (which had been assigned the rather unusual code name Amerika), steamed away from
the station on northbound tracks, headed ostensibly toward Hamburg and its expected
destination, Denmark. After nightfall, however, it turned west, and by midnight on a moonless
night it reached Hannover, where it was switched, this time onto westbound tracks.After an all-
night journey the train at last arrived at its destination, a tiny, secluded station situated in the
village of Euskirchen, in the rugged and sparsely populated Eifel region near the German border
with Belgium and Luxembourg. The train’s occupants stiffly disembarked in the chill of the
predawn darkness and climbed into three specially converted three-axle Mercedes limousines
suitable for driving in rough terrain. The procession headed west into the hilly country deep
inside the Eifel, passing through silent villages whose names had been removed and replaced
with yellow signs bearing a variety of military markings. After a half hour the vehicles halted near
a series of former antiaircraft emplacements recently converted into secure bunkers.The
principal occupant of the train had come to witness firsthand the culmination of a massive, top-
secret military operation called Case Yellow, designed for months by the German General
Staff.As the sun began to rise into the dawn of a promising spring day, the only sound was of
birds chirping in the nearby trees. The small entourage gathered around the man who was
plainly dressed in a military greatcoat and an officer’s cap topped by an eagle clutching a
swastika in its talons. Within minutes the serenity was shattered as the sound of guns was
distinctly heard in the West. He pointed his arm in the general direction of the sounds and
announced, “Gentlemen, the offensive against the western powers has just started.” The man
was Adolf Hitler, the supreme leader of Nazi Germany, and he had come to witness the opening
shots of World War II in the West, and the unveiling of a formidable new form of warfare: the
blitzkrieg, which had first been tested against the hapless Poles in September 1939.This day
was to be the realization of what Hitler had ardently told his generals in August 1939: “Our
opponents are little worms…. What matters in beginning and waging war is not righteousness
but victory. Close your hearts to pity. Proceed brutally.”One of Hitler’s adjutants pointed silently to
his watch as if to record the moment for history. The time was 5:35 a.m., Friday, May 10,
1940.The Allies, Britain and France, had long since ruled out the possibility of an invasion of the
West through the vast Ardennes Forest by an armored force, relying instead on the textbook
theory that, with its inadequate, narrow winding roads, the region was simply impassable for
tanks. What the Allies would learn on this critical day was that the German army was capable of
carrying out the same element of surprise that had so confounded the French in 1914, the



Schlieffen Plan, by which the Germans invaded France by first invading Belgium.Thus, on the
morning of May 10, what was thought to have been impossible became a reality when, across
the length of the Ardennes and along more than two hundred miles of Germany’s western border
with Belgium, Holland, and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, there came the distinctive clanking
sound made only by armored vehicles on the move.At dawn the Germans unleashed massive
blitz attacks into all three nations. In all an enormous force of 137 German divisions, including
more than two thousand tanks, was massed along and behind the German border. The panzer
divisions were positioned, one behind the other, like giant building blocks; the rear ranks of the
panzers were nearly fifty miles east of the Rhine, and had they been placed end to end, the tail
would have extended into East Prussia. In support of the invasion were as many as 3,800 aircraft
of Hermann Göring’s Luftwaffe. However, Plan Yellow was so highly secret that the first time the
airmen knew of the invasion was the predawn hours of May 10, when they were abruptly
awakened and given fifteen minutes’ notice to attend operational briefings. “There was no time
even to shave. Shortly before sunrise every available aircraft left its field.”Although the Allies
were on high alert, the German offensive came as a complete surprise. The French inspector
general of artillery was in Metz the morning of May 10 to assure the artillery commanders of the
Third Army that modern guns would be ready “next spring.” He naively inquired of an aide:
“Where are they holding the maneuvers?” The aide replied, “That, mon Général, is the start of
the German offensive.”One of the few strategies available to the Dutch was to open their dikes
and canal locks and flood key areas around their border with Germany. Before they could react,
however, German divisions swarmed across the borders of Holland and Belgium, their
spearheads slicing through scant opposition. A German parachute division was dropped from
the sky and landed by glider on key targets throughout Holland. Bridges in Rotterdam and other
key cities were suddenly seized practically before the Dutch knew what had hit them, and
although they fought heroically they were simply outgunned and outmanned. “Initiative, speed
and surprise [were] the new German technique,” notes Len Deighton. “[Gen. Freiherr Wolfram
von] Richthofen’s Stuka dive-bombers were their artillery.” From the North Sea to the Rhone
Valley, massed Luftwaffe aircraft suddenly appeared at daybreak, with the sun rising behind
them in the east, and attacked airfields, railyards, and roads in France, Belgium, and Holland.
The Luftwaffe attacked seventy airfields in all three countries, destroying three hundred to four
hundred aircraft, and providing Hitler with uncontested air superiority.The Luftwaffe bombers
that attacked Holland flew out over the North Sea and then turned east, thus gaining even
greater surprise. “They flew low over acres of tulip fields in bloom, where girls working there in
the early morning waved to them, not noticing the markings on their wings.”In another sector of
the Eifel, the Seventh Panzer Division, like all the invasion elements, had only been alerted the
night of May 9. War was hardly on the minds of its soldiers, many of whom had visions of liberty
passes to enjoy the Whitsun holiday that weekend. The Seventh Panzers were led by one of the
Wehrmacht’s brightest and most innovative young military commanders, forty-eight-year-old
Maj. Gen. Erwin Rommel. In a brief letter to his wife he wrote: “You’ll get all the news for the next



few days from the papers. Don’t worry yourself, everything will go all right.” At 5:32 a.m.
Rommel’s panzers were among the first to invade Belgium as one of the spearheads of Col.
Gen. Fedor von Bock’s Army Group B.Hitler had spent a restless night aboard the Amerika. “I did
not sleep a wink,” he later admitted. “Principally, I was kept awake by anxiety over the weather.”
When the dawn arrived fifteen minutes earlier than his meteorologists had predicted, Hitler flew
into a rage. He was soon calmed by a flurry of signals from his commanders in the vanguard of
the blitz, principal among them the electrifying news at 7:00 a.m. that at Liège, German
paratroopers had flown gliders directly inside and seized the supposedly impregnable Fort Eben
Emael, the principal fortification of the Belgian defensive system along the Meuse River. Its
capture opened the door to the plains of Belgium and the cities of Brussels and Antwerp to the
German panzers. At Maastricht, another main entry point into Belgium, the Germans
encountered scant resistance. One by one key bridges over the Meuse, the Albert Canal, and at
Rotterdam and other Dutch cities fell, sometimes with scarcely a shot being fired.The flurry of
attacks, commando raids, the mining of the harbors of ports in Holland and Belgium by the
Luftwaffe, and the relentless attacks by the four armies of Bock’s Army Group B firmly planted
the impression the Germans wished to convey: that the main thrust of their invasion was aimed
at seizing Holland and Belgium. The ruse would soon draw the bulk of the British Expeditionary
Force and three French armies into Belgium, into a carefully laid trap that would lead to the fall of
France, crush Holland and Belgium, and inflict on the British army the greatest humiliation in its
celebrated history. When Hitler was informed of the British and French troop movements, he
said, “I could have wept for joy: they had fallen into the trap.”In the weeks ahead, as the Dutch,
Belgian, and French armies collapsed and the British withdrew their remnant forces from the
beaches of Dunkirk, only one man would stand between Hitler and the conquest of Britain:
Winston S. Churchill.CHAPTER 1TOY SOLDIERSThe toy soldiers turned the current of my life.—
CHURCHILLHe rather resembles a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog, and seems backward
except for complicated games with toy soldiers.—CLARA JEROME, CHURCHILL’S
GRANDMOTHERIT WAS ONLY FITTING that Winston Leonard Spencer Churchill was born
“amid velvet muffs, fur coats and plumed hats” in the early morning hours of Saint Andrew’s Day,
November 30, 1874, at Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire, the ancestral home of the Marlboroughs.
According to his parents his arrival in a temporary cloakroom adjacent to the grand ballroom was
unexpected. As the newest descendant of one of the icons of British history, Winston Churchill
began life in a hurry, a trait he would never relinquish.His cousin and close friend Shane Leslie
once noted that his birth seems to have been hastened by a gala event at Blenheim that night,
the annual Saint Andrew’s Ball, in which his mother, Jennie, participated with her customary
ardor. “His previous and perhaps presumptuous arrival [his mother] alluded to as Winston’s effort
to make his first speech…and historians will suppose that the band struck up martial music for
his entry.” In fact his birth was probably accelerated both by the fact that his mother had not only
fallen during a shooting party six days earlier but had taken a rather jarring ride in a pony
carriage that afternoon and was dancing enthusiastically when her labor pains began. His



parents had intended that his birth take place in their London home in Mayfair, but, as he would
throughout his long and tumultuous life, Winston Churchill could be counted upon to do the
unexpected.An announcement in The Times three days later read: “On the 30th Nov, at
Blenheim Palace, the Lady Randolph Churchill, prematurely, of a son.”Not only is the declaration
by his parents that he was born some two months prematurely highly dubious, but in that day it
would have been a medical miracle had he even survived. Hardly anyone in the Churchill family’s
immediate circle of friends fell for the ruse. Churchill himself seems not to have believed it, once
noting with evident amusement, “Although present on the occasion, I have no clear recollection
of the events leading up to it.”Churchill’s parents have been unflatteringly described as “remote
and tantalizingly glamorous. Randolph’s glittering, bulging eyes and oversize whiskers hiding a
small, intense face caused him to resemble a tenacious miniature Schnauzer, while darling
‘Mummy’ was another spectacle altogether.” Indeed the descendants of the first and only
notable Marlborough “were a thoroughly disreputable family, in debt, had scandalous
relationships with women, and were incredibly rude to people, with only smatterings of
respectability.” Randolph and Jennie Churchill were exceptions; they captivated English political
and social circles. “Neither Randolph nor Jennie needed to out-dazzle each other,” noted Shane
Leslie. “They both shone of their own light unlike the usual conjugal pairs who reflected each
other like the moon and the sun.”Few who met her ever forgot Churchill’s mother, Jennie Jerome,
a vivacious, raven-haired American. She was one of the best known and most fascinating young
women of Victorian England, for her great beauty, joie de vivre, and marriage to one of
Parliament’s rising stars, and as a woman of considerable repute, with a legion of lovers. She
was the product of a traditional silver-spoon, upper-class upbringing that included a finishing
school in Paris, where she met her future husband. Jennie was one of three daughters of a
formerly ultrawealthy New York financier, cofounder of the famed Jockey Club, and onetime
owner of the New York Times, Leonard Jerome, who had lately fallen on hard times as a result of
the stock market collapse of 1873. The Jerome sisters, Jennie, Leonie, and Clara, were once
described by a contemporary wit as, respectively, “the Beautiful, the Witty and the Good.”Jennie
Jerome Churchill’s admiring nephew Shane Leslie has described her as: “a magnificent type
whose fierce yet faithful character [was] so utterly fearless towards those she loved, so scornful
of those she disliked.”As a parent Jennie left a great deal to be desired. She typified the upper-
class women of her age for whom parenting did not rank high on their scale of priorities. Life in
Victorian England as the wife of Lord Randolph Churchill was meant to be one of hedonistic
pleasure, whether in the bedrooms of her lovers or the endless round of social events, parties,
hunts, and attendance at high-profile racing events at Ascot and the annual regatta at
Henley.Notes Shane Leslie, “Destiny had not slipped her into the world to play with Princes or to
tread the Primrose path of politics. She had been furnished with some virile qualities of steel in
her veins…. Men she could consider and treat as they generally treated women. There was the
pantheress…in her temper—otherwise it would have been impossible for her to fulfill her only
real destiny and duty which was to breed Winston.” Herbert Henry Asquith’s second wife, Margot



Tennant, did not know who Jennie was when she first encountered her in 1887 at a race
meeting. “She had a forehead like a panther’s and great wild eyes that looked through you….
Had Lady Randolph Churchill been like her face, she could have governed the world.”Jennie
was a woman of great contradictions who possessed far more than mere beauty. She disdained
the Victorian dictates of humility and a woman’s place in society. Her single-mindedness (which
she passed to her two sons) was reflected in her commanding nature. After her boys were grown
her causes ranged from founding a magazine to work aiding the wounded in South Africa during
the Boer War.In Jennie Churchill’s self-centered world, motherhood was simply not permitted to
become a distraction. The messy and time-consuming business of changing diapers and
looking after the myriad needs of a child was not part of her preoccupation with the enjoyment of
the glamorous milieu she inhabited. Nor was this a particularly unusual feature of life in Victorian
society; parents of sufficient means and social standing generally consigned their children to
nannies, and shipped them off to boarding school at an early age. On social occasions in the
Churchill household Winston and his brother, John, born in Dublin in 1880, and called Jack by
the family (and thought by some to have been sired by one of Jennie’s many lovers), were
fetched and put on display like trophies before their guests before being swiftly relegated back to
the care of the nannies.The rich, the well connected, and the powerful graced the Churchill
salon in Mayfair. Whether it was entertaining Disraeli at dinner or sponsoring a hunt amid the
splendor that was Blenheim, life for the parents of young Winston Churchill was a constant
round of socializing of almost dizzying proportions. Nevertheless Jennie had little patience for
and was easily bored by what to most observers was a grand life epitomized by the Churchill
stronghold of Blenheim Palace, a place that held scant appeal for her adventurous
nature.Although she cared deeply about her sons, Jennie never let either of them interfere with
her whirlwind social life. Of his mother Winston wrote in his 1930 memoir, My Early Life, that she
“always seemed to me a fairy princess: a radiant being possessed of limitless riches and power”
who made “a brilliant impression upon my childhood’s eye. She shone for me like the Evening
Star.” More telling, however, was his observation that “I loved her dearly—but at a
distance.”During the years from 1882 to 1895, when Winston was attending various schools, her
letters to him were as rare as her visits. When she did write, it was often about herself. An 1893
letter from Paris was typical: “I am sorry not to have been able to write to you before—but I am so
‘hunted’ here I haven’t had one moment to myself…. I am enjoying myself immensely, ride &
skate to the races dine and even dance!”A member of the House of Commons at the age of
thirty, Lord Randolph Churchill perceived that his Conservative Party was missing a golden
opportunity by failing to woo the ordinary working class of Britain to its side. He proposed the
rather insightful but controversial idea that the Tories not only must cater to the workers and their
needs but could actually win them over.Thanks to Lord Randolph the Conservatives regained a
majority in Parliament in 1886, a turnabout that catapulted him into the forefront of British politics
and gave him the unique distinction of being both one of the nation’s most admired and one of
its most hated politicians. As chancellor of the exchequer and leader of the House of Commons



under Prime Minister Lord Salisbury, not only was he a powerful figure in his own right, but many
thought him a future prime minister until his political career self-destructed after he foolishly
overestimated his own importance and committed what amounted to political suicide by
resigning his office in December 1886 over a minor political issue. Salisbury, however, had had
his fill of his imperious chancellor and rid himself of Randolph by simply accepting his
resignation.His appalling misjudgment left him a virtual pariah and doomed his career to the
same political wilderness that his son would endure in the 1930s. The difference was that the
son’s career was resurrected to undreamed-of heights whereas Lord Randolph’s led to
unfulfilled promise, obscurity, and an early death. The father who had little time for Winston or
faith that he would ever amount to anything became a footnote in British history.In the aftermath
of his journey into the political wilderness, the Churchills fell upon lean times. Lord Randolph
turned down numerous directorships of banks and insurance companies that might have earned
him princely sums of as much as forty thousand pounds a year, remarking that: “When failure
comes, I cannot answer to the Widow and the Orphan whose funds have been invested in my
name.” His refusal to sell his name was a selfless moral gesture that left himself and his family on
the thin edge, and with no financial legacy for his sons, both of whom had to earn their own
living.Lord Randolph Churchill was an impatient man with little sense of moderation, and
possessed of a venomous tongue that lashed out with the sting of a whip whenever anyone
crossed him. In fact, as a family, the Churchills were a quarrelsome lot who argued and fought
with one another. Lord Randolph’s coldness, rudeness, self-promotion, and penchant for
sarcasm extended to his relationship with his eldest son. Although Winston wanted nothing
more than to please the father he adored, that affection was never visibly reciprocated during his
childhood. Despite the incessant criticism that was heaped upon him, Churchill doggedly sought
Lord Randolph’s approval and respect. Not surprisingly, there are no known photographs of the
father with his sons.Winston’s recollections of his father verged on fantasy. Describing him as
“The greatest and most powerful influence in my early life,” the son, who was time and again
rejected and belittled, went to extraordinary lengths to glorify the man who withheld the warmth
and love he craved.It was inevitable that young Winston would be relegated to the care of the
family nanny, Mrs. Elizabeth Everest, a widow engaged by Randolph shortly after his birth, who
for all practical purposes acted as his surrogate mother and was the dominant force in his early
life. “The infant Winston was consigned to the unflagging, unfailing Mrs. Everest,” and later as a
schoolboy, to the care of Jennie’s sister Leonie, while Jennie “adventured—politically, gallantly,
socially.” Notes Churchill’s granddaughter Celia Sandys, Mrs. Everest “gave him this
undemanding, unconditional love and was the rock upon which his real childhood was built.”
Winston and his brother, Jack, affectionately nicknamed her “Woom” or “Woomany.”In his only
novel, Savrola, published in 1900, Churchill draws a thinly disguised portrait of his beloved
surrogate parent: “She had nursed him from his birth with a devotion and care which knew no
break. It is a strange thing, the love of these women. Perhaps it is the only disinterested affection
in the world. The mother loves her child; that is maternal nature…but the love of a foster-mother



for her charge appears absolutely irrational.”Winston Spencer Churchill was an unruly,
manipulative, and often difficult child, given to unpredictable behavior. From the time he first
learned to speak, the child with the slightly disheveled red hair and eyes that bore a
resemblance to those of his father, who had earned the dubious nickname of “Gooseberry
Churchill” at Eton, rarely stopped talking. Before he was seven it was already clear that he was
headstrong, highly opinionated, and virtually impossible to control. The tart tongue and lack of
tolerance that Churchill became so famous for as a politician and prime minister were in early
evidence. When a family governess earned his ire, the small child demanded, “Take Miss
Hutchinson away; she is very cross.” The young woman was soon employed elsewhere.He did
whatever it took to get what he wanted, whether through tears, scorching rhetoric, or a temper
tantrum—of which there were ample numbers. His frequent raids into the kitchen, run by the
family cook, Rose Lewis, finally earned him retribution when she deliberately dropped a ladle on
his head one day. It was Lewis who anointed Churchill with the nickname “Copper-top.” On one
occasion he ran wild in a Knightsbridge square after a party, “rapping every knocker while
butlers and governesses appealed in vain for the police.” His grandmother Clara Jerome thought
he resembled “a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog,” who seemed “backward except for
complicated games with toy soldiers.”As much as he adored Mrs. Everest, young Winston would
resort to any means that would gain him his own way; once, searching “in his mind for the one
thing that would strike his nurse as wickedest, he would ‘go and worship idols.’”Churchill’s
playmates were almost exclusively male, though he was clearly aware of girls. One time when
the future Queen Marie of Romania was “spooning” with a young man under a table at Clarence
House, “a red-haired pugnacious boy crawled in and out and insisted on telling ‘Missy’ how
lovely she looked. Master Winston had spotted her.”At an early age Churchill, a voracious
reader, became engrossed by the grand adventure tales of the day. One of his favorite books
was Treasure Island, but his first literary idol was H. Rider Haggard, whose most famous novel,
King Solomon’s Mines, he read at least a dozen times. Not surprisingly Churchill and his cousins
all yearned to visit South Africa someday. In January 1888 he expressed a desire to meet the
author, who agreed to see him. Having been warned that Churchill was no ordinary young man,
Haggard wrote, “I will call next Sunday about 4 to see the youthful prodigy. I hope he will not put
me through a cross-examination about my unworthy productions.” To Churchill’s delight the two
met, and Haggard was subjected to what, in later years, would be a typical Churchillian cross-
examination, always probing for answers to seemingly endless questions. On a particular point
he demanded to know what Haggard meant by a statement in his book, “and the author
confessed he did not know himself.” Afterward Haggard sent him a copy of Allan Quartermain,
no doubt relieved to be free of the clutches of this unusual young man.Another of Churchill’s
youthful adventures was a trip to the Tower of London. However, “he declined both train and bus
as too prosaic a means of conveyance. Finally, he sent cheerful word home that he had started
‘with a drunken cabman and a frisky horse!’”Although his aunts doted on him, the ruthless drive
and towering ambition Churchill brought to adulthood is directly attributable to a childhood bereft



of both parental warmth and attention. Churchill, “needing outlets for his own welling adoration…
created images of [his parents] as he wished they were, and the less he saw of them, the easier
that transformation became.”Winston Churchill spent a lifetime in denial of the neglect by his
parents that formed what can only charitably be described as an unhappy childhood. Yet there
were benefits to being the progeny of influential parents. During his youth Churchill met Queen
Victoria, sailed with his mother and the Prince of Wales on his royal yacht, and saw Buffalo Bill
perform, and when he could get away with it, would avidly eavesdrop, with an ear to the wall or
through a door left ajar, on conversations between his parents and the Churchills’ many
visitors.What social graces and life lessons Churchill learned were taught by the wise Mrs.
Everest, who became surrogate mother, confessor, life guide, and soother of fears and the usual
physical and emotional wounds of an active boy. On a rare occasion when Mrs. Everest was
granted a brief holiday, the care of the rambunctious child fell to Jennie, who was driven to
exhaustion by Winston’s incessant demands for playing a variety of games such as “Hunt the
Slipper,” well into the night, and his refusal to sleep like a normal child. “Winston, you are
impossible,” she complained; to which he replied, “Yes indeed, and a miserable business for us
both.”Not surprisingly it was Mrs. Everest who introduced the young man to the delights of toy
soldiers and the romantic world of soldiering. Winston found solace in maneuvering his growing
army of German-made lead soldiers (which eventually approached fifteen hundred pieces) on
the floor of his nursery room, organized into an infantry division and a cavalry brigade. Shane
Leslie recalls, “Winston was particularly ingenious in demanding and manipulating his toys,”
chief of which were the “lead soldiers who were always standing in action even when their owner
slept.” Jack was permitted to participate in Winston’s military games, but only in a secondary role
that guaranteed he would never be on the winning side. As the commander of the opposition
native troops, he was given no artillery and obliged perpetually to lose his battles against his
brother’s powerful army as a victim of what Winston called his self-created “Treaty for the
Limitation of Armaments.” At no time did it ever cross Churchill’s mind that he would ever serve in
any other capacity than that of the commander.Churchill, recalled another of his cousins, Clare
Sheridan, was “a large schoolboy” who had “a disconcerting way of looking at me critically and
saying nothing. He filled me with awe. His playroom contained from one end to the other a plank
table on trestles, on which were thousands of lead soldiers arranged for battle. He organized
wars. The lead battalions were maneuvered into action, peas and pebbles committed great
casualties, forts were stormed, cavalry charged, bridges were destroyed—real water tanks
engulfed the advancing foes. Altogether it was a most impressive show, and played with an
interest that was no ordinary child game.” Shane Leslie once had the temerity to ask the young
generalissimo “for whom were we waiting and was sternly told we were waiting for the enemies
of England!”No one but Churchill was permitted to touch or play with his soldiers.When one of
his toy soldiers broke, it was of no further use to him, and he usually presented its remains to his
brother or a relative. Only the able-bodied were eligible to serve in his army.By 1890 Churchill
had graduated from drilling his toy soldiers in imaginary battles in his nursery to outdoor “wars,”



in which his real-life soldiers were his brothers, several of his cousins, and anyone else he could
induce to play. There were numerous Churchill cousins: the four sons of Jennie’s sister Leonie,
and Clara’s two sons and a daughter, Clara or Clare, a free spirit who achieved her own unique
renown in later life as an acclaimed sculptor, bohemian, and world traveler.Many of Churchill’s
youthful military adventures took place at Banstead, a small country home in Newmarket,
Suffolk, first rented, then later purchased, by Lord Randolph. There Winston constructed the
“Den,” a rather intricate sort of Robinson Crusoe thatched cabin with its own drawbridge and
homemade catapult, whose ammunition was a plentiful supply of green apples. Everyone who
participated in Churchill’s military games came under his authoritative “ruling.” “There were only
two rules—first that Winston always remained General. Secondly there was no promotion.” One
of their “victims” was a cow whose mistake was straying too close to the young warriors.That
young Churchill took his “military duties” seriously was evident during one of their “wars”: this
one at his Aunt Cornelia’s vast estate near Bournemouth in 1893, when Winston found himself
cornered on a bridge and in peril of imminent “capture.” He refused to surrender and instead
leaped off the bridge intending to break his fall on a tree. Instead he fell some thirty feet and was
badly injured. (Not many years later he would achieve early fame for his escapist deeds when it
actually counted.)Churchill’s prowess with his toy soldiers eventually led to a desire to become a
soldier in his own right. One day his father paid a rare visit to his nursery to “inspect” his son’s
army. Afterward Randolph asked Winston if he would like to enter the army, “so I said ‘Yes’ at
once: and immediately I was taken at my word. For years I thought my father…had discerned in
me qualities of military genius.” Only later did the young man learn that the true reason for his
father’s question was that he believed Winston was clearly not clever enough to become a
lawyer. “However that may be,” recalled Churchill, “the toy soldiers turned the current of my life.
Henceforward all my education was directed to passing into Sandhurst, and afterwards to the
technical details of the profession of arms.”In 1882, a few weeks before his eighth birthday, he
was packed off to his first boarding school, St. George’s, in Ascot, where young men destined to
attend elite establishments such as Eton and Harrow were groomed. The loneliness he felt at
being cast into a strange and unfriendly environment was exacerbated by the fact that
throughout his education Churchill was rarely visited by either of his parents. “How I hated this
school, and what a life of anxiety I lived there for more than two years,” he wrote in his memoir. “I
counted the days and the hours until the end of every term, when I should return home from this
hateful servitude and range my soldiers in line of battle on the nursery floor.”Young Winston’s
tenure at St. George’s began badly. He was routinely and savagely beaten, often until he bled,
and verbally abused by the headmaster, the Reverend H. W. Sneyd-Kinnersley, a man of shallow
intellect and a brutal sadist who took a particular delight in tormenting and punishing the young
man. Several times a month the entire school was assembled in the library, and the two top boys
took the selected delinquents away to a nearby room. Churchill never got over the humiliation
and years later wrote with vehemence that “they were flogged until they bled freely, while the rest
sat quaking, listening to their screams.”Never one to accept the inevitable, Churchill rebelled



against his tormentor in ways that earned him even more beatings. On one occasion he was
flogged for removing the headmaster’s straw hat from its perch and stomping it to pieces. Roger
Fry, the head boy at St. George’s (later a celebrated art critic), was obliged to assist in the
floggings and he later wrote, “It took only two or three strokes for drops of blood to form
everywhere and it continued for 15 or 20 strokes when the wretched boy’s bottom was a mass of
blood…sometimes there were scenes of screaming, howling and struggling which made me
almost sick with disgust.” One student was flogged so hard that he let fly with feces. “The irate
clergyman instead of stopping at once went on with increased fury until the whole ceiling and
walls of his study were spattered with filth.”It did not help matters that Churchill was often his
own worst enemy. He had learned some bad language in the stables of Blenheim and could not
resist imparting his knowledge to his fellow students by once leaping upon a table in a
classroom and singing a naughty song, with predictable results.When he had grown older,
Churchill realized more fully the extent of what had been done to him, and while at Sandhurst
returned to Ascot “to settle matters but found his old enemy had suddenly died to the relief of his
pupils,” at the age of thirty-eight.Churchill’s attendance at St. George’s has been described as
“one long feud with authority.” Nor were his battles with the headmaster his only form of rebellion.
He was deliberately defiant in both his Latin and his Greek lessons, which earned him the label
of a below-average student. Churchill later wrote of his stubbornness, “In all the twelve years I
was at school no one ever succeeded in making me write a Latin verse or learn any Greek
except the alphabet.” As it would throughout his school years, Churchill’s unruly behavior and his
readiness to defy authority made him an unsympathetic and unpopular figure with the other
students. One, a German named Kessler, described Churchill as quarrelsome and an
exhibitionist whose “attitude got on everyone’s nerves.” The conventional correctness of British
youth who were taught to go along and get along was anathema to Churchill. Little could anyone
know that his traits of stubbornness and rebellion in his youth would steel him for the future
when, as prime minister during his nation’s time of grave peril, Churchill would resist pressures
and criticism that would surely have broken a lesser man.For some time his plight remained
unknown to his parents. To the contrary, on the basis of negative reports about virtually all
aspects of his deportment and academic progress, they believed him a disappointment. His
letters were routinely censored by the headmaster and revealed no clues to his unhappiness,
which was exacerbated by the failure of either of his parents to bother visiting him. There is an
aura of almost overwhelming sadness in his pleas for them to visit him, entreaties that were
routinely disregarded. Over the years his pleas fell upon deaf ears, and the majority of his letters
went unanswered. On one occasion, while a cadet at Sandhurst, Churchill went so far as to write
to his mother: “Thank you very much for writing to me. Longing to see you, I remain, Ever your
loving son Winston S.C.”Only the faithful Mrs. Everest made regular visits and noted the scars.
When, after two terms, she revealed to Jennie and Randolph the extent of their son’s troubles,
his father withdrew him from St. George’s and sent him to a school in Brighton.Churchill’s horrific
experience of St. George’s scarred him for life. It haunted him so deeply that when Shane



Leslie’s daughter, Anita, visited him many years later, he said: “If my mother hadn’t listened to
Mrs. Everest and taken me away I would have broken down completely. Can you imagine a child
being broken down?…I can never forget that school. It was horrible.”CHAPTER 1TOY
SOLDIERSThe toy soldiers turned the current of my life.—CHURCHILLHe rather resembles a
naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog, and seems backward except for complicated games with
toy soldiers.—CLARA JEROME, CHURCHILL’S GRANDMOTHERThe toy soldiers turned the
current of my life.—CHURCHILLHe rather resembles a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog, and
seems backward except for complicated games with toy soldiers.—CLARA JEROME,
CHURCHILL’S GRANDMOTHERIT WAS ONLY FITTING that Winston Leonard Spencer
Churchill was born “amid velvet muffs, fur coats and plumed hats” in the early morning hours of
Saint Andrew’s Day, November 30, 1874, at Blenheim Palace, Oxfordshire, the ancestral home
of the Marlboroughs. According to his parents his arrival in a temporary cloakroom adjacent to
the grand ballroom was unexpected. As the newest descendant of one of the icons of British
history, Winston Churchill began life in a hurry, a trait he would never relinquish.His cousin and
close friend Shane Leslie once noted that his birth seems to have been hastened by a gala
event at Blenheim that night, the annual Saint Andrew’s Ball, in which his mother, Jennie,
participated with her customary ardor. “His previous and perhaps presumptuous arrival [his
mother] alluded to as Winston’s effort to make his first speech…and historians will suppose that
the band struck up martial music for his entry.” In fact his birth was probably accelerated both by
the fact that his mother had not only fallen during a shooting party six days earlier but had taken
a rather jarring ride in a pony carriage that afternoon and was dancing enthusiastically when her
labor pains began. His parents had intended that his birth take place in their London home in
Mayfair, but, as he would throughout his long and tumultuous life, Winston Churchill could be
counted upon to do the unexpected.An announcement in The Times three days later read: “On
the 30th Nov, at Blenheim Palace, the Lady Randolph Churchill, prematurely, of a son.”Not only
is the declaration by his parents that he was born some two months prematurely highly dubious,
but in that day it would have been a medical miracle had he even survived. Hardly anyone in the
Churchill family’s immediate circle of friends fell for the ruse. Churchill himself seems not to have
believed it, once noting with evident amusement, “Although present on the occasion, I have no
clear recollection of the events leading up to it.”Churchill’s parents have been unflatteringly
described as “remote and tantalizingly glamorous. Randolph’s glittering, bulging eyes and
oversize whiskers hiding a small, intense face caused him to resemble a tenacious miniature
Schnauzer, while darling ‘Mummy’ was another spectacle altogether.” Indeed the descendants
of the first and only notable Marlborough “were a thoroughly disreputable family, in debt, had
scandalous relationships with women, and were incredibly rude to people, with only smatterings
of respectability.” Randolph and Jennie Churchill were exceptions; they captivated English
political and social circles. “Neither Randolph nor Jennie needed to out-dazzle each other,”
noted Shane Leslie. “They both shone of their own light unlike the usual conjugal pairs who
reflected each other like the moon and the sun.”Few who met her ever forgot Churchill’s mother,



Jennie Jerome, a vivacious, raven-haired American. She was one of the best known and most
fascinating young women of Victorian England, for her great beauty, joie de vivre, and marriage
to one of Parliament’s rising stars, and as a woman of considerable repute, with a legion of
lovers. She was the product of a traditional silver-spoon, upper-class upbringing that included a
finishing school in Paris, where she met her future husband. Jennie was one of three daughters
of a formerly ultrawealthy New York financier, cofounder of the famed Jockey Club, and onetime
owner of the New York Times, Leonard Jerome, who had lately fallen on hard times as a result of
the stock market collapse of 1873. The Jerome sisters, Jennie, Leonie, and Clara, were once
described by a contemporary wit as, respectively, “the Beautiful, the Witty and the Good.”Jennie
Jerome Churchill’s admiring nephew Shane Leslie has described her as: “a magnificent type
whose fierce yet faithful character [was] so utterly fearless towards those she loved, so scornful
of those she disliked.”As a parent Jennie left a great deal to be desired. She typified the upper-
class women of her age for whom parenting did not rank high on their scale of priorities. Life in
Victorian England as the wife of Lord Randolph Churchill was meant to be one of hedonistic
pleasure, whether in the bedrooms of her lovers or the endless round of social events, parties,
hunts, and attendance at high-profile racing events at Ascot and the annual regatta at
Henley.Notes Shane Leslie, “Destiny had not slipped her into the world to play with Princes or to
tread the Primrose path of politics. She had been furnished with some virile qualities of steel in
her veins…. Men she could consider and treat as they generally treated women. There was the
pantheress…in her temper—otherwise it would have been impossible for her to fulfill her only
real destiny and duty which was to breed Winston.” Herbert Henry Asquith’s second wife, Margot
Tennant, did not know who Jennie was when she first encountered her in 1887 at a race
meeting. “She had a forehead like a panther’s and great wild eyes that looked through you….
Had Lady Randolph Churchill been like her face, she could have governed the world.”Jennie
was a woman of great contradictions who possessed far more than mere beauty. She disdained
the Victorian dictates of humility and a woman’s place in society. Her single-mindedness (which
she passed to her two sons) was reflected in her commanding nature. After her boys were grown
her causes ranged from founding a magazine to work aiding the wounded in South Africa during
the Boer War.In Jennie Churchill’s self-centered world, motherhood was simply not permitted to
become a distraction. The messy and time-consuming business of changing diapers and
looking after the myriad needs of a child was not part of her preoccupation with the enjoyment of
the glamorous milieu she inhabited. Nor was this a particularly unusual feature of life in Victorian
society; parents of sufficient means and social standing generally consigned their children to
nannies, and shipped them off to boarding school at an early age. On social occasions in the
Churchill household Winston and his brother, John, born in Dublin in 1880, and called Jack by
the family (and thought by some to have been sired by one of Jennie’s many lovers), were
fetched and put on display like trophies before their guests before being swiftly relegated back to
the care of the nannies.The rich, the well connected, and the powerful graced the Churchill
salon in Mayfair. Whether it was entertaining Disraeli at dinner or sponsoring a hunt amid the



splendor that was Blenheim, life for the parents of young Winston Churchill was a constant
round of socializing of almost dizzying proportions. Nevertheless Jennie had little patience for
and was easily bored by what to most observers was a grand life epitomized by the Churchill
stronghold of Blenheim Palace, a place that held scant appeal for her adventurous
nature.Although she cared deeply about her sons, Jennie never let either of them interfere with
her whirlwind social life. Of his mother Winston wrote in his 1930 memoir, My Early Life, that she
“always seemed to me a fairy princess: a radiant being possessed of limitless riches and power”
who made “a brilliant impression upon my childhood’s eye. She shone for me like the Evening
Star.” More telling, however, was his observation that “I loved her dearly—but at a
distance.”During the years from 1882 to 1895, when Winston was attending various schools, her
letters to him were as rare as her visits. When she did write, it was often about herself. An 1893
letter from Paris was typical: “I am sorry not to have been able to write to you before—but I am so
‘hunted’ here I haven’t had one moment to myself…. I am enjoying myself immensely, ride &
skate to the races dine and even dance!”A member of the House of Commons at the age of
thirty, Lord Randolph Churchill perceived that his Conservative Party was missing a golden
opportunity by failing to woo the ordinary working class of Britain to its side. He proposed the
rather insightful but controversial idea that the Tories not only must cater to the workers and their
needs but could actually win them over.Thanks to Lord Randolph the Conservatives regained a
majority in Parliament in 1886, a turnabout that catapulted him into the forefront of British politics
and gave him the unique distinction of being both one of the nation’s most admired and one of
its most hated politicians. As chancellor of the exchequer and leader of the House of Commons
under Prime Minister Lord Salisbury, not only was he a powerful figure in his own right, but many
thought him a future prime minister until his political career self-destructed after he foolishly
overestimated his own importance and committed what amounted to political suicide by
resigning his office in December 1886 over a minor political issue. Salisbury, however, had had
his fill of his imperious chancellor and rid himself of Randolph by simply accepting his
resignation.His appalling misjudgment left him a virtual pariah and doomed his career to the
same political wilderness that his son would endure in the 1930s. The difference was that the
son’s career was resurrected to undreamed-of heights whereas Lord Randolph’s led to
unfulfilled promise, obscurity, and an early death. The father who had little time for Winston or
faith that he would ever amount to anything became a footnote in British history.In the aftermath
of his journey into the political wilderness, the Churchills fell upon lean times. Lord Randolph
turned down numerous directorships of banks and insurance companies that might have earned
him princely sums of as much as forty thousand pounds a year, remarking that: “When failure
comes, I cannot answer to the Widow and the Orphan whose funds have been invested in my
name.” His refusal to sell his name was a selfless moral gesture that left himself and his family on
the thin edge, and with no financial legacy for his sons, both of whom had to earn their own
living.Lord Randolph Churchill was an impatient man with little sense of moderation, and
possessed of a venomous tongue that lashed out with the sting of a whip whenever anyone



crossed him. In fact, as a family, the Churchills were a quarrelsome lot who argued and fought
with one another. Lord Randolph’s coldness, rudeness, self-promotion, and penchant for
sarcasm extended to his relationship with his eldest son. Although Winston wanted nothing
more than to please the father he adored, that affection was never visibly reciprocated during his
childhood. Despite the incessant criticism that was heaped upon him, Churchill doggedly sought
Lord Randolph’s approval and respect. Not surprisingly, there are no known photographs of the
father with his sons.Winston’s recollections of his father verged on fantasy. Describing him as
“The greatest and most powerful influence in my early life,” the son, who was time and again
rejected and belittled, went to extraordinary lengths to glorify the man who withheld the warmth
and love he craved.It was inevitable that young Winston would be relegated to the care of the
family nanny, Mrs. Elizabeth Everest, a widow engaged by Randolph shortly after his birth, who
for all practical purposes acted as his surrogate mother and was the dominant force in his early
life. “The infant Winston was consigned to the unflagging, unfailing Mrs. Everest,” and later as a
schoolboy, to the care of Jennie’s sister Leonie, while Jennie “adventured—politically, gallantly,
socially.” Notes Churchill’s granddaughter Celia Sandys, Mrs. Everest “gave him this
undemanding, unconditional love and was the rock upon which his real childhood was built.”
Winston and his brother, Jack, affectionately nicknamed her “Woom” or “Woomany.”In his only
novel, Savrola, published in 1900, Churchill draws a thinly disguised portrait of his beloved
surrogate parent: “She had nursed him from his birth with a devotion and care which knew no
break. It is a strange thing, the love of these women. Perhaps it is the only disinterested affection
in the world. The mother loves her child; that is maternal nature…but the love of a foster-mother
for her charge appears absolutely irrational.”Winston Spencer Churchill was an unruly,
manipulative, and often difficult child, given to unpredictable behavior. From the time he first
learned to speak, the child with the slightly disheveled red hair and eyes that bore a
resemblance to those of his father, who had earned the dubious nickname of “Gooseberry
Churchill” at Eton, rarely stopped talking. Before he was seven it was already clear that he was
headstrong, highly opinionated, and virtually impossible to control. The tart tongue and lack of
tolerance that Churchill became so famous for as a politician and prime minister were in early
evidence. When a family governess earned his ire, the small child demanded, “Take Miss
Hutchinson away; she is very cross.” The young woman was soon employed elsewhere.He did
whatever it took to get what he wanted, whether through tears, scorching rhetoric, or a temper
tantrum—of which there were ample numbers. His frequent raids into the kitchen, run by the
family cook, Rose Lewis, finally earned him retribution when she deliberately dropped a ladle on
his head one day. It was Lewis who anointed Churchill with the nickname “Copper-top.” On one
occasion he ran wild in a Knightsbridge square after a party, “rapping every knocker while
butlers and governesses appealed in vain for the police.” His grandmother Clara Jerome thought
he resembled “a naughty, little sandy-haired bulldog,” who seemed “backward except for
complicated games with toy soldiers.”As much as he adored Mrs. Everest, young Winston would
resort to any means that would gain him his own way; once, searching “in his mind for the one



thing that would strike his nurse as wickedest, he would ‘go and worship idols.’”Churchill’s
playmates were almost exclusively male, though he was clearly aware of girls. One time when
the future Queen Marie of Romania was “spooning” with a young man under a table at Clarence
House, “a red-haired pugnacious boy crawled in and out and insisted on telling ‘Missy’ how
lovely she looked. Master Winston had spotted her.”At an early age Churchill, a voracious
reader, became engrossed by the grand adventure tales of the day. One of his favorite books
was Treasure Island, but his first literary idol was H. Rider Haggard, whose most famous novel,
King Solomon’s Mines, he read at least a dozen times. Not surprisingly Churchill and his cousins
all yearned to visit South Africa someday. In January 1888 he expressed a desire to meet the
author, who agreed to see him. Having been warned that Churchill was no ordinary young man,
Haggard wrote, “I will call next Sunday about 4 to see the youthful prodigy. I hope he will not put
me through a cross-examination about my unworthy productions.” To Churchill’s delight the two
met, and Haggard was subjected to what, in later years, would be a typical Churchillian cross-
examination, always probing for answers to seemingly endless questions. On a particular point
he demanded to know what Haggard meant by a statement in his book, “and the author
confessed he did not know himself.” Afterward Haggard sent him a copy of Allan Quartermain,
no doubt relieved to be free of the clutches of this unusual young man.Another of Churchill’s
youthful adventures was a trip to the Tower of London. However, “he declined both train and bus
as too prosaic a means of conveyance. Finally, he sent cheerful word home that he had started
‘with a drunken cabman and a frisky horse!’”Although his aunts doted on him, the ruthless drive
and towering ambition Churchill brought to adulthood is directly attributable to a childhood bereft
of both parental warmth and attention. Churchill, “needing outlets for his own welling adoration…
created images of [his parents] as he wished they were, and the less he saw of them, the easier
that transformation became.”Winston Churchill spent a lifetime in denial of the neglect by his
parents that formed what can only charitably be described as an unhappy childhood. Yet there
were benefits to being the progeny of influential parents. During his youth Churchill met Queen
Victoria, sailed with his mother and the Prince of Wales on his royal yacht, and saw Buffalo Bill
perform, and when he could get away with it, would avidly eavesdrop, with an ear to the wall or
through a door left ajar, on conversations between his parents and the Churchills’ many
visitors.What social graces and life lessons Churchill learned were taught by the wise Mrs.
Everest, who became surrogate mother, confessor, life guide, and soother of fears and the usual
physical and emotional wounds of an active boy. On a rare occasion when Mrs. Everest was
granted a brief holiday, the care of the rambunctious child fell to Jennie, who was driven to
exhaustion by Winston’s incessant demands for playing a variety of games such as “Hunt the
Slipper,” well into the night, and his refusal to sleep like a normal child. “Winston, you are
impossible,” she complained; to which he replied, “Yes indeed, and a miserable business for us
both.”Not surprisingly it was Mrs. Everest who introduced the young man to the delights of toy
soldiers and the romantic world of soldiering. Winston found solace in maneuvering his growing
army of German-made lead soldiers (which eventually approached fifteen hundred pieces) on



the floor of his nursery room, organized into an infantry division and a cavalry brigade. Shane
Leslie recalls, “Winston was particularly ingenious in demanding and manipulating his toys,”
chief of which were the “lead soldiers who were always standing in action even when their owner
slept.” Jack was permitted to participate in Winston’s military games, but only in a secondary role
that guaranteed he would never be on the winning side. As the commander of the opposition
native troops, he was given no artillery and obliged perpetually to lose his battles against his
brother’s powerful army as a victim of what Winston called his self-created “Treaty for the
Limitation of Armaments.” At no time did it ever cross Churchill’s mind that he would ever serve in
any other capacity than that of the commander.Churchill, recalled another of his cousins, Clare
Sheridan, was “a large schoolboy” who had “a disconcerting way of looking at me critically and
saying nothing. He filled me with awe. His playroom contained from one end to the other a plank
table on trestles, on which were thousands of lead soldiers arranged for battle. He organized
wars. The lead battalions were maneuvered into action, peas and pebbles committed great
casualties, forts were stormed, cavalry charged, bridges were destroyed—real water tanks
engulfed the advancing foes. Altogether it was a most impressive show, and played with an
interest that was no ordinary child game.” Shane Leslie once had the temerity to ask the young
generalissimo “for whom were we waiting and was sternly told we were waiting for the enemies
of England!”No one but Churchill was permitted to touch or play with his soldiers.When one of
his toy soldiers broke, it was of no further use to him, and he usually presented its remains to his
brother or a relative. Only the able-bodied were eligible to serve in his army.By 1890 Churchill
had graduated from drilling his toy soldiers in imaginary battles in his nursery to outdoor “wars,”
in which his real-life soldiers were his brothers, several of his cousins, and anyone else he could
induce to play. There were numerous Churchill cousins: the four sons of Jennie’s sister Leonie,
and Clara’s two sons and a daughter, Clara or Clare, a free spirit who achieved her own unique
renown in later life as an acclaimed sculptor, bohemian, and world traveler.Many of Churchill’s
youthful military adventures took place at Banstead, a small country home in Newmarket,
Suffolk, first rented, then later purchased, by Lord Randolph. There Winston constructed the
“Den,” a rather intricate sort of Robinson Crusoe thatched cabin with its own drawbridge and
homemade catapult, whose ammunition was a plentiful supply of green apples. Everyone who
participated in Churchill’s military games came under his authoritative “ruling.” “There were only
two rules—first that Winston always remained General. Secondly there was no promotion.” One
of their “victims” was a cow whose mistake was straying too close to the young warriors.That
young Churchill took his “military duties” seriously was evident during one of their “wars”: this
one at his Aunt Cornelia’s vast estate near Bournemouth in 1893, when Winston found himself
cornered on a bridge and in peril of imminent “capture.” He refused to surrender and instead
leaped off the bridge intending to break his fall on a tree. Instead he fell some thirty feet and was
badly injured. (Not many years later he would achieve early fame for his escapist deeds when it
actually counted.)Churchill’s prowess with his toy soldiers eventually led to a desire to become a
soldier in his own right. One day his father paid a rare visit to his nursery to “inspect” his son’s



army. Afterward Randolph asked Winston if he would like to enter the army, “so I said ‘Yes’ at
once: and immediately I was taken at my word. For years I thought my father…had discerned in
me qualities of military genius.” Only later did the young man learn that the true reason for his
father’s question was that he believed Winston was clearly not clever enough to become a
lawyer. “However that may be,” recalled Churchill, “the toy soldiers turned the current of my life.
Henceforward all my education was directed to passing into Sandhurst, and afterwards to the
technical details of the profession of arms.”In 1882, a few weeks before his eighth birthday, he
was packed off to his first boarding school, St. George’s, in Ascot, where young men destined to
attend elite establishments such as Eton and Harrow were groomed. The loneliness he felt at
being cast into a strange and unfriendly environment was exacerbated by the fact that
throughout his education Churchill was rarely visited by either of his parents. “How I hated this
school, and what a life of anxiety I lived there for more than two years,” he wrote in his memoir. “I
counted the days and the hours until the end of every term, when I should return home from this
hateful servitude and range my soldiers in line of battle on the nursery floor.”Young Winston’s
tenure at St. George’s began badly. He was routinely and savagely beaten, often until he bled,
and verbally abused by the headmaster, the Reverend H. W. Sneyd-Kinnersley, a man of shallow
intellect and a brutal sadist who took a particular delight in tormenting and punishing the young
man. Several times a month the entire school was assembled in the library, and the two top boys
took the selected delinquents away to a nearby room. Churchill never got over the humiliation
and years later wrote with vehemence that “they were flogged until they bled freely, while the rest
sat quaking, listening to their screams.”Never one to accept the inevitable, Churchill rebelled
against his tormentor in ways that earned him even more beatings. On one occasion he was
flogged for removing the headmaster’s straw hat from its perch and stomping it to pieces. Roger
Fry, the head boy at St. George’s (later a celebrated art critic), was obliged to assist in the
floggings and he later wrote, “It took only two or three strokes for drops of blood to form
everywhere and it continued for 15 or 20 strokes when the wretched boy’s bottom was a mass of
blood…sometimes there were scenes of screaming, howling and struggling which made me
almost sick with disgust.” One student was flogged so hard that he let fly with feces. “The irate
clergyman instead of stopping at once went on with increased fury until the whole ceiling and
walls of his study were spattered with filth.”It did not help matters that Churchill was often his
own worst enemy. He had learned some bad language in the stables of Blenheim and could not
resist imparting his knowledge to his fellow students by once leaping upon a table in a
classroom and singing a naughty song, with predictable results.When he had grown older,
Churchill realized more fully the extent of what had been done to him, and while at Sandhurst
returned to Ascot “to settle matters but found his old enemy had suddenly died to the relief of his
pupils,” at the age of thirty-eight.Churchill’s attendance at St. George’s has been described as
“one long feud with authority.” Nor were his battles with the headmaster his only form of rebellion.
He was deliberately defiant in both his Latin and his Greek lessons, which earned him the label
of a below-average student. Churchill later wrote of his stubbornness, “In all the twelve years I



was at school no one ever succeeded in making me write a Latin verse or learn any Greek
except the alphabet.” As it would throughout his school years, Churchill’s unruly behavior and his
readiness to defy authority made him an unsympathetic and unpopular figure with the other
students. One, a German named Kessler, described Churchill as quarrelsome and an
exhibitionist whose “attitude got on everyone’s nerves.” The conventional correctness of British
youth who were taught to go along and get along was anathema to Churchill. Little could anyone
know that his traits of stubbornness and rebellion in his youth would steel him for the future
when, as prime minister during his nation’s time of grave peril, Churchill would resist pressures
and criticism that would surely have broken a lesser man.For some time his plight remained
unknown to his parents. To the contrary, on the basis of negative reports about virtually all
aspects of his deportment and academic progress, they believed him a disappointment. His
letters were routinely censored by the headmaster and revealed no clues to his unhappiness,
which was exacerbated by the failure of either of his parents to bother visiting him. There is an
aura of almost overwhelming sadness in his pleas for them to visit him, entreaties that were
routinely disregarded. Over the years his pleas fell upon deaf ears, and the majority of his letters
went unanswered. On one occasion, while a cadet at Sandhurst, Churchill went so far as to write
to his mother: “Thank you very much for writing to me. Longing to see you, I remain, Ever your
loving son Winston S.C.”Only the faithful Mrs. Everest made regular visits and noted the scars.
When, after two terms, she revealed to Jennie and Randolph the extent of their son’s troubles,
his father withdrew him from St. George’s and sent him to a school in Brighton.Churchill’s horrific
experience of St. George’s scarred him for life. It haunted him so deeply that when Shane
Leslie’s daughter, Anita, visited him many years later, he said: “If my mother hadn’t listened to
Mrs. Everest and taken me away I would have broken down completely. Can you imagine a child
being broken down?…I can never forget that school. It was horrible.”CHAPTER 2“A BARREN
AND UNHAPPY PERIOD OF MY LIFE”These were the bad years.—LONDON SUNDAY
DISPATCH, 1939AFTER HIS PAINFUL EXPERIENCE at St. George’s School, the next four
years of Winston Churchill’s life were relatively tranquil. His father enrolled him at a school in
Hove, near Brighton, run by two kindly spinsters named Kate and Charlotte Thomson. Although
the experience “makes a pleasant picture in my mind,” in no small part because he was able to
study subjects more to his liking (history and French), and was permitted to swim and ride
horses, Churchill nevertheless seemed unable to avoid conflict with his fellow students and
remained something of a loner. Once, when asked if he had ever erred, he replied, “Nein!” and
then with feigned effrontery claimed he was merely cultivating German. “I used to think him,” said
his teacher, Eva Moore, “the naughtiest small boy in the world.” An incident involving a
pocketknife and a classroom scuffle with another boy resulted in a trip to the doctor to repair a
gash to his chest that might have had tragic results. It also very nearly earned him
expulsion.Churchill used his status as the son of a famous man to solicit autographs from his
father (and later, his mother), which he duly sold to other boys to augment his meager funds. It
was the start of a lifetime proclivity to spend wildly and live well beyond his means. In addition to



his propensity for finding trouble, if not to seek it out actively, Churchill developed continuing
health problems, which became a great concern to his mother. He was diagnosed with an inner-
ear problem that may have affected his balance; he also suffered the various childhood maladies
—measles, mumps, influenza, toothaches—and two concussions, both the result of youthful
exuberance.At this early age Churchill became so fixated on his fragile health that for the rest of
his life he kept a thermometer handy, which he used daily to check his temperature. In 1886 he
contracted a pneumonia that very nearly killed him. His temperature rose to a near-lethal 104.3
degrees during a grave five-day ordeal before the crisis passed. His physical problems and
ailments left him so frustrated that he once wrote to his mother about being “cursed with so
feeble a body.”He also suffered from a speech defect that was a cross between a lisp and a
stutter—no one has ever been quite sure how to categorize it. A throat specialist found nothing
definitive, but throughout his life Churchill had trouble pronouncing the letter s. Despite working
assiduously to overcome the problem through elocution drills and constant practice, he never
entirely succeeded in ridding himself of his impairment, which tended to slur his speech and
sometimes give the false impression that he was inebriated.In 1887 Randolph broke the tradition
of six generations of Churchills who attended Eton by enrolling Winston at Harrow, primarily in
the belief that the air atop of one of London’s most famous landmarks would somehow be more
conducive to his health than that of Eton. The four and a half years, from April 1888 to December
1892, that Churchill spent at one of Britain’s elitist schools were chiefly a continuation of his
stormy passage into adulthood.Situated in northwest London atop the most commanding view
of the city and its environs, the town of Harrow dates to the 1300s and back to the Romans, who
considered the heights of military significance. Founded by a local yeoman named John Lyon to
educate the poor of the town, the school was granted a royal charter by Elizabeth I in 1572. By
the time Churchill was enrolled there in 1888, Harrow had become one of Britain’s most
prestigious public schools and a place where the British upper classes sent their sons to be
educated. Its alumni are a who’s who of British history and include poets, historians, men of the
arts and literature, a prime minister of India—Jawaharlal Nehru—and six British prime ministers,
among them Robert Peel, Stanley Baldwin, Lord Palmerston, and, later, Winston Churchill. Other
Old Harrovians of note include Lord Byron, the historian George Macaulay Trevelyan, and the
Nobel laureate John Galsworthy.Despite the absence of the savage beatings he had routinely
endured at Ascot, mischief and misery seemed to hang over Churchill at Harrow like a pall,
much of it of his own making. Although good-hearted by nature, he would deliberately court
trouble and was a hugely unpopular, disruptive, impatient, and undisciplined student, who was
generally disliked and even despised by his contemporaries. Churchill’s self-importance and
bragging served only to antagonize others. He was, for example, fond of diving into the
swimming pool to pull the legs of unsuspecting boys in the shallow end and then drag them
underwater. Inevitably there came the day he was caught in the act and trampled underwater by
several angry schoolboys who were fed up with young Mr. Churchill and his high jinks. An alert
master dived in to save him from drowning. Afterward Churchill’s only comment was typically



dismissive. He could “deal with a few but not with the whole lot.”On another occasion, he crept
up behind an unsuspecting sixth-form boy named Leo S. Amery, who was standing by the edge
of the swimming pool, stripped off his towel, and shoved him into the pool. “I emerged
sputtering…to meet the gleeful grin of a small, freckled, redhaired boy whom I had never seen
before,” recalled Amery. Retribution was swift. “I fled, but in vain,” said Churchill. “Swift as the
wind my pursuer overtook me, seized me in a ferocious grip, and hurled me into the deepest part
of the pool.” The following day Churchill explained to Amery that he hadn’t realized he was a
sixth-former but merely thought that “I was small enough to be the most suitable victim to hand.”
Little did either young man know that their first meeting would turn into a half-century association
that was by turns affable and contentious. As the editor of the Harrovian, Amery recalled that
Churchill submitted articles critical of the school administration, one of which he described as
“scurrilous.” “I can still see the look of misery in his eyes as I blue-penciled out some of his best
jibes.”Somewhat surprisingly, given the rough beginning of their relationship, the two boys
bonded, and, notes Celia Sandys, they formed “an academic alliance in which Amery helped
Churchill with his Latin translations while the future Nobel Prize–winner dictated the older boy’s
English essays.”The headmaster, the Reverend J. E. C. Welldon, was a fair and kindly man, of
whom Churchill once remarked, “I can always talk around the Headmaster.” Not quite. The
“Punishment Book” maintained by Welldon reflects his name several times during his tenure at
Harrow, and each of two entries (for cutting class and a breaking-and-entering incident, “doing
damage”) earned him a flogging of seven lashes. His two other recorded misbehaviors were
bathing twice in one day (punished by detention). His last offense, in March 1892, for
disobedience and “impertinence,” “kept [him] back at end of term.” On the whole, however,
Churchill’s disciplinary record at Harrow differed little from that of other boys who violated the
school’s strict regulations.Those of Churchill’s articles that Amery did publish did not endear him
to Welldon, who “summoned the young author to his study and addressed him in the following
terms: ‘I have observed certain articles in the Harrovian newspaper lately, not calculated to
increase the respect of the boys for the constituted authorities of the school. As articles in the
Harrovian are anonymous, I shall not dream of inquiring who wrote them. But if any more of the
same character appear it may be my painful duty to swish you.’”The child who evolved into the
stubborn, exuberant, opinionated adult was already clearly evident. Even though Headmaster
Welldon had taken an interest in Churchill, he too was subjected to his pupil’s sharp tongue. On
one occasion Churchill was summoned and told, “I have grave reason to be displeased with
you.” Replied the cheeky young man, “And I, Sir, have very grave reason to be displeased with
you.” It was obvious that Churchill had yet to discern the difference between insolence and
foolhardiness, or between fearlessness and prudence.Churchill’s indiscretions during his years
at Harrow included defiant behavior, fights, and occasional humiliation. Harassment and
punishments failed to dissuade the young man from routinely hurling opinions and challenges.
His frequent brushes with authority and his contemporaries had the effect of hardening him.
Whatever he engaged in was done with a full measure of passion and assertiveness. Churchill



was good at billiards but played so aggressively that windows that happened to be in the line of
fire were sometimes shattered. Contrition was simply never part of his makeup. A chilling
incident was indicative of his stubborn persistence in the face of adversity. One day, the
Reverend Frederick C. Searle, Churchill’s underhousemaster, heard a fierce commotion and
arrived to find him jammed helplessly into a folding bed with water of varying temperatures being
unceremoniously poured on him by a group of student bullies as punishment for his
impertinence toward the bigger boys in his house. Searle rescued Churchill, whose face was
scarlet with rage and dripping with water. Instead of displaying fear he exhibited an unbridled
fury at his tormentors. “The smaller, red-faced boy showed no tendency towards humility but
walked up and down cursing and orating to the effect that he would be a great man and that his
persecutors would come to nothing and he would crush them to the ground. The effect was
tremendous over the cursing. The boys were really cowed.” Such experiences helped to harden
him for the time when enemies more potent than adolescent schoolboys would pose threats to
his career—and to Britain. On another occasion Churchill returned home from school with his
jacket torn, and when questioned remonstrated: “How should I not be out of elbows when my
father is out of office?”Already there existed the trait that would define him: what the historian
Ronald Lewin has described as his “glowering ferocity in the face of opposition, almost animal in
its instinctive hostility, [that] was a constant throughout Churchill’s life.” A badge of his
nonconformity was his refusal to do the accepted thing. Any form of public intimacy was scorned
at Harrow. Yet on one occasion when Mrs. Everest visited him, Churchill flouted this unwritten
rule. As a jeering group of boys followed them and the taunts reached a crescendo, he
courageously kissed his beloved nanny good-bye.His schooldays at Harrow left few pleasant
memories. He preferred history, poetry, and essay writing to the traditional Harrow emphasis on
Latin and mathematics. That he had even been admitted was itself something of a minor miracle.
During the entrance examination he was unable (and probably unwilling) to answer a single
question on the Latin portion, and turned in a blank paper. Years later he grumbled over his
dislike of examinations: “I should have liked to be asked to say what I knew. They always tried to
ask me what I did not know. When I would have willingly displayed my knowledge, they sought to
expose my ignorance.”Fortunately the Reverend Dr. Welldon saw sufficiently promising qualities
in young Churchill that he admitted him to Harrow. However, instead of being assigned to learn
Latin and Greek, he was sent to the dunce class, where English was taught. After Churchill had
become one of the foremost writers of the English language, he later boasted that it was a
blessing that served him well. His debt to his English teacher, Robert Somervell, he said, was
great. Somervell “was charged with the duty of teaching the stupidest boys the most disregarded
thing—namely to write mere English…. I learned it thoroughly. Thus I got into my bones the
essential structure of the ordinary British sentence—which is a noble thing.” Nevertheless the
stigma of being at the tail end of his class rankled, particularly when, in front of an audience of
parents and visitors, his name was one of the last to be called during the traditional roll call. His
father had resigned that year as chancellor of the exchequer, and the Churchill name drew more



than normal attention. “I frequently heard the irreverent comment, ‘Why, he’s last of all!’”His
slovenliness, tardiness, and dismissive attitude frustrated his tutor and housemaster, H. O. D.
Davidson, who wrote to Jennie that her son was “so regular in his irregularity, that I really don’t
know what to do…. But if he is unable to conquer this slovenliness…he will never make a
success of public school…. As far as ability goes he ought to be at the top of his form, whereas
he is at the bottom.” Yet, like Dr. Welldon, Davidson saw genuine promise in Churchill. “He is a
remarkable boy in many ways…[and] I am very much pleased with some history work he has
done for me.”Another of Churchill’s strong traits that emerged at Harrow was his ability to absorb
and memorize large volumes of words. He may have been an indifferent student, but his memory
was prodigious. Upon learning that he could earn a prize in a school competition by memorizing
one thousand lines of poetry and reciting them to the headmaster, Churchill memorized not one
thousand but twelve hundred lines of Macaulay’s poetry and won outright. In addition to
memorizing poetry, he also composed a prizewinning poem entitled “The Influenza” (about the
spread of the disease throughout Europe in 1890). Churchill was proud that the Harrovian
published it, and although the poem dealt with influenza it also included a verse that dealt with a
subject that would remain a centerpiece of his political and military thought: the sanctity of the
British Empire.God shield our Empire from the mightOf war or famine, plague or blightAnd the
power of Hell,And keep it ever in the handsOf those who fought ’gainst other lands,Who fought
and conquered well.He proudly wrote home that Mrs. Everest should bring him proper clothes so
that he could accept his award in appropriate sartorial splendor. Churchill could also recite from
memory entire scenes from three of Shakespeare’s plays. Not surprisingly, his interest in
Shakespeare focused on the warrior kings: Richard III, Henry IV, and Henry V. Thus, when he
actually put his mind to it, he became an adept student who had the good fortune to have been
taught history, English literature, and mathematics by three exceptional teachers, L. M. Moriarty,
Robert Somervell, and C. H. P. Mayo.Churchill was not a religious man, although he was
confirmed in the Church of England while at Harrow. His mother thought the event might “steady
him,” although Headmaster Welldon held the clearer view that he wished to do so “only because
it will get him off other work!” Thereafter religion played no meaningful role in his life.In
November 1891 Welldon suggested that Churchill would benefit from a visit to France and a stay
with a French family during the forthcoming Christmas holidays. Randolph was due to return
from a trip to South Africa, and Winston preferred to be home to see his father and then travel to
France, but strictly on his own terms, and certainly not with “a vile, nasty, fusty, beastly French
‘Family.’”“Please have a little regard for my happiness,” he later complained to his mother. After
being rebuffed by Jennie, he reacted with the typical tart replies that would later characterize
Churchill the impatient and demanding prime minister. Jennie wrote on December 8, 1891: “The
tone of your letter is not calculated to make one over lenient…. When one wants something in
this world, it is not by delivering ultimatums…. You can be quite certain my darling that I will
decide for what is best, but I will tell you frankly that I am going to decide not you.” When he
persisted, an exasperated Jennie replied: “I have only read one page of yr letter and I send it



back to you—as its style does not please me…you won’t gain anything by taking this line.”Never
disposed to take no for an answer, even as a child, Churchill, at his most petulant, replied in a
manner designed to lay guilt upon his mother:My darling Mummy,Never would I have believed
that you would have been so unkind. I am utterly miserable. That you should refuse to read my
letter is most painful to me…. I can’t tell you how wretched you have made me feel—instead of
doing every thing to make me happy you go and “cut the ground away from under my feet” like
that…. I am so unhappy but if you don’t read this letter it will be the last you’ll have the trouble to
send back…don’t be so cruel toYour loving son,WINNYUltimately Winston won his war of words
and rather than having to live with the dreaded “beastly French ‘Family’” was permitted to travel
to France under the tutelage of his French master.The most dismal aspect of his clash with his
mother was that it was clearly a matter of indifference to Jennie whether her son spent the
Christmas holiday at home or not. As during his earlier school days, Randolph and Jennie rarely
visited their son. Randolph, in fact, did not make his first visit until November 1890, two and a
half years after Winston entered Harrow. Their apathy was partly mitigated by a charming family
friend, Laura, Countess of Wilton, who took pity on Churchill and wrote to him on a regular basis,
occasionally including money, and always signing her letters with the words, “Yr Deputy Mother,
Laura Wilton.” She also sent him food hampers and oranges and regularly invited him to her
home near Windsor during the summer break.Randolph’s resignation as chancellor in 1886 was
catastrophic and self-destructive, not only to himself but to his elder son. He became an
embittered and “wishful wanderer upon the earth,” as if he were on a relentless quest for his own
form of the Holy Grail. While Randolph was traveling abroad, Jennie was involved with her
paramour du jour, a debonair Austrian diplomat, Count Charles Kinsky. In the summer of 1891
Kinsky took Churchill to the Crystal Palace exhibition hall to view an exhilarating program of
performances by wild animals and the London fire brigade, which drilled with precision in honor
of Queen Victoria’s grandson, the visiting kaiser Wilhelm II. Churchill was enormously impressed
not only by the kaiser’s colorful white uniform, complete with a steel breastplate, high white
leather boots, and “a helmet of bright Brass surmounted by a white eagle nearly 6 inches high,”
but also by a spectacle that “was perfectly splendid. There were nearly 2000 firemen & 100
Engines. They all marched past the Emperor to the music of a band of infantry.” Afterward there
were fireworks to end what was one of the most exciting days of young Churchill’s life, which also
included his first taste of champagne. Once home he lost no time in drawing a picture of the
kaiser’s helmet and his boots. Sixteen years later Winston Churchill and the kaiser would meet in
Germany under very different circumstances.For young Winston, Randolph’s descent into
melancholy brought only prolonged misery. Although he clearly adored his father, Winston lived
a life of denial of his constant rejection by a stern (and, in his final years, seriously ill) parent who
invariably seemed to find only the worst qualities in his son. Indeed the litany of criticism that
verged on the abusive would have crushed a lesser mortal than Winston Churchill. In his father’s
eyes Winston rarely earned praise, but rather deserved heaps of scorn for the ordinary mistakes
and growing pains of a youth struggling to find his own identity and place in the adult world.



Churchill’s stubborn single-mindedness was his strength and his weakness both as a schoolboy
and as an adult. More important, his indefatigability was a driving force that would serve him well
when he was had to contend with one crisis after another as Britain’s leader fifty years later.After
Winston’s first two years at Harrow, Randolph had come to the conclusion that his elder son was
little better than a wastrel with a poor future, who was unworthy of being sent to Oxford to further
his education and become a lawyer. Randolph was slowly descending into madness and an
illness that would claim his life at the age of forty-five. His political disappointment, combined
with his growing dismay over what appeared to be his son’s uncertain future, led to a mutual
decision between father and son that the army should be Winston’s career of choice. Moreover
there is little doubt that the family’s declining financial situation encouraged Randolph in his
conclusion.What Churchill could never overcome was his distant relationship with his father. The
harder he tried to please him, the less he seemed to succeed. His closest friend at Harrow was
Jack Milbanke, a baron’s son, who would later win a Victoria Cross in the Boer War and be killed
in action in 1915 at Gallipoli. Although Churchill deeply admired Milbanke, in My Early Life he
painfully recalled how forlorn he felt on the rare occasions when Randolph visited Harrow and
took both boys to lunch at a nearby pub. Jack and Randolph talked as if they were equals, while
Winston was largely ignored. “How I should have loved to have that sort of relationship with my
father! But alas, I was only a backward schoolboy and my incursions into the conversation were
nearly always awkward or foolish.”To the end of his life Churchill was haunted by his father’s
rejection. From the time of his entry into Sandhurst, and particularly after Randolph’s early death
in 1895, he spent the rest of his life proving to himself and to the ghost of his dead parent that
indeed he was not a failure. A painful fantasy occurred in November 1947 at Chartwell,
Churchill’s home in Kent. A well-wisher had purchased a portrait of his father and given it to
Churchill, who placed it on an easel in his studio. On this particular afternoon he suddenly felt a
presence in the room and saw his father sitting in his leather armchair. The two men began to
talk as Randolph quizzed his son on the events of British history since his death. As Churchill
attempted to explain to his father what he had done with his life, Randolph, in death, was as
unimpressed with his son as he had been in life. He recalled Winston’s “stupidity” at school and
said he would not talk politics “with a boy like you ever.” However, as their conversation
progressed, Randolph seemed impressed by his son’s understanding of the historical events of
the twentieth century and wondered why he didn’t go into politics. Before Churchill could explain
what he had accomplished, his father lit a cigarette and promptly vanished. Churchill’s daughter
Mary Soames once inquired if there was anything he would have liked to accomplish during his
extraordinary life that he hadn’t. “And it didn’t take him very long to think. He said, ‘Oh, yes. I
would like my father to have lived long enough to see that I was going to be some good.’”His
veneration of his failed father was tempered by sadness. Once he said to his own son,
Randolph, after the two had spent a day together, “We have had more conversations in this one
holiday than I had with my father in his entire lifetime.” Occasions of intimacy between father and
son were so rare that they became cause for elation. One such instance was in the autumn of



1891. While on holiday at Banstead Manor, Churchill fired a double-barreled shotgun at a rabbit
he had spied on the lawn. The gun went off beneath Randolph’s window, and brought down his
wrath upon Winston. However, for once he took pains to reassure his distressed son and in his
own way to apologize for his outburst. He “proceeded to talk to me in the most wonderful and
captivating manner about school and going into the Army and the grown-up life which lay
beyond. I listened spellbound to this sudden complete departure from his usual reserve, amazed
at his intimate comprehension of all my affairs.”Lord Randolph was not alone in his distress at his
son’s performance at Harrow. Shortly before Winston was to take the preliminary examination for
admission to Sandhurst in the summer of 1890, Headmaster Welldon, convinced he would not
pass, declined to let him undertake it. This brought Winston a blast of displeasure from Jennie.
“You work in such a fitful inharmonious way, that you are bound to come out last…. I daresay you
have 1000 excuses…your work is an insult to your intelligence. If you would only trace out a plan
of action for yourself & carry it out & and be determined to do so—I am sure you could
accomplish anything you wished. It is that thoughtlessness of yours which is your greatest
enemy.” Refusing to accept any blame, Churchill attempted to dismiss the problem by writing, “I
am afraid some enemy hath sown tares in your mind,” and laying responsibility on “being put
under a master whom I hated & who returned that hate.” After promising to pass the
examination, Churchill lived up to his word in November 1890 and was one of the twelve (of
twenty-nine) from Harrow to do so, thus validating his mother’s insistence that he could succeed
whenever he chose to do so.At Harrow, Churchill’s interest in soldiering had taken a more
practical turn. During the last three of his four and a half years there he became a proficient
horseman, excelled at swimming and fencing (for which he earned a prize), and won a shooting
competition. Passing the preliminary examination for Sandhurst enabled Churchill to enroll in the
army class, and he enthusiastically undertook his first military training by joining what was called
the Rifle Corps. The military part of the Harrow curriculum was designed to prepare its young
candidates for admission to either Sandhurst or Woolwich, for those pursuing commissions in
the Royal Artillery or the Royal Engineers. Although Churchill scorned most of his instructors, it
was fitting that he deeply respected L. M. Moriarty, the master who taught the army class and
who frequently lectured on the Crimean War.In November 1888 an American colonel named
Gouraud, who had fought in the Battle of Gettysburg, visited Harrow to demonstrate a new
invention, the phonograph, into which he sang and recorded “John Brown’s Body.” The stirring
music and the mere presence of a soldier who had fought in one of history’s great battles seem
to have fired Churchill’s imagination, and this experience is thought to have influenced his
decision more than fifty years later to direct that “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” be sung at
his funeral.On yet another occasion a noted swordsman visited Harrow to give a lecture. When
he offered to slice in half an apple off the head of any boy present willing to volunteer, no one
spoke up. “The Monitors swallowed hard, and each was trying to pluck up courage when a small
red-haired boy from the fourth form climbed onto the stage and offered his services. It was
young Winston.”One element of his military training was mock battles fought against other



schools. Between 1888 and 1892 Churchill participated in five such events. In 1892 he became
the fencing champion of Harrow, perhaps the highest honor he won there. Fencing was a skill
that would serve him rather well as an officer.Outside his fantasy world of toy soldiers, however,
he possessed little actual military background or knowledge except for what he learned during
lectures he attended. Yet for a young man relatively unschooled in the military arts, Churchill’s
first military paper, written sometime in 1889, when he was fourteen, was a remarkable
endeavor. Written as an essay for his English teacher, Robert Somervell, “The Engagement of
‘La Marais,’July 6, 1914,” imagined a military campaign in Russia by a British army twenty-five
years in the future. Told in diary form through the words of the aide to the commanding general,
his sixteen-page paper described how a British force came under Russian attack while moving
to relieve a garrison marooned at Kharkov in the Ukraine. Appended to the paper were six
detailed, hand-drawn maps of surprising imagination and initiative, complete with military
dispositions.Churchill’s lifelong romanticism about war was reflected in this first military paper,
which contained such phrases as: “moving lines & columns of red surmounted by the
glimmering bayonet,” and “enemy’s shells bursting in the masses of our cavalry killing and
wounding dozens of them at a time.” His imagination was fired by what he described as a
“magnificent” scene. When the “good guys” finally won the terrible battle, his hero, Colonel
Seymour, exclaimed that he could “sleep tonight under the influence of victory which is the best
narcotic in the world.”One of the requirements of an officer newly commissioned into the British
army was proficiency in swordsmanship, a sport in which Churchill excelled at Harrow. In 1892
he won the Public Schools Fencing Championship, becoming only the second Harrovian ever to
have won this distinction. The Harrovian took note of how Churchill fenced in an unorthodox
manner, “chiefly due to his quick and dashing attack which quite took his opponents by
surprise.”Despite his rebellious nature and penchant for blaming others, Churchill had, in fact,
been well looked after by men like Welldon, Moriarty, and Somervell, and had learned far more
than he ever cared to admit. Although still prone to nagging ailments and youthful injuries,
physically he had developed into a wiry, hardy young man, a trait very likely inherited from his
American grandfather, Leonard Jerome. More important, he had willingly and enthusiastically
embraced his first military training.On the subject of his experiences at Harrow, Churchill was
largely silent in his memoir. It was as if he had wiped away all traces of what was essentially an
important but depressing time in his life. Years later, as a member of Parliament, he was given a
rude reminder of his restless days at Harrow, when he returned to show the school to a friend
and was pelted with yard-balls by a group of students. Of his education in general Churchill
wrote with obvious bitterness, “I was on the whole considerably discouraged by my school
days…. I would far rather have been apprenticed as a bricklayer’s mate, or run errands as a
messenger boy, or helped my father to dress the front windows of a grocer’s shop…. It would
have taught me more…. Also, I should have got to know my father, which would have been a joy
to me.”Churchill completed his formal schooling relatively uneducated, a victim of his own
stubborn nature, and by the standards of the British class system an abject failure who had not



played the game by its traditional rules. He was largely ignorant of the world and, as a young
man of privilege, unequipped for a successful career. He left Harrow in December 1892 having
failed to acquire some of the appropriate skills—with the exception of fencing—required of a
proper young English gentleman. He was, remembered Shane Leslie, “deficient in cricket, Latin
Verse and other accepted tests of Victorian success…. His father told Jennie that the boy had
not the brains to fit him for Oxford.”His father’s harsh pronouncement that his son was a good-for-
nothing failure was a crushing burden to bear. However, if Churchill could pass the tough
entrance examination for admission to Sandhurst, he might yet redeem Randolph’s unforgiving
judgment.CHAPTER 2“A BARREN AND UNHAPPY PERIOD OF MY LIFE”These were the bad
years.—LONDON SUNDAY DISPATCH, 1939These were the bad years.—LONDON SUNDAY
DISPATCH, 1939AFTER HIS PAINFUL EXPERIENCE at St. George’s School, the next four
years of Winston Churchill’s life were relatively tranquil. His father enrolled him at a school in
Hove, near Brighton, run by two kindly spinsters named Kate and Charlotte Thomson. Although
the experience “makes a pleasant picture in my mind,” in no small part because he was able to
study subjects more to his liking (history and French), and was permitted to swim and ride
horses, Churchill nevertheless seemed unable to avoid conflict with his fellow students and
remained something of a loner. Once, when asked if he had ever erred, he replied, “Nein!” and
then with feigned effrontery claimed he was merely cultivating German. “I used to think him,” said
his teacher, Eva Moore, “the naughtiest small boy in the world.” An incident involving a
pocketknife and a classroom scuffle with another boy resulted in a trip to the doctor to repair a
gash to his chest that might have had tragic results. It also very nearly earned him
expulsion.Churchill used his status as the son of a famous man to solicit autographs from his
father (and later, his mother), which he duly sold to other boys to augment his meager funds. It
was the start of a lifetime proclivity to spend wildly and live well beyond his means. In addition to
his propensity for finding trouble, if not to seek it out actively, Churchill developed continuing
health problems, which became a great concern to his mother. He was diagnosed with an inner-
ear problem that may have affected his balance; he also suffered the various childhood maladies
—measles, mumps, influenza, toothaches—and two concussions, both the result of youthful
exuberance.At this early age Churchill became so fixated on his fragile health that for the rest of
his life he kept a thermometer handy, which he used daily to check his temperature. In 1886 he
contracted a pneumonia that very nearly killed him. His temperature rose to a near-lethal 104.3
degrees during a grave five-day ordeal before the crisis passed. His physical problems and
ailments left him so frustrated that he once wrote to his mother about being “cursed with so
feeble a body.”He also suffered from a speech defect that was a cross between a lisp and a
stutter—no one has ever been quite sure how to categorize it. A throat specialist found nothing
definitive, but throughout his life Churchill had trouble pronouncing the letter s. Despite working
assiduously to overcome the problem through elocution drills and constant practice, he never
entirely succeeded in ridding himself of his impairment, which tended to slur his speech and
sometimes give the false impression that he was inebriated.In 1887 Randolph broke the tradition



of six generations of Churchills who attended Eton by enrolling Winston at Harrow, primarily in
the belief that the air atop of one of London’s most famous landmarks would somehow be more
conducive to his health than that of Eton. The four and a half years, from April 1888 to December
1892, that Churchill spent at one of Britain’s elitist schools were chiefly a continuation of his
stormy passage into adulthood.Situated in northwest London atop the most commanding view
of the city and its environs, the town of Harrow dates to the 1300s and back to the Romans, who
considered the heights of military significance. Founded by a local yeoman named John Lyon to
educate the poor of the town, the school was granted a royal charter by Elizabeth I in 1572. By
the time Churchill was enrolled there in 1888, Harrow had become one of Britain’s most
prestigious public schools and a place where the British upper classes sent their sons to be
educated. Its alumni are a who’s who of British history and include poets, historians, men of the
arts and literature, a prime minister of India—Jawaharlal Nehru—and six British prime ministers,
among them Robert Peel, Stanley Baldwin, Lord Palmerston, and, later, Winston Churchill. Other
Old Harrovians of note include Lord Byron, the historian George Macaulay Trevelyan, and the
Nobel laureate John Galsworthy.Despite the absence of the savage beatings he had routinely
endured at Ascot, mischief and misery seemed to hang over Churchill at Harrow like a pall,
much of it of his own making. Although good-hearted by nature, he would deliberately court
trouble and was a hugely unpopular, disruptive, impatient, and undisciplined student, who was
generally disliked and even despised by his contemporaries. Churchill’s self-importance and
bragging served only to antagonize others. He was, for example, fond of diving into the
swimming pool to pull the legs of unsuspecting boys in the shallow end and then drag them
underwater. Inevitably there came the day he was caught in the act and trampled underwater by
several angry schoolboys who were fed up with young Mr. Churchill and his high jinks. An alert
master dived in to save him from drowning. Afterward Churchill’s only comment was typically
dismissive. He could “deal with a few but not with the whole lot.”On another occasion, he crept
up behind an unsuspecting sixth-form boy named Leo S. Amery, who was standing by the edge
of the swimming pool, stripped off his towel, and shoved him into the pool. “I emerged
sputtering…to meet the gleeful grin of a small, freckled, redhaired boy whom I had never seen
before,” recalled Amery. Retribution was swift. “I fled, but in vain,” said Churchill. “Swift as the
wind my pursuer overtook me, seized me in a ferocious grip, and hurled me into the deepest part
of the pool.” The following day Churchill explained to Amery that he hadn’t realized he was a
sixth-former but merely thought that “I was small enough to be the most suitable victim to hand.”
Little did either young man know that their first meeting would turn into a half-century association
that was by turns affable and contentious. As the editor of the Harrovian, Amery recalled that
Churchill submitted articles critical of the school administration, one of which he described as
“scurrilous.” “I can still see the look of misery in his eyes as I blue-penciled out some of his best
jibes.”Somewhat surprisingly, given the rough beginning of their relationship, the two boys
bonded, and, notes Celia Sandys, they formed “an academic alliance in which Amery helped
Churchill with his Latin translations while the future Nobel Prize–winner dictated the older boy’s



English essays.”The headmaster, the Reverend J. E. C. Welldon, was a fair and kindly man, of
whom Churchill once remarked, “I can always talk around the Headmaster.” Not quite. The
“Punishment Book” maintained by Welldon reflects his name several times during his tenure at
Harrow, and each of two entries (for cutting class and a breaking-and-entering incident, “doing
damage”) earned him a flogging of seven lashes. His two other recorded misbehaviors were
bathing twice in one day (punished by detention). His last offense, in March 1892, for
disobedience and “impertinence,” “kept [him] back at end of term.” On the whole, however,
Churchill’s disciplinary record at Harrow differed little from that of other boys who violated the
school’s strict regulations.Those of Churchill’s articles that Amery did publish did not endear him
to Welldon, who “summoned the young author to his study and addressed him in the following
terms: ‘I have observed certain articles in the Harrovian newspaper lately, not calculated to
increase the respect of the boys for the constituted authorities of the school. As articles in the
Harrovian are anonymous, I shall not dream of inquiring who wrote them. But if any more of the
same character appear it may be my painful duty to swish you.’”The child who evolved into the
stubborn, exuberant, opinionated adult was already clearly evident. Even though Headmaster
Welldon had taken an interest in Churchill, he too was subjected to his pupil’s sharp tongue. On
one occasion Churchill was summoned and told, “I have grave reason to be displeased with
you.” Replied the cheeky young man, “And I, Sir, have very grave reason to be displeased with
you.” It was obvious that Churchill had yet to discern the difference between insolence and
foolhardiness, or between fearlessness and prudence.Churchill’s indiscretions during his years
at Harrow included defiant behavior, fights, and occasional humiliation. Harassment and
punishments failed to dissuade the young man from routinely hurling opinions and challenges.
His frequent brushes with authority and his contemporaries had the effect of hardening him.
Whatever he engaged in was done with a full measure of passion and assertiveness. Churchill
was good at billiards but played so aggressively that windows that happened to be in the line of
fire were sometimes shattered. Contrition was simply never part of his makeup. A chilling
incident was indicative of his stubborn persistence in the face of adversity. One day, the
Reverend Frederick C. Searle, Churchill’s underhousemaster, heard a fierce commotion and
arrived to find him jammed helplessly into a folding bed with water of varying temperatures being
unceremoniously poured on him by a group of student bullies as punishment for his
impertinence toward the bigger boys in his house. Searle rescued Churchill, whose face was
scarlet with rage and dripping with water. Instead of displaying fear he exhibited an unbridled
fury at his tormentors. “The smaller, red-faced boy showed no tendency towards humility but
walked up and down cursing and orating to the effect that he would be a great man and that his
persecutors would come to nothing and he would crush them to the ground. The effect was
tremendous over the cursing. The boys were really cowed.” Such experiences helped to harden
him for the time when enemies more potent than adolescent schoolboys would pose threats to
his career—and to Britain. On another occasion Churchill returned home from school with his
jacket torn, and when questioned remonstrated: “How should I not be out of elbows when my



father is out of office?”Already there existed the trait that would define him: what the historian
Ronald Lewin has described as his “glowering ferocity in the face of opposition, almost animal in
its instinctive hostility, [that] was a constant throughout Churchill’s life.” A badge of his
nonconformity was his refusal to do the accepted thing. Any form of public intimacy was scorned
at Harrow. Yet on one occasion when Mrs. Everest visited him, Churchill flouted this unwritten
rule. As a jeering group of boys followed them and the taunts reached a crescendo, he
courageously kissed his beloved nanny good-bye.His schooldays at Harrow left few pleasant
memories. He preferred history, poetry, and essay writing to the traditional Harrow emphasis on
Latin and mathematics. That he had even been admitted was itself something of a minor miracle.
During the entrance examination he was unable (and probably unwilling) to answer a single
question on the Latin portion, and turned in a blank paper. Years later he grumbled over his
dislike of examinations: “I should have liked to be asked to say what I knew. They always tried to
ask me what I did not know. When I would have willingly displayed my knowledge, they sought to
expose my ignorance.”Fortunately the Reverend Dr. Welldon saw sufficiently promising qualities
in young Churchill that he admitted him to Harrow. However, instead of being assigned to learn
Latin and Greek, he was sent to the dunce class, where English was taught. After Churchill had
become one of the foremost writers of the English language, he later boasted that it was a
blessing that served him well. His debt to his English teacher, Robert Somervell, he said, was
great. Somervell “was charged with the duty of teaching the stupidest boys the most disregarded
thing—namely to write mere English…. I learned it thoroughly. Thus I got into my bones the
essential structure of the ordinary British sentence—which is a noble thing.” Nevertheless the
stigma of being at the tail end of his class rankled, particularly when, in front of an audience of
parents and visitors, his name was one of the last to be called during the traditional roll call. His
father had resigned that year as chancellor of the exchequer, and the Churchill name drew more
than normal attention. “I frequently heard the irreverent comment, ‘Why, he’s last of all!’”His
slovenliness, tardiness, and dismissive attitude frustrated his tutor and housemaster, H. O. D.
Davidson, who wrote to Jennie that her son was “so regular in his irregularity, that I really don’t
know what to do…. But if he is unable to conquer this slovenliness…he will never make a
success of public school…. As far as ability goes he ought to be at the top of his form, whereas
he is at the bottom.” Yet, like Dr. Welldon, Davidson saw genuine promise in Churchill. “He is a
remarkable boy in many ways…[and] I am very much pleased with some history work he has
done for me.”Another of Churchill’s strong traits that emerged at Harrow was his ability to absorb
and memorize large volumes of words. He may have been an indifferent student, but his memory
was prodigious. Upon learning that he could earn a prize in a school competition by memorizing
one thousand lines of poetry and reciting them to the headmaster, Churchill memorized not one
thousand but twelve hundred lines of Macaulay’s poetry and won outright. In addition to
memorizing poetry, he also composed a prizewinning poem entitled “The Influenza” (about the
spread of the disease throughout Europe in 1890). Churchill was proud that the Harrovian
published it, and although the poem dealt with influenza it also included a verse that dealt with a



subject that would remain a centerpiece of his political and military thought: the sanctity of the
British Empire.God shield our Empire from the mightOf war or famine, plague or blightAnd the
power of Hell,And keep it ever in the handsOf those who fought ’gainst other lands,Who fought
and conquered well.He proudly wrote home that Mrs. Everest should bring him proper clothes so
that he could accept his award in appropriate sartorial splendor. Churchill could also recite from
memory entire scenes from three of Shakespeare’s plays. Not surprisingly, his interest in
Shakespeare focused on the warrior kings: Richard III, Henry IV, and Henry V. Thus, when he
actually put his mind to it, he became an adept student who had the good fortune to have been
taught history, English literature, and mathematics by three exceptional teachers, L. M. Moriarty,
Robert Somervell, and C. H. P. Mayo.Churchill was not a religious man, although he was
confirmed in the Church of England while at Harrow. His mother thought the event might “steady
him,” although Headmaster Welldon held the clearer view that he wished to do so “only because
it will get him off other work!” Thereafter religion played no meaningful role in his life.In
November 1891 Welldon suggested that Churchill would benefit from a visit to France and a stay
with a French family during the forthcoming Christmas holidays. Randolph was due to return
from a trip to South Africa, and Winston preferred to be home to see his father and then travel to
France, but strictly on his own terms, and certainly not with “a vile, nasty, fusty, beastly French
‘Family.’”“Please have a little regard for my happiness,” he later complained to his mother. After
being rebuffed by Jennie, he reacted with the typical tart replies that would later characterize
Churchill the impatient and demanding prime minister. Jennie wrote on December 8, 1891: “The
tone of your letter is not calculated to make one over lenient…. When one wants something in
this world, it is not by delivering ultimatums…. You can be quite certain my darling that I will
decide for what is best, but I will tell you frankly that I am going to decide not you.” When he
persisted, an exasperated Jennie replied: “I have only read one page of yr letter and I send it
back to you—as its style does not please me…you won’t gain anything by taking this line.”Never
disposed to take no for an answer, even as a child, Churchill, at his most petulant, replied in a
manner designed to lay guilt upon his mother:My darling Mummy,Never would I have believed
that you would have been so unkind. I am utterly miserable. That you should refuse to read my
letter is most painful to me…. I can’t tell you how wretched you have made me feel—instead of
doing every thing to make me happy you go and “cut the ground away from under my feet” like
that…. I am so unhappy but if you don’t read this letter it will be the last you’ll have the trouble to
send back…don’t be so cruel toYour loving son,WINNYUltimately Winston won his war of words
and rather than having to live with the dreaded “beastly French ‘Family’” was permitted to travel
to France under the tutelage of his French master.The most dismal aspect of his clash with his
mother was that it was clearly a matter of indifference to Jennie whether her son spent the
Christmas holiday at home or not. As during his earlier school days, Randolph and Jennie rarely
visited their son. Randolph, in fact, did not make his first visit until November 1890, two and a
half years after Winston entered Harrow. Their apathy was partly mitigated by a charming family
friend, Laura, Countess of Wilton, who took pity on Churchill and wrote to him on a regular basis,



occasionally including money, and always signing her letters with the words, “Yr Deputy Mother,
Laura Wilton.” She also sent him food hampers and oranges and regularly invited him to her
home near Windsor during the summer break.Randolph’s resignation as chancellor in 1886 was
catastrophic and self-destructive, not only to himself but to his elder son. He became an
embittered and “wishful wanderer upon the earth,” as if he were on a relentless quest for his own
form of the Holy Grail. While Randolph was traveling abroad, Jennie was involved with her
paramour du jour, a debonair Austrian diplomat, Count Charles Kinsky. In the summer of 1891
Kinsky took Churchill to the Crystal Palace exhibition hall to view an exhilarating program of
performances by wild animals and the London fire brigade, which drilled with precision in honor
of Queen Victoria’s grandson, the visiting kaiser Wilhelm II. Churchill was enormously impressed
not only by the kaiser’s colorful white uniform, complete with a steel breastplate, high white
leather boots, and “a helmet of bright Brass surmounted by a white eagle nearly 6 inches high,”
but also by a spectacle that “was perfectly splendid. There were nearly 2000 firemen & 100
Engines. They all marched past the Emperor to the music of a band of infantry.” Afterward there
were fireworks to end what was one of the most exciting days of young Churchill’s life, which also
included his first taste of champagne. Once home he lost no time in drawing a picture of the
kaiser’s helmet and his boots. Sixteen years later Winston Churchill and the kaiser would meet in
Germany under very different circumstances.For young Winston, Randolph’s descent into
melancholy brought only prolonged misery. Although he clearly adored his father, Winston lived
a life of denial of his constant rejection by a stern (and, in his final years, seriously ill) parent who
invariably seemed to find only the worst qualities in his son. Indeed the litany of criticism that
verged on the abusive would have crushed a lesser mortal than Winston Churchill. In his father’s
eyes Winston rarely earned praise, but rather deserved heaps of scorn for the ordinary mistakes
and growing pains of a youth struggling to find his own identity and place in the adult world.
Churchill’s stubborn single-mindedness was his strength and his weakness both as a schoolboy
and as an adult. More important, his indefatigability was a driving force that would serve him well
when he was had to contend with one crisis after another as Britain’s leader fifty years later.After
Winston’s first two years at Harrow, Randolph had come to the conclusion that his elder son was
little better than a wastrel with a poor future, who was unworthy of being sent to Oxford to further
his education and become a lawyer. Randolph was slowly descending into madness and an
illness that would claim his life at the age of forty-five. His political disappointment, combined
with his growing dismay over what appeared to be his son’s uncertain future, led to a mutual
decision between father and son that the army should be Winston’s career of choice. Moreover
there is little doubt that the family’s declining financial situation encouraged Randolph in his
conclusion.What Churchill could never overcome was his distant relationship with his father. The
harder he tried to please him, the less he seemed to succeed. His closest friend at Harrow was
Jack Milbanke, a baron’s son, who would later win a Victoria Cross in the Boer War and be killed
in action in 1915 at Gallipoli. Although Churchill deeply admired Milbanke, in My Early Life he
painfully recalled how forlorn he felt on the rare occasions when Randolph visited Harrow and



took both boys to lunch at a nearby pub. Jack and Randolph talked as if they were equals, while
Winston was largely ignored. “How I should have loved to have that sort of relationship with my
father! But alas, I was only a backward schoolboy and my incursions into the conversation were
nearly always awkward or foolish.”To the end of his life Churchill was haunted by his father’s
rejection. From the time of his entry into Sandhurst, and particularly after Randolph’s early death
in 1895, he spent the rest of his life proving to himself and to the ghost of his dead parent that
indeed he was not a failure. A painful fantasy occurred in November 1947 at Chartwell,
Churchill’s home in Kent. A well-wisher had purchased a portrait of his father and given it to
Churchill, who placed it on an easel in his studio. On this particular afternoon he suddenly felt a
presence in the room and saw his father sitting in his leather armchair. The two men began to
talk as Randolph quizzed his son on the events of British history since his death. As Churchill
attempted to explain to his father what he had done with his life, Randolph, in death, was as
unimpressed with his son as he had been in life. He recalled Winston’s “stupidity” at school and
said he would not talk politics “with a boy like you ever.” However, as their conversation
progressed, Randolph seemed impressed by his son’s understanding of the historical events of
the twentieth century and wondered why he didn’t go into politics. Before Churchill could explain
what he had accomplished, his father lit a cigarette and promptly vanished. Churchill’s daughter
Mary Soames once inquired if there was anything he would have liked to accomplish during his
extraordinary life that he hadn’t. “And it didn’t take him very long to think. He said, ‘Oh, yes. I
would like my father to have lived long enough to see that I was going to be some good.’”His
veneration of his failed father was tempered by sadness. Once he said to his own son,
Randolph, after the two had spent a day together, “We have had more conversations in this one
holiday than I had with my father in his entire lifetime.” Occasions of intimacy between father and
son were so rare that they became cause for elation. One such instance was in the autumn of
1891. While on holiday at Banstead Manor, Churchill fired a double-barreled shotgun at a rabbit
he had spied on the lawn. The gun went off beneath Randolph’s window, and brought down his
wrath upon Winston. However, for once he took pains to reassure his distressed son and in his
own way to apologize for his outburst. He “proceeded to talk to me in the most wonderful and
captivating manner about school and going into the Army and the grown-up life which lay
beyond. I listened spellbound to this sudden complete departure from his usual reserve, amazed
at his intimate comprehension of all my affairs.”Lord Randolph was not alone in his distress at his
son’s performance at Harrow. Shortly before Winston was to take the preliminary examination for
admission to Sandhurst in the summer of 1890, Headmaster Welldon, convinced he would not
pass, declined to let him undertake it. This brought Winston a blast of displeasure from Jennie.
“You work in such a fitful inharmonious way, that you are bound to come out last…. I daresay you
have 1000 excuses…your work is an insult to your intelligence. If you would only trace out a plan
of action for yourself & carry it out & and be determined to do so—I am sure you could
accomplish anything you wished. It is that thoughtlessness of yours which is your greatest
enemy.” Refusing to accept any blame, Churchill attempted to dismiss the problem by writing, “I



am afraid some enemy hath sown tares in your mind,” and laying responsibility on “being put
under a master whom I hated & who returned that hate.” After promising to pass the
examination, Churchill lived up to his word in November 1890 and was one of the twelve (of
twenty-nine) from Harrow to do so, thus validating his mother’s insistence that he could succeed
whenever he chose to do so.At Harrow, Churchill’s interest in soldiering had taken a more
practical turn. During the last three of his four and a half years there he became a proficient
horseman, excelled at swimming and fencing (for which he earned a prize), and won a shooting
competition. Passing the preliminary examination for Sandhurst enabled Churchill to enroll in the
army class, and he enthusiastically undertook his first military training by joining what was called
the Rifle Corps. The military part of the Harrow curriculum was designed to prepare its young
candidates for admission to either Sandhurst or Woolwich, for those pursuing commissions in
the Royal Artillery or the Royal Engineers. Although Churchill scorned most of his instructors, it
was fitting that he deeply respected L. M. Moriarty, the master who taught the army class and
who frequently lectured on the Crimean War.In November 1888 an American colonel named
Gouraud, who had fought in the Battle of Gettysburg, visited Harrow to demonstrate a new
invention, the phonograph, into which he sang and recorded “John Brown’s Body.” The stirring
music and the mere presence of a soldier who had fought in one of history’s great battles seem
to have fired Churchill’s imagination, and this experience is thought to have influenced his
decision more than fifty years later to direct that “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” be sung at
his funeral.On yet another occasion a noted swordsman visited Harrow to give a lecture. When
he offered to slice in half an apple off the head of any boy present willing to volunteer, no one
spoke up. “The Monitors swallowed hard, and each was trying to pluck up courage when a small
red-haired boy from the fourth form climbed onto the stage and offered his services. It was
young Winston.”One element of his military training was mock battles fought against other
schools. Between 1888 and 1892 Churchill participated in five such events. In 1892 he became
the fencing champion of Harrow, perhaps the highest honor he won there. Fencing was a skill
that would serve him rather well as an officer.Outside his fantasy world of toy soldiers, however,
he possessed little actual military background or knowledge except for what he learned during
lectures he attended. Yet for a young man relatively unschooled in the military arts, Churchill’s
first military paper, written sometime in 1889, when he was fourteen, was a remarkable
endeavor. Written as an essay for his English teacher, Robert Somervell, “The Engagement of
‘La Marais,’July 6, 1914,” imagined a military campaign in Russia by a British army twenty-five
years in the future. Told in diary form through the words of the aide to the commanding general,
his sixteen-page paper described how a British force came under Russian attack while moving
to relieve a garrison marooned at Kharkov in the Ukraine. Appended to the paper were six
detailed, hand-drawn maps of surprising imagination and initiative, complete with military
dispositions.Churchill’s lifelong romanticism about war was reflected in this first military paper,
which contained such phrases as: “moving lines & columns of red surmounted by the
glimmering bayonet,” and “enemy’s shells bursting in the masses of our cavalry killing and



wounding dozens of them at a time.” His imagination was fired by what he described as a
“magnificent” scene. When the “good guys” finally won the terrible battle, his hero, Colonel
Seymour, exclaimed that he could “sleep tonight under the influence of victory which is the best
narcotic in the world.”One of the requirements of an officer newly commissioned into the British
army was proficiency in swordsmanship, a sport in which Churchill excelled at Harrow. In 1892
he won the Public Schools Fencing Championship, becoming only the second Harrovian ever to
have won this distinction. The Harrovian took note of how Churchill fenced in an unorthodox
manner, “chiefly due to his quick and dashing attack which quite took his opponents by
surprise.”Despite his rebellious nature and penchant for blaming others, Churchill had, in fact,
been well looked after by men like Welldon, Moriarty, and Somervell, and had learned far more
than he ever cared to admit. Although still prone to nagging ailments and youthful injuries,
physically he had developed into a wiry, hardy young man, a trait very likely inherited from his
American grandfather, Leonard Jerome. More important, he had willingly and enthusiastically
embraced his first military training.On the subject of his experiences at Harrow, Churchill was
largely silent in his memoir. It was as if he had wiped away all traces of what was essentially an
important but depressing time in his life. Years later, as a member of Parliament, he was given a
rude reminder of his restless days at Harrow, when he returned to show the school to a friend
and was pelted with yard-balls by a group of students. Of his education in general Churchill
wrote with obvious bitterness, “I was on the whole considerably discouraged by my school
days…. I would far rather have been apprenticed as a bricklayer’s mate, or run errands as a
messenger boy, or helped my father to dress the front windows of a grocer’s shop…. It would
have taught me more…. Also, I should have got to know my father, which would have been a joy
to me.”Churchill completed his formal schooling relatively uneducated, a victim of his own
stubborn nature, and by the standards of the British class system an abject failure who had not
played the game by its traditional rules. He was largely ignorant of the world and, as a young
man of privilege, unequipped for a successful career. He left Harrow in December 1892 having
failed to acquire some of the appropriate skills—with the exception of fencing—required of a
proper young English gentleman. He was, remembered Shane Leslie, “deficient in cricket, Latin
Verse and other accepted tests of Victorian success…. His father told Jennie that the boy had
not the brains to fit him for Oxford.”His father’s harsh pronouncement that his son was a good-for-
nothing failure was a crushing burden to bear. However, if Churchill could pass the tough
entrance examination for admission to Sandhurst, he might yet redeem Randolph’s unforgiving
judgment.CHAPTER 3SANDHURSTNo one who was not a congenital idiot could avoid passing
thence into the Army.—MY EARLY LIFETHE BRITISH EMPIRE INTO which Winston Churchill
was born in 1874 was at its zenith, eclipsing any in history. Lord Curzon called it “the greatest
force for good the world has ever seen.” The Union Jack flew from flagpoles throughout Britain’s
vast domain, which extended from the Middle East to the far corners of Asia, North America, the
Pacific, and South Africa—fully one-fifth of the world’s land area and one-quarter of its
population. The Royal Navy was the most powerful military force in the world, and “Rule,



Britannia” and the Rock of Gibraltar were far more than merely the mottoes and emblems of
Britain’s empire. The British army of Henry V’s archers was renowned, as were Wellington’s
legions, which ended the reign of Napoleon. Yet the era of Pax Britannica from 1815 to the
mid-1880s was one of almost constant warfare in the outposts of the empire. During this period
there were thirteen major colonial wars, ranging from the Opium Wars with China, the Indian
Mutiny, the Sikh wars, and the Zulu wars, to the legendary and costly Crimean War against
Russia. Niall Ferguson notes, “In all, there were seventy-two separate British military campaigns
in the course of Queen Victoria’s reign—more than one for every year of the so-called pax
Britannica.”Years later Churchill would not only become the principal believer in and protector of
Britain’s dwindling and increasingly irrelevant empire, but also the prime symbol of an
anachronism that was already on its deathbed in the wake of the worldwide nationalism that
followed World War I, and that expired with the creation of the independent states of India and
Pakistan in 1947.In his time membership in the fraternity of the officer corps was the exclusive
province of the British upper class. “Because they were the leisured class, they were also the
fighting class,” writes David Cannadine. They were “duty-bound and historically conditioned to
protect civil society from invasion and disruption. Honor and glory, courage and chivalry,
gallantry and loyalty, leadership and horsemanship were quintessential patrician attributes,
inculcated in the country house and learned on the hunting field.” That the officer corps was
recruited primarily from the upper classes had little or nothing to do with these officers’
qualifications to command men. Queen Victoria’s nephew the Duke of Cambridge once
observed that the British commander in chief “should be a gentleman first and an officer
second.” The Duke of Wellington proclaimed that “the best officers in the world” were gentlemen
of the upper classes. From the time of Waterloo, in fact, the British army had remained virtually
unchanged, its virtues, its tactics, and its traditions untouched.Britain was primarily a naval
power, and its relatively small army had never been on a level with those in Europe, where much
larger standing armies such as those of France were the norm. Bismarck was once asked what
he would do should the British army ever appear in Prussia; he was said to have replied that he
would “send a policeman and have it arrested.”Until 1870 commissions in the cavalry or infantry
were acquired by purchase. A candidate had to produce suitable evidence that he had attained
“the education of a gentleman.” To sustain a military career an officer not only had to possess
sufficient wealth but also had to come from the upper class. The sons of the wealthy were not
expected to work, and those who did not join the army often served in the Church of England or
went into politics. The British army did not provide pensions for retired officers; instead when an
officer retired he generally sold his commission. A field-grade officer (major or lieutenant
colonel) could finance his retirement by selling his commission for as much as ten thousand
pounds—the more prestigious the regiment, the higher the value of a commission.An officer had
to win the consent of the colonel commanding the regiment he wished to join and, perhaps most
important of all, “to produce a substantial sum which was both proof of his standing in society
and a bond for good behavior.” One of the primary weaknesses of the British officer system was



that, once commissioned, he remained entitled to serve in his chosen regiment forever, no
matter what his age or physical condition. The result was a fossilized system in which some
regiments were commanded by similarly fossilized officers, sometimes in their eighties, who
were nevertheless entitled to (and did) remain on active service or in command. Promotions
were based strictly on seniority within the regiment.All of this combined to produce an army in
which social standing, the proper connections, and wealth undermined merit and discouraged
the leadership qualities essential in any successful military force. This concept was the result of
generations of tradition relatively unchanged by time or the technology of war. To be successful
an officer need not be particularly well educated or possess a strong intellect; however, he was
expected to meet the standards of bravery, dedication, and leadership where it counted—on the
battlefield. Field Marshal Lord Wolseley, for example, distrusted officers who read too many
textbooks, once noting that he “hoped that the British officer would never ‘degenerate into a
bookworm.’” That the system managed to produce a great many effective and successful military
leaders such as Marlborough, Wellington, and Nelson was a tribute to the British character.It
was Nelson, in fact, who once declared that “you cannot be a good officer without being a
gentleman.” Two world wars would ensue before it was recognized that successful generalship
had nothing in common with an officer’s birthright. Even as late as World War II, officers who
attained high command but whose origins were in the lower or poorer elements of society were
disparaged. Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery was a perfect example of the absurd class
consciousness of the British military. In the elitist British army Montgomery was the ultimate
outsider, a black-sheep “colonial” in an exclusive old-boys’ club where one’s lineage and social
standing counted for more than one’s ability.Churchill’s towering ambition and ruthless climb up
the ladder of success hardly qualified him as a gentleman but in no way detracted from his
determination to succeed as an officer or his fascination with all things military and his
romanticized view of war. Later on his stormy relations with high-ranking officers from the time of
Omdurman in 1898 through two world wars are indicative of his rejection of the dubious premise
that being a “gentleman” somehow counted for more than competence.The military commission
Winston Churchill sought as a matter of necessity was nothing less than a career path toward
separating himself from his contemporaries, whose entry into the ranks of the military had
mostly to do with social and class obligation. Churchill saw it entirely differently: A commission
was a stepping-stone to a political career.The Royal Military College (now called the Royal
Military Academy), located at Sandhurst both in Churchill’s time and in our own day, is Britain’s
training school for future officers. Sandhurst was created to remedy the abuses of the purchase
system and in response to the disastrous performance of the army during the early campaigns
of the French Revolutionary Wars in the 1790s. It was clear that a better means had to be
developed to train officers, and a cavalry officer, Maj. Gen. John Gaspard Le Marchant,
established the Royal Military College in 1800. What was called the Junior Department of the
College was formed in 1802—the same year that West Point was founded—in a converted
country house at Great Marlow, Berkshire. However, unlike West Point, where the course of



instruction is of four years’ duration, Sandhurst in Churchill’s day trained future officers during
three terms, over a period of sixteen months. In 1812 the college moved to its present site at
Sandhurst Park, Berkshire.The mission of Sandhurst in the 1890s was to train gentlemen cadets
to be junior army officers, and admission was based on the results of a competitive written
examination. Churchill’s appointment to Sandhurst was a struggle that he won only narrowly. He
first sat for the entrance examination in July 1892 and failed badly, scoring only 390th of 693
candidates. The minimum admission standard for the cavalry was 6,457 marks; Churchill’s score
was only 5,100. Welldon wrote frankly to him that “it is essential that in coming back to school
you should come resolved to work not only by fits & starts but with regular persistent industry…
all depends on yourself.”On January 10, 1893, shortly after he sat for the examination for the
second time, a spectacular accident occurred at his aunt’s estate when he deliberately jumped
off a bridge and attempted to slide down a fir tree to evade capture during “war games” with
other children. The accident might well have been his obituary or, at the very least, ended his
chances of attaining an army commission. Churchill grossly exaggerated the extent of his
accident, later claiming that he was unconscious for three days and ruptured a kidney (had he
actually ruptured one of his kidneys he would have bled internally and died, probably within the
hour).Lord Randolph, who was in Ireland at the time of the accident, hastened back to England
and summoned a surgeon to his son’s bedside. The injuries laid Churchill low until early March,
and the medical bills made a serious dent in the family’s already depleted pocketbook. Although
his parents’ extravagant lifestyle had by 1893 nearly bled them dry, they spared no expense
when either of their sons required the best available medical attention. “I was shocked and also
flattered to hear of the enormous fees they had paid,” Churchill wrote some years later.He
endured a painful two-month recuperation, and “for a year I looked at life round a corner.” Most of
his convalescence was spent with one of his favorite relatives, his aunt Lily, the Duchess of
Marlborough, who also had American roots and was another of his kindly relatives who both
encouraged and pampered Churchill, often helping out financially when his parents were
pinching pennies, which by 1893 was most of the time. His father’s friend and racing partner,
Lord Dunraven, drily summed up Churchill’s failed attempt at acrobatics: “I suppose boys will be
boys, but I see no necessity for them believing themselves to be birds or monkeys and acting as
such.” Whenever the untoward occurred Churchill’s lifelong tendency was to rationalize. In the
case of this foolishness he argued that the idea of jumping and “embracing” the top of a fir tree
was correct, “only the data were absolutely wrong.”To add insult to real injury, the results of his
recent examination bore no fruit; he had failed again. While Churchill did better, scoring 6,106
marks and ranking 203rd of 664 aspirants, it was still not good enough. Lord Randolph wrote
seeking Welldon’s advice and was told that if Winston was to have any reasonable chance of
passing he needed to be a sent to a “crammer.” Welldon recommended an elite school in West
London run by a former army officer, Capt. Walter H. James, who had had great success
preparing young men for the Sandhurst examination.When Churchill reported for remedial
instruction Captain James found the same lackadaisical attitude his other teachers had noted. At



one point Churchill insolently suggested to his new mentor that “his knowledge of history was
such that he did not want any more teaching in it.” James wrote to Randolph, “He is distinctly
inclined to be inattentive and to think too much of his abilities…. The boy has very many good
points in him but what he wants is very firm handling.” Captain James was neither the first nor
the last person to recognize that “handling” Winston Churchill was hopeless.On his third try, at
the end of June 1893, Churchill was at last successful—but not comfortably so. Although (not
surprisingly) he finished first in the mandatory history paper, his cumulative marks did not qualify
him for a future commission in the infantry, which was the elite arm of the British military. In fact
they were barely sufficient to meet the criteria for acceptance at Sandhurst as a cavalry
cadet.Churchill was not troubled by his failure to qualify for the infantry and indeed looked
forward to the more romantic and adventurous-sounding cavalry. Telegrams to various family
members expressed his elation. However, if Winston thought his father would be pleased with
his news, he misjudged badly. Lord Randolph was indignant and pelted his hapless son with
words that stung like hail. Winston, he thundered, had not finished high enough and was plainly
a failure. “The first extremely discreditable feature of your performance was missing the infantry,
for in that failure is demonstrated beyond refutation your slovenly happy go-lucky harum scarum
style of work for which you have always been distinguished at your different schools…. With all
the advantages you had, with the all abilities which you foolishly think yourself to possess…this
is the grand result that you come up with among the 2nd and 3rd rate who are only good for
commission in a cavalry regiment.”Lord Randolph concluded with a statement so hurtful that one
charitably hopes it had more to do with his deteriorating mental condition than his true feelings.
“Do not think,” he wrote, “I am going to take the trouble of writing to you long letters again on
these matters & you need not trouble to write any answer to this part of my letter, because I no
longer attach the slightest weight to anything you may say about your own acquirements &
exploits. Make this position indelibly impressed on your mind that if your conduct and action at
Sandhurst is similar to what it has been in the other establishments in which it has sought vainly
to impart to you some education, then my responsibility for you is over…. I am certain that if you
cannot prevent yourself from leading the idle useless unprofitable life you have had during your
schooldays…you will become a mere social wastrel one of the hundreds of the public school
failures, and you will degenerate into a shabby unhappy & futile existence.”Lord Randolph’s rage
was also manifested by the hit to his pocketbook of an additional two hundred pounds a year for
horses and their care. “As soon as possible I shall arrange your exchange into an infantry
regiment of the line.” The issue was soon resolved when Churchill was notified that he was being
admitted to Sandhurst under an infantry cadetship. Randolph fully expected that Winston would
become an infantry officer, and he died without ever learning that his rebellious son would
eventually spurn a more prestigious infantry commission and instead become a cavalry
officer.Although incapable of demonstrating affection for his elder son, Randolph nevertheless
was fearful that his future was bleak. Although exceptionally harsh and undoubtedly exacerbated
by his illness, his criticisms of his son were not entirely without merit. Although he was unwilling



to admit it, what grated was that his son clearly had ability but, for reasons he was unable to
understand satisfactorily, refused to use his gifts in a responsible manner. From his first
schooldays at Ascot Churchill had demonstrated a complete disdain for education except on his
own terms. When the spirit moved him he worked and studied hard; when it did not, which was
usually, his grades suffered accordingly. And while Lord Randolph may have questioned his
son’s brains, those who taught him knew that his abilities far exceeded his heretofore
underemployed talent. Nor could his father have possibly predicted his rebellious son’s
achievements and fame.Churchill’s reply was contrite and masked his shock and
disappointment at his father’s stern disapproval. “I am very sorry you are displeased with me….
[I] will try to modify your opinion of me by my work & conduct at Sandhurst.” Writing to his mother
he also concealed his feelings, noting that at Sandhurst “my fate is in my own hands & I have a
fresh start.”Lord Randolph used his friendship with the Duke of Cambridge, the commander in
chief of the British army, to have Winston commissioned in the Sixtieth Rifles (King’s Royal Rifle
Corps), one of the elite regiments of the British army, when he completed Sandhurst. As a result
Churchill entered Sandhurst at the beginning of September 1893 as an infantry cadet.As the son
of a famous politician Churchill was typical of the young men admitted to Sandhurst and
Woolwich who were public schoolboys from the “proper” social and economic backgrounds.
What made Sandhurst unique for Winston Churchill was that it represented the path to the
coveted commission he sought. For the first time in his life he took a genuine interest in his
education. Being there had a purpose and a goal—and for Churchill having a good reason to do
anything was paramount.The discipline was strict, the accommodations were spartan, and the
hours were long and tiring, but none of this seemed to bother him much. Not only did he have a
fresh start, but also “I was deeply interested in my work, especially Tactics and Fortification,” he
later recalled. In addition to learning the discipline of marching and drilling on the parade ground,
cadets were taught a variety of subjects including security; military law; army administration;
rudimentary map reading and drawing; how to construct various types of field fortifications, cut
railway lines, and blow up bridges; and gymnastics. His father helpfully enabled him to acquire a
small military library.Churchill had great enthusiasm for horses and horsemanship and spent a
great deal of the meager funds sent to him by his parents hiring horses at a nearby livery stable.
He became proficient at riding, a skill he would need to master as a cavalry officer. “Horses were
my greatest pleasure at Sandhurst,” he later wrote. He participated in steeplechases and point-
to-point events. For once father and son displayed evidence of a newfound intimacy. Lord
Randolph sent Winston to a riding school in order to help improve his skills, though his learning
was tempered by “biting the tan” (being thrown from his horse) on numerous occasions. In his
memoir Churchill advised his readers who were parents: “Don’t give your son money. As far as
you can afford it, give him horses.”During drill, however, he still had trouble distinguishing his left
foot from his right, and for a time was consigned to the “Awkward Squad,” which consisted of
remedial training for cadets who required “smartening up.” During his first year at Sandhurst,
Churchill’s examinations were satisfactory but placed him far from the top of his class. His



conduct was “good but unpunctual.” During the remainder of his course his marks and class
standing would improve dramatically, but he remained unashamedly “unpunctual.”Although
Churchill’s endurance had markedly improved, he required assistance after a mandatory three-
quarter-mile run with full field pack. “I am cursed with so feeble a body that I can hardly support
the fatigues of the day; but I suppose I shall get stronger during my stay here,” he lamented. Yet
the occasional bumps, bruises, and other assorted scrapes failed to dampen his newfound
enthusiasm: “One could feel oneself growing up almost every week.”With no source of funds to
support his education, Churchill relied on Lord Randolph to come to his assistance. Only later
did he learn of his parents’ severe financial straits. His father managed to send him ten pounds a
month, which usually met his needs at Sandhurst. Still, Churchill would also sometimes
approach his mother in his quest to augment his monthly stipend from Lord Randolph. Although
his appeals often worked, they also brought stern warnings from his mother to mend his
spendthrift ways or face being cut off.His father’s disapproval weighed heavily upon Churchill,
who wrote wistfully to Jennie: “I am awfully sorry that Papa does not approve of my letters. I take
a great deal of pains over them & often re-write entire pages. If I write a descriptive account of
my life here, I receive a hint from you that my style is too sententious & stilted. If on the other
hand I write a plain and excessively simple letter—it is put down as slovenly. I can never do
anything right.”Nevertheless for the first time his father seemed proud of his son’s achievements,
often praising him to his friends with Winston present. The problem was that privately Lord
Randolph still insisted on treating him as a child in need of constant reproof rather than as a
young adult about to make his own way. Despite the approval of Winston’s company officer, Lord
Randolph refused permission for his son to take what was called “unrestricted leave” from
Sandhurst during periods of free time, such as weekends, a status routinely granted most
cadets. Of his father’s refusal to trust him, and his constant faultfinding, Churchill wrote, “I
suppose I shall go on being treated as ‘that boy’ until I am 50 years old.”There is no better
example of Churchill’s fragile relationship with his father than an incident in 1894 involving a gold
pocket watch engraved with the Churchill coat of arms that had been presented to him by
Randolph. After it was damaged one day when another cadet ran into him as he was placing it in
a protective leather case, Churchill had the watch secretly repaired without telling his father of
the incident. However, not long afterward, to his utter dismay, the watch fell out of his pocket
while he was walking along the edge of a nearby pond and sank in six feet of water. He stripped
off his clothes and waded into the pond in an attempt to retrieve the watch. Faced with a choice
between hypothermia and leaving the watch, Churchill gave up, but he returned the following
day after securing permission from the commandant to do whatever it took to find the watch—
provided of course that he paid for it.If desperation is sometimes the mother of invention, what
he did next was a preview of Winston Churchill at his audacious best. Where others would have
simply written off the watch and faced the music, he “borrowed 23 men from the Infantry
Detachment—dug a new course for the stream—obtained the fire engine and pumped the pool
dry and so recovered the watch.” Unfortunately for Winston, Lord Randolph also happened to



visit the watchmaker a short time later and learned of both incidents. His condemnation was
swift. That Winston was “stupid” was the crux of it, but what must have hurt just as deeply was
his father’s reference to his brother, Jack, as one who never did “stupid things” and “is vastly
your superior.”Not all of Lord Randolph’s letters were censorious. A short time before he had
written to urge his son to buckle down. “Now is the time to work & work hard,” and “if you desire
to be thought smart & well trained & well informed about all the details of your profession you
should still keep up all your Sandhurst acquirements. Why do I write all this. Because when you
go into the army I wish you to make your one aim the ambition of rising in that profession by
showing to your officers superior military knowledge skill & instinct. This is all written in perfect
kindness to you. If I did not care about you I would not trouble to write long letters to
you.”Although Lord Randolph was adamant that his son join the Sixtieth Rifles, it was not long
after entering Sandhurst that Winston fell in love with the cavalry and its glamour and wanted no
part of becoming a mere foot soldier. About this time an old friend of the family, the commanding
officer of the Fourth Hussars, Col. John P. Brabazon, invited Churchill to Aldershot to dine in the
regimental mess. The occasion and the spectacle of twenty to thirty officers brilliantly dressed in
blue and gold uniforms so impressed him that his decision to join the cavalry became
irrevocable. “It was like a State banquet…an all-pervading air of glitter, affluence, ceremony and
veiled discipline.” Brabazon indicated that he would be pleased to have Churchill as a member of
his regiment when he was commissioned. Winston’s intention to spurn an infantry commission
displeased and embarrassed both Lord Randolph and the Duke of Cambridge. In a gesture of
goodwill the duke indicated he could still find a place for Winston in the Sixtieth Rifles.Although
he admired Brabazon as “one of the finest soldiers in the army,” Randolph grumbled that he “had
no business to go and turn that boy’s head about going into the 4th Hussars.” What Churchill’s
parents failed to recognize was their son’s growing independence; he was beginning to make his
own life decisions.His diligence paid off when he aced his exams and graduated in December
1894 with honors from Sandhurst, 8th in a class of 150 cadets. It had been, he wrote, “a hard but
happy experience…. I passed out of Sandhurst into the world. It opened like Aladdin’s Cave.” He
was now eligible to receive his commission from Queen Victoria.In 1894 Lord Randolph
Churchill became gravely ill with an unspecified condition that was widely believed to have been
complications from syphilis, but in recent years has been considered as more than likely a brain
tumor or some other neurological condition. In June, Winston was summoned home from
Sandhurst to see his father off on what was to be the longest of his numerous escapist journeys,
this one to take him around the world in a fruitless search in exotic places for an elixir that might
restore his failing health. In addition to Jennie, Randolph’s entourage included a family doctor;
his longtime manservant, Thomas Walden—and a lead casket, in the event of his death during
the trip. Lord Randolph was by this time a mere shadow of his former self: “His face looked
terribly haggard and worn with mental pain. He patted me on the knee in a gesture which
however simple was perfectly informing…. I never saw him again, except as a swiftly fading
shadow.”In late November, Lord Randolph’s condition worsened in India, then improved slightly



before again degenerating when they reached Egypt. His behavior ranged from bizarre to
outright insane. For Jennie the trip was a horrible ordeal. “He is quite unfit for society…you
cannot imagine anything more distracting & desperate than to watch it & see him as he is,” she
wrote to her sister Clara.None of Winston’s thirty-six letters sent to them during their journey was
answered. One, written on December 9, 1894, described how he was one of only fifteen cadets
in his class picked for what was called the Riding Examination, a stiff competition that included
jumping fences with and without stirrups or reins, jumping with the hands behind the back, and
other challenging tests of riding skills. The fifteen riders were reduced to a final four still in
contention for a coveted prize, one of whom was Churchill. The event was witnessed and judged
by a cavalry general and other senior cavalry officers from Aldershot. “I was wild with excitement
and rode I think better than I have ever done before but failed to win the prize by 1 mark being
2nd with 199 out of 200 marks. I am awfully pleased with the result, which in a place where
everyone rides means a great deal…. I hope you will be pleased.” It is doubtful that Churchill’s
letter recording his exemplary feat of horsemanship ever reached his ailing father.To the end he
remained the same cantankerous and certainly unhappy man he had become since his
ignominious fall from power. From the moment of Lord Randolph’s return to England on
Christmas Eve 1894 until his death at age forty-five on January 24, 1895, “the family awaited his
death with miserable resignation…[until] the numbing fingers of paralysis laid that weary brain to
rest.” Winston was asleep in a nearby neighbor’s home when he was summoned with the news
of his father’s passing. He ran through the snow to join his mother, devastated at the news. Lord
Randolph’s death seemed to galvanize young Churchill, and as Shane Leslie, who witnessed
the event, explains, “Winston emerged like a strong-willed being that had been hitherto a
caterpillar, and had now taken charge. He stood with a silent glare receiving the visits of his
father’s friends in the hall. Later it was whispered by nurses that he stood with his elbow against
his father’s coffin. This was as it should be for he had already decided to take his father under
biographical protection.”Churchill would write of his father’s death, “All my dreams of
comradeship with him, of entering Parliament at his side or in his support, were ended. There
remained for me only to pursue his aims, and vindicate his memory. This I have tried to do.” For
the remainder of his long life Winston would relentlessly chase—but never catch—the ghost of
his dead father.Lord Randolph Churchill was buried on a chilly winter day in the churchyard in
the village of Bladon, within sight of Blenheim, the estate he coveted but never owned. His son’s
description, written some years later, was of a “landscape brilliant with sunshine,” over which
“snow had spread like a glittering pall.”A memorial service was held in Westminster Abbey,
dutifully attended by members of the Conservative government, and by Randolph’s onetime
nemesis, Lord Salisbury. His son was determined that his father’s legacy (dubious as it actually
was) would not be forgotten, and that one day he would write the story of his life, a promise he
kept in 1906.An unfulfilled relationship with his son was not the only thing Lord Randolph
Churchill left behind in the wake of his death. His unpaid debts ravaged the inheritance left to his
family. What the creditors did not take, Jennie managed to consume through her profligate



spending. Winston candidly admitted to a cousin, “We are damned poor!” and some years later
observed that relative poverty had probably been fortunate. “Perhaps it was a very good thing
that we lost the Jerome millions. Suppose we had inherited them as Grandpa’s male heirs.
Where would we be now?…It was a good thing that we never had that money to spend on
yachts and horses, on gambling and women. Why by now we should have long reached the
gutters of Monte Carlo!” Indeed it obliged both Winston and Jack to fend for themselves and
become financially independent. Nevertheless in his own way Churchill carried on the family
tradition and was himself an incorrigible spender, living beyond his means for most of his life, his
writing his primary source of income, which was often insufficient to maintain his lifestyle.A week
after Lord Randolph’s burial Churchill forcefully declared his independence by persuading his
mother to telegraph Colonel Brabazon with a request that he be given a place in his regiment.
The colonel immediately gave his blessing, and correspondence between Jennie and the Duke
of Cambridge brought about the desired result: Churchill would be commissioned as a cavalry
officer.What Lord Randolph never lived to see was that his son’s future as a cavalry officer not
only was auspicious but would offer him opportunities to succeed in a manner that would hardly
have been possible had he become an infantry officer. Winston’s military training at Sandhurst
was rudimentary at best, and, as is true with any school, practical application of his profession
would soon become his best teacher. More important, the young man was now free to pursue
his own destiny.CHAPTER 3SANDHURSTNo one who was not a congenital idiot could avoid
passing thence into the Army.—MY EARLY LIFENo one who was not a congenital idiot could
avoid passing thence into the Army.—MY EARLY LIFETHE BRITISH EMPIRE INTO which
Winston Churchill was born in 1874 was at its zenith, eclipsing any in history. Lord Curzon called
it “the greatest force for good the world has ever seen.” The Union Jack flew from flagpoles
throughout Britain’s vast domain, which extended from the Middle East to the far corners of Asia,
North America, the Pacific, and South Africa—fully one-fifth of the world’s land area and one-
quarter of its population. The Royal Navy was the most powerful military force in the world, and
“Rule, Britannia” and the Rock of Gibraltar were far more than merely the mottoes and emblems
of Britain’s empire. The British army of Henry V’s archers was renowned, as were Wellington’s
legions, which ended the reign of Napoleon. Yet the era of Pax Britannica from 1815 to the
mid-1880s was one of almost constant warfare in the outposts of the empire. During this period
there were thirteen major colonial wars, ranging from the Opium Wars with China, the Indian
Mutiny, the Sikh wars, and the Zulu wars, to the legendary and costly Crimean War against
Russia. Niall Ferguson notes, “In all, there were seventy-two separate British military campaigns
in the course of Queen Victoria’s reign—more than one for every year of the so-called pax
Britannica.”Years later Churchill would not only become the principal believer in and protector of
Britain’s dwindling and increasingly irrelevant empire, but also the prime symbol of an
anachronism that was already on its deathbed in the wake of the worldwide nationalism that
followed World War I, and that expired with the creation of the independent states of India and
Pakistan in 1947.In his time membership in the fraternity of the officer corps was the exclusive



province of the British upper class. “Because they were the leisured class, they were also the
fighting class,” writes David Cannadine. They were “duty-bound and historically conditioned to
protect civil society from invasion and disruption. Honor and glory, courage and chivalry,
gallantry and loyalty, leadership and horsemanship were quintessential patrician attributes,
inculcated in the country house and learned on the hunting field.” That the officer corps was
recruited primarily from the upper classes had little or nothing to do with these officers’
qualifications to command men. Queen Victoria’s nephew the Duke of Cambridge once
observed that the British commander in chief “should be a gentleman first and an officer
second.” The Duke of Wellington proclaimed that “the best officers in the world” were gentlemen
of the upper classes. From the time of Waterloo, in fact, the British army had remained virtually
unchanged, its virtues, its tactics, and its traditions untouched.Britain was primarily a naval
power, and its relatively small army had never been on a level with those in Europe, where much
larger standing armies such as those of France were the norm. Bismarck was once asked what
he would do should the British army ever appear in Prussia; he was said to have replied that he
would “send a policeman and have it arrested.”Until 1870 commissions in the cavalry or infantry
were acquired by purchase. A candidate had to produce suitable evidence that he had attained
“the education of a gentleman.” To sustain a military career an officer not only had to possess
sufficient wealth but also had to come from the upper class. The sons of the wealthy were not
expected to work, and those who did not join the army often served in the Church of England or
went into politics. The British army did not provide pensions for retired officers; instead when an
officer retired he generally sold his commission. A field-grade officer (major or lieutenant
colonel) could finance his retirement by selling his commission for as much as ten thousand
pounds—the more prestigious the regiment, the higher the value of a commission.An officer had
to win the consent of the colonel commanding the regiment he wished to join and, perhaps most
important of all, “to produce a substantial sum which was both proof of his standing in society
and a bond for good behavior.” One of the primary weaknesses of the British officer system was
that, once commissioned, he remained entitled to serve in his chosen regiment forever, no
matter what his age or physical condition. The result was a fossilized system in which some
regiments were commanded by similarly fossilized officers, sometimes in their eighties, who
were nevertheless entitled to (and did) remain on active service or in command. Promotions
were based strictly on seniority within the regiment.All of this combined to produce an army in
which social standing, the proper connections, and wealth undermined merit and discouraged
the leadership qualities essential in any successful military force. This concept was the result of
generations of tradition relatively unchanged by time or the technology of war. To be successful
an officer need not be particularly well educated or possess a strong intellect; however, he was
expected to meet the standards of bravery, dedication, and leadership where it counted—on the
battlefield. Field Marshal Lord Wolseley, for example, distrusted officers who read too many
textbooks, once noting that he “hoped that the British officer would never ‘degenerate into a
bookworm.’” That the system managed to produce a great many effective and successful military



leaders such as Marlborough, Wellington, and Nelson was a tribute to the British character.It
was Nelson, in fact, who once declared that “you cannot be a good officer without being a
gentleman.” Two world wars would ensue before it was recognized that successful generalship
had nothing in common with an officer’s birthright. Even as late as World War II, officers who
attained high command but whose origins were in the lower or poorer elements of society were
disparaged. Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery was a perfect example of the absurd class
consciousness of the British military. In the elitist British army Montgomery was the ultimate
outsider, a black-sheep “colonial” in an exclusive old-boys’ club where one’s lineage and social
standing counted for more than one’s ability.Churchill’s towering ambition and ruthless climb up
the ladder of success hardly qualified him as a gentleman but in no way detracted from his
determination to succeed as an officer or his fascination with all things military and his
romanticized view of war. Later on his stormy relations with high-ranking officers from the time of
Omdurman in 1898 through two world wars are indicative of his rejection of the dubious premise
that being a “gentleman” somehow counted for more than competence.The military commission
Winston Churchill sought as a matter of necessity was nothing less than a career path toward
separating himself from his contemporaries, whose entry into the ranks of the military had
mostly to do with social and class obligation. Churchill saw it entirely differently: A commission
was a stepping-stone to a political career.The Royal Military College (now called the Royal
Military Academy), located at Sandhurst both in Churchill’s time and in our own day, is Britain’s
training school for future officers. Sandhurst was created to remedy the abuses of the purchase
system and in response to the disastrous performance of the army during the early campaigns
of the French Revolutionary Wars in the 1790s. It was clear that a better means had to be
developed to train officers, and a cavalry officer, Maj. Gen. John Gaspard Le Marchant,
established the Royal Military College in 1800. What was called the Junior Department of the
College was formed in 1802—the same year that West Point was founded—in a converted
country house at Great Marlow, Berkshire. However, unlike West Point, where the course of
instruction is of four years’ duration, Sandhurst in Churchill’s day trained future officers during
three terms, over a period of sixteen months. In 1812 the college moved to its present site at
Sandhurst Park, Berkshire.The mission of Sandhurst in the 1890s was to train gentlemen cadets
to be junior army officers, and admission was based on the results of a competitive written
examination. Churchill’s appointment to Sandhurst was a struggle that he won only narrowly. He
first sat for the entrance examination in July 1892 and failed badly, scoring only 390th of 693
candidates. The minimum admission standard for the cavalry was 6,457 marks; Churchill’s score
was only 5,100. Welldon wrote frankly to him that “it is essential that in coming back to school
you should come resolved to work not only by fits & starts but with regular persistent industry…
all depends on yourself.”On January 10, 1893, shortly after he sat for the examination for the
second time, a spectacular accident occurred at his aunt’s estate when he deliberately jumped
off a bridge and attempted to slide down a fir tree to evade capture during “war games” with
other children. The accident might well have been his obituary or, at the very least, ended his



chances of attaining an army commission. Churchill grossly exaggerated the extent of his
accident, later claiming that he was unconscious for three days and ruptured a kidney (had he
actually ruptured one of his kidneys he would have bled internally and died, probably within the
hour).Lord Randolph, who was in Ireland at the time of the accident, hastened back to England
and summoned a surgeon to his son’s bedside. The injuries laid Churchill low until early March,
and the medical bills made a serious dent in the family’s already depleted pocketbook. Although
his parents’ extravagant lifestyle had by 1893 nearly bled them dry, they spared no expense
when either of their sons required the best available medical attention. “I was shocked and also
flattered to hear of the enormous fees they had paid,” Churchill wrote some years later.He
endured a painful two-month recuperation, and “for a year I looked at life round a corner.” Most of
his convalescence was spent with one of his favorite relatives, his aunt Lily, the Duchess of
Marlborough, who also had American roots and was another of his kindly relatives who both
encouraged and pampered Churchill, often helping out financially when his parents were
pinching pennies, which by 1893 was most of the time. His father’s friend and racing partner,
Lord Dunraven, drily summed up Churchill’s failed attempt at acrobatics: “I suppose boys will be
boys, but I see no necessity for them believing themselves to be birds or monkeys and acting as
such.” Whenever the untoward occurred Churchill’s lifelong tendency was to rationalize. In the
case of this foolishness he argued that the idea of jumping and “embracing” the top of a fir tree
was correct, “only the data were absolutely wrong.”To add insult to real injury, the results of his
recent examination bore no fruit; he had failed again. While Churchill did better, scoring 6,106
marks and ranking 203rd of 664 aspirants, it was still not good enough. Lord Randolph wrote
seeking Welldon’s advice and was told that if Winston was to have any reasonable chance of
passing he needed to be a sent to a “crammer.” Welldon recommended an elite school in West
London run by a former army officer, Capt. Walter H. James, who had had great success
preparing young men for the Sandhurst examination.When Churchill reported for remedial
instruction Captain James found the same lackadaisical attitude his other teachers had noted. At
one point Churchill insolently suggested to his new mentor that “his knowledge of history was
such that he did not want any more teaching in it.” James wrote to Randolph, “He is distinctly
inclined to be inattentive and to think too much of his abilities…. The boy has very many good
points in him but what he wants is very firm handling.” Captain James was neither the first nor
the last person to recognize that “handling” Winston Churchill was hopeless.On his third try, at
the end of June 1893, Churchill was at last successful—but not comfortably so. Although (not
surprisingly) he finished first in the mandatory history paper, his cumulative marks did not qualify
him for a future commission in the infantry, which was the elite arm of the British military. In fact
they were barely sufficient to meet the criteria for acceptance at Sandhurst as a cavalry
cadet.Churchill was not troubled by his failure to qualify for the infantry and indeed looked
forward to the more romantic and adventurous-sounding cavalry. Telegrams to various family
members expressed his elation. However, if Winston thought his father would be pleased with
his news, he misjudged badly. Lord Randolph was indignant and pelted his hapless son with



words that stung like hail. Winston, he thundered, had not finished high enough and was plainly
a failure. “The first extremely discreditable feature of your performance was missing the infantry,
for in that failure is demonstrated beyond refutation your slovenly happy go-lucky harum scarum
style of work for which you have always been distinguished at your different schools…. With all
the advantages you had, with the all abilities which you foolishly think yourself to possess…this
is the grand result that you come up with among the 2nd and 3rd rate who are only good for
commission in a cavalry regiment.”Lord Randolph concluded with a statement so hurtful that one
charitably hopes it had more to do with his deteriorating mental condition than his true feelings.
“Do not think,” he wrote, “I am going to take the trouble of writing to you long letters again on
these matters & you need not trouble to write any answer to this part of my letter, because I no
longer attach the slightest weight to anything you may say about your own acquirements &
exploits. Make this position indelibly impressed on your mind that if your conduct and action at
Sandhurst is similar to what it has been in the other establishments in which it has sought vainly
to impart to you some education, then my responsibility for you is over…. I am certain that if you
cannot prevent yourself from leading the idle useless unprofitable life you have had during your
schooldays…you will become a mere social wastrel one of the hundreds of the public school
failures, and you will degenerate into a shabby unhappy & futile existence.”Lord Randolph’s rage
was also manifested by the hit to his pocketbook of an additional two hundred pounds a year for
horses and their care. “As soon as possible I shall arrange your exchange into an infantry
regiment of the line.” The issue was soon resolved when Churchill was notified that he was being
admitted to Sandhurst under an infantry cadetship. Randolph fully expected that Winston would
become an infantry officer, and he died without ever learning that his rebellious son would
eventually spurn a more prestigious infantry commission and instead become a cavalry
officer.Although incapable of demonstrating affection for his elder son, Randolph nevertheless
was fearful that his future was bleak. Although exceptionally harsh and undoubtedly exacerbated
by his illness, his criticisms of his son were not entirely without merit. Although he was unwilling
to admit it, what grated was that his son clearly had ability but, for reasons he was unable to
understand satisfactorily, refused to use his gifts in a responsible manner. From his first
schooldays at Ascot Churchill had demonstrated a complete disdain for education except on his
own terms. When the spirit moved him he worked and studied hard; when it did not, which was
usually, his grades suffered accordingly. And while Lord Randolph may have questioned his
son’s brains, those who taught him knew that his abilities far exceeded his heretofore
underemployed talent. Nor could his father have possibly predicted his rebellious son’s
achievements and fame.Churchill’s reply was contrite and masked his shock and
disappointment at his father’s stern disapproval. “I am very sorry you are displeased with me….
[I] will try to modify your opinion of me by my work & conduct at Sandhurst.” Writing to his mother
he also concealed his feelings, noting that at Sandhurst “my fate is in my own hands & I have a
fresh start.”Lord Randolph used his friendship with the Duke of Cambridge, the commander in
chief of the British army, to have Winston commissioned in the Sixtieth Rifles (King’s Royal Rifle



Corps), one of the elite regiments of the British army, when he completed Sandhurst. As a result
Churchill entered Sandhurst at the beginning of September 1893 as an infantry cadet.As the son
of a famous politician Churchill was typical of the young men admitted to Sandhurst and
Woolwich who were public schoolboys from the “proper” social and economic backgrounds.
What made Sandhurst unique for Winston Churchill was that it represented the path to the
coveted commission he sought. For the first time in his life he took a genuine interest in his
education. Being there had a purpose and a goal—and for Churchill having a good reason to do
anything was paramount.The discipline was strict, the accommodations were spartan, and the
hours were long and tiring, but none of this seemed to bother him much. Not only did he have a
fresh start, but also “I was deeply interested in my work, especially Tactics and Fortification,” he
later recalled. In addition to learning the discipline of marching and drilling on the parade ground,
cadets were taught a variety of subjects including security; military law; army administration;
rudimentary map reading and drawing; how to construct various types of field fortifications, cut
railway lines, and blow up bridges; and gymnastics. His father helpfully enabled him to acquire a
small military library.Churchill had great enthusiasm for horses and horsemanship and spent a
great deal of the meager funds sent to him by his parents hiring horses at a nearby livery stable.
He became proficient at riding, a skill he would need to master as a cavalry officer. “Horses were
my greatest pleasure at Sandhurst,” he later wrote. He participated in steeplechases and point-
to-point events. For once father and son displayed evidence of a newfound intimacy. Lord
Randolph sent Winston to a riding school in order to help improve his skills, though his learning
was tempered by “biting the tan” (being thrown from his horse) on numerous occasions. In his
memoir Churchill advised his readers who were parents: “Don’t give your son money. As far as
you can afford it, give him horses.”During drill, however, he still had trouble distinguishing his left
foot from his right, and for a time was consigned to the “Awkward Squad,” which consisted of
remedial training for cadets who required “smartening up.” During his first year at Sandhurst,
Churchill’s examinations were satisfactory but placed him far from the top of his class. His
conduct was “good but unpunctual.” During the remainder of his course his marks and class
standing would improve dramatically, but he remained unashamedly “unpunctual.”Although
Churchill’s endurance had markedly improved, he required assistance after a mandatory three-
quarter-mile run with full field pack. “I am cursed with so feeble a body that I can hardly support
the fatigues of the day; but I suppose I shall get stronger during my stay here,” he lamented. Yet
the occasional bumps, bruises, and other assorted scrapes failed to dampen his newfound
enthusiasm: “One could feel oneself growing up almost every week.”With no source of funds to
support his education, Churchill relied on Lord Randolph to come to his assistance. Only later
did he learn of his parents’ severe financial straits. His father managed to send him ten pounds a
month, which usually met his needs at Sandhurst. Still, Churchill would also sometimes
approach his mother in his quest to augment his monthly stipend from Lord Randolph. Although
his appeals often worked, they also brought stern warnings from his mother to mend his
spendthrift ways or face being cut off.His father’s disapproval weighed heavily upon Churchill,



who wrote wistfully to Jennie: “I am awfully sorry that Papa does not approve of my letters. I take
a great deal of pains over them & often re-write entire pages. If I write a descriptive account of
my life here, I receive a hint from you that my style is too sententious & stilted. If on the other
hand I write a plain and excessively simple letter—it is put down as slovenly. I can never do
anything right.”Nevertheless for the first time his father seemed proud of his son’s achievements,
often praising him to his friends with Winston present. The problem was that privately Lord
Randolph still insisted on treating him as a child in need of constant reproof rather than as a
young adult about to make his own way. Despite the approval of Winston’s company officer, Lord
Randolph refused permission for his son to take what was called “unrestricted leave” from
Sandhurst during periods of free time, such as weekends, a status routinely granted most
cadets. Of his father’s refusal to trust him, and his constant faultfinding, Churchill wrote, “I
suppose I shall go on being treated as ‘that boy’ until I am 50 years old.”There is no better
example of Churchill’s fragile relationship with his father than an incident in 1894 involving a gold
pocket watch engraved with the Churchill coat of arms that had been presented to him by
Randolph. After it was damaged one day when another cadet ran into him as he was placing it in
a protective leather case, Churchill had the watch secretly repaired without telling his father of
the incident. However, not long afterward, to his utter dismay, the watch fell out of his pocket
while he was walking along the edge of a nearby pond and sank in six feet of water. He stripped
off his clothes and waded into the pond in an attempt to retrieve the watch. Faced with a choice
between hypothermia and leaving the watch, Churchill gave up, but he returned the following
day after securing permission from the commandant to do whatever it took to find the watch—
provided of course that he paid for it.If desperation is sometimes the mother of invention, what
he did next was a preview of Winston Churchill at his audacious best. Where others would have
simply written off the watch and faced the music, he “borrowed 23 men from the Infantry
Detachment—dug a new course for the stream—obtained the fire engine and pumped the pool
dry and so recovered the watch.” Unfortunately for Winston, Lord Randolph also happened to
visit the watchmaker a short time later and learned of both incidents. His condemnation was
swift. That Winston was “stupid” was the crux of it, but what must have hurt just as deeply was
his father’s reference to his brother, Jack, as one who never did “stupid things” and “is vastly
your superior.”Not all of Lord Randolph’s letters were censorious. A short time before he had
written to urge his son to buckle down. “Now is the time to work & work hard,” and “if you desire
to be thought smart & well trained & well informed about all the details of your profession you
should still keep up all your Sandhurst acquirements. Why do I write all this. Because when you
go into the army I wish you to make your one aim the ambition of rising in that profession by
showing to your officers superior military knowledge skill & instinct. This is all written in perfect
kindness to you. If I did not care about you I would not trouble to write long letters to
you.”Although Lord Randolph was adamant that his son join the Sixtieth Rifles, it was not long
after entering Sandhurst that Winston fell in love with the cavalry and its glamour and wanted no
part of becoming a mere foot soldier. About this time an old friend of the family, the commanding



officer of the Fourth Hussars, Col. John P. Brabazon, invited Churchill to Aldershot to dine in the
regimental mess. The occasion and the spectacle of twenty to thirty officers brilliantly dressed in
blue and gold uniforms so impressed him that his decision to join the cavalry became
irrevocable. “It was like a State banquet…an all-pervading air of glitter, affluence, ceremony and
veiled discipline.” Brabazon indicated that he would be pleased to have Churchill as a member of
his regiment when he was commissioned. Winston’s intention to spurn an infantry commission
displeased and embarrassed both Lord Randolph and the Duke of Cambridge. In a gesture of
goodwill the duke indicated he could still find a place for Winston in the Sixtieth Rifles.Although
he admired Brabazon as “one of the finest soldiers in the army,” Randolph grumbled that he “had
no business to go and turn that boy’s head about going into the 4th Hussars.” What Churchill’s
parents failed to recognize was their son’s growing independence; he was beginning to make his
own life decisions.His diligence paid off when he aced his exams and graduated in December
1894 with honors from Sandhurst, 8th in a class of 150 cadets. It had been, he wrote, “a hard but
happy experience…. I passed out of Sandhurst into the world. It opened like Aladdin’s Cave.” He
was now eligible to receive his commission from Queen Victoria.In 1894 Lord Randolph
Churchill became gravely ill with an unspecified condition that was widely believed to have been
complications from syphilis, but in recent years has been considered as more than likely a brain
tumor or some other neurological condition. In June, Winston was summoned home from
Sandhurst to see his father off on what was to be the longest of his numerous escapist journeys,
this one to take him around the world in a fruitless search in exotic places for an elixir that might
restore his failing health. In addition to Jennie, Randolph’s entourage included a family doctor;
his longtime manservant, Thomas Walden—and a lead casket, in the event of his death during
the trip. Lord Randolph was by this time a mere shadow of his former self: “His face looked
terribly haggard and worn with mental pain. He patted me on the knee in a gesture which
however simple was perfectly informing…. I never saw him again, except as a swiftly fading
shadow.”In late November, Lord Randolph’s condition worsened in India, then improved slightly
before again degenerating when they reached Egypt. His behavior ranged from bizarre to
outright insane. For Jennie the trip was a horrible ordeal. “He is quite unfit for society…you
cannot imagine anything more distracting & desperate than to watch it & see him as he is,” she
wrote to her sister Clara.None of Winston’s thirty-six letters sent to them during their journey was
answered. One, written on December 9, 1894, described how he was one of only fifteen cadets
in his class picked for what was called the Riding Examination, a stiff competition that included
jumping fences with and without stirrups or reins, jumping with the hands behind the back, and
other challenging tests of riding skills. The fifteen riders were reduced to a final four still in
contention for a coveted prize, one of whom was Churchill. The event was witnessed and judged
by a cavalry general and other senior cavalry officers from Aldershot. “I was wild with excitement
and rode I think better than I have ever done before but failed to win the prize by 1 mark being
2nd with 199 out of 200 marks. I am awfully pleased with the result, which in a place where
everyone rides means a great deal…. I hope you will be pleased.” It is doubtful that Churchill’s



letter recording his exemplary feat of horsemanship ever reached his ailing father.To the end he
remained the same cantankerous and certainly unhappy man he had become since his
ignominious fall from power. From the moment of Lord Randolph’s return to England on
Christmas Eve 1894 until his death at age forty-five on January 24, 1895, “the family awaited his
death with miserable resignation…[until] the numbing fingers of paralysis laid that weary brain to
rest.” Winston was asleep in a nearby neighbor’s home when he was summoned with the news
of his father’s passing. He ran through the snow to join his mother, devastated at the news. Lord
Randolph’s death seemed to galvanize young Churchill, and as Shane Leslie, who witnessed
the event, explains, “Winston emerged like a strong-willed being that had been hitherto a
caterpillar, and had now taken charge. He stood with a silent glare receiving the visits of his
father’s friends in the hall. Later it was whispered by nurses that he stood with his elbow against
his father’s coffin. This was as it should be for he had already decided to take his father under
biographical protection.”Churchill would write of his father’s death, “All my dreams of
comradeship with him, of entering Parliament at his side or in his support, were ended. There
remained for me only to pursue his aims, and vindicate his memory. This I have tried to do.” For
the remainder of his long life Winston would relentlessly chase—but never catch—the ghost of
his dead father.Lord Randolph Churchill was buried on a chilly winter day in the churchyard in
the village of Bladon, within sight of Blenheim, the estate he coveted but never owned. His son’s
description, written some years later, was of a “landscape brilliant with sunshine,” over which
“snow had spread like a glittering pall.”A memorial service was held in Westminster Abbey,
dutifully attended by members of the Conservative government, and by Randolph’s onetime
nemesis, Lord Salisbury. His son was determined that his father’s legacy (dubious as it actually
was) would not be forgotten, and that one day he would write the story of his life, a promise he
kept in 1906.An unfulfilled relationship with his son was not the only thing Lord Randolph
Churchill left behind in the wake of his death. His unpaid debts ravaged the inheritance left to his
family. What the creditors did not take, Jennie managed to consume through her profligate
spending. Winston candidly admitted to a cousin, “We are damned poor!” and some years later
observed that relative poverty had probably been fortunate. “Perhaps it was a very good thing
that we lost the Jerome millions. Suppose we had inherited them as Grandpa’s male heirs.
Where would we be now?…It was a good thing that we never had that money to spend on
yachts and horses, on gambling and women. Why by now we should have long reached the
gutters of Monte Carlo!” Indeed it obliged both Winston and Jack to fend for themselves and
become financially independent. Nevertheless in his own way Churchill carried on the family
tradition and was himself an incorrigible spender, living beyond his means for most of his life, his
writing his primary source of income, which was often insufficient to maintain his lifestyle.A week
after Lord Randolph’s burial Churchill forcefully declared his independence by persuading his
mother to telegraph Colonel Brabazon with a request that he be given a place in his regiment.
The colonel immediately gave his blessing, and correspondence between Jennie and the Duke
of Cambridge brought about the desired result: Churchill would be commissioned as a cavalry



officer.What Lord Randolph never lived to see was that his son’s future as a cavalry officer not
only was auspicious but would offer him opportunities to succeed in a manner that would hardly
have been possible had he become an infantry officer. Winston’s military training at Sandhurst
was rudimentary at best, and, as is true with any school, practical application of his profession
would soon become his best teacher. More important, the young man was now free to pursue
his own destiny.CHAPTER 4A YOUNG MAN ON THE MAKE: THE FOURTH QUEEN’S OWN
HUSSARSWinston Leonard Spencer Churchill, GentlemanSecond Lieutenant, Land Forces.—
BY HER MAJESTY’S COMMANDON FEBRUARY 14, 1895, the newly minted second lieutenant
Winston S. Churchill reported to the army barracks at Aldershot, Surrey, for duty with his new
regiment, the Fourth Queen’s Own Hussars. His long-coveted commission from Queen Victoria
arrived six days later and formalized his entry into the army.Officially a “gentleman” by virtue of
his commission, Churchill was expected to live by a convoluted gentleman’s code. Among the
unwritten provisions was the obligation to pay one’s gambling debts without delay, although
other debts might often remain unpaid with impunity. Thus, six years after he was commissioned
Churchill had inexcusably failed to pay his tailor for his uniforms. The fact that Churchill was a
“gentleman” by royal decree did not necessarily make it so. In fact, the young man who stumbled
into adulthood from a stormy and rebellious childhood was hardly admirable in any respect.
Virtually friendless and exceedingly self-absorbed, Churchill fully merits the observation by the
biographer Richard Holmes that a close study of his letters to his mother, to whom he frequently
made outrageous demands during this period of his life, reveals a very disagreeable
personality.The British army of 1895 had not participated in a major war since the Crimean
debacle of 1854, the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava, the last great cavalry action. It
seemed to Churchill that he had joined the army at the wrong time; he had no way of knowing
that within the space of five years he would participate in a sufficient number of wars to satisfy
even the most ardent adventurer.The heart and soul of the British army was its regiments, each
with a cherished battle history carved into its identity like engraving in a stone. Regiments
consisted of a variable number of battalions and companies. In 1895 the British army consisted
of 225,000 men, organized into 140 battalions. Fewer than 17,000 were cavalrymen assigned to
one of the army’s twenty-eight cavalry regiments. At any one time more than half the army was
based overseas.Tradition was the bond that drew men like Churchill to its ranks. Tradition meant
past glories won in exotic places, and none were greater than those of a handful of regiments
that symbolized the battles of fame, and sometimes infamy, in defense of the British Empire.
John Keegan has noted that regiments were (and still are) like tribes, and “regimental loyalty
was the touchstone of their lives. A personal difference might be forgiven the next day. A slur on
the regiment would never be forgotten, indeed would never be uttered.” For all practical
purposes the British regiment was a separate world.The Fourth Queen’s Own Hussars was a
light cavalry regiment that possessed one of the army’s finest pedigrees, a lineage dating to
1685, and battles fought in the far corners of the empire, from the Peninsula to Balaklava,
Sevastopol, and Afghanistan. In 1893 it had been relocated from Ireland to the Aldershot



garrison. Colonel Brabazon, its dashing commander, was a veteran of the Afghan wars of 1878
and 1879, and the very embodiment of how a professional soldier should look and act. His
inability (whether real or affected was never clear) to pronounce the letter r made Churchill feel
more comfortable with his own speech impediment. The Fourth Hussars offered Churchill the
excitement of being a cavalry officer and the expectation of one day becoming a warrior in his
own right in some far-flung corner of the empire.Junior lieutenants begin their military careers at
the very bottom of the chain of command, and are paid and treated accordingly. Pay was
abysmal and dated from rates established in 1806, in which subalterns like Churchill received
annual pay as absurdly austere as ninety-five pounds. (Clerks in the War Office were paid nearly
twice as much.) Outside income was not only essential but also expected. By the time Churchill
was commissioned, pay was approximately £150 per annum, whereas £650 was deemed the
bare minimum to maintain the standard of living expected of a regimental cavalry officer. As a
graduation present from Sandhurst, Aunt Lily presented him with a typewriter, and her husband,
Lord Beresford, arranged for his first charger (a horse trained to go into battle in a cavalry charge
with the rider using one hand on the reins and holding a sword or pistol in the other). It was a
start, but significantly greater expenses remained if Churchill was to enjoy the lifestyle of an
officer and meet a cavalryman’s requirement to purchase a minimum of one charger, three polo
ponies, and two hunter-jumpers. In addition officers were obliged to furnish their own quarters,
and meet other expenses consistent with their status.Of greater significance than one’s finances
were the complex challenges that came with an officer’s commission. To be effective he had not
only to become militarily proficient but also—and this was the hard part—to earn the respect of
those under whom he served as well as those whom he commanded. Although authority is
conferred by virtue of a commission, respect is earned. To be rated “not good with soldiers” was
the ultimate condemnation.New officers were required to complete a basic training program of
six months’ duration, the same instruction given to enlisted soldiers. Because officers were
expected to be leaders, their training required both mastering the basic facets of soldiering and
at the same time setting a proper example for their men.The regimental riding master was a
particularly ill-tempered tyrannical major nicknamed “Jocko,” an unsparingly tough taskmaster
who seemed to relish publicly ridiculing the slightest mistake by one his charges, particularly if
the offender happened to be an officer. Although an officer and a gentleman by royal decree,
Churchill in Jocko’s eyes was merely a raw, untrained recruit who had to be taught the ways of
cavalry drill. He was among the victims of Jocko’s sharp tongue and later ruefully recalled that it
was rather difficult to maintain one’s dignity while sprawled in the dirt after falling off a horse
during a mounting and-dismounting drill. “Many a time did I pick myself up shaken and sore from
the riding-school tan and don again my little gold braided pork-pie cap…with what appearance
of dignity I could command, while twenty recruits grinned furtively but delightedly.” When he tore
a muscle in his thigh he could not admit it—the prospect of enduring Jocko’s public scorn was
sufficient incentive to fight through the discomfort. Churchill was unaccustomed to mutely
accepting criticism or abuse from anyone, but in Jocko he met his match, and for once he wisely



kept his own counsel.New officers also had to acquire certain skills before being pronounced
qualified for regimental service. The daily routine of garrison duty in peacetime lacked
excitement. A typical day at the Aldershot garrison began with breakfast in bed (which years
later would become one of Churchill’s trademarks), followed by a grueling two hours of riding
school, care and grooming of the horses, and private-practice carbine exercises with a sergeant,
which would enable him to catch up with training already under way.The afternoon was taken up
with drill—which Churchill loathed—followed by hot baths to ease the aches and pains from
riding. Evenings were spent in the mess socializing and playing various card games, at which he
did not excel. Whatever he did not excel at he dismissed as boring or pointless. Riding school
normally was twelve months long, but Churchill’s skills were better than average, and he was
advised that three months would be adequate. He was soon playing polo and steeplechasing
(against his mother’s wishes), and escaped serious injury in March 1895 when he was thrown,
nearly breaking a leg.His primary challenge, however, remained finding sufficient funds to meet
his obligations as an officer. As if that were not enough, his mother’s escalating debts would
soon entangle her sons, who felt obliged to come to her aid. His money woes notwithstanding,
Churchill was enamored of his new existence, which, despite its austerity, “was a gay and lordly
life that now opened upon me.” He loved the pomp and pageantry for which the British are so
noted. While he was still a cadet at Sandhurst, Queen Victoria traveled to Aldershot in May 1894
for a gala parade in her honor. The entire twenty-five-thousand-man garrison was assembled,
resplendent in their colorful dress uniforms of blues, reds, and gold, swords glittering in the
sunlight. Churchill was part of a Sandhurst honor guard, and the occasion made a tremendous
impression.While his life revolved around the army, Churchill was already studying politics and
politicians with a keen eye and forming ideas. He was a young man of infinite ambition, and it
was clear that he never intended to make a career of military service, particularly when it was
thought that war was unlikely. His military obligation was for four years, and as he wrote to his
mother, “four years of healthy and pleasant exercise, combined with both responsibility &
discipline can do no harm to me—but rather good. The more I see of soldiering the more I like it,
but the more I feel convinced it is not my métier. Well, we shall see.”Churchill’s military service
reinforced a romanticized view of war and soldiering. Even after personally experiencing the
horrors of Omdurman and World War I, he never lost his love of all things military and his
nostalgia for the battlefield as a place where men proved themselves in the deadly but
honorable business of combat.Thirty-five years later he would still sing the praises of the “thrill
and the charm” in the “glittering jingle” of a squadron of cavalrymen maneuvering in
synchronized formation, while bemoaning the fact that war by then had turned impersonal,
greedy, and base with the advent of the airplane, the machine gun, and artillery, all of which
could kill indiscriminately. “The Dragoon, the Lancer and above all, as we believed, the Hussar,
still claimed their time-honored place upon the battlefield. War, which used to be cruel and
magnificent, has now become cruel and squalid.” Churchill’s idea of war was to assemble the
warring parties in a venue similar to that of the Olympic Games and settle the problem in an



honorable, civilized manner. War, he believed, should not be left in the hands of incompetent
politicians and amateurs who, he pointedly noted, “reduced it to a mere disgusting matter of
Men, Money and Machinery.”With the British army consisting of only a single corps in 1895,
Churchill was not alone in believing that never again would it engage in a European conflict.
Looking back at his early years in the army, Churchill in 1930 was disillusioned that the values
and expectations he possessed as a young officer had all been shattered. “Everything I was
sure or taught to be sure was impossible, has happened,” he pensively wrote. His education as
the future warlord of his nation had begun with the belief that his warrior skills would never be put
to the test. What neither Churchill nor anyone else could foresee in the 1890s was that, despite
the usual minor clashes in out-of-the-way places, Britain’s almost unprecedented period of
peace was swiftly coming to an end. The final years of the nineteenth century and the early
years of the twentieth would see war on a scale no one would have believed possible.In early
July 1895 Churchill suffered a shattering blow with the death from peritonitis at the age of sixty-
two of his beloved nanny, Mrs. Everest. He had been to visit her shortly before her death. “She
was delighted to see me…and I think my coming made her die happy,” he sorrowfully told his
mother. “I shall never know such a friend again…. I feel very low—and find that I never realised
how much poor old Woom was to me.” She had been let go by Lord Randolph in the autumn of
1891 primarily because Jack, at the age of eleven, had no further need of a nanny. Winston
protested in vain, but perhaps because of her long service to the Churchills, his grandmother,
Fanny, the dowager Duchess of Marlborough, hired her. The following summer Lord and Lady
Randolph paid the price for their years of profligate spending and were compelled to give up not
only their home in Connaught Place but in October 1892 the country estate at Banstead, and
move in with Fanny in nearby Grosvenor Square.In October 1893 Fanny discharged Mrs.
Everest, provoking outrage from Winston, who wrote to his mother protesting the shabby
manner in which she had been dismissed by a terse letter and without final wages. His protests
fell upon deaf ears; his mother had never bonded with her son’s nanny, a common phenomenon
with such relationships in the British upper classes. Although Jennie made no effort to intervene
on Mrs. Everest’s behalf with her mother-in-law, Lord Randolph arranged for a small monthly
stipend to be sent to the otherwise impoverished Mrs. Everest. In his study of Churchill’s
character, Richard Holmes suggests, “It did not occur to him to moderate his own financial
demands in return for a small continuing payment to the woman he claimed to love so much.”To
her death she had been the rock of Winston’s life, the one steadfast constant he could always
count for love and caring, for moral support, and for understanding him as his parents never did.
Throughout their long relationship Churchill had always been her “darling precious boy.” Winston
and Jack paid for Mrs. Everest’s headstone and attended her burial, and for a number of years
thereafter Churchill paid a florist to maintain the grave. “Until the end of his life her photograph
hung in his room,” and as Shane Leslie has remarked, “England may be grateful to that dear and
dutiful woman.”In the peacetime British army the year was broken into a seven-month period of
training and a winter season of five months, during which officers were granted two and one-half



months of unrestricted leave to do as they pleased. Garrison duty had already become boring
and clearly failed to suffice for Churchill’s needs. With no extra funds for extracurricular activities
such as hunting, a de rigueur endeavor for any self-respecting officer, he was determined to
make good use of his first year’s leave in the winter of 1895–96 and cast about for someplace he
could indulge his thirst for adventure. Seeking out a war was a highly acceptable alternative. One
of the few places where there was conflict that year was Cuba, where rebels were fighting a
lengthy guerrilla war with the Spaniards.Determined to get to Cuba, Churchill used family
connections to write to an old friend of his father, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, the British
ambassador to Spain, who was happy to oblige and not only arranged for the necessary
permissions but paved the way for him to be warmly received in Havana by the Spanish
authorities. He also embarked on his first journalism assignment by persuading a London
newspaper, the Daily Graphic, to pay him the sum of five guineas each for letters from Cuba
about the war.It was the first of many occasions when Winston Churchill engaged in the practice
of “doing business with the people at the top.” He was also recruited by the director of military
intelligence to collect statistics and information, and given maps and background on the
situation in Cuba. However the request may have been phrased, Churchill and his companion,
Reginald Barnes, an officer from his regiment and a future division commander in France in
World War I, were acting as spies.Churchill and Barnes traveled to Cuba via New York in
November 1895 aboard a Cunard Royal Mail steamship. His first observations of America and
Americans was curious. Americans, he wrote to Jack, were good-hearted, crude, strong, lusty,
and charming, but American journalism was “vulgarity divested of truth. Their best papers write
for a class of snotty housemaids and footmen…mind you, that vulgarity is a sign of strength…
which may well be the envy of older nations of the earth.”The two officers were given a private
tour of the cruiser New York. Churchill wrote that its sailors “impressed me more than the ship
itself, for while any nation can build a battleship—it is the monopoly of the Anglo-Saxon race to
breed good seamen.” He was also taken on a tour of the U.S.Military Academy at West Point and
was shocked by the rigid discipline, calling it “positively disgraceful.” Given Churchill’s own
rebellious nature toward authority, this view was not altogether surprising. Those who give up
their personal liberty, as the cadets at West Point are obliged to do, “can never make good
citizens or fine soldiers,” he complained. His conclusion was enigmatic: “A child who rebels
against that sort of control should be whipped—so should a man who does not rebel.”Churchill
and Barnes arrived in the Spanish colony of Cuba on November 20. The island had been the
scene of unrest off and on for most of the nineteenth century. When insurrection erupted anew in
1895, Spain sent a seven-thousand-man expeditionary force to suppress the rebellion. However,
all attempts had failed, and by the time Churchill arrived, there was open support in both Britain
and the United States for the rebels.Churchill had never so much as heard a shot fired in anger,
and his idealism and belief in the sanctity of war were untested. “From very early youth I had
brooded about soldiers and war, and often I had imagined in dreams and day-dreams the
sensations attendant upon being for the first time under fire. It seemed to my youthful mind that it



must be a thrilling and immense experience to hear the whistle of bullets all around and to play
at hazard from moment to moment with death and wounds.”His first glimpse of Cuba inflamed
his romanticism. “I felt as if I sailed with Captain Silver and first gazed on Treasure Island,” he
wrote. “Here was a place where real things were going on…a scene of vital action…. Here I
might leave my bones.” However, as he later admitted, his musings were detached, given the
arrival of breakfast and “the hurry of disembarkation.”The two young officers wasted no time in
journeying by armored train to eastern Cuba, where sporadic fighting was taking place. In
contrast to the exotic grandeur of Havana, this was “a forsaken place,” largely jungle, unspoiled
vistas, and incredible heat and humidity, where “smallpox and yellow fever are rife.” What they
found was a messy guerrilla war that had no front, no battle lines, and none of the glory or
spectacle Churchill had imagined war to be. While there was lots of shooting (though with few
casualties), the “war” consisted largely of a ragtag rebel force conducting ambushes, attacking
rail lines and trains, but avoiding all-out conflict with the heavily manned and armed Spaniards in
battles they could not win.Churchill and Barnes were warmly received by the Spanish
commander, Gen. Álvaro Suárez Valdés, who entertained them in his mess and proclaimed it an
honor to have two English officers accompanying him on a two-week march with a force of
nearly four thousand Spanish troops deep into Cuba’s interior in search of the rebels. The two
Englishmen were provided with horses and accorded the same amenities as a Spanish officer.
Communication with their hosts was by means of “execrable French.” What little they saw of the
Cuban insurgency was only from the perspective of the Spaniards and taught them very little
about the nature of war, other than as an example of futility. It seemed as if they were chasing
ghosts who would fleetingly appear from time to time but never long enough to pin
down.Churchill’s twenty-first birthday was an auspicious occasion, when “for the first time I
heard shots fired in anger and heard bullets strike flesh or whistle through the air.” Dressed in
uniforms unsuitable for the humid jungle, Churchill and Barnes were accompanying a search
party when rebels began taking potshots. The only casualty was a horse behind him, which was
mortally wounded by a bullet Churchill thought passed within a foot of his head and therefore
qualified him as having been “under fire.” He also observed the horse die a painful death from a
bullet that might well have ended his own life. He would later recall that, as a result of the
experience, “I began to take a more thoughtful view of our enterprise than I had hitherto
done.”Although both men were noncombatants in a godforsaken place, chasing phantoms, they
were nevertheless in harm’s way, devoutly hoping not to be killed or wounded. Churchill saw
himself the envy of his colleagues, and while charging off into the jungles of an island thousands
of miles from Britain was admittedly irrational, “there were very few subalterns in the British Army
who would not have given a month’s pay to sit in our saddles.” In this regard he was no different
from other young men for whom the thrill of adventure far outweighs consideration for their
safety or their lives.Before they left Cuba the two men were decorated with the Spanish Red
Cross (a medal given only to officers) for their service there, but once back in England they were
informed by the War Office that under no circumstances were they to wear the medal. While the



army was quite prepared for its peacetime officers to seek out risky ventures like Cuba, it was
hardly willing to call formal attention to that fact.Churchill’s participation with the Spaniards drew
condemnation in both the United States and Britain. In the first of what would be countless future
occurrences, he became a controversial figure in British public life. His dispatches made public
the fact that he was in Cuba with the Spaniards. One newspaper wondered what business a
British officer had mixing himself up in a foreign dispute. “Spending a holiday in fighting other
people’s battles is rather an extraordinary proceeding even for a Churchill,” noted the Newcastle
Leader. Moreover, by some he was seen as merely a mouthpiece for the Spaniards, to whom he
was thought to be beholden.Churchill’s five dispatches to the Daily Graphic, under the byline
“From Our Own Correspondent,” were well written and long on descriptions of the countryside
but necessarily short on anything of substance. At best he saw a handful of rebels at a distance
melting into the protective shelter of the Cuban landscape. He complained about the absurd
amounts of ammunition fired by both sides, but primarily by the Spaniards: 99 percent of this
ammunition never hit anyone. “It has always been said…that it takes 200 bullets to kill a soldier,
but as applied to the Cuban war 200,000 shots would be closer to the mark.” Part of him was
sympathetic to the rebels’ cause, although he was revolted by and disdainful of them and their
cruelty. In 1896 Churchill wrote an article about the war for the Saturday Review, in which he
characterized the rebels as fighting neither bravely or effectively. “They cannot win a single battle
or hold a single town. Their army consisting to a large extent of coloured men, is an
undisciplined rabble.” The Spaniards may have been bad, but a Cuban government would be
even worse, “equally corrupt, more capricious, and far less stable.”Churchill’s Cuban adventure
lasted less than three weeks, and what he actually witnessed in Cuba was the death knell of
Spanish colonialism and an omen of the future of Britain’s own vast empire. As for Cuba, the
United States recognized the rebels in 1896 and would go to war three years later against the
Spaniards in a short but bloody conflict. American sympathy was somewhat at Churchill’s
expense. His and Barnes’s presence in Cuba did not go unnoticed in the U.S. press; Churchill
was interviewed by the New York World in an article that pointed out that other newspapers had
printed “many flaming editorials” condemning the presence in Cuba of “emissaries of the British
government sent to teach [Marshal Arsenio Martínez] Campos [the commander in chief of
Spanish forces in Cuba] how to whip the secessionists” in what was clearly a case of Britain
“throwing more bricks at the Monroe Doctrine.”That notion that two wholly inexperienced young
British officers were in Cuba to teach experienced Spanish officers anything was almost
comical, but then as now the press never shied away from a newsworthy story, particularly when
it was starved for information and had in Churchill (back in New York City en route home to
England) a talkative and quotable Englishman who thrived in the limelight of public attention. His
loquaciousness got him into considerable trouble with Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, who wrote in
February 1896 from Madrid: “I should be very glad if you could avoid saying things unpalatable
to the Spaniards, having obtained the letters on your behalf which secured your good treatment I
am reproached for the unfavorable commentaries you make…this kind of thing places me in a



painful dilemma.”Churchill was ambiguous about his Cuban adventure: seemingly sympathetic
to the rebel cause but at other times deriding the rebellion and its chances of ever succeeding
as hopeless. “The country is well nigh ruined,” he opined to the New York Herald, “and a speedy
peace seems to be the only thing that can save its people from a general bankruptcy.” But as a
young man taught from birth to believe in the concept of British colonialism, Churchill could
hardly have been expected to side with a cause that would end Spanish rule.Although his real
test of bravery was yet to come, Cuba was nevertheless a useful learning experience. One of its
lessons was the value of a siesta. Churchill found the Spanish practice of long afternoon naps
during the heat of the day very much to his liking and adopted it as his own for the rest of his
life.Regiments stationed in Britain periodically replaced units that had been stationed overseas
for a number of years. In 1896 the Fourth Hussars were alerted for a nine-year deployment to
India and were to sail in September. The prospect of more dreary peacetime service in India
held no appeal, and Churchill sought ways to escape accompanying the regiment. His brief
forays into politics at various events in London left him with the idea that perhaps politics was
where he belonged. When he learned that Gen. Sir Herbert Kitchener, the commander in chief of
the British army in Egypt, was mounting an expedition to the Sudan to avenge the killing of Maj.
Gen. Charles “Chinese” Gordon at Khartoum ten years earlier, he made representations to be
assigned to Kitchener’s headquarters. When that ploy failed, Churchill, who by now considered
himself an accomplished journalist, sought assignments in exotic places from various
newspapers. One newspaper, the Daily Chronicle, offered a handsome remuneration to report
on the unrest in Crete but required him to pay his own travel expenses. The cash-strapped
Churchill had to decline. Toward the end of the summer of 1896 his opportunities to avoid duty in
India dimmed. As a very junior officer only just returned from Cuba, he had virtually no chance of
avoiding service in India unless pressure was exerted in high places. The prospect in no way
deterred him from shamelessly using his father’s name and his mother’s influence in a quest to
gain permission for temporary leave from his regiment. His efforts not only were unsuccessful
but also drew the unfavorable notice of the army.By August 1896 Churchill had become ill
tempered and frustrated over his inability to realize duty either with Kitchener or in South Africa.
After learning that the Ninth (Queen’s Royal) Lancers were being sent to South Africa, and
possibly to Rhodesia to quell a native rebellion, he somehow managed to persuade Colonel
Brabazon to recommend his temporary posting to that regiment. He also wrote to his mother to
demand her immediate help to avoid having to accompany the Fourth Hussars to India. “The
future to me is utterly unattractive,” he complained in what was perhaps the most candid letter he
ever wrote to her. “I look upon going to India with this unfortunate regiment—(which I now feel so
attached to that I cannot leave it for another)—as useless and unprofitable exile. When I
speculate upon what might be and consider that I am letting the golden opportunity go by I feel
that I am guilty of an indolent folly that I shall regret all my life.” Churchill’s rationale was
shamelessly self-serving. A chestful of medals, he reasoned, was the key to a political career. “A
few months in South Africa would earn me the S.A. [South Africa] medal and in all probability the



[British South Africa] company’s Star. Thence hot foot to Egypt—to return with two more
decorations in a year or two—and beat my sword into an iron despatch box.”By the age of
twenty-two Churchill had already adopted his lifelong maxim of never taking no for an answer.
Generally when he wrote to Jennie it was to plead for money. However, on this occasion his
letter was a blatant and bullying demand that she come to his aid—at once. “I cannot believe
that with all the influential friends you possess and all those who would do something for me for
my father’s sake—that I could not be allowed to go—were those influences properly exerted.“It is
useless to preach the gospel of patience to me. Others as young are making the running now
and what chance have I of ever catching up. I put it down here—definitely on paper—that you
really ought to leave no stone unturned to help me…. It is a little thing for you to ask and a
smaller thing for those in authority to grant…three months leave is what I want & you could get if
for me…you cant [sic] realise how furiously intolerable this life is to me when so much is going
on a month away from here.”There is no known reply from Lady Randolph. His various attempts
to escape duty in India eventually came to naught. Fresh out of options he sailed with his
regiment from Southampton on September 11, 1896.CHAPTER 4A YOUNG MAN ON THE
MAKE: THE FOURTH QUEEN’S OWN HUSSARSWinston Leonard Spencer Churchill,
GentlemanSecond Lieutenant, Land Forces.—BY HER MAJESTY’S COMMANDWinston
Leonard Spencer Churchill, GentlemanSecond Lieutenant, Land Forces.—BY HER MAJESTY’S
COMMANDON FEBRUARY 14, 1895, the newly minted second lieutenant Winston S. Churchill
reported to the army barracks at Aldershot, Surrey, for duty with his new regiment, the Fourth
Queen’s Own Hussars. His long-coveted commission from Queen Victoria arrived six days later
and formalized his entry into the army.Officially a “gentleman” by virtue of his commission,
Churchill was expected to live by a convoluted gentleman’s code. Among the unwritten
provisions was the obligation to pay one’s gambling debts without delay, although other debts
might often remain unpaid with impunity. Thus, six years after he was commissioned Churchill
had inexcusably failed to pay his tailor for his uniforms. The fact that Churchill was a “gentleman”
by royal decree did not necessarily make it so. In fact, the young man who stumbled into
adulthood from a stormy and rebellious childhood was hardly admirable in any respect. Virtually
friendless and exceedingly self-absorbed, Churchill fully merits the observation by the
biographer Richard Holmes that a close study of his letters to his mother, to whom he frequently
made outrageous demands during this period of his life, reveals a very disagreeable
personality.The British army of 1895 had not participated in a major war since the Crimean
debacle of 1854, the Charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava, the last great cavalry action. It
seemed to Churchill that he had joined the army at the wrong time; he had no way of knowing
that within the space of five years he would participate in a sufficient number of wars to satisfy
even the most ardent adventurer.The heart and soul of the British army was its regiments, each
with a cherished battle history carved into its identity like engraving in a stone. Regiments
consisted of a variable number of battalions and companies. In 1895 the British army consisted
of 225,000 men, organized into 140 battalions. Fewer than 17,000 were cavalrymen assigned to



one of the army’s twenty-eight cavalry regiments. At any one time more than half the army was
based overseas.Tradition was the bond that drew men like Churchill to its ranks. Tradition meant
past glories won in exotic places, and none were greater than those of a handful of regiments
that symbolized the battles of fame, and sometimes infamy, in defense of the British Empire.
John Keegan has noted that regiments were (and still are) like tribes, and “regimental loyalty
was the touchstone of their lives. A personal difference might be forgiven the next day. A slur on
the regiment would never be forgotten, indeed would never be uttered.” For all practical
purposes the British regiment was a separate world.The Fourth Queen’s Own Hussars was a
light cavalry regiment that possessed one of the army’s finest pedigrees, a lineage dating to
1685, and battles fought in the far corners of the empire, from the Peninsula to Balaklava,
Sevastopol, and Afghanistan. In 1893 it had been relocated from Ireland to the Aldershot
garrison. Colonel Brabazon, its dashing commander, was a veteran of the Afghan wars of 1878
and 1879, and the very embodiment of how a professional soldier should look and act. His
inability (whether real or affected was never clear) to pronounce the letter r made Churchill feel
more comfortable with his own speech impediment. The Fourth Hussars offered Churchill the
excitement of being a cavalry officer and the expectation of one day becoming a warrior in his
own right in some far-flung corner of the empire.Junior lieutenants begin their military careers at
the very bottom of the chain of command, and are paid and treated accordingly. Pay was
abysmal and dated from rates established in 1806, in which subalterns like Churchill received
annual pay as absurdly austere as ninety-five pounds. (Clerks in the War Office were paid nearly
twice as much.) Outside income was not only essential but also expected. By the time Churchill
was commissioned, pay was approximately £150 per annum, whereas £650 was deemed the
bare minimum to maintain the standard of living expected of a regimental cavalry officer. As a
graduation present from Sandhurst, Aunt Lily presented him with a typewriter, and her husband,
Lord Beresford, arranged for his first charger (a horse trained to go into battle in a cavalry charge
with the rider using one hand on the reins and holding a sword or pistol in the other). It was a
start, but significantly greater expenses remained if Churchill was to enjoy the lifestyle of an
officer and meet a cavalryman’s requirement to purchase a minimum of one charger, three polo
ponies, and two hunter-jumpers. In addition officers were obliged to furnish their own quarters,
and meet other expenses consistent with their status.Of greater significance than one’s finances
were the complex challenges that came with an officer’s commission. To be effective he had not
only to become militarily proficient but also—and this was the hard part—to earn the respect of
those under whom he served as well as those whom he commanded. Although authority is
conferred by virtue of a commission, respect is earned. To be rated “not good with soldiers” was
the ultimate condemnation.New officers were required to complete a basic training program of
six months’ duration, the same instruction given to enlisted soldiers. Because officers were
expected to be leaders, their training required both mastering the basic facets of soldiering and
at the same time setting a proper example for their men.The regimental riding master was a
particularly ill-tempered tyrannical major nicknamed “Jocko,” an unsparingly tough taskmaster



who seemed to relish publicly ridiculing the slightest mistake by one his charges, particularly if
the offender happened to be an officer. Although an officer and a gentleman by royal decree,
Churchill in Jocko’s eyes was merely a raw, untrained recruit who had to be taught the ways of
cavalry drill. He was among the victims of Jocko’s sharp tongue and later ruefully recalled that it
was rather difficult to maintain one’s dignity while sprawled in the dirt after falling off a horse
during a mounting and-dismounting drill. “Many a time did I pick myself up shaken and sore from
the riding-school tan and don again my little gold braided pork-pie cap…with what appearance
of dignity I could command, while twenty recruits grinned furtively but delightedly.” When he tore
a muscle in his thigh he could not admit it—the prospect of enduring Jocko’s public scorn was
sufficient incentive to fight through the discomfort. Churchill was unaccustomed to mutely
accepting criticism or abuse from anyone, but in Jocko he met his match, and for once he wisely
kept his own counsel.New officers also had to acquire certain skills before being pronounced
qualified for regimental service. The daily routine of garrison duty in peacetime lacked
excitement. A typical day at the Aldershot garrison began with breakfast in bed (which years
later would become one of Churchill’s trademarks), followed by a grueling two hours of riding
school, care and grooming of the horses, and private-practice carbine exercises with a sergeant,
which would enable him to catch up with training already under way.The afternoon was taken up
with drill—which Churchill loathed—followed by hot baths to ease the aches and pains from
riding. Evenings were spent in the mess socializing and playing various card games, at which he
did not excel. Whatever he did not excel at he dismissed as boring or pointless. Riding school
normally was twelve months long, but Churchill’s skills were better than average, and he was
advised that three months would be adequate. He was soon playing polo and steeplechasing
(against his mother’s wishes), and escaped serious injury in March 1895 when he was thrown,
nearly breaking a leg.His primary challenge, however, remained finding sufficient funds to meet
his obligations as an officer. As if that were not enough, his mother’s escalating debts would
soon entangle her sons, who felt obliged to come to her aid. His money woes notwithstanding,
Churchill was enamored of his new existence, which, despite its austerity, “was a gay and lordly
life that now opened upon me.” He loved the pomp and pageantry for which the British are so
noted. While he was still a cadet at Sandhurst, Queen Victoria traveled to Aldershot in May 1894
for a gala parade in her honor. The entire twenty-five-thousand-man garrison was assembled,
resplendent in their colorful dress uniforms of blues, reds, and gold, swords glittering in the
sunlight. Churchill was part of a Sandhurst honor guard, and the occasion made a tremendous
impression.While his life revolved around the army, Churchill was already studying politics and
politicians with a keen eye and forming ideas. He was a young man of infinite ambition, and it
was clear that he never intended to make a career of military service, particularly when it was
thought that war was unlikely. His military obligation was for four years, and as he wrote to his
mother, “four years of healthy and pleasant exercise, combined with both responsibility &
discipline can do no harm to me—but rather good. The more I see of soldiering the more I like it,
but the more I feel convinced it is not my métier. Well, we shall see.”Churchill’s military service



reinforced a romanticized view of war and soldiering. Even after personally experiencing the
horrors of Omdurman and World War I, he never lost his love of all things military and his
nostalgia for the battlefield as a place where men proved themselves in the deadly but
honorable business of combat.Thirty-five years later he would still sing the praises of the “thrill
and the charm” in the “glittering jingle” of a squadron of cavalrymen maneuvering in
synchronized formation, while bemoaning the fact that war by then had turned impersonal,
greedy, and base with the advent of the airplane, the machine gun, and artillery, all of which
could kill indiscriminately. “The Dragoon, the Lancer and above all, as we believed, the Hussar,
still claimed their time-honored place upon the battlefield. War, which used to be cruel and
magnificent, has now become cruel and squalid.” Churchill’s idea of war was to assemble the
warring parties in a venue similar to that of the Olympic Games and settle the problem in an
honorable, civilized manner. War, he believed, should not be left in the hands of incompetent
politicians and amateurs who, he pointedly noted, “reduced it to a mere disgusting matter of
Men, Money and Machinery.”With the British army consisting of only a single corps in 1895,
Churchill was not alone in believing that never again would it engage in a European conflict.
Looking back at his early years in the army, Churchill in 1930 was disillusioned that the values
and expectations he possessed as a young officer had all been shattered. “Everything I was
sure or taught to be sure was impossible, has happened,” he pensively wrote. His education as
the future warlord of his nation had begun with the belief that his warrior skills would never be put
to the test. What neither Churchill nor anyone else could foresee in the 1890s was that, despite
the usual minor clashes in out-of-the-way places, Britain’s almost unprecedented period of
peace was swiftly coming to an end. The final years of the nineteenth century and the early
years of the twentieth would see war on a scale no one would have believed possible.In early
July 1895 Churchill suffered a shattering blow with the death from peritonitis at the age of sixty-
two of his beloved nanny, Mrs. Everest. He had been to visit her shortly before her death. “She
was delighted to see me…and I think my coming made her die happy,” he sorrowfully told his
mother. “I shall never know such a friend again…. I feel very low—and find that I never realised
how much poor old Woom was to me.” She had been let go by Lord Randolph in the autumn of
1891 primarily because Jack, at the age of eleven, had no further need of a nanny. Winston
protested in vain, but perhaps because of her long service to the Churchills, his grandmother,
Fanny, the dowager Duchess of Marlborough, hired her. The following summer Lord and Lady
Randolph paid the price for their years of profligate spending and were compelled to give up not
only their home in Connaught Place but in October 1892 the country estate at Banstead, and
move in with Fanny in nearby Grosvenor Square.In October 1893 Fanny discharged Mrs.
Everest, provoking outrage from Winston, who wrote to his mother protesting the shabby
manner in which she had been dismissed by a terse letter and without final wages. His protests
fell upon deaf ears; his mother had never bonded with her son’s nanny, a common phenomenon
with such relationships in the British upper classes. Although Jennie made no effort to intervene
on Mrs. Everest’s behalf with her mother-in-law, Lord Randolph arranged for a small monthly



stipend to be sent to the otherwise impoverished Mrs. Everest. In his study of Churchill’s
character, Richard Holmes suggests, “It did not occur to him to moderate his own financial
demands in return for a small continuing payment to the woman he claimed to love so much.”To
her death she had been the rock of Winston’s life, the one steadfast constant he could always
count for love and caring, for moral support, and for understanding him as his parents never did.
Throughout their long relationship Churchill had always been her “darling precious boy.” Winston
and Jack paid for Mrs. Everest’s headstone and attended her burial, and for a number of years
thereafter Churchill paid a florist to maintain the grave. “Until the end of his life her photograph
hung in his room,” and as Shane Leslie has remarked, “England may be grateful to that dear and
dutiful woman.”In the peacetime British army the year was broken into a seven-month period of
training and a winter season of five months, during which officers were granted two and one-half
months of unrestricted leave to do as they pleased. Garrison duty had already become boring
and clearly failed to suffice for Churchill’s needs. With no extra funds for extracurricular activities
such as hunting, a de rigueur endeavor for any self-respecting officer, he was determined to
make good use of his first year’s leave in the winter of 1895–96 and cast about for someplace he
could indulge his thirst for adventure. Seeking out a war was a highly acceptable alternative. One
of the few places where there was conflict that year was Cuba, where rebels were fighting a
lengthy guerrilla war with the Spaniards.Determined to get to Cuba, Churchill used family
connections to write to an old friend of his father, Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, the British
ambassador to Spain, who was happy to oblige and not only arranged for the necessary
permissions but paved the way for him to be warmly received in Havana by the Spanish
authorities. He also embarked on his first journalism assignment by persuading a London
newspaper, the Daily Graphic, to pay him the sum of five guineas each for letters from Cuba
about the war.It was the first of many occasions when Winston Churchill engaged in the practice
of “doing business with the people at the top.” He was also recruited by the director of military
intelligence to collect statistics and information, and given maps and background on the
situation in Cuba. However the request may have been phrased, Churchill and his companion,
Reginald Barnes, an officer from his regiment and a future division commander in France in
World War I, were acting as spies.Churchill and Barnes traveled to Cuba via New York in
November 1895 aboard a Cunard Royal Mail steamship. His first observations of America and
Americans was curious. Americans, he wrote to Jack, were good-hearted, crude, strong, lusty,
and charming, but American journalism was “vulgarity divested of truth. Their best papers write
for a class of snotty housemaids and footmen…mind you, that vulgarity is a sign of strength…
which may well be the envy of older nations of the earth.”The two officers were given a private
tour of the cruiser New York. Churchill wrote that its sailors “impressed me more than the ship
itself, for while any nation can build a battleship—it is the monopoly of the Anglo-Saxon race to
breed good seamen.” He was also taken on a tour of the U.S.Military Academy at West Point and
was shocked by the rigid discipline, calling it “positively disgraceful.” Given Churchill’s own
rebellious nature toward authority, this view was not altogether surprising. Those who give up



their personal liberty, as the cadets at West Point are obliged to do, “can never make good
citizens or fine soldiers,” he complained. His conclusion was enigmatic: “A child who rebels
against that sort of control should be whipped—so should a man who does not rebel.”Churchill
and Barnes arrived in the Spanish colony of Cuba on November 20. The island had been the
scene of unrest off and on for most of the nineteenth century. When insurrection erupted anew in
1895, Spain sent a seven-thousand-man expeditionary force to suppress the rebellion. However,
all attempts had failed, and by the time Churchill arrived, there was open support in both Britain
and the United States for the rebels.Churchill had never so much as heard a shot fired in anger,
and his idealism and belief in the sanctity of war were untested. “From very early youth I had
brooded about soldiers and war, and often I had imagined in dreams and day-dreams the
sensations attendant upon being for the first time under fire. It seemed to my youthful mind that it
must be a thrilling and immense experience to hear the whistle of bullets all around and to play
at hazard from moment to moment with death and wounds.”His first glimpse of Cuba inflamed
his romanticism. “I felt as if I sailed with Captain Silver and first gazed on Treasure Island,” he
wrote. “Here was a place where real things were going on…a scene of vital action…. Here I
might leave my bones.” However, as he later admitted, his musings were detached, given the
arrival of breakfast and “the hurry of disembarkation.”The two young officers wasted no time in
journeying by armored train to eastern Cuba, where sporadic fighting was taking place. In
contrast to the exotic grandeur of Havana, this was “a forsaken place,” largely jungle, unspoiled
vistas, and incredible heat and humidity, where “smallpox and yellow fever are rife.” What they
found was a messy guerrilla war that had no front, no battle lines, and none of the glory or
spectacle Churchill had imagined war to be. While there was lots of shooting (though with few
casualties), the “war” consisted largely of a ragtag rebel force conducting ambushes, attacking
rail lines and trains, but avoiding all-out conflict with the heavily manned and armed Spaniards in
battles they could not win.Churchill and Barnes were warmly received by the Spanish
commander, Gen. Álvaro Suárez Valdés, who entertained them in his mess and proclaimed it an
honor to have two English officers accompanying him on a two-week march with a force of
nearly four thousand Spanish troops deep into Cuba’s interior in search of the rebels. The two
Englishmen were provided with horses and accorded the same amenities as a Spanish officer.
Communication with their hosts was by means of “execrable French.” What little they saw of the
Cuban insurgency was only from the perspective of the Spaniards and taught them very little
about the nature of war, other than as an example of futility. It seemed as if they were chasing
ghosts who would fleetingly appear from time to time but never long enough to pin
down.Churchill’s twenty-first birthday was an auspicious occasion, when “for the first time I
heard shots fired in anger and heard bullets strike flesh or whistle through the air.” Dressed in
uniforms unsuitable for the humid jungle, Churchill and Barnes were accompanying a search
party when rebels began taking potshots. The only casualty was a horse behind him, which was
mortally wounded by a bullet Churchill thought passed within a foot of his head and therefore
qualified him as having been “under fire.” He also observed the horse die a painful death from a



bullet that might well have ended his own life. He would later recall that, as a result of the
experience, “I began to take a more thoughtful view of our enterprise than I had hitherto
done.”Although both men were noncombatants in a godforsaken place, chasing phantoms, they
were nevertheless in harm’s way, devoutly hoping not to be killed or wounded. Churchill saw
himself the envy of his colleagues, and while charging off into the jungles of an island thousands
of miles from Britain was admittedly irrational, “there were very few subalterns in the British Army
who would not have given a month’s pay to sit in our saddles.” In this regard he was no different
from other young men for whom the thrill of adventure far outweighs consideration for their
safety or their lives.Before they left Cuba the two men were decorated with the Spanish Red
Cross (a medal given only to officers) for their service there, but once back in England they were
informed by the War Office that under no circumstances were they to wear the medal. While the
army was quite prepared for its peacetime officers to seek out risky ventures like Cuba, it was
hardly willing to call formal attention to that fact.Churchill’s participation with the Spaniards drew
condemnation in both the United States and Britain. In the first of what would be countless future
occurrences, he became a controversial figure in British public life. His dispatches made public
the fact that he was in Cuba with the Spaniards. One newspaper wondered what business a
British officer had mixing himself up in a foreign dispute. “Spending a holiday in fighting other
people’s battles is rather an extraordinary proceeding even for a Churchill,” noted the Newcastle
Leader. Moreover, by some he was seen as merely a mouthpiece for the Spaniards, to whom he
was thought to be beholden.Churchill’s five dispatches to the Daily Graphic, under the byline
“From Our Own Correspondent,” were well written and long on descriptions of the countryside
but necessarily short on anything of substance. At best he saw a handful of rebels at a distance
melting into the protective shelter of the Cuban landscape. He complained about the absurd
amounts of ammunition fired by both sides, but primarily by the Spaniards: 99 percent of this
ammunition never hit anyone. “It has always been said…that it takes 200 bullets to kill a soldier,
but as applied to the Cuban war 200,000 shots would be closer to the mark.” Part of him was
sympathetic to the rebels’ cause, although he was revolted by and disdainful of them and their
cruelty. In 1896 Churchill wrote an article about the war for the Saturday Review, in which he
characterized the rebels as fighting neither bravely or effectively. “They cannot win a single battle
or hold a single town. Their army consisting to a large extent of coloured men, is an
undisciplined rabble.” The Spaniards may have been bad, but a Cuban government would be
even worse, “equally corrupt, more capricious, and far less stable.”Churchill’s Cuban adventure
lasted less than three weeks, and what he actually witnessed in Cuba was the death knell of
Spanish colonialism and an omen of the future of Britain’s own vast empire. As for Cuba, the
United States recognized the rebels in 1896 and would go to war three years later against the
Spaniards in a short but bloody conflict. American sympathy was somewhat at Churchill’s
expense. His and Barnes’s presence in Cuba did not go unnoticed in the U.S. press; Churchill
was interviewed by the New York World in an article that pointed out that other newspapers had
printed “many flaming editorials” condemning the presence in Cuba of “emissaries of the British



government sent to teach [Marshal Arsenio Martínez] Campos [the commander in chief of
Spanish forces in Cuba] how to whip the secessionists” in what was clearly a case of Britain
“throwing more bricks at the Monroe Doctrine.”That notion that two wholly inexperienced young
British officers were in Cuba to teach experienced Spanish officers anything was almost
comical, but then as now the press never shied away from a newsworthy story, particularly when
it was starved for information and had in Churchill (back in New York City en route home to
England) a talkative and quotable Englishman who thrived in the limelight of public attention. His
loquaciousness got him into considerable trouble with Sir Henry Drummond Wolff, who wrote in
February 1896 from Madrid: “I should be very glad if you could avoid saying things unpalatable
to the Spaniards, having obtained the letters on your behalf which secured your good treatment I
am reproached for the unfavorable commentaries you make…this kind of thing places me in a
painful dilemma.”Churchill was ambiguous about his Cuban adventure: seemingly sympathetic
to the rebel cause but at other times deriding the rebellion and its chances of ever succeeding
as hopeless. “The country is well nigh ruined,” he opined to the New York Herald, “and a speedy
peace seems to be the only thing that can save its people from a general bankruptcy.” But as a
young man taught from birth to believe in the concept of British colonialism, Churchill could
hardly have been expected to side with a cause that would end Spanish rule.Although his real
test of bravery was yet to come, Cuba was nevertheless a useful learning experience. One of its
lessons was the value of a siesta. Churchill found the Spanish practice of long afternoon naps
during the heat of the day very much to his liking and adopted it as his own for the rest of his
life.Regiments stationed in Britain periodically replaced units that had been stationed overseas
for a number of years. In 1896 the Fourth Hussars were alerted for a nine-year deployment to
India and were to sail in September. The prospect of more dreary peacetime service in India
held no appeal, and Churchill sought ways to escape accompanying the regiment. His brief
forays into politics at various events in London left him with the idea that perhaps politics was
where he belonged. When he learned that Gen. Sir Herbert Kitchener, the commander in chief of
the British army in Egypt, was mounting an expedition to the Sudan to avenge the killing of Maj.
Gen. Charles “Chinese” Gordon at Khartoum ten years earlier, he made representations to be
assigned to Kitchener’s headquarters. When that ploy failed, Churchill, who by now considered
himself an accomplished journalist, sought assignments in exotic places from various
newspapers. One newspaper, the Daily Chronicle, offered a handsome remuneration to report
on the unrest in Crete but required him to pay his own travel expenses. The cash-strapped
Churchill had to decline. Toward the end of the summer of 1896 his opportunities to avoid duty in
India dimmed. As a very junior officer only just returned from Cuba, he had virtually no chance of
avoiding service in India unless pressure was exerted in high places. The prospect in no way
deterred him from shamelessly using his father’s name and his mother’s influence in a quest to
gain permission for temporary leave from his regiment. His efforts not only were unsuccessful
but also drew the unfavorable notice of the army.By August 1896 Churchill had become ill
tempered and frustrated over his inability to realize duty either with Kitchener or in South Africa.



After learning that the Ninth (Queen’s Royal) Lancers were being sent to South Africa, and
possibly to Rhodesia to quell a native rebellion, he somehow managed to persuade Colonel
Brabazon to recommend his temporary posting to that regiment. He also wrote to his mother to
demand her immediate help to avoid having to accompany the Fourth Hussars to India. “The
future to me is utterly unattractive,” he complained in what was perhaps the most candid letter he
ever wrote to her. “I look upon going to India with this unfortunate regiment—(which I now feel so
attached to that I cannot leave it for another)—as useless and unprofitable exile. When I
speculate upon what might be and consider that I am letting the golden opportunity go by I feel
that I am guilty of an indolent folly that I shall regret all my life.” Churchill’s rationale was
shamelessly self-serving. A chestful of medals, he reasoned, was the key to a political career. “A
few months in South Africa would earn me the S.A. [South Africa] medal and in all probability the
[British South Africa] company’s Star. Thence hot foot to Egypt—to return with two more
decorations in a year or two—and beat my sword into an iron despatch box.”By the age of
twenty-two Churchill had already adopted his lifelong maxim of never taking no for an answer.
Generally when he wrote to Jennie it was to plead for money. However, on this occasion his
letter was a blatant and bullying demand that she come to his aid—at once. “I cannot believe
that with all the influential friends you possess and all those who would do something for me for
my father’s sake—that I could not be allowed to go—were those influences properly exerted.“It is
useless to preach the gospel of patience to me. Others as young are making the running now
and what chance have I of ever catching up. I put it down here—definitely on paper—that you
really ought to leave no stone unturned to help me…. It is a little thing for you to ask and a
smaller thing for those in authority to grant…three months leave is what I want & you could get if
for me…you cant [sic] realise how furiously intolerable this life is to me when so much is going
on a month away from here.”There is no known reply from Lady Randolph. His various attempts
to escape duty in India eventually came to naught. Fresh out of options he sailed with his
regiment from Southampton on September 11, 1896.CHAPTER 5THE JEWEL OF EMPIRE:
INDIA, 1896–1897Such was “the long, long Indian day” as I knew it for three years; and not such
a bad day either.—MY EARLY LIFEWHEN WINSTON CHURCHILL ARRIVED in Bombay in
early October 1896, the British presence in India was already 287 years old. India’s civilization
had existed for more than five thousand years, a span that made it one of the world’s oldest. The
first outsiders were Aryan tribes from the new world that arrived sometime around 1500 B.C. and
eventually melded with indigenous tribes to evolve into what became the Indian people. Arabs,
Portuguese, and Dutch preceded the British East India Company, established in 1609 to trade in
the rich textiles and spices that abounded throughout Asia. The East India Company became
the world’s most powerful private enterprise and, after Robert Clive led the British to victory in
the Battle of Plassey in 1757, a de facto government.The British believed that everything noble
about their empire was on display in India. When the hugely successful Empire of India
Exhibition opened in London’s Earl’s Court in 1895, its premise was that the supervision and
control of India by a mere quarter of a million British troops and administrators were evidence of



British brilliance. Certainly it was the epitome of condescension when the viceroy of India, Lord
Curzon, proclaimed that “governing India was the fulfillment of a mandate from God,” and that
the result was “the miracle of the world.” However, the reality was that India had become far more
than the crown jewel of Britain’s vast empire: Its vast riches were a vital economic necessity.The
Victorian world of empire was the foundation of Winston Churchill’s beliefs and upbringing. Now,
in 1896, he would see for himself the fruits of Kipling’s mesmerizing writing about India, and of
what he and his countrymen regarded as a modern version of the divine right of kings. However,
policing the vast empire was another matter altogether, and as Britain’s influence spread and it
acquired territories in faraway places ranging from Egypt to South Africa and India, its security
problems multiplied.The East India Company had an insatiable and irresponsible appetite for
profits, and its imperial administration of India was marred by a succession of Anglo-Sikh wars
and by the bloody Sepoy Mutiny of 1857–58, after which Britain disbanded the company. In 1873
a governor-general was installed and the British colonial system of administration created. Along
with the Indian army, the British army became the instrument of enforcing security and internal
order.Famine, starvation, floods, crushing poverty, sickness, and sectarian violence beset the
India of the British Empire, while the caste system condemned much of the population to lives of
deprivation. The gulf between the tiny minority of wealthy Indians and the remainder of the
population was enormous. A succession of British prime ministers, possessed of good
intentions, faced but could not resolve the twin dilemmas of Ireland and India.Churchill’s arrival
in Bombay after the twenty-three-day voyage from England was inauspicious. Eager to be the
first to do something, he and several other officers were given permission to disembark before
the main party and hired a small skiff to take them ashore. As they reached the notoriously
dangerous quayside, the heavy swells caused the skiff to rise four or five feet, and when
Churchill grabbed an iron stanchion while attempting to transfer to the dock, he lost his grip and
slipped on the wet steps, painfully wrenching and probably dislocating his right shoulder. The
injury was serious enough that it bothered him for the remainder of his life; his shoulder would
frequently displace, sometimes from the simplest of motions, such as reaching for a book,
swimming, or the expansive gesture he made during a speech in the House of Commons. He
was unable to play tennis and in order to play polo had to strap his arm to his chest. Of greater
importance was that he could no longer use a sword and instead relied on a Mauser pistol for
close combat. The injury, he recalled, was “a grave embarrassment in moments of peril, violence
and effort.”The Fourth Hussars settled into their permanent duty station at Bangalore, on the
high plains of southern India. At three thousand feet above sea level Bangalore had a moderate
climate that spared its residents the insidious heat and humidity common to most of India. A city
of lakes, parks, and ancient temples, Bangalore was as close to ideal a place as existed in
India.Bangalore was also an idyllic place to enjoy the benefits army service bestowed on an
officer. With Britain at peace, military duties and recreation were equal partners. Indeed it had
been so long since the British army had waged war that there were few officers below the rank of
major with any war experience whatsoever. At the turn of the century a general noted how duty in



India had little to do with war. “In the summer there was the individual training, polo, a little
pigsticking, bathing in the Commissioner’s swimming bath, the long, long Indian days, the weary
nights and the howling of dogs, the siesta, the burning heat and dust.”Churchill, Reginald
Barnes, and another officer lived in a spacious pink-and-white bungalow covered in
bougainvillea. Each was pampered by a butler and a servant who waited on him hand and foot,
and at the stables there was a groom for his horse and polo ponies. Churchill’s day began at the
crack of dawn, when he was awakened by the gentle hands of his servant lathering his face and
shaving him with a straight razor. “If you liked to be waited on and relieved of home worries,
India…was perfection…. Princes could live no better than we.”In India, Churchill indulged a
lifelong love of horticulture. The previous occupant of his cottage had left behind a fine collection
of roses that he proudly praised in letters to his mother and brother. His love of animals and
gardening became passions that only those admitted to his inner circle ever saw. When he was
in positions of power the vast majority would know only Churchill’s unrelenting and
uncompromising side.He also began collecting butterflies, a hobby he had begun at Banstead
and now renewed with great enthusiasm. His collection numbered some sixty-five species
before a rat destroyed it. Although Churchill’s terrier (somewhat pretentiously named “Winston”)
caught and killed the rodent, the incident left him distraught.With no wars to wage, sports took
their place. The lives of the officers revolved principally around their military duties and the grand
sport of polo, which was played avidly both for recreation and in a quest for the coveted Inter-
Regimental Cup, awarded to the best team in India. Despite his nagging shoulder injury,
Churchill was a member of the regimental team and played the demanding sport skillfully. Polo
was a near obsession, “the serious purpose of life,” as he described it. Churchill made it a point
to play no fewer than eight chukkas per session, and sometimes as many as twelve, an
exhausting regimen for the fittest of men, far more so for a one-armed player. Normally it took
several years for a newly arrived regiment to be able to compete with any degree of success in
the fierce interregimental competition against other, veteran units. Rising to the challenge, the
determined polo-playing officers of the Fourth Hussars decided it was time for an exception to
the rule, and within two months of their arrival were already competing for another coveted cup
in Hyderabad they were thought to have no chance of winning. Neither the heavily favored
Nineteenth Hussars (the regiment the Fourth had just relieved) nor the crowd took the fledgling
team from Bangalore seriously, particularly when they appeared on the field with a one-armed
player as part of their team.Polo matches in colonial India were more than sporting events; they
were magnificent spectacles, possessed of pomp worthy of the best of the British Empire. The
day began with a formal military parade with every soldier attired in a gleaming dress uniform,
followed by a march past the official dignitaries that included teams of cannon-pulling elephants,
all trained to raise their trunks in unison in salute. The romantic Churchill later lamented the
abolition of this ritual. “We now have clattering tractors drawing far larger and more destructive
guns. Thus civilization advances. But I mourn the elephants and their salutations.”The laughter
and snickering that greeted the underdog visitors at the start of the afternoon match quickly



subsided when they scored a record number of goals and routed the Nineteenth Hussars.
Churchill does not tell us how many goals he scored, but suffice it to say that he played a
noteworthy part in his regiment’s stunning victory. His team might not have been taken so lightly
had it been realized that the Fourth Hussars had taken the unusual step of purchasing the entire
polo stud of the Poona Light Infantry Regiment. Thus fortified with a stable of experienced polo
ponies, Churchill’s team undertook intense preparations that led to this triumphal day.Patrick
Thompson, a contemporary of Churchill, said that “to get at Churchill’s angle in life,” one had
only to see him play polo. The sheer intensity with which he played left an indelible impression
on Thompson. “He rides in the game like heavy cavalry getting into position for the assault. He
trots about, keenly watchful, biding his time, a master of tactics and strategy. Abruptly he sees
his chance, and he gathers his pony and charges in, neither deft nor graceful, but full of tearing
physical energy…. He bears down opposition by the weight of his dash and strikes the ball. Did I
say ‘strikes’? He slashes the ball.”For men like Churchill polo was war; it was like a miniature
battlefield. Bloodshed and injury to horse and rider were common, and the faint of heart need
not apply. Indeed, during Churchill’s time polo was perhaps the closest officers got to a
battlefield without actually killing one another, though this too sometimes happened to both rider
and animal. Banging, slashing, and spills are an integral part of the sport. Polo ponies give their
all and sometimes die on the field from heart attacks and broken legs. Polo is the toughest
physical training a cavalryman can engage in to keep in top physical shape. Courage and
audacity on the polo field translate into savvy and audacity on the battlefield. Many famous
soldiers, among them Gen. George S. Patton, forged their skills and tested themselves daily on
the polo field. They believed that the training and initiative they learned there were vital tools for
the demands of fighting. Lasting friendships were also cemented on the polo field and have
been known to influence the choice of battlefield generals.The youthful Churchill was more than
a mere player; he was a combatant. Looking ahead, we can see that he played polo with the
same aggressive attitude he would demand of his generals during World War II, a standard that
was to produce considerable frustration when most failed to live up to his high expectations.Yet
such an existence came at a price, one that Churchill was more than happy to pay. Frugality had
always been a concept he had failed to embrace, and in India, in part seduced by the cheap and
plentiful labor and easy living, he consistently lived well beyond his means, often borrowing
money from the very local moneylenders he had been specifically warned to avoid at all costs. In
early 1897 Jennie strongly censured her son for deliberately overdrawing his bank balance by
cashing a check for his quarterly allowance from her even though “you knew you had nothing in
the bank…. I must say I think it is too bad of you—indeed it is hardly honourable knowing as you
do that you are dependent on me & that I give you the biggest allowance I possibly can, more
than I can afford.” Although more than justified, Jennie’s complaints about her son’s reckless
spending had as much to do with the stress it placed on her own finances as they did with
motherly concern for her headstrong son. She demanded he learn to live within his means. “You
cannot but feel ashamed of yr-self…. I haven’t the heart to write more.” Churchill dismissively



blamed his “stupid” banker. In fact, his behavior was all too typical of his egotism and utter
disregard for anyone but himself.For most young bachelor army officers like Churchill, service in
India meant not only a splendid time of polo and other sports but also romance. The cream of
the many eligible young English ladies who journeyed to India arrived every year with the single
purpose of finding romance and, if they were fortunate, a husband. This pool of single young
women was drolly referred to as “the fishing fleet.”Although neither was looking for marriage, at a
polo match during Churchill’s first months in India, he met Pamela Plowden, the beautiful,
intelligent, and vivacious daughter of Sir Trevor Chichele Plowden, the British resident (a
position similar to that of a consul) of Hyderabad. For the first time in his life he was love-struck.
Pamela, he confided to Jennie, was “very beautiful and clever.” Their courtship, interrupted by
Churchill’s forays to other places to play polo, included a romantic elephant ride through
Hyderabad. Although their friendship lasted a lifetime, their relationship never progressed to
marriage after her father refused to grant his daughter’s hand.Even after he became famous for
his exploits in the Boer War and might have won her father’s consent, Churchill does not seem to
have sufficiently pursued Pamela, and she eventually became convinced of his inability ever to
commit to another and once complained that he was incapable of affection. He was stung by her
honesty (and accuracy) and duly protested. “I am no fickle gallant capriciously following the
fancy of the hour. My love is deep and strong…[and] will remain true till death.”Her later
observation of Churchill was astute. “The first time you meet Winston, you see all his faults, and
the rest of your life you spend in discovering his virtues.” The correspondence between Winston
and Pamela spanned sixty-three years and was sold at auction by Christie’s in 2003 for nearly
three hundred thousand pounds. One item was a passionate letter in which he wrote: “I have
lived all my life seeing the most beautiful women London produces…. never have I seen one for
whom I would for an hour forego the business of life. Then I met you…were I a dreamer of
dreams, I would say ‘marry me—and I will conquer the world and lay it at your feet.’” By 1901
even Jennie was convinced they would marry, and Winston had written that “she is the only
woman I could ever live happily with,” but his inertia ultimately killed their romance, and in 1902
she married another and became the Countess of Lytton.As during his years at Harrow,
Churchill, while not unpopular with his colleagues in India, was viewed as somewhat
irrepressible. They found him a bit too glib and something of a loner but nevertheless regarded
him as one of their own. Most of the young regimental officers he found shallow and
uninteresting. The vast majority had scant interest in discussing politics or military science and
disliked (and perhaps envied) his conversational skills. Around them Churchill was his usual
opinionated self, aggressive in his opinions and always ready to discourse on any given subject.
“His brother officers liked him but thought him bumptious and held it their duty to keep him in his
place.” One night a group of disgruntled subalterns organized a raid to rough up Churchill, but he
had given his room to another officer, who gave them a rude reception.In 1898 the Fourth
Hussars participated in the Inter-Regimental polo matches at Meerut, fourteen hundred miles to
the north, near Delhi. Although his team lost in the second round, Churchill distinguished



himself. At the conclusion of the matches a great dinner was held in the host regiment’s mess.
When the interminable toasts and speeches by the winners and losers finally ended, there was
a sigh of relief: The assembled officers were ready for the usual (often silly) games that were a
part of such festivities. Suddenly Churchill bounded to his feet and announced that the
assembled officers would no doubt “like to hear me address you on the subject of polo.” In his
memoir of India, Sir Robert Baden-Powell—the future hero of Mafeking and the founder of the
Boy Scout movement—wrote, “There were cries of: ‘No, we don’t! Sit down!’” Ignoring their
collective cries, he pontificated about the laws of polo to the point of their sheer exasperation.
“He proceeded to show how it was not merely the finest game in the world but the most noble
and soul-inspiring contest in the whole universe, and having made that his point, he wound up
with a per oration which brought us all cheering to our feet.” Finally one of the officers rose and
said: “Well, that is enough of Winston for this evening,” and they decided to teach him a lesson.
Thereupon he was unceremoniously shoved under a large divan, and the two heaviest
subalterns sat down on it, trapping him underneath “with orders not to allow him out for the rest
of the evening.” A somewhat disheveled Churchill soon managed to break free and defiantly
declare: “You can’t keep me down like that.” Shades of Harrow!With ample time on his hands
Churchill underwent an epiphany of sorts. Lord Randolph’s death seemed to have spurred him
into setting goals for his future life and career. “I resolved to throw myself into life’s battles with
the utmost seriousness of energy, to repair the neglects of my school days, to read and study, to
think and fit myself, as far as I could, to mingle in the great world of politics in which he had lived;
and to seek adventures of all kinds in the hope of winning distinction. These adventures were
not slow in coming.” More to the point, in school Churchill had been required to read and study—
and he rebelled—but now that he was free to make his own decisions, the prospect suddenly
held great appeal. In India he determined that the time had come when he absolutely must make
up his educational deficiencies. Just as a future ally and friend named Dwight Eisenhower would
undergo a similar epiphany after being commissioned in the U.S. Army, Winston Churchill
suddenly felt impelled to make up for all his lost education.He admitted to being conscious of the
lapses in his learning in 1895 while at Aldershot, complaining to his mother that his schooling
had been too utilitarian and, unlike Oxford or Cambridge, had not produced “a liberal education”
or the intellectual polish he now deemed essential. He convinced himself of the need to improve
his knowledge one evening in the regimental mess when he attempted to show off, only to be
corrected by the better-read Brabazon, who pointed out that Churchill was wrong. (The colonel
was one of the few who could take him to task and still retain his friendship and
esteem.)Churchill’s godson, the second Earl of Birkenhead, would later write that he became “a
one-man university without dons,” in which he confronted “an ocean of ignorance” by throwing
himself into his studies with what amounted to a frenzied “passion with which he sought
enlightenment.” He began to read and study with zeal the great masters of economics, history,
and philosophy: Plato, all eight volumes of Gibbon’s massive Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Macaulay (whom Churchill would later recall as “the prince of literary rogues, who



always preferred the tale to the truth”), Darwin, Malthus, and Schopenhauer were among those
whose works he devoured, often reading four or more books at a time.His mother fed his reading
appetite by sending parcels filled with his latest requests. “Poked away in a garrison town which
resembles a 3rd rate watering place, out of season & without the sea, with lots of routine work
and a hot and trying sun—without society or good sport—half my friends on leave and the other
half ill—my life here would be intolerable were it not for the consolations of literature. The only
valuable knowledge I take away from India (soldiering apart) could have been gathered equally
well in Cumberland Place. Notwithstanding all this I have not been unhappy, though occasionally
very bored,” although “unfulfilled” might have been a better description of Churchill’s state of
mind. Years later his memory had softened when he wrote: “Such was ‘the long, long Indian day’
as I knew it for three years; and not such a bad day either.”Enthusiasm, however, is sometimes
fleeting, and with no prospect of wrangling free of his duties in India to seek adventure, it soon
flagged. He continued to pressure his mother. “I long for excitement of some sort and the
prospect of joining an English expedition attracts me immensely. I do hope you will not relax your
efforts,” he wrote in early 1897.For a young man of limited experience, Churchill seemed to have
an opinion about virtually every subject. When the secretary of state for war, Lord Lansdowne,
proposed to increase the strength of the army, Churchill was quick to criticize both the proposal
and Lansdowne’s “stupid speech…. I hoped no one would be so foolish as to advocate the
expenditure of more money on the army.” Later, after he had himself entered Parliament,
Churchill again opposed a proposal to increase the army’s size.In 1897 it was decided that the
Guards regiments would serve overseas, a move scorned by Churchill, who blamed the
“meddling & muddling” of the War Office for the decision. He also noted that he would “infinitely
prefer any Highland regiment or any Rifle Regiment to the Grenadiers, Coldstreams or Scots
Guards, either to serve in or with,” a rather ironic statement given that he would be tutored in a
unit of the Grenadier Guards in 1915 and command a Scottish battalion in 1916.During his tour
of duty in India, Churchill continued to be accident prone. In April 1897 he was supervising the
marking of targets in the pits of the practice rifle range when a bullet hit the frame of a nearby
target, splintering it in all directions. One deeply penetrated his left thumb but “to the mercy of
God” missed his eyes. His hand was badly wounded by the errant splinter and had to be
cleansed and rebandaged daily. Although the wound was severe enough that he could barely lift
his arm to comb his hair or brush his teeth, it did not stop him from playing polo with the reins
fastened to his wrist. Such a maneuver was daring and highly dangerous, and could easily have
resulted in his being dragged by his arm by the pony in the event of a fall—a fairly common
occurrence in the rough-and-tumble sport of polo.After he had been in India for eight months he
had fallen into the typical routine of colonialism. For the most part those who served in the British
army in India lived in their own restricted world of transplanted customs, clubs, messes, and
other trappings that replicated life in Britain. Churchill’s knowledge of the Indian people and their
problems was admittedly “barren,” and “if I stay here twenty years as a soldier I see no prospect
of my acquiring any knowledge worth knowing of Indian affairs.”Soldiers traditionally grouse



about their existence. “I have lived the life of a recluse out here,” he complained. “Outside the
regiment I know perhaps three people who are agreeable and I have no ambitions to extend my
acquaintance…. Life out here is stupid, dull & uninteresting…and unless I get good letters of
introduction to the very best (not socially best) people out here my stay is likely to be very
valueless.”Broke and bored, and with no wars in the offing to attract his attention, Churchill was
clearly disenchanted with military service, and chafed at the notion of spending the remainder of
his service commitment in garrison duty in India. Yet he was a good soldier and performed his
duties well and conscientiously. His troop sergeant, S. Hallaway, recalled the enthusiasm with
which Churchill approached his duties, often arriving at the stables with a notebook and various
colored pencils. He would quiz his more experienced sergeant: How was a certain maneuver
conducted? Why this, why that, always the inquisitive “why” and “how” things were done. The
lieutenant’s incessant questions sometimes irked Sergeant Hallaway, who was more concerned
with tending to the horses.During reconnaissance training he became so badly blistered by the
sun that dressings had to be placed around his throat, but rather than complain he was proud
that he had been given the responsibilities of a brigade major—“a most important duty and one
which in England could never have been obtained under 14 or 15 years service…. I am
becoming my dear Mamma a very ‘correct’ soldier. Full of zeal…. Responsibility is an
exhilarating drink.”Other letters described his pleasure at being given the responsibility of acting
regimental adjutant. “The colonel consults me on all points…my soldiering prospects are at
present very good…. I have eleven subalterns below me and should I continue to serve I might
easily become a Captain in 31/2 more years…. I have also given satisfaction to my superior
officers and polo & other things quite apart, I have every reason to believe that I shall be
reported in the Annual Confidential Report as one of the two most efficient officers in my
rank.”Nevertheless Winston’s constant complaints brought swift rebuttal from Jennie. “I am quite
disheartened about you. You seem to have no real purpose in life & won’t realize at the age of 22
that for a man life means work, & hard work if you mean to succeed…. It is useless my saying
more—we have been over this ground before—it is not a pleasant one.” Her remonstrations that
he stay in India and show “that you can work hard and do something” had no effect. Determined
to leave India, he saw an opportunity in April 1897 when two ancient enemies, Greece and
Turkey, went to war over Crete.“By good fortune I am possessed of the necessary leave and I
propose, with your approval, to go to the front as a special correspondent,” he wrote Jennie.
“Which side to go on. This my dearest Mamma must depend on you.” His lengthy letter
halfheartedly stated that if she objected he would not go but that it was up to her to find him a
sponsor.This latest scheme to find a war to cover was further evidence that Churchill still
regarded war as an abstraction and viewed it as merely an occasion to “see the fun and tell the
tale.” It came to naught the following month when Greece averted hostilities and sued for peace
with Turkey. Churchill had already sailed from Bombay, and with no war to cover toured Italy and
visited his brother, Jack, who was vacationing in Paris, and spent a leisurely summer in
England.Churchill’s voyage from India in 1897 was to have one lasting benefit: He met Col. Ian



Standish Monteith Hamilton, an up-and-coming officer who was to play a major role in his life
and achieve infamy at Gallipoli in 1915. A veteran of numerous wars, including the Second
Afghan War of 1879, Hamilton bonded with Churchill during hours of discussion about politics
and warfare. As a result of their chance meeting the two men formed a lifelong friendship that
lasted until Hamilton’s death in 1947.Churchill’s troubles with money and his boredom with
garrison duty with not even a scent of war were forgotten in August 1897. While he was relaxing
on the stately lawns of the famed Goodwood racecourse in Surrey, opportunity knocked when
he learned that Pathan tribesmen in the North-West Frontier had revolted. “I read in the
newspapers that a Field Force of three brigades had been formed, and that at the head of it
stood Sir Bindon Blood.”Churchill had first met Gen. Sir Bindon Blood at Aunt Lily’s in 1896. A
longtime friend of her husband, Lord Beresford, and an influential officer, Blood had just
returned from India, where he had commanded an expeditionary force. The two had talked at
length, and by the time they parted Churchill had persuaded Blood to promise him duty with his
unit should he ever return to India. The Blood family name had been emblazoned in British
history since his ancestor, Col. Thomas Blood, a famous adventurer and onetime Irish
landowner, stole the crown jewels from the Tower of London in 1671. Although caught and
imprisoned in the Tower, Blood managed to escape execution for treason by a personal appeal
to King Charles II, who not only pardoned him but restored his lands, which had been lost after
the English Civil War, and granted Blood a handsome pension of five hundred pounds per
year.True warriors, soldiers like Wellington, Napoleon, and Bindon Blood, are a breed apart from
other men, and although Churchill possessed the warrior ethos, his motives, unlike those of
most soldiers whose primary motivation in combat is survival, were purely selfish. For someone
of his young age and inexperience, the road to a coveted seat in Parliament seemed to go
through the army, where there existed an opportunity to attain public attention through heroic
deeds. Surely such a possibility now existed in the wilds of the North-West Frontier, where
ambition could comfortably combine with valor.The rebellion was the first opportunity since
Cuba for Churchill to participate in a real war, and he was determined, to the point of obsession,
to do so. He telegraphed Blood that he should make good his promise and hastened to return at
once to India, praying that the war would last long enough for him to see action.CHAPTER 5THE
JEWEL OF EMPIRE: INDIA, 1896–1897Such was “the long, long Indian day” as I knew it for
three years; and not such a bad day either.—MY EARLY LIFESuch was “the long, long Indian
day” as I knew it for three years; and not such a bad day either.—MY EARLY LIFEWHEN
WINSTON CHURCHILL ARRIVED in Bombay in early October 1896, the British presence in
India was already 287 years old. India’s civilization had existed for more than five thousand
years, a span that made it one of the world’s oldest. The first outsiders were Aryan tribes from
the new world that arrived sometime around 1500 B.C. and eventually melded with indigenous
tribes to evolve into what became the Indian people. Arabs, Portuguese, and Dutch preceded
the British East India Company, established in 1609 to trade in the rich textiles and spices that
abounded throughout Asia. The East India Company became the world’s most powerful private



enterprise and, after Robert Clive led the British to victory in the Battle of Plassey in 1757, a de
facto government.The British believed that everything noble about their empire was on display in
India. When the hugely successful Empire of India Exhibition opened in London’s Earl’s Court in
1895, its premise was that the supervision and control of India by a mere quarter of a million
British troops and administrators were evidence of British brilliance. Certainly it was the epitome
of condescension when the viceroy of India, Lord Curzon, proclaimed that “governing India was
the fulfillment of a mandate from God,” and that the result was “the miracle of the world.”
However, the reality was that India had become far more than the crown jewel of Britain’s vast
empire: Its vast riches were a vital economic necessity.The Victorian world of empire was the
foundation of Winston Churchill’s beliefs and upbringing. Now, in 1896, he would see for himself
the fruits of Kipling’s mesmerizing writing about India, and of what he and his countrymen
regarded as a modern version of the divine right of kings. However, policing the vast empire was
another matter altogether, and as Britain’s influence spread and it acquired territories in faraway
places ranging from Egypt to South Africa and India, its security problems multiplied.The East
India Company had an insatiable and irresponsible appetite for profits, and its imperial
administration of India was marred by a succession of Anglo-Sikh wars and by the bloody Sepoy
Mutiny of 1857–58, after which Britain disbanded the company. In 1873 a governor-general was
installed and the British colonial system of administration created. Along with the Indian army,
the British army became the instrument of enforcing security and internal order.Famine,
starvation, floods, crushing poverty, sickness, and sectarian violence beset the India of the
British Empire, while the caste system condemned much of the population to lives of deprivation.
The gulf between the tiny minority of wealthy Indians and the remainder of the population was
enormous. A succession of British prime ministers, possessed of good intentions, faced but
could not resolve the twin dilemmas of Ireland and India.Churchill’s arrival in Bombay after the
twenty-three-day voyage from England was inauspicious. Eager to be the first to do something,
he and several other officers were given permission to disembark before the main party and
hired a small skiff to take them ashore. As they reached the notoriously dangerous quayside, the
heavy swells caused the skiff to rise four or five feet, and when Churchill grabbed an iron
stanchion while attempting to transfer to the dock, he lost his grip and slipped on the wet steps,
painfully wrenching and probably dislocating his right shoulder. The injury was serious enough
that it bothered him for the remainder of his life; his shoulder would frequently displace,
sometimes from the simplest of motions, such as reaching for a book, swimming, or the
expansive gesture he made during a speech in the House of Commons. He was unable to play
tennis and in order to play polo had to strap his arm to his chest. Of greater importance was that
he could no longer use a sword and instead relied on a Mauser pistol for close combat. The
injury, he recalled, was “a grave embarrassment in moments of peril, violence and effort.”The
Fourth Hussars settled into their permanent duty station at Bangalore, on the high plains of
southern India. At three thousand feet above sea level Bangalore had a moderate climate that
spared its residents the insidious heat and humidity common to most of India. A city of lakes,



parks, and ancient temples, Bangalore was as close to ideal a place as existed in
India.Bangalore was also an idyllic place to enjoy the benefits army service bestowed on an
officer. With Britain at peace, military duties and recreation were equal partners. Indeed it had
been so long since the British army had waged war that there were few officers below the rank of
major with any war experience whatsoever. At the turn of the century a general noted how duty in
India had little to do with war. “In the summer there was the individual training, polo, a little
pigsticking, bathing in the Commissioner’s swimming bath, the long, long Indian days, the weary
nights and the howling of dogs, the siesta, the burning heat and dust.”Churchill, Reginald
Barnes, and another officer lived in a spacious pink-and-white bungalow covered in
bougainvillea. Each was pampered by a butler and a servant who waited on him hand and foot,
and at the stables there was a groom for his horse and polo ponies. Churchill’s day began at the
crack of dawn, when he was awakened by the gentle hands of his servant lathering his face and
shaving him with a straight razor. “If you liked to be waited on and relieved of home worries,
India…was perfection…. Princes could live no better than we.”In India, Churchill indulged a
lifelong love of horticulture. The previous occupant of his cottage had left behind a fine collection
of roses that he proudly praised in letters to his mother and brother. His love of animals and
gardening became passions that only those admitted to his inner circle ever saw. When he was
in positions of power the vast majority would know only Churchill’s unrelenting and
uncompromising side.He also began collecting butterflies, a hobby he had begun at Banstead
and now renewed with great enthusiasm. His collection numbered some sixty-five species
before a rat destroyed it. Although Churchill’s terrier (somewhat pretentiously named “Winston”)
caught and killed the rodent, the incident left him distraught.With no wars to wage, sports took
their place. The lives of the officers revolved principally around their military duties and the grand
sport of polo, which was played avidly both for recreation and in a quest for the coveted Inter-
Regimental Cup, awarded to the best team in India. Despite his nagging shoulder injury,
Churchill was a member of the regimental team and played the demanding sport skillfully. Polo
was a near obsession, “the serious purpose of life,” as he described it. Churchill made it a point
to play no fewer than eight chukkas per session, and sometimes as many as twelve, an
exhausting regimen for the fittest of men, far more so for a one-armed player. Normally it took
several years for a newly arrived regiment to be able to compete with any degree of success in
the fierce interregimental competition against other, veteran units. Rising to the challenge, the
determined polo-playing officers of the Fourth Hussars decided it was time for an exception to
the rule, and within two months of their arrival were already competing for another coveted cup
in Hyderabad they were thought to have no chance of winning. Neither the heavily favored
Nineteenth Hussars (the regiment the Fourth had just relieved) nor the crowd took the fledgling
team from Bangalore seriously, particularly when they appeared on the field with a one-armed
player as part of their team.Polo matches in colonial India were more than sporting events; they
were magnificent spectacles, possessed of pomp worthy of the best of the British Empire. The
day began with a formal military parade with every soldier attired in a gleaming dress uniform,



followed by a march past the official dignitaries that included teams of cannon-pulling elephants,
all trained to raise their trunks in unison in salute. The romantic Churchill later lamented the
abolition of this ritual. “We now have clattering tractors drawing far larger and more destructive
guns. Thus civilization advances. But I mourn the elephants and their salutations.”The laughter
and snickering that greeted the underdog visitors at the start of the afternoon match quickly
subsided when they scored a record number of goals and routed the Nineteenth Hussars.
Churchill does not tell us how many goals he scored, but suffice it to say that he played a
noteworthy part in his regiment’s stunning victory. His team might not have been taken so lightly
had it been realized that the Fourth Hussars had taken the unusual step of purchasing the entire
polo stud of the Poona Light Infantry Regiment. Thus fortified with a stable of experienced polo
ponies, Churchill’s team undertook intense preparations that led to this triumphal day.Patrick
Thompson, a contemporary of Churchill, said that “to get at Churchill’s angle in life,” one had
only to see him play polo. The sheer intensity with which he played left an indelible impression
on Thompson. “He rides in the game like heavy cavalry getting into position for the assault. He
trots about, keenly watchful, biding his time, a master of tactics and strategy. Abruptly he sees
his chance, and he gathers his pony and charges in, neither deft nor graceful, but full of tearing
physical energy…. He bears down opposition by the weight of his dash and strikes the ball. Did I
say ‘strikes’? He slashes the ball.”For men like Churchill polo was war; it was like a miniature
battlefield. Bloodshed and injury to horse and rider were common, and the faint of heart need
not apply. Indeed, during Churchill’s time polo was perhaps the closest officers got to a
battlefield without actually killing one another, though this too sometimes happened to both rider
and animal. Banging, slashing, and spills are an integral part of the sport. Polo ponies give their
all and sometimes die on the field from heart attacks and broken legs. Polo is the toughest
physical training a cavalryman can engage in to keep in top physical shape. Courage and
audacity on the polo field translate into savvy and audacity on the battlefield. Many famous
soldiers, among them Gen. George S. Patton, forged their skills and tested themselves daily on
the polo field. They believed that the training and initiative they learned there were vital tools for
the demands of fighting. Lasting friendships were also cemented on the polo field and have
been known to influence the choice of battlefield generals.The youthful Churchill was more than
a mere player; he was a combatant. Looking ahead, we can see that he played polo with the
same aggressive attitude he would demand of his generals during World War II, a standard that
was to produce considerable frustration when most failed to live up to his high expectations.Yet
such an existence came at a price, one that Churchill was more than happy to pay. Frugality had
always been a concept he had failed to embrace, and in India, in part seduced by the cheap and
plentiful labor and easy living, he consistently lived well beyond his means, often borrowing
money from the very local moneylenders he had been specifically warned to avoid at all costs. In
early 1897 Jennie strongly censured her son for deliberately overdrawing his bank balance by
cashing a check for his quarterly allowance from her even though “you knew you had nothing in
the bank…. I must say I think it is too bad of you—indeed it is hardly honourable knowing as you



do that you are dependent on me & that I give you the biggest allowance I possibly can, more
than I can afford.” Although more than justified, Jennie’s complaints about her son’s reckless
spending had as much to do with the stress it placed on her own finances as they did with
motherly concern for her headstrong son. She demanded he learn to live within his means. “You
cannot but feel ashamed of yr-self…. I haven’t the heart to write more.” Churchill dismissively
blamed his “stupid” banker. In fact, his behavior was all too typical of his egotism and utter
disregard for anyone but himself.For most young bachelor army officers like Churchill, service in
India meant not only a splendid time of polo and other sports but also romance. The cream of
the many eligible young English ladies who journeyed to India arrived every year with the single
purpose of finding romance and, if they were fortunate, a husband. This pool of single young
women was drolly referred to as “the fishing fleet.”Although neither was looking for marriage, at a
polo match during Churchill’s first months in India, he met Pamela Plowden, the beautiful,
intelligent, and vivacious daughter of Sir Trevor Chichele Plowden, the British resident (a
position similar to that of a consul) of Hyderabad. For the first time in his life he was love-struck.
Pamela, he confided to Jennie, was “very beautiful and clever.” Their courtship, interrupted by
Churchill’s forays to other places to play polo, included a romantic elephant ride through
Hyderabad. Although their friendship lasted a lifetime, their relationship never progressed to
marriage after her father refused to grant his daughter’s hand.Even after he became famous for
his exploits in the Boer War and might have won her father’s consent, Churchill does not seem to
have sufficiently pursued Pamela, and she eventually became convinced of his inability ever to
commit to another and once complained that he was incapable of affection. He was stung by her
honesty (and accuracy) and duly protested. “I am no fickle gallant capriciously following the
fancy of the hour. My love is deep and strong…[and] will remain true till death.”Her later
observation of Churchill was astute. “The first time you meet Winston, you see all his faults, and
the rest of your life you spend in discovering his virtues.” The correspondence between Winston
and Pamela spanned sixty-three years and was sold at auction by Christie’s in 2003 for nearly
three hundred thousand pounds. One item was a passionate letter in which he wrote: “I have
lived all my life seeing the most beautiful women London produces…. never have I seen one for
whom I would for an hour forego the business of life. Then I met you…were I a dreamer of
dreams, I would say ‘marry me—and I will conquer the world and lay it at your feet.’” By 1901
even Jennie was convinced they would marry, and Winston had written that “she is the only
woman I could ever live happily with,” but his inertia ultimately killed their romance, and in 1902
she married another and became the Countess of Lytton.As during his years at Harrow,
Churchill, while not unpopular with his colleagues in India, was viewed as somewhat
irrepressible. They found him a bit too glib and something of a loner but nevertheless regarded
him as one of their own. Most of the young regimental officers he found shallow and
uninteresting. The vast majority had scant interest in discussing politics or military science and
disliked (and perhaps envied) his conversational skills. Around them Churchill was his usual
opinionated self, aggressive in his opinions and always ready to discourse on any given subject.



“His brother officers liked him but thought him bumptious and held it their duty to keep him in his
place.” One night a group of disgruntled subalterns organized a raid to rough up Churchill, but he
had given his room to another officer, who gave them a rude reception.In 1898 the Fourth
Hussars participated in the Inter-Regimental polo matches at Meerut, fourteen hundred miles to
the north, near Delhi. Although his team lost in the second round, Churchill distinguished
himself. At the conclusion of the matches a great dinner was held in the host regiment’s mess.
When the interminable toasts and speeches by the winners and losers finally ended, there was
a sigh of relief: The assembled officers were ready for the usual (often silly) games that were a
part of such festivities. Suddenly Churchill bounded to his feet and announced that the
assembled officers would no doubt “like to hear me address you on the subject of polo.” In his
memoir of India, Sir Robert Baden-Powell—the future hero of Mafeking and the founder of the
Boy Scout movement—wrote, “There were cries of: ‘No, we don’t! Sit down!’” Ignoring their
collective cries, he pontificated about the laws of polo to the point of their sheer exasperation.
“He proceeded to show how it was not merely the finest game in the world but the most noble
and soul-inspiring contest in the whole universe, and having made that his point, he wound up
with a per oration which brought us all cheering to our feet.” Finally one of the officers rose and
said: “Well, that is enough of Winston for this evening,” and they decided to teach him a lesson.
Thereupon he was unceremoniously shoved under a large divan, and the two heaviest
subalterns sat down on it, trapping him underneath “with orders not to allow him out for the rest
of the evening.” A somewhat disheveled Churchill soon managed to break free and defiantly
declare: “You can’t keep me down like that.” Shades of Harrow!With ample time on his hands
Churchill underwent an epiphany of sorts. Lord Randolph’s death seemed to have spurred him
into setting goals for his future life and career. “I resolved to throw myself into life’s battles with
the utmost seriousness of energy, to repair the neglects of my school days, to read and study, to
think and fit myself, as far as I could, to mingle in the great world of politics in which he had lived;
and to seek adventures of all kinds in the hope of winning distinction. These adventures were
not slow in coming.” More to the point, in school Churchill had been required to read and study—
and he rebelled—but now that he was free to make his own decisions, the prospect suddenly
held great appeal. In India he determined that the time had come when he absolutely must make
up his educational deficiencies. Just as a future ally and friend named Dwight Eisenhower would
undergo a similar epiphany after being commissioned in the U.S. Army, Winston Churchill
suddenly felt impelled to make up for all his lost education.He admitted to being conscious of the
lapses in his learning in 1895 while at Aldershot, complaining to his mother that his schooling
had been too utilitarian and, unlike Oxford or Cambridge, had not produced “a liberal education”
or the intellectual polish he now deemed essential. He convinced himself of the need to improve
his knowledge one evening in the regimental mess when he attempted to show off, only to be
corrected by the better-read Brabazon, who pointed out that Churchill was wrong. (The colonel
was one of the few who could take him to task and still retain his friendship and
esteem.)Churchill’s godson, the second Earl of Birkenhead, would later write that he became “a



one-man university without dons,” in which he confronted “an ocean of ignorance” by throwing
himself into his studies with what amounted to a frenzied “passion with which he sought
enlightenment.” He began to read and study with zeal the great masters of economics, history,
and philosophy: Plato, all eight volumes of Gibbon’s massive Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, Macaulay (whom Churchill would later recall as “the prince of literary rogues, who
always preferred the tale to the truth”), Darwin, Malthus, and Schopenhauer were among those
whose works he devoured, often reading four or more books at a time.His mother fed his reading
appetite by sending parcels filled with his latest requests. “Poked away in a garrison town which
resembles a 3rd rate watering place, out of season & without the sea, with lots of routine work
and a hot and trying sun—without society or good sport—half my friends on leave and the other
half ill—my life here would be intolerable were it not for the consolations of literature. The only
valuable knowledge I take away from India (soldiering apart) could have been gathered equally
well in Cumberland Place. Notwithstanding all this I have not been unhappy, though occasionally
very bored,” although “unfulfilled” might have been a better description of Churchill’s state of
mind. Years later his memory had softened when he wrote: “Such was ‘the long, long Indian day’
as I knew it for three years; and not such a bad day either.”Enthusiasm, however, is sometimes
fleeting, and with no prospect of wrangling free of his duties in India to seek adventure, it soon
flagged. He continued to pressure his mother. “I long for excitement of some sort and the
prospect of joining an English expedition attracts me immensely. I do hope you will not relax your
efforts,” he wrote in early 1897.For a young man of limited experience, Churchill seemed to have
an opinion about virtually every subject. When the secretary of state for war, Lord Lansdowne,
proposed to increase the strength of the army, Churchill was quick to criticize both the proposal
and Lansdowne’s “stupid speech…. I hoped no one would be so foolish as to advocate the
expenditure of more money on the army.” Later, after he had himself entered Parliament,
Churchill again opposed a proposal to increase the army’s size.In 1897 it was decided that the
Guards regiments would serve overseas, a move scorned by Churchill, who blamed the
“meddling & muddling” of the War Office for the decision. He also noted that he would “infinitely
prefer any Highland regiment or any Rifle Regiment to the Grenadiers, Coldstreams or Scots
Guards, either to serve in or with,” a rather ironic statement given that he would be tutored in a
unit of the Grenadier Guards in 1915 and command a Scottish battalion in 1916.During his tour
of duty in India, Churchill continued to be accident prone. In April 1897 he was supervising the
marking of targets in the pits of the practice rifle range when a bullet hit the frame of a nearby
target, splintering it in all directions. One deeply penetrated his left thumb but “to the mercy of
God” missed his eyes. His hand was badly wounded by the errant splinter and had to be
cleansed and rebandaged daily. Although the wound was severe enough that he could barely lift
his arm to comb his hair or brush his teeth, it did not stop him from playing polo with the reins
fastened to his wrist. Such a maneuver was daring and highly dangerous, and could easily have
resulted in his being dragged by his arm by the pony in the event of a fall—a fairly common
occurrence in the rough-and-tumble sport of polo.After he had been in India for eight months he



had fallen into the typical routine of colonialism. For the most part those who served in the British
army in India lived in their own restricted world of transplanted customs, clubs, messes, and
other trappings that replicated life in Britain. Churchill’s knowledge of the Indian people and their
problems was admittedly “barren,” and “if I stay here twenty years as a soldier I see no prospect
of my acquiring any knowledge worth knowing of Indian affairs.”Soldiers traditionally grouse
about their existence. “I have lived the life of a recluse out here,” he complained. “Outside the
regiment I know perhaps three people who are agreeable and I have no ambitions to extend my
acquaintance…. Life out here is stupid, dull & uninteresting…and unless I get good letters of
introduction to the very best (not socially best) people out here my stay is likely to be very
valueless.”Broke and bored, and with no wars in the offing to attract his attention, Churchill was
clearly disenchanted with military service, and chafed at the notion of spending the remainder of
his service commitment in garrison duty in India. Yet he was a good soldier and performed his
duties well and conscientiously. His troop sergeant, S. Hallaway, recalled the enthusiasm with
which Churchill approached his duties, often arriving at the stables with a notebook and various
colored pencils. He would quiz his more experienced sergeant: How was a certain maneuver
conducted? Why this, why that, always the inquisitive “why” and “how” things were done. The
lieutenant’s incessant questions sometimes irked Sergeant Hallaway, who was more concerned
with tending to the horses.During reconnaissance training he became so badly blistered by the
sun that dressings had to be placed around his throat, but rather than complain he was proud
that he had been given the responsibilities of a brigade major—“a most important duty and one
which in England could never have been obtained under 14 or 15 years service…. I am
becoming my dear Mamma a very ‘correct’ soldier. Full of zeal…. Responsibility is an
exhilarating drink.”Other letters described his pleasure at being given the responsibility of acting
regimental adjutant. “The colonel consults me on all points…my soldiering prospects are at
present very good…. I have eleven subalterns below me and should I continue to serve I might
easily become a Captain in 31/2 more years…. I have also given satisfaction to my superior
officers and polo & other things quite apart, I have every reason to believe that I shall be
reported in the Annual Confidential Report as one of the two most efficient officers in my
rank.”Nevertheless Winston’s constant complaints brought swift rebuttal from Jennie. “I am quite
disheartened about you. You seem to have no real purpose in life & won’t realize at the age of 22
that for a man life means work, & hard work if you mean to succeed…. It is useless my saying
more—we have been over this ground before—it is not a pleasant one.” Her remonstrations that
he stay in India and show “that you can work hard and do something” had no effect. Determined
to leave India, he saw an opportunity in April 1897 when two ancient enemies, Greece and
Turkey, went to war over Crete.“By good fortune I am possessed of the necessary leave and I
propose, with your approval, to go to the front as a special correspondent,” he wrote Jennie.
“Which side to go on. This my dearest Mamma must depend on you.” His lengthy letter
halfheartedly stated that if she objected he would not go but that it was up to her to find him a
sponsor.This latest scheme to find a war to cover was further evidence that Churchill still



regarded war as an abstraction and viewed it as merely an occasion to “see the fun and tell the
tale.” It came to naught the following month when Greece averted hostilities and sued for peace
with Turkey. Churchill had already sailed from Bombay, and with no war to cover toured Italy and
visited his brother, Jack, who was vacationing in Paris, and spent a leisurely summer in
England.Churchill’s voyage from India in 1897 was to have one lasting benefit: He met Col. Ian
Standish Monteith Hamilton, an up-and-coming officer who was to play a major role in his life
and achieve infamy at Gallipoli in 1915. A veteran of numerous wars, including the Second
Afghan War of 1879, Hamilton bonded with Churchill during hours of discussion about politics
and warfare. As a result of their chance meeting the two men formed a lifelong friendship that
lasted until Hamilton’s death in 1947.Churchill’s troubles with money and his boredom with
garrison duty with not even a scent of war were forgotten in August 1897. While he was relaxing
on the stately lawns of the famed Goodwood racecourse in Surrey, opportunity knocked when
he learned that Pathan tribesmen in the North-West Frontier had revolted. “I read in the
newspapers that a Field Force of three brigades had been formed, and that at the head of it
stood Sir Bindon Blood.”Churchill had first met Gen. Sir Bindon Blood at Aunt Lily’s in 1896. A
longtime friend of her husband, Lord Beresford, and an influential officer, Blood had just
returned from India, where he had commanded an expeditionary force. The two had talked at
length, and by the time they parted Churchill had persuaded Blood to promise him duty with his
unit should he ever return to India. The Blood family name had been emblazoned in British
history since his ancestor, Col. Thomas Blood, a famous adventurer and onetime Irish
landowner, stole the crown jewels from the Tower of London in 1671. Although caught and
imprisoned in the Tower, Blood managed to escape execution for treason by a personal appeal
to King Charles II, who not only pardoned him but restored his lands, which had been lost after
the English Civil War, and granted Blood a handsome pension of five hundred pounds per
year.True warriors, soldiers like Wellington, Napoleon, and Bindon Blood, are a breed apart from
other men, and although Churchill possessed the warrior ethos, his motives, unlike those of
most soldiers whose primary motivation in combat is survival, were purely selfish. For someone
of his young age and inexperience, the road to a coveted seat in Parliament seemed to go
through the army, where there existed an opportunity to attain public attention through heroic
deeds. Surely such a possibility now existed in the wilds of the North-West Frontier, where
ambition could comfortably combine with valor.The rebellion was the first opportunity since
Cuba for Churchill to participate in a real war, and he was determined, to the point of obsession,
to do so. He telegraphed Blood that he should make good his promise and hastened to return at
once to India, praying that the war would last long enough for him to see action.CHAPTER 6A
TASTE OF WAR: THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER, 1897Being in many ways a coward—
particularly at school—there is no ambition I cherish so keenly as to gain a reputation of
personal courage.—CHURCHILL, DECEMBER 1897THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF
colonial India encompassed some of the most rugged and forbidding terrain on earth, which to
this day is populated by fiercely independent, fearsome tribesmen, smugglers, bandits, and



warlords, who recognize no outside authority.As much as they fought among themselves, in a
wilderness where the only law was that of the warlord and the tribe, the men of the Indian frontier
were united in their hatred of British colonialism. They traditionally resented British intrusion into
their land, and the signs of British permanence in the region in the form of roads and forts were
clear evidence of their intent to remain permanently.Armed primarily with rifles, these fierce
tribesmen not only were unafraid of the British sent to rein them in but actually welcomed the
challenge of fighting—and killing—them. Churchill would later write: “At a thousand yards the
traveller falls wounded by the well-aimed bullet of a breech-loading rifle. His assailant,
approaching, hacks him to death with the ferocity of a South-Sea Islander. The weapons of the
nineteenth century are in the hands of the savages of the Stone Age.”The origin of the current
unrest in the North-West Frontier was an 1895 rebellion that threatened the British fort at Chitral.
A bloody battle in Malakand Pass between twelve thousand Chitral tribesmen and a British relief
force of fifteen thousand soldiers sent from Peshawar left some two thousand tribesmen dead or
wounded versus British losses of a mere sixty-nine killed or wounded. This latest in a long
history of uprisings occurred in what today is the border region between Pakistan and
Afghanistan that is the home base of the Al Qaeda terrorist network.In July 1897 the Mullah of
Swat (“the Mad Mullah”), a Muslim holy man, incited the native Pathan tribesmen to rebel
against the British presence and control of territory they believed was rightfully theirs. The
insurgents attacked the Gibraltar-like fort at Chakdara and the garrison posted at Malakand
Pass, both of which secured access to the Swat Valley, the only road to the British garrison at
Chitral, one hundred miles to the north at the farthest reaches of the North-West Frontier.The
uprisings were deemed a threat to the authority and prestige of the British Empire that simply
could not be ignored. With the garrisons in peril, a call for reinforcements by the British
commander led to the formation of the Malakand Field Force under Gen. Sir Bindon Blood.
Unlike the 1895 expedition, Blood’s punitive force was relatively small, consisting of about two
thousand men, mostly Indian army troops commanded by white officers, matched against some
twelve thousand Pathans.Churchill was in such a rush to return from London to India that he left
behind a pile of new books, his pet dog, and, not surprisingly, a pile of unpaid bills. After a
sweltering and thoroughly miserable voyage that he described as like being in “a vapour bath,”
he was bitterly disappointed when he arrived in Bombay to find that there was no telegram from
Blood notifying him of his inclusion in the Malakand force. He returned to duty in Bangalore with
fading optimism and wrote gloomily to Jennie that apparently “someone at Headquarters has
put a spoke in my wheel. I have still some hopes—but each day they grow less and less. It is an
object lesson of how much my chances of success in the army are worth.”Churchill’s suspicion
that someone was out to derail his dream was soon proved wrong when he received a letter
from Blood saying that, although he had no staff position for him, he could nevertheless come as
a press correspondent and would be appointed to fill the first available vacancy. Having only just
returned from a long annual leave, Churchill had to exert considerable effort before he was
somehow able to persuade his superiors to grant him a month’s leave to join the Malakand Field



Force.The problem was that he would be denied permission to travel to the North-West Frontier
as a war correspondent without a special pass—and to obtain that pass he would have to be
accredited to a suitable newspaper, a proces which could prove difficult. Whatever it took to get
there, Churchill simply refused to be denied this opportunity. He planned to take his own horses
with him (this idea proved impractical) and if denied entry to the frontier zone, he was prepared
to take his chances by riding through the rugged mountains on his own. “It might not have been
worth my while, who am really no soldier, to risk so many fair chances on a war which can only
help me directly in a profession I mean to discard. But I have considered everything and I feel
that the fact of having seen service with British troops while still a young man must give me more
weight politically—must add to my claims to be listened to and may perhaps improve my
prospects of gaining popularity with the country. Besides this—I think I am of an adventurous
disposition and shall enjoy myself not so much in spite of as because of the risks I run.”A year
later, after he had survived one of the most gruesome battles of British military history, Churchill
would not be so quick to pronounce war enjoyable. Instead he would begin to grasp the meaning
of Alexander Hamilton’s dictum, “War, like most other things, is a science to be acquired and
perfected by diligence, by perseverance, by time, and by practice.”He managed to become
accredited to an Indian newspaper, the Allahabad Pioneer, for which Kipling had once written.
He was to submit a daily piece of three hundred words. In London, Jennie persuaded the Daily
Telegraph to engage her son as its correspondent, although he was required to pay his own
expenses in return for a fee of five pounds per column. His editor demanded “picturesque
forceful letters” (he would not be disappointed). Churchill had insisted on ten pounds per article,
but at least now armed with the necessary accreditation and an approved leave, he set out on
the arduous journey from southern India to the North-West Frontier.Train travel in India has
always been a unique undertaking. Trains are generally crowded to overflowing, often with
passengers leaning out of the carriage windows or sitting on the roofs. Besides people, all
manner of animals were common, ranging from chickens to goats, pigs, and occasionally, even
deadly snakes carried in baskets that did not invite closer inspection by the curious. Churchill
traveled first class (how else?) and seems to have been spared the usual teeming conditions.
His carriage was kept relatively cool by shutters to block out the sun and by “a circular wheel of
wet straw which one turned from time to time.” He passed the time writing letters and reading by
lamplight. To his brother he enthusiastically endorsed the importance of punishing the upstart
rebels “who have dared violate the Pax Britannica.” Repayment in kind “is now at hand. It is
impossible for the British government to be content with repelling an injury—it must be
avenged.”The 2,028-mile trip took six days, including a short layover at Rawalpindi, during which
Churchill spent an evening in the Fourth Dragoon’s sergeants’ mess listening to a songfest.
“Nothing recalls the past so potently as a smell,” he wrote some years later, but “in default of a
smell the next best mnemonic is a tune. I have got tunes in my head for every war I have been
to…. Some day when my ship comes home, I am going to have them all collected in
gramophone records, and then I will sit in a chair and smoke my cigar while pictures and faces,



moods and sensations long-vanished return; and pale but true there gleams the light of other
days.”At Nowshera, the railway’s northernmost terminus, he hired a tonga—“a kind of little cart
drawn by relays of galloping ponies”—that stirred clouds of choking yellow dust as it sped
through the almost lunar landscape on the forty-mile journey to the Malakand Pass, where
Bindon Blood had established his headquarters.In this inhospitable sector of India the British
had three enemies to overcome: the rebels; the brutal, unforgiving weather; and the bleak,
arduous terrain, which strongly favored the defender. Churchill well remembered years later that,
in conditions unlike any he had ever encountered, “You could lift the heat with your hands, it sat
on your shoulders like a knapsack, it rested on your head like a nightmare.”The conditions in
Cuba had been disagreeable, but this new challenge failed to daunt his single-minded desire to
be a part of the Malakand campaign and to win recognition and decorations for bravery. Covered
from head to toe in dust, Lieutenant Churchill reported for duty at the headquarters of the
Malakand Field Force.Sir Bindon Blood was an imposing figure, a deeply experienced frontier
soldier and a warrior who personified the image of a field general. With his white hair, large
bushy mustache, and piercing eyes, Blood exuded confidence and professionalism. His carriage
and persona were those ofa man confident of his abilities: a born soldier who was exceptionally
proud of the deeds of hisaudacious and famous ancestor. On one occasion when his
encampment was attacked by snipers and bullets were flying everywhere, with several men
wounded, Blood coolly continued eating his dinner as if nothing untoward was occurring. The
foundation of Bindon Blood’s success as a colonial commander was a combination of audacity
and a deep understanding of the native population. As a veteran of the Indian and British armies,
he was better equipped and trained than anyone else to deal with the mountain tribesmen on a
one-to-one basis. His memoirs, published in 1933, contain these words:The good old RuleThe
simple PlanThat he shall take who has the Pow’rAnd he shall keep who can!When Churchill
arrived, Blood was away pacifying a native tribe, a mission which he accomplished without
bloodshed. As a member of the Malakand officers’ mess, Churchill learned for the first time to
drink whiskey in a place where water was in short supply and accordingly precious. Although he
enjoyed wine, champagne, and the occasional brandy, Churchill found his first experience with
Scotch unpleasant. He was a man who had spent most of his life spurning conformity, but as an
outsider at the Malakand HQ, Churchill seemed compelled to adhere to the custom of his fellow
officers even though he all but held his nose while doing so. “Once one got the knack of it, the
very repulsion from the flavour developed an attraction of its own,” he wrote in defense of the
practice. Although he would later temper his criticism, in 1897, not yet twenty-four, he railed
against drunkenness and the bad habits of university students, which he thought should be
firmly reined in. “Subalterns in the those days were an intolerant tribe; they used to think that if a
man got drunk or would not allow other people to have a drink, he ought to be kicked.”The
debate over Churchill’s use of alcohol has consumed writers, historians, and revisionists eager
either to defend or discredit him. However, during his Indian army days his drinking was clearly
more a means of conformity—alcohol was “the main basic standing refreshment of the white



officer in the East.”Before he could join a fighting unit he was required to purchase several
horses and engage a groom to maintain them. It was customary for the horses and personal
effects of dead officers to be auctioned off. Churchill arrived at a propitious moment and took
advantage of the misfortune of others to outfit himself at minimal cost, writing rather tactlessly
that, “unluckily for them, but very conveniently for me, several officers had been killed in the
preceding week.”He used his idle time to good advantage to write the first nine of what would
eventually number fifteen dispatches to the Daily Telegraph. Each was published under the
byline “A Young Officer,” a decision made by Jennie on the advice of a family friend. Although it
displeased Churchill, Jennie faithfully made it known in the right London circles who the author
was. In one commentary he went well beyond merely reporting the situation in the North-West
Frontier to criticize British policy sternly, specifically the refusal of the politicians to heed the
advice of their military men in the field—a familiar theme in any war, and one that many of his
generals during World War II would repeat about him.While not writing, Churchill rode on several
patrols with the Eleventh Bengal Lancers, looking for but failing to find action. The days of
relative leisure at the force base camp soon ended, however. As the encounters escalated, it
had been decided to burn rebel villages and crops in retribution. “All who resist will be killed
without quarter,” he wrote to Reginald Barnes. “The Mohmands need a lesson—and there is no
doubt we are a very cruel people.”Blood led the Malakand Field Force west toward the Mamund
Valley, a virtual cul-de-sac, in search of Pathan rebels. Although the British had no particular
quarrel with the Mamunds, another warlike tribe whose home was in the valley, what ought
otherwise to have been peaceful suddenly turned bloody when the Mamunds (undoubtedly in
the belief that the British were there to wage war on them) attacked the Malakand base
camp.Churchill’s wish to see action was now realized. In his memoirs Blood wrote that: “Lieut.
Winston Churchill of the 4th Queen’s Own Hussars…joined me as an extra A.D.C.—and a right
good one he was!” Blood sent for Churchill and suggested he join one of the fighting units. “He
was all for it, so I sent him over at once and he saw more fighting than I expected and very hard
fighting too! He was personally engaged in some very serious work.”Blood sent a brigade on a
reprisal mission to locate and destroy the rebels. Instead it was badly mauled, at which point he
ordered his troops to lay waste the valley. Churchill wrote impersonally that “with fire and sword
in vengeance…we proceeded systematically, village by village, and we destroyed the houses,
filled up the wells, blew down the towers, cut down the great shady trees, burned the crops and
broke the reservoirs in punitive devastation.”Greatly outnumbered, the punitive expedition was
itself punished in humiliating fashion. What had once been a twelve-hundred-man brigade was
soon broken in disarray into small bands of soldiers who fought a series of battles in widely
scattered parts of the valley. In one of these the commanding general and a battery of artillery
fought for their lives on a dark night in chaotic hand-to-hand combat with tribesmen armed with
rifles and vicious long knives in a rabbit-warren village of mud huts. Churchill described “an awful
rout in which the wounded were left to be cut up by these wild beasts.”The war in the mountains
of the North-West Frontier was fierce and without quarter. There were deadly ambushes, battles



fought with rifles at point-blank range reminiscent (on a far smaller scale) of the American Civil
War. It was common to hear bugle calls sounding “Charge!” Churchill attached himself first to a
cavalry unit and then to a Sikh rifle company. He had come to find action, and action is what he
got.His undermanned unit consisted of only five British officers and some eighty-five Sikhs. Their
objective was to destroy a village high in the hills at the head of the valley. As they moved
upward, Churchill recalled his Sandhurst training about dispersal of forces and realized his unit
was not nearly strong enough to defend against a concerted rebel attack. With the place
apparently deserted, it was decided to withdraw to a sounder position behind a knoll a short
distance below the village, but before they could do so, all hell broke loose. Suddenly the hillside
erupted with menacing howls and a hail of rifle fire from a force of Pathans hidden in the rocks
above them.Almost instantly five men were cut down. One of the British officers was shot
through the eye. Churchill grabbed the Martini-Henry rifle of a wounded Sikh and began
returning fire. “We had certainly found the adventure for which we had been looking,” was his
rather droll description of a bloody life-and-death small-unit engagement.At one point a group of
Pathan tribesmen approached within yards of Churchill’s ragtag force, which was now in full
retreat with its wounded. The battalion adjutant, who had come forward to order a “retirement” (a
polite word often used in place of “retreat”) from the village, was among the wounded. It is a
solemn point of honor in most armies that the dead and wounded are never left on the battlefield
and the Malakand Field Force of 1897 was no exception. Unfortunately, in this particular skirmish
panic overtook honor. As the adjutant was being carried to safety, a group of sword-bearing
Pathans appeared. The men carrying the adjutant abruptly dropped him to the ground and fled.
The rebel leader slashed the helpless officer. Enraged and almost blind with fury, Churchill drew
his sword and prepared to engage the man. “I forgot everything else at this moment except a
desire to kill this man.” As he advanced, the tribesman awaited his arrival, his sword brandished
for combat. With other enemy tribesmen nearby, Churchill decided that common sense must
prevail over the quixotic notion of a duel to the death he would almost certainly have lost. Instead
he pulled out his revolver and began firing, hitting no one. It suddenly dawned on Churchill that
he was all alone and in serious peril. If he was to live to fight another day, it was imperative to
beat a hasty retreat, however inglorious it might be. “I ran as fast as I could. There were bullets
everywhere.” He reached the safety of his own lines unharmed. One officer and a dozen or so
Sikhs were not so fortunate. Those who had not been killed in the initial skirmish and could not
be evacuated to friendly lines had to be abandoned and were hacked to pieces. His unit was
now surrounded by several hundred tribesmen and might have met the same fate but for the
timely arrival of a relief force.As his outnumbered force withdrew into defensive positions, it was
relentlessly attacked. Some rebels without guns threw stones at them. “I felt no excitement and
very little fear,” Churchill reported. “All the excitement went out when things became really
deadly.” With his pistol ineffective, Churchill used the rifle of a wounded soldier and fired off
some forty rounds “with some effect at close quarters. I cannot be certain, but I think I hit 4 men.
At any rate they fell.”Churchill returned from the debacle in Mamund Valley with the blood on his



pants of a wounded sepoy he had dragged to safety. He had passed his first test of combat and,
more important, had lived to tell the tale. Unlike his fellow subalterns, who “were highly delighted
at a few bullets that whistled about” and considered it “a tremendous escape,” he found little to
boast about. “They have not yet seen what it means to be well punished,” he noted, always
mindful of what these events meant to his career.To his grandmother “Fanny,” Churchill confided
that war was unforgiving and that the British were as cruel as their enemy. “I wonder if people in
England have any idea of the warfare that is being carried on here…no quarter is ever asked or
given. The tribesmen torture the wounded & mutilate the dead. The troops never spare a man
who falls into their hands—whether he be wounded or not…. The picture is a terrible one…. I
wish I could come to the conclusion that all this barbarity—all these losses—all this expenditure
—had resulted in a permanent settlement being obtained, I do not think however that anything
has been done—that will not have to be done again.”Churchill’s first real taste of war also left him
more avid than ever for recognition. “I rode my grey pony all along the skirmish line where
everyone else was lying down in cover. Foolish perhaps but I play for high stakes and given an
audience there is no act too daring or too noble. Without the gallery things are different…. I
should like to come back and wear my medals at some big dinner or some other function.”In mid-
September, in the aftermath of the valley war, he was attached to a Punjab infantry unit that had
been badly mauled. “A change from British cavalry to Native Infantry! Still it means a medal and
also the next time I got into action I shall command a hundred men—and possibly I may bring off
some ‘coup.’ Besides I shall have some other motive for taking chances than merely love of
adventure.” One of only three British officers who were not dead or wounded, he spoke no
Punjabi and could convey his instructions only though hand signals and several words he had
learned, including maro (“kill”). He led his colonial troops in several minor skirmishes and again
emerged unscathed. Many of his brother officers were not so fortunate. Over a two-week period
one of Bindon Blood’s brigades lost 245 killed and wounded, 25 of them officers.During his
service with the Malakand Field Force everything else in Churchill’s prior existence became like
a distant memory, a typical reaction of soldiers whose lives are on the line, when only survival
counts. “I do not look ahead more than a day—or further than the hills that surround the valley….
Europe is infinitely remote.—England infinitely small—Bangalore a speck on the map of India—
but here everything is life size and flesh colour.” A short time later he made a point of noting that
although “it is a war without quarter…I have not soiled my hands with any dirty work—though I
recognise the necessity of some things.”Although he respected the fighting ability of the hill
tribesmen, in one of his dispatches to the Daily Telegraph he called them “little savages whose
principal article of commerce is their women—wives and daughters—who are exchanged for
rifles…. It is impossible to imagine a lower type of beings or a more dreadful state of
barbarism.”Despite his close calls, the danger, the heat and extreme physical discomforts, and
the sobering sight of the dead and wounded, Churchill persisted in treating his experience as
mostly a lively diversion, and with little regard for the fact that he might actually be one of the
unlucky ones to be wounded or killed. “I have faith in my luck,” he reassured his mother.



“Meanwhile the game amuses me—dangerous though it is—and I shall stay as long as I can. It
is a strange life. Here I am lying in a hole—dug two feet deep in the ground—to protect me
against the night firing—on a mackintosh with an awful headache—and the tent & my
temperature getting hotter every moment as the sun climbs higher and higher. But after all, food
and a philosophic temperament are man’s only necessities.”His flawed vision that heroism was
the key to political success persisted, his desire to be noticed and rewarded reaching the point
of recklessness when he proudly announced his gratification that “my follies have not been
altogether unnoticed…. Bullets—to a philosopher my dear Mamma—are not worth considering.
Besides I am so conceited I do not believe the Gods would create so potent a being as myself
for so prosaic an ending.”Churchill’s romanticism was dangerously unabated despite the harsh
examples of war he had personally experienced. More troubling, however, was his misguided
confidence that he, unlike his comrades in arms, was somehow exempt from death before
achieving a great destiny.War invariably exacts a painful cost, and in the aftermath of battle there
are the inevitable funerals of those who have paid the ultimate price. Churchill’s description of
one such event, while moving, was a curious mixture of romanticism and realism that somehow
made clear his failure fully to grasp that war is not a stage for ambition:The funerals of the British
officers and men, killed the day before, took place at noon…but all the pomp of military
obsequies was omitted, and there were no Union Jacks to cover the bodies, nor were volleys
fired over the graves…. To some the game of war brings prizes, honour, advancement, or
experience; to some the consciousness of duty well discharged; and to others—spectators,
perhaps—the pleasure of the play and the knowledge of men and things. But here were those
who had drawn the evil numbers—who had lost their all, to gain only a soldier’s grave. Looking at
these shapeless forms, coffined in a regulation blanket, the pride of race, the pomp of empire,
the glory of war appeared but the faint and unsubstantial fabric of a dream; and I could not help
realising with Burke: “What shadows we are and what shadows we pursue.”When the uprising
was finally quelled and the Malakand campaign ended, Churchill had to settle for a mention in
dispatches from General Blood, who noted that his commander in the field “has praised the
courage and resolution of Lieutenant W. L. S. Churchill, 4th Hussars, the correspondent of the
Pioneer newspaper with the force who made himself useful at a critical moment.” Blood also
wrote to Colonel Brabazon to praise Churchill’s service. “He is now pro tem an officer of native
infantry…. I have put him in when he was the only spare officer within reach, and he is working
away equal to two ordinary subalterns.” Blood also believed that even greater accolades awaited
Churchill, and that, “if he gets a chance he will win the VC [Victoria Cross, Britain’s highest
decoration for valor] or a DSO [Distinguished Service Order].” Churchill was pleased that “Sir
Bindon has made me his orderly officer, so that I shall get a medal and perhaps a couple of
clasps.” He called his service with the Malakand Field Force “the best I have ever had in my life”
and “one which I aim to repeat.” However, instead of a VC or DSO, Churchill had to settle for a
“Punjab Frontier, 1897–98” clasp to his India Medal, which was basically nothing more than a
decoration for having served in India. When Blood’s dispatches were published, Churchill was



thrilled and grateful. “I had no military command and only rode about trying to attract attention—
when things looked a little dangerous.”In the meantime his leave had expired, and although
Blood sought to keep Churchill as his aide, the army high command in India blocked his transfer,
and it was only through Blood’s intervention that he was even given a two-week extension until a
replacement could be sent to relieve him. Churchill was furious, calling the decision “as dirty a
tale of childish malice as was ever told.” Unless he got his own way, even such magnanimous
gestures as the six weeks’ leave accorded him by his regiment were not enough, nor was there
even a remote sense of appreciation for the opportunity. Instead he indulged in a juvenile temper
tantrum reminiscent of his childhood, petulantly blaming “the pettiness which induces high
military officers to devote so much time and attention to annoying a poor wretch of a subaltern….
It has been a severe object lesson to me, one which I shall not ever forget—of the petty & evil
intrigue on which appointments in India depend.”In an effort to avoid returning to his regiment,
Churchill attempted to join another expeditionary force being formed to deal with yet another
rebellion, this one in the Tirah Mountains, beyond the Khyber Pass. One of its brigades was
commanded by his new friend, Col. Ian Hamilton, who Churchill expected would aid his scheme
to extend his leave and participate in this new adventure. However, his dream of further glory
ended when Hamilton was thrown from his horse, breaking a leg—an injury that cost him his
command. Churchill’s request to extend his leave was summarily denied, and he was ordered
back to duty in Bangalore. This order ended his stirring adventures on the North-West Frontier.
He would later grumble that the leaders of the 1898 Tirah expedition “had been very selfish in
not letting me come with them,” failing to recall that it was his own regimental commander who
had curbed his venturesome ways.If Churchill thought he would return to a hero’s welcome in the
regimental mess at Bangalore, he was quite mistaken. Although his fellow officers treated him
with civility, for the most part they regarded him as a medal and glory seeker—a fairly accurate
perception. There was a strong whiff of unseemliness about an indulgent, self-important young
man presuming to tell his superiors how to fight wars and politicians how to conduct their
business that violated the Victorian standard of a gentleman.Churchill found the monotonous
routine of peacetime regimental duty more boring and irrelevant than ever. Having tasted war, he
thirsted for yet more adventure, and his heart and dreams were with the Tirah Expeditionary
Force. He found himself engaged in mock maneuvers, firing blanks instead of real bullets in
make-believe battles. Soldiers who have been in battle often find it difficult to adapt to garrison
duty under peacetime conditions, and Churchill was no exception. Henceforth anything less than
the real thing was superfluous, and the news of the forming of the Tirah expedition left him
chafing over his inability to join it. “I am more ambitious for a reputation for personal courage
than anything else in the world,” he confided to his mother. “A young man should worship a
young man’s ideals…. As for deserving such an honour—I feel that I took every chance and
displayed myself with ostentation wherever there was danger—but I had no military command
and could not expect to receive credit for what should after all be merely the behaviour of a
philosopher—who is also a gentleman.”The Tirah Field Force soon met its match in the Afridi



tribesmen who harassed and inflicted heavy casualties on the British from the high mountain
ridges, eventually forcing them into a humiliating withdrawal before winter set in, with little to
show for their incursion.Believing that there would be a second Tirah expedition in the spring of
1898, Churchill redoubled his efforts to be released from the Fourth Hussars and once again
employed the good offices of his mother. Jennie appealed on her son’s behalf to Field Marshal
Lord Roberts (the former commander in chief, India, who now held a similar position in Ireland),
asking that he intervene on Winston’s behalf. This time, however, her efforts came to naught
when both Roberts and Field Marshal Lord Wolseley (since 1895 the commander in chief of the
British army) elected not to intercede. Churchill was angry that a man with whom his father had a
close friendship would deny him and lamented that Roberts’s refusal was “a good instance of
ingratitude in a fortunate and very much overrated man.”The best he could finagle was a ten-day
leave at Christmas 1897, and although he toyed with the idea of journeying to the North-West
Frontier, he soon realized that there was simply insufficient time and, more important, that it was
a foolish notion. “The military pussycat is a delightful animal, as long as you know how to keep
clear of her claws,” he later wrote of his decision not to test the system any further.His return to
garrison duty provided time to write his first book, The Story of the Malakand Field Force. When
he learned someone else was also writing an account he redoubled his efforts and wrote
furiously, determined not to be outdone. Within six weeks he produced a manuscript, having
already alerted his mother that she must not only immediately find a publisher but also negotiate
suitable terms of not less than three hundred pounds, plus a royalty on each copy—an
enormous sum. In addition Churchill was adamant that he would not permit any revisions to be
made other than “bad sentences polished & any repetitions of phrase or fact weeded out.”If this
was a form of penance for neglecting her son during his childhood, Jennie was rapidly recouping
the debt. She soon found a literary agent who secured a contract with Longmans, a respected
London publisher. The illusion of a three-hundred-pound payment and royalties, however,
became instead an advance of fifty pounds against royalties, which meant it had to be earned
back through sales before he received any additional payment. All the same Churchill was
satisfied and regarded the book’s publication as “certainly the most noteworthy act of my life,”
although he qualified this description by adding, “Up to date (of course.)”He wrote to Jennie: “I
am pleased with it chiefly because I have discovered a great power of application which I did not
think I possessed.” The book remains to this day the best account of that forgotten war in spite of
his admission that he wrote it primarily “for the impression my words produce & the reputation
they give me…. I vy often yield to the temptation of adapting my facts to my phrases.”
Nevertheless, although it was an enigmatic realization (quite at odds with his own behavior) that
war is evil, it also inevitably reflected the long-standing romanticism that his first real experience
of war had failed to dampen. His account of the British relief of Chakdara is one example: “In that
moment the general, who watched the triumphant issue of the plans, must have experienced as
fine an emotion as is given to man on earth.”Churchill’s rather idealistic vision of generalship
became one of the foundations of the expectations he later had for men he chose to lead when



he became Britain’s war leader. “The general who avoids all ‘dash,’ who never starts in the
morning looking for a fight and without any definite intention, who does not attempt heroic
achievements, and who keeps his eyes on his watch, will have few casualties and little glory.”To
his credit Churchill’s experience on the North-West Frontier left him with firm ideas about war
that were, to say the least, unusually perceptive for a young man of his limited military education.
Unlike most other Victorians he believed compassion for a defeated enemy was necessary.
“‘Never despise your enemy,’ is an old lesson, but it has to be learnt afresh, year after year, by
every nation that is warlike and brave,” he wrote.Now free of his writing duties, he was more
restless than ever and determined to see further action. His son, Randolph, would later write:
“He did not think that the risks he had run with the Malakand Field Force had gained him the
reputation he believed he had deserved.” His high expectations for himself notwithstanding,
Churchill had a great deal to show for the experience, including his life. He had proved his
bravery, his dispatches were widely read, and he would soon publish a highly acclaimed first
book at the age of twenty-four (eight thousand copies were in print by early 1899). Moreover,
unlike his regimental contemporaries, he was now a battle-tested officer. Of course he never saw
it that way—as long as there were battles to be fought, Churchill believed it was his sworn duty to
find and participate in them, and to continue earning the capital he believed necessary for entry
into politics. If his destiny did not lie in India, he would damned well find it elsewhere.CHAPTER
6A TASTE OF WAR: THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER, 1897Being in many ways a coward—
particularly at school—there is no ambition I cherish so keenly as to gain a reputation of
personal courage.—CHURCHILL, DECEMBER 1897Being in many ways a coward—particularly
at school—there is no ambition I cherish so keenly as to gain a reputation of personal courage.—
CHURCHILL, DECEMBER 1897THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER OF colonial India
encompassed some of the most rugged and forbidding terrain on earth, which to this day is
populated by fiercely independent, fearsome tribesmen, smugglers, bandits, and warlords, who
recognize no outside authority.As much as they fought among themselves, in a wilderness
where the only law was that of the warlord and the tribe, the men of the Indian frontier were
united in their hatred of British colonialism. They traditionally resented British intrusion into their
land, and the signs of British permanence in the region in the form of roads and forts were clear
evidence of their intent to remain permanently.Armed primarily with rifles, these fierce tribesmen
not only were unafraid of the British sent to rein them in but actually welcomed the challenge of
fighting—and killing—them. Churchill would later write: “At a thousand yards the traveller falls
wounded by the well-aimed bullet of a breech-loading rifle. His assailant, approaching, hacks
him to death with the ferocity of a South-Sea Islander. The weapons of the nineteenth century
are in the hands of the savages of the Stone Age.”The origin of the current unrest in the North-
West Frontier was an 1895 rebellion that threatened the British fort at Chitral. A bloody battle in
Malakand Pass between twelve thousand Chitral tribesmen and a British relief force of fifteen
thousand soldiers sent from Peshawar left some two thousand tribesmen dead or wounded
versus British losses of a mere sixty-nine killed or wounded. This latest in a long history of



uprisings occurred in what today is the border region between Pakistan and Afghanistan that is
the home base of the Al Qaeda terrorist network.In July 1897 the Mullah of Swat (“the Mad
Mullah”), a Muslim holy man, incited the native Pathan tribesmen to rebel against the British
presence and control of territory they believed was rightfully theirs. The insurgents attacked the
Gibraltar-like fort at Chakdara and the garrison posted at Malakand Pass, both of which secured
access to the Swat Valley, the only road to the British garrison at Chitral, one hundred miles to
the north at the farthest reaches of the North-West Frontier.The uprisings were deemed a threat
to the authority and prestige of the British Empire that simply could not be ignored. With the
garrisons in peril, a call for reinforcements by the British commander led to the formation of the
Malakand Field Force under Gen. Sir Bindon Blood. Unlike the 1895 expedition, Blood’s punitive
force was relatively small, consisting of about two thousand men, mostly Indian army troops
commanded by white officers, matched against some twelve thousand Pathans.Churchill was in
such a rush to return from London to India that he left behind a pile of new books, his pet dog,
and, not surprisingly, a pile of unpaid bills. After a sweltering and thoroughly miserable voyage
that he described as like being in “a vapour bath,” he was bitterly disappointed when he arrived
in Bombay to find that there was no telegram from Blood notifying him of his inclusion in the
Malakand force. He returned to duty in Bangalore with fading optimism and wrote gloomily to
Jennie that apparently “someone at Headquarters has put a spoke in my wheel. I have still some
hopes—but each day they grow less and less. It is an object lesson of how much my chances of
success in the army are worth.”Churchill’s suspicion that someone was out to derail his dream
was soon proved wrong when he received a letter from Blood saying that, although he had no
staff position for him, he could nevertheless come as a press correspondent and would be
appointed to fill the first available vacancy. Having only just returned from a long annual leave,
Churchill had to exert considerable effort before he was somehow able to persuade his
superiors to grant him a month’s leave to join the Malakand Field Force.The problem was that he
would be denied permission to travel to the North-West Frontier as a war correspondent without
a special pass—and to obtain that pass he would have to be accredited to a suitable newspaper,
a proces which could prove difficult. Whatever it took to get there, Churchill simply refused to be
denied this opportunity. He planned to take his own horses with him (this idea proved
impractical) and if denied entry to the frontier zone, he was prepared to take his chances by
riding through the rugged mountains on his own. “It might not have been worth my while, who am
really no soldier, to risk so many fair chances on a war which can only help me directly in a
profession I mean to discard. But I have considered everything and I feel that the fact of having
seen service with British troops while still a young man must give me more weight politically—
must add to my claims to be listened to and may perhaps improve my prospects of gaining
popularity with the country. Besides this—I think I am of an adventurous disposition and shall
enjoy myself not so much in spite of as because of the risks I run.”A year later, after he had
survived one of the most gruesome battles of British military history, Churchill would not be so
quick to pronounce war enjoyable. Instead he would begin to grasp the meaning of Alexander



Hamilton’s dictum, “War, like most other things, is a science to be acquired and perfected by
diligence, by perseverance, by time, and by practice.”He managed to become accredited to an
Indian newspaper, the Allahabad Pioneer, for which Kipling had once written. He was to submit a
daily piece of three hundred words. In London, Jennie persuaded the Daily Telegraph to engage
her son as its correspondent, although he was required to pay his own expenses in return for a
fee of five pounds per column. His editor demanded “picturesque forceful letters” (he would not
be disappointed). Churchill had insisted on ten pounds per article, but at least now armed with
the necessary accreditation and an approved leave, he set out on the arduous journey from
southern India to the North-West Frontier.Train travel in India has always been a unique
undertaking. Trains are generally crowded to overflowing, often with passengers leaning out of
the carriage windows or sitting on the roofs. Besides people, all manner of animals were
common, ranging from chickens to goats, pigs, and occasionally, even deadly snakes carried in
baskets that did not invite closer inspection by the curious. Churchill traveled first class (how
else?) and seems to have been spared the usual teeming conditions. His carriage was kept
relatively cool by shutters to block out the sun and by “a circular wheel of wet straw which one
turned from time to time.” He passed the time writing letters and reading by lamplight. To his
brother he enthusiastically endorsed the importance of punishing the upstart rebels “who have
dared violate the Pax Britannica.” Repayment in kind “is now at hand. It is impossible for the
British government to be content with repelling an injury—it must be avenged.”The 2,028-mile
trip took six days, including a short layover at Rawalpindi, during which Churchill spent an
evening in the Fourth Dragoon’s sergeants’ mess listening to a songfest. “Nothing recalls the
past so potently as a smell,” he wrote some years later, but “in default of a smell the next best
mnemonic is a tune. I have got tunes in my head for every war I have been to…. Some day when
my ship comes home, I am going to have them all collected in gramophone records, and then I
will sit in a chair and smoke my cigar while pictures and faces, moods and sensations long-
vanished return; and pale but true there gleams the light of other days.”At Nowshera, the
railway’s northernmost terminus, he hired a tonga—“a kind of little cart drawn by relays of
galloping ponies”—that stirred clouds of choking yellow dust as it sped through the almost lunar
landscape on the forty-mile journey to the Malakand Pass, where Bindon Blood had established
his headquarters.In this inhospitable sector of India the British had three enemies to overcome:
the rebels; the brutal, unforgiving weather; and the bleak, arduous terrain, which strongly favored
the defender. Churchill well remembered years later that, in conditions unlike any he had ever
encountered, “You could lift the heat with your hands, it sat on your shoulders like a knapsack, it
rested on your head like a nightmare.”The conditions in Cuba had been disagreeable, but this
new challenge failed to daunt his single-minded desire to be a part of the Malakand campaign
and to win recognition and decorations for bravery. Covered from head to toe in dust, Lieutenant
Churchill reported for duty at the headquarters of the Malakand Field Force.Sir Bindon Blood
was an imposing figure, a deeply experienced frontier soldier and a warrior who personified the
image of a field general. With his white hair, large bushy mustache, and piercing eyes, Blood



exuded confidence and professionalism. His carriage and persona were those ofa man
confident of his abilities: a born soldier who was exceptionally proud of the deeds of
hisaudacious and famous ancestor. On one occasion when his encampment was attacked by
snipers and bullets were flying everywhere, with several men wounded, Blood coolly continued
eating his dinner as if nothing untoward was occurring. The foundation of Bindon Blood’s
success as a colonial commander was a combination of audacity and a deep understanding of
the native population. As a veteran of the Indian and British armies, he was better equipped and
trained than anyone else to deal with the mountain tribesmen on a one-to-one basis. His
memoirs, published in 1933, contain these words:The good old RuleThe simple PlanThat he
shall take who has the Pow’rAnd he shall keep who can!When Churchill arrived, Blood was away
pacifying a native tribe, a mission which he accomplished without bloodshed. As a member of
the Malakand officers’ mess, Churchill learned for the first time to drink whiskey in a place where
water was in short supply and accordingly precious. Although he enjoyed wine, champagne, and
the occasional brandy, Churchill found his first experience with Scotch unpleasant. He was a
man who had spent most of his life spurning conformity, but as an outsider at the Malakand HQ,
Churchill seemed compelled to adhere to the custom of his fellow officers even though he all but
held his nose while doing so. “Once one got the knack of it, the very repulsion from the flavour
developed an attraction of its own,” he wrote in defense of the practice. Although he would later
temper his criticism, in 1897, not yet twenty-four, he railed against drunkenness and the bad
habits of university students, which he thought should be firmly reined in. “Subalterns in the
those days were an intolerant tribe; they used to think that if a man got drunk or would not allow
other people to have a drink, he ought to be kicked.”The debate over Churchill’s use of alcohol
has consumed writers, historians, and revisionists eager either to defend or discredit him.
However, during his Indian army days his drinking was clearly more a means of conformity—
alcohol was “the main basic standing refreshment of the white officer in the East.”Before he
could join a fighting unit he was required to purchase several horses and engage a groom to
maintain them. It was customary for the horses and personal effects of dead officers to be
auctioned off. Churchill arrived at a propitious moment and took advantage of the misfortune of
others to outfit himself at minimal cost, writing rather tactlessly that, “unluckily for them, but very
conveniently for me, several officers had been killed in the preceding week.”He used his idle
time to good advantage to write the first nine of what would eventually number fifteen dispatches
to the Daily Telegraph. Each was published under the byline “A Young Officer,” a decision made
by Jennie on the advice of a family friend. Although it displeased Churchill, Jennie faithfully
made it known in the right London circles who the author was. In one commentary he went well
beyond merely reporting the situation in the North-West Frontier to criticize British policy sternly,
specifically the refusal of the politicians to heed the advice of their military men in the field—a
familiar theme in any war, and one that many of his generals during World War II would repeat
about him.While not writing, Churchill rode on several patrols with the Eleventh Bengal Lancers,
looking for but failing to find action. The days of relative leisure at the force base camp soon



ended, however. As the encounters escalated, it had been decided to burn rebel villages and
crops in retribution. “All who resist will be killed without quarter,” he wrote to Reginald Barnes.
“The Mohmands need a lesson—and there is no doubt we are a very cruel people.”Blood led the
Malakand Field Force west toward the Mamund Valley, a virtual cul-de-sac, in search of Pathan
rebels. Although the British had no particular quarrel with the Mamunds, another warlike tribe
whose home was in the valley, what ought otherwise to have been peaceful suddenly turned
bloody when the Mamunds (undoubtedly in the belief that the British were there to wage war on
them) attacked the Malakand base camp.Churchill’s wish to see action was now realized. In his
memoirs Blood wrote that: “Lieut. Winston Churchill of the 4th Queen’s Own Hussars…joined
me as an extra A.D.C.—and a right good one he was!” Blood sent for Churchill and suggested
he join one of the fighting units. “He was all for it, so I sent him over at once and he saw more
fighting than I expected and very hard fighting too! He was personally engaged in some very
serious work.”Blood sent a brigade on a reprisal mission to locate and destroy the rebels.
Instead it was badly mauled, at which point he ordered his troops to lay waste the valley.
Churchill wrote impersonally that “with fire and sword in vengeance…we proceeded
systematically, village by village, and we destroyed the houses, filled up the wells, blew down the
towers, cut down the great shady trees, burned the crops and broke the reservoirs in punitive
devastation.”Greatly outnumbered, the punitive expedition was itself punished in humiliating
fashion. What had once been a twelve-hundred-man brigade was soon broken in disarray into
small bands of soldiers who fought a series of battles in widely scattered parts of the valley. In
one of these the commanding general and a battery of artillery fought for their lives on a dark
night in chaotic hand-to-hand combat with tribesmen armed with rifles and vicious long knives in
a rabbit-warren village of mud huts. Churchill described “an awful rout in which the wounded
were left to be cut up by these wild beasts.”The war in the mountains of the North-West Frontier
was fierce and without quarter. There were deadly ambushes, battles fought with rifles at point-
blank range reminiscent (on a far smaller scale) of the American Civil War. It was common to
hear bugle calls sounding “Charge!” Churchill attached himself first to a cavalry unit and then to
a Sikh rifle company. He had come to find action, and action is what he got.His undermanned
unit consisted of only five British officers and some eighty-five Sikhs. Their objective was to
destroy a village high in the hills at the head of the valley. As they moved upward, Churchill
recalled his Sandhurst training about dispersal of forces and realized his unit was not nearly
strong enough to defend against a concerted rebel attack. With the place apparently deserted, it
was decided to withdraw to a sounder position behind a knoll a short distance below the village,
but before they could do so, all hell broke loose. Suddenly the hillside erupted with menacing
howls and a hail of rifle fire from a force of Pathans hidden in the rocks above them.Almost
instantly five men were cut down. One of the British officers was shot through the eye. Churchill
grabbed the Martini-Henry rifle of a wounded Sikh and began returning fire. “We had certainly
found the adventure for which we had been looking,” was his rather droll description of a bloody
life-and-death small-unit engagement.At one point a group of Pathan tribesmen approached



within yards of Churchill’s ragtag force, which was now in full retreat with its wounded. The
battalion adjutant, who had come forward to order a “retirement” (a polite word often used in
place of “retreat”) from the village, was among the wounded. It is a solemn point of honor in most
armies that the dead and wounded are never left on the battlefield and the Malakand Field Force
of 1897 was no exception. Unfortunately, in this particular skirmish panic overtook honor. As the
adjutant was being carried to safety, a group of sword-bearing Pathans appeared. The men
carrying the adjutant abruptly dropped him to the ground and fled. The rebel leader slashed the
helpless officer. Enraged and almost blind with fury, Churchill drew his sword and prepared to
engage the man. “I forgot everything else at this moment except a desire to kill this man.” As he
advanced, the tribesman awaited his arrival, his sword brandished for combat. With other enemy
tribesmen nearby, Churchill decided that common sense must prevail over the quixotic notion of
a duel to the death he would almost certainly have lost. Instead he pulled out his revolver and
began firing, hitting no one. It suddenly dawned on Churchill that he was all alone and in serious
peril. If he was to live to fight another day, it was imperative to beat a hasty retreat, however
inglorious it might be. “I ran as fast as I could. There were bullets everywhere.” He reached the
safety of his own lines unharmed. One officer and a dozen or so Sikhs were not so fortunate.
Those who had not been killed in the initial skirmish and could not be evacuated to friendly lines
had to be abandoned and were hacked to pieces. His unit was now surrounded by several
hundred tribesmen and might have met the same fate but for the timely arrival of a relief force.As
his outnumbered force withdrew into defensive positions, it was relentlessly attacked. Some
rebels without guns threw stones at them. “I felt no excitement and very little fear,” Churchill
reported. “All the excitement went out when things became really deadly.” With his pistol
ineffective, Churchill used the rifle of a wounded soldier and fired off some forty rounds “with
some effect at close quarters. I cannot be certain, but I think I hit 4 men. At any rate they
fell.”Churchill returned from the debacle in Mamund Valley with the blood on his pants of a
wounded sepoy he had dragged to safety. He had passed his first test of combat and, more
important, had lived to tell the tale. Unlike his fellow subalterns, who “were highly delighted at a
few bullets that whistled about” and considered it “a tremendous escape,” he found little to boast
about. “They have not yet seen what it means to be well punished,” he noted, always mindful of
what these events meant to his career.To his grandmother “Fanny,” Churchill confided that war
was unforgiving and that the British were as cruel as their enemy. “I wonder if people in England
have any idea of the warfare that is being carried on here…no quarter is ever asked or given.
The tribesmen torture the wounded & mutilate the dead. The troops never spare a man who falls
into their hands—whether he be wounded or not…. The picture is a terrible one…. I wish I could
come to the conclusion that all this barbarity—all these losses—all this expenditure—had
resulted in a permanent settlement being obtained, I do not think however that anything has
been done—that will not have to be done again.”Churchill’s first real taste of war also left him
more avid than ever for recognition. “I rode my grey pony all along the skirmish line where
everyone else was lying down in cover. Foolish perhaps but I play for high stakes and given an



audience there is no act too daring or too noble. Without the gallery things are different…. I
should like to come back and wear my medals at some big dinner or some other function.”In mid-
September, in the aftermath of the valley war, he was attached to a Punjab infantry unit that had
been badly mauled. “A change from British cavalry to Native Infantry! Still it means a medal and
also the next time I got into action I shall command a hundred men—and possibly I may bring off
some ‘coup.’ Besides I shall have some other motive for taking chances than merely love of
adventure.” One of only three British officers who were not dead or wounded, he spoke no
Punjabi and could convey his instructions only though hand signals and several words he had
learned, including maro (“kill”). He led his colonial troops in several minor skirmishes and again
emerged unscathed. Many of his brother officers were not so fortunate. Over a two-week period
one of Bindon Blood’s brigades lost 245 killed and wounded, 25 of them officers.During his
service with the Malakand Field Force everything else in Churchill’s prior existence became like
a distant memory, a typical reaction of soldiers whose lives are on the line, when only survival
counts. “I do not look ahead more than a day—or further than the hills that surround the valley….
Europe is infinitely remote.—England infinitely small—Bangalore a speck on the map of India—
but here everything is life size and flesh colour.” A short time later he made a point of noting that
although “it is a war without quarter…I have not soiled my hands with any dirty work—though I
recognise the necessity of some things.”Although he respected the fighting ability of the hill
tribesmen, in one of his dispatches to the Daily Telegraph he called them “little savages whose
principal article of commerce is their women—wives and daughters—who are exchanged for
rifles…. It is impossible to imagine a lower type of beings or a more dreadful state of
barbarism.”Despite his close calls, the danger, the heat and extreme physical discomforts, and
the sobering sight of the dead and wounded, Churchill persisted in treating his experience as
mostly a lively diversion, and with little regard for the fact that he might actually be one of the
unlucky ones to be wounded or killed. “I have faith in my luck,” he reassured his mother.
“Meanwhile the game amuses me—dangerous though it is—and I shall stay as long as I can. It
is a strange life. Here I am lying in a hole—dug two feet deep in the ground—to protect me
against the night firing—on a mackintosh with an awful headache—and the tent & my
temperature getting hotter every moment as the sun climbs higher and higher. But after all, food
and a philosophic temperament are man’s only necessities.”His flawed vision that heroism was
the key to political success persisted, his desire to be noticed and rewarded reaching the point
of recklessness when he proudly announced his gratification that “my follies have not been
altogether unnoticed…. Bullets—to a philosopher my dear Mamma—are not worth considering.
Besides I am so conceited I do not believe the Gods would create so potent a being as myself
for so prosaic an ending.”Churchill’s romanticism was dangerously unabated despite the harsh
examples of war he had personally experienced. More troubling, however, was his misguided
confidence that he, unlike his comrades in arms, was somehow exempt from death before
achieving a great destiny.War invariably exacts a painful cost, and in the aftermath of battle there
are the inevitable funerals of those who have paid the ultimate price. Churchill’s description of



one such event, while moving, was a curious mixture of romanticism and realism that somehow
made clear his failure fully to grasp that war is not a stage for ambition:The funerals of the British
officers and men, killed the day before, took place at noon…but all the pomp of military
obsequies was omitted, and there were no Union Jacks to cover the bodies, nor were volleys
fired over the graves…. To some the game of war brings prizes, honour, advancement, or
experience; to some the consciousness of duty well discharged; and to others—spectators,
perhaps—the pleasure of the play and the knowledge of men and things. But here were those
who had drawn the evil numbers—who had lost their all, to gain only a soldier’s grave. Looking at
these shapeless forms, coffined in a regulation blanket, the pride of race, the pomp of empire,
the glory of war appeared but the faint and unsubstantial fabric of a dream; and I could not help
realising with Burke: “What shadows we are and what shadows we pursue.”When the uprising
was finally quelled and the Malakand campaign ended, Churchill had to settle for a mention in
dispatches from General Blood, who noted that his commander in the field “has praised the
courage and resolution of Lieutenant W. L. S. Churchill, 4th Hussars, the correspondent of the
Pioneer newspaper with the force who made himself useful at a critical moment.” Blood also
wrote to Colonel Brabazon to praise Churchill’s service. “He is now pro tem an officer of native
infantry…. I have put him in when he was the only spare officer within reach, and he is working
away equal to two ordinary subalterns.” Blood also believed that even greater accolades awaited
Churchill, and that, “if he gets a chance he will win the VC [Victoria Cross, Britain’s highest
decoration for valor] or a DSO [Distinguished Service Order].” Churchill was pleased that “Sir
Bindon has made me his orderly officer, so that I shall get a medal and perhaps a couple of
clasps.” He called his service with the Malakand Field Force “the best I have ever had in my life”
and “one which I aim to repeat.” However, instead of a VC or DSO, Churchill had to settle for a
“Punjab Frontier, 1897–98” clasp to his India Medal, which was basically nothing more than a
decoration for having served in India. When Blood’s dispatches were published, Churchill was
thrilled and grateful. “I had no military command and only rode about trying to attract attention—
when things looked a little dangerous.”In the meantime his leave had expired, and although
Blood sought to keep Churchill as his aide, the army high command in India blocked his transfer,
and it was only through Blood’s intervention that he was even given a two-week extension until a
replacement could be sent to relieve him. Churchill was furious, calling the decision “as dirty a
tale of childish malice as was ever told.” Unless he got his own way, even such magnanimous
gestures as the six weeks’ leave accorded him by his regiment were not enough, nor was there
even a remote sense of appreciation for the opportunity. Instead he indulged in a juvenile temper
tantrum reminiscent of his childhood, petulantly blaming “the pettiness which induces high
military officers to devote so much time and attention to annoying a poor wretch of a subaltern….
It has been a severe object lesson to me, one which I shall not ever forget—of the petty & evil
intrigue on which appointments in India depend.”In an effort to avoid returning to his regiment,
Churchill attempted to join another expeditionary force being formed to deal with yet another
rebellion, this one in the Tirah Mountains, beyond the Khyber Pass. One of its brigades was



commanded by his new friend, Col. Ian Hamilton, who Churchill expected would aid his scheme
to extend his leave and participate in this new adventure. However, his dream of further glory
ended when Hamilton was thrown from his horse, breaking a leg—an injury that cost him his
command. Churchill’s request to extend his leave was summarily denied, and he was ordered
back to duty in Bangalore. This order ended his stirring adventures on the North-West Frontier.
He would later grumble that the leaders of the 1898 Tirah expedition “had been very selfish in
not letting me come with them,” failing to recall that it was his own regimental commander who
had curbed his venturesome ways.If Churchill thought he would return to a hero’s welcome in the
regimental mess at Bangalore, he was quite mistaken. Although his fellow officers treated him
with civility, for the most part they regarded him as a medal and glory seeker—a fairly accurate
perception. There was a strong whiff of unseemliness about an indulgent, self-important young
man presuming to tell his superiors how to fight wars and politicians how to conduct their
business that violated the Victorian standard of a gentleman.Churchill found the monotonous
routine of peacetime regimental duty more boring and irrelevant than ever. Having tasted war, he
thirsted for yet more adventure, and his heart and dreams were with the Tirah Expeditionary
Force. He found himself engaged in mock maneuvers, firing blanks instead of real bullets in
make-believe battles. Soldiers who have been in battle often find it difficult to adapt to garrison
duty under peacetime conditions, and Churchill was no exception. Henceforth anything less than
the real thing was superfluous, and the news of the forming of the Tirah expedition left him
chafing over his inability to join it. “I am more ambitious for a reputation for personal courage
than anything else in the world,” he confided to his mother. “A young man should worship a
young man’s ideals…. As for deserving such an honour—I feel that I took every chance and
displayed myself with ostentation wherever there was danger—but I had no military command
and could not expect to receive credit for what should after all be merely the behaviour of a
philosopher—who is also a gentleman.”The Tirah Field Force soon met its match in the Afridi
tribesmen who harassed and inflicted heavy casualties on the British from the high mountain
ridges, eventually forcing them into a humiliating withdrawal before winter set in, with little to
show for their incursion.Believing that there would be a second Tirah expedition in the spring of
1898, Churchill redoubled his efforts to be released from the Fourth Hussars and once again
employed the good offices of his mother. Jennie appealed on her son’s behalf to Field Marshal
Lord Roberts (the former commander in chief, India, who now held a similar position in Ireland),
asking that he intervene on Winston’s behalf. This time, however, her efforts came to naught
when both Roberts and Field Marshal Lord Wolseley (since 1895 the commander in chief of the
British army) elected not to intercede. Churchill was angry that a man with whom his father had a
close friendship would deny him and lamented that Roberts’s refusal was “a good instance of
ingratitude in a fortunate and very much overrated man.”The best he could finagle was a ten-day
leave at Christmas 1897, and although he toyed with the idea of journeying to the North-West
Frontier, he soon realized that there was simply insufficient time and, more important, that it was
a foolish notion. “The military pussycat is a delightful animal, as long as you know how to keep



clear of her claws,” he later wrote of his decision not to test the system any further.His return to
garrison duty provided time to write his first book, The Story of the Malakand Field Force. When
he learned someone else was also writing an account he redoubled his efforts and wrote
furiously, determined not to be outdone. Within six weeks he produced a manuscript, having
already alerted his mother that she must not only immediately find a publisher but also negotiate
suitable terms of not less than three hundred pounds, plus a royalty on each copy—an
enormous sum. In addition Churchill was adamant that he would not permit any revisions to be
made other than “bad sentences polished & any repetitions of phrase or fact weeded out.”If this
was a form of penance for neglecting her son during his childhood, Jennie was rapidly recouping
the debt. She soon found a literary agent who secured a contract with Longmans, a respected
London publisher. The illusion of a three-hundred-pound payment and royalties, however,
became instead an advance of fifty pounds against royalties, which meant it had to be earned
back through sales before he received any additional payment. All the same Churchill was
satisfied and regarded the book’s publication as “certainly the most noteworthy act of my life,”
although he qualified this description by adding, “Up to date (of course.)”He wrote to Jennie: “I
am pleased with it chiefly because I have discovered a great power of application which I did not
think I possessed.” The book remains to this day the best account of that forgotten war in spite of
his admission that he wrote it primarily “for the impression my words produce & the reputation
they give me…. I vy often yield to the temptation of adapting my facts to my phrases.”
Nevertheless, although it was an enigmatic realization (quite at odds with his own behavior) that
war is evil, it also inevitably reflected the long-standing romanticism that his first real experience
of war had failed to dampen. His account of the British relief of Chakdara is one example: “In that
moment the general, who watched the triumphant issue of the plans, must have experienced as
fine an emotion as is given to man on earth.”Churchill’s rather idealistic vision of generalship
became one of the foundations of the expectations he later had for men he chose to lead when
he became Britain’s war leader. “The general who avoids all ‘dash,’ who never starts in the
morning looking for a fight and without any definite intention, who does not attempt heroic
achievements, and who keeps his eyes on his watch, will have few casualties and little glory.”To
his credit Churchill’s experience on the North-West Frontier left him with firm ideas about war
that were, to say the least, unusually perceptive for a young man of his limited military education.
Unlike most other Victorians he believed compassion for a defeated enemy was necessary.
“‘Never despise your enemy,’ is an old lesson, but it has to be learnt afresh, year after year, by
every nation that is warlike and brave,” he wrote.Now free of his writing duties, he was more
restless than ever and determined to see further action. His son, Randolph, would later write:
“He did not think that the risks he had run with the Malakand Field Force had gained him the
reputation he believed he had deserved.” His high expectations for himself notwithstanding,
Churchill had a great deal to show for the experience, including his life. He had proved his
bravery, his dispatches were widely read, and he would soon publish a highly acclaimed first
book at the age of twenty-four (eight thousand copies were in print by early 1899). Moreover,



unlike his regimental contemporaries, he was now a battle-tested officer. Of course he never saw
it that way—as long as there were battles to be fought, Churchill believed it was his sworn duty to
find and participate in them, and to continue earning the capital he believed necessary for entry
into politics. If his destiny did not lie in India, he would damned well find it elsewhere.CHAPTER
7SOLDIER OF FORTUNEI must now go to Egypt…my life here is not big enough to hold me.—
CHURCHILL, OCTOBER 1897AS HE WOULD THROUGHOUT his lifetime, Churchill simply
refused to take no for an answer when denied the chance to join the Tirah Expeditionary Force.
Although recovered from his accident, Ian Hamilton had no immediate vacancy for him in his
brigade. Instead Churchill pinned his hopes on securing a position on the staff of the
commander in chief of the Tirah Expeditionary Force, Gen. Sir William Lockhart, whose
headquarters were in Peshawar. It was a huge risk on Churchill’s part, and one that if not
successful would undoubtedly have had serious consequences. His willingness to act recklessly
was a measure of his obsession with escaping from what he disdainfully called “a third rate
watering place.” Rather than return to Bangalore (a three-day trip) after participating in a
regimental polo match in Meerut, Churchill elected to take a very risky gamble that he could
somehow talk his way onto Lockhart’s staff. The problem was that he could not possibly travel to
Peshawar (six hundred miles northwest of Meerut) and return to his regiment in three days, after
which time he would be AWOL (absent without leave) and subject to disciplinary action, a
prospect to which Churchill gave scarcely a passing thought. Instead of returning to Bangalore
with the polo team, he boarded a train for the three-day trip to Peshawar.On his arrival he
contacted Lockhart’s adjutant, Capt. Aylmer Haldane, a Scottish officer who had served in the
Gordon Highlanders with Ian Hamilton, who wrote to Churchill that Haldane was a man of
“immense influence…if he were disposed towards you, everything could be arranged…. If you
came up here you might with your push and persuasiveness pull it off.”With no advance warning
Churchill simply presented himself at Lockhart’s office and “with a beating heart” asked to see
Captain Haldane. Yet “pull it off” was exactly what he did; in barely a half hour the glib young
lieutenant stated his case, extolled his virtues, and won over a “none too cordial but evidently
interested” Haldane, who said: “Well, I’ll go and see the Commander-in-Chief and see what he
says.” Before long Haldane returned to declare: “Sir William has decided to appoint you an extra
orderly officer on his personal staff. You will take up your duties at once. We are communicating
with the Government of India and your regiment.”Once again an audacious act paid handsome
dividends, as Churchill became the newest member of the Tirah Expeditionary Force. In the
months that followed, although he and Haldane, who was twelve years his senior, became
friends, Churchill nevertheless privately criticized him as “indiscreet—over-bearing—irritating [in]
manner—possessed by a great desire to confer favors—but in some ways a remarkable man,”
and “an able fellow”—all traits that might well have described Churchill himself.Haldane would
later say of Churchill’s brief time with the Tirah Field Force that it was sufficient “to form an
opinion of the young cavalry officer who was widely regarded in the Army as super-precocious,
indeed by some as insufferably bumptious, and realise that neither of these epithets was



applicable to him.” Instead the Churchill whom Haldane knew in India was neither arrogant nor
controversial. “He struck me at almost first sight as cut out on a vastly different pattern from any
officer of his years I had so far met…. I had a feeling that such a prodigy would go far.”Churchill
saw no action, and in the spring of 1898 the Tirah Expeditionary Force was disbanded. He
returned to his regiment to begin plotting his escape from India at the earliest opportunity.In
1898 Britain was entering a period that would see wars in the Sudan and, the following year, in
South Africa against the rebel Boers. For decades both Britain and France had made major
investments in Egypt, which was an important source of commerce. In 1882, when unrest
threatened Egypt’s stability, the Liberal government of Prime Minister William Gladstone
intervened to restore order, ensure control of the vital Suez Canal, and forestall a similar
annexation by the French. Although Egypt remained hypothetically an independent nation, it was
in practice under British control.The Egyptian empire included the Sudan, where unrest
prevailed and control was tenuous at best. In 1881 the Mahdist movement erupted when a
onetime boatbuilder and carpenter named Muhammad Ahmad declared himself the
“Mahdi” (the Guided One) and recruited a large Islamic fundamentalist army that was
determined to expel the Egyptians and attain Islamic self-rule. What his Dervish army lacked in
military training and modern weapons they more than made up for in religious fanaticism and a
readiness to die for their cause in a jihad (holy war). The Mahdist uprising swept the Sudan, and
in November 1883 they not only defeated a force of forty thousand Egyptians that was lured into
a deadly ambush in the desert south of Khartoum, but captured its weapons, machine guns, and
artillery. By 1884 the Mahdist army was threatening the capital of Khartoum.Maj. Gen. Charles
George Gordon (who had earned the nickname “Chinese Gordon” for his success in defending
Shanghai and helping to defeat the Taiping rebellion in the 1860s) and a small force of one
thousand British troops arrived in Khartoum to carry out an evacuation of British and Egyptian
subjects. Gordon, however, believed himself an agent of Providence, answerable only to God,
and disobeyed his orders by electing to defend Khartoum in the name of Christianity. The
Mahdists laid siege to the city and in January 1885 killed Gordon and every single member of
his relief expedition.Successive Liberal and Conservative British governments promised that the
martyred Gordon’s death would be avenged, and the reconquest of the Sudan became a top
priority. Churchill would later write in one of his newspaper dispatches that a stonemason ought
to be commissioned to carve the word “Avenged” into the pedestal of Gordon’s statue in
Trafalgar Square.In 1895 the British formed an expeditionary force under Maj. Gen. Sir Horatio
Herbert Kitchener, the Sirdar (commander in Chief) of the Egyptian army, to retake the Sudan
and to reinstate Anglo-Egyptian rule. Kitchener’s force consisted primarily of Egyptian units,
augmented over time by British regiments. For three years Kitchener, with the support of a flotilla
of gunboats in the Nile, ponderously advanced toward the Sudan, moving at a snail’s pace as
his chief engineer extended a railway line that was being constructed for the sole purpose of
resupplying his army. The Sudan Military Railway was an incredible feat of engineering
constructed under the worst possible conditions by Kitchener’s brilliant chief engineer, Edouard



Girouard, and the sweating men (Egyptians, former Mahdist POWs, and a variety of native
tribesmen) of his “Railway Battalion.” The railway eventually extended as far south as Atbara,
where in April 1898 Kitchener’s army fought a major battle and routed a force of sixteen
thousand Mahdists who formed the last major obstacle to his advance on Khartoum, some two
hundred miles distant.By the summer of 1898 Kitchener was positioned for the final campaign to
retake Khartoum and at last avenge Gordon. Reports of Kitchener’s expedition to reclaim the
Sudan reached Churchill as early as October 1897. He had long relished an assignment to
Egypt as his eventual ticket out of India, and wrote to Jennie, “I must now go to Egypt and you
should endeavour to stimulate the Prince [of Wales] into writing to Kitchener on the subject…my
life here is not big enough to hold me. I want to be up and doing and cannot bear inaction or
routine…. I become more in need of serious occupation every day.”In early 1898 he learned that
his mother was vacationing in Cairo and wrote that, aided by her considerable influence, he
intended to proceed there by the end of June. “You should make certain of my being employed
then,” he insisted. “It is a pushing age and we must shove with the best.” A short time later he
tried flattery: “Your wit & tact & beauty should overcome all obstacles,” he said. Jennie tried hard
and bombarded Kitchener with letters—all to no avail. Not only did Kitchener spurn her
representations, but also her current lover, Maj. Caryl Ramsden, nicknamed “Beauty” for his
exceptional good looks, jilted her: Jennie found him in flagrante with the wife of an army
general.Churchill had entrusted the editing and proofreading of his Malakand book to his aunt
Clara’s husband, Moreton Frewen, known in the family as “Mortal Ruin” Frewen, a noted
horseman and a well-meaning entrepreneur who was singularly unsuccessful and unlucky in
virtually every business venture he ever undertook. The results of Frewen’s editing appalled
Churchill, who complained that he had ruined his book with his emendations, leaving “only
shame that such an impertinence should be presented to the public…. I writhed all day
yesterday afternoon—but today I feel nothing but shame and disappointment.” Nevertheless he
tactfully refrained from expressing his true feelings, and praised his uncle’s work on his
behalf.Churchill need not have worried. The book was an instant success, was widely read by
men in high places, and earned praise from reviewers and a warm letter from the Prince of
Wales in which he strongly advised Churchill to remain in the army before seeking entry into
Parliament. “You have plenty of time before you, and should certainly stick to the Army before
adding M.P. to your name,” he advised. The success of The Story of the Malakand Field Force
was a remarkable departure for a young man who was accustomed to nothing but criticism from
his elders. “I had never been praised before. The only comments which had been made upon my
work at school had been ‘Indifferent,’ ‘Untidy,’ ‘Slovenly,’ [and] ‘Bad.’”In 1898 Churchill declared
his financial independence from his mother. Jennie’s extravagances had multiplied unabated in
the years since Randolph’s death, and she had accumulated such extraordinarily high debts that
she was obliged to seek a loan of seventeen thousand pounds. The bank refused to guarantee
such a sizable loan unless Churchill would guarantee to pay a premium of seven hundred
pounds to cover the interest owed. Although he reluctantly agreed, he refused to take on any of



her future debts. That declaration included legal action against his mother to protect himself and
to prevent her from sharing his inheritance (such as it was) in the event she ever remarried: a
perceptive decision inasmuch as Jennie did remarry in 1900, an army officer twenty years her
junior. Although the dispute frayed Winston’s relationship with his mother for a time and left “a
dirty taste in my mouth,” Jennie continued to use her influence in high places on his behalf.With
his prospects growing dimmer by the day, Churchill recognized that his best hope lay in returning
“to the centre of the Empire.” He was authorized a three-month leave from his regiment and left
India in mid-June 1898 for the two-week trip to London to plead his case in person to anyone
willing to help him. If the army would not send him to Egypt, he was determined to leave the
military to find more “adventure” and to write a book about it, “without the blunders which
disfigure my first attempt.”His zeal was boundless: he petitioned friends and acquaintances of
his family, used the good offices of anyone even remotely capable of fulfilling his ambition, and
unreservedly exploited his own mother to that end. Ever since Randolph’s death Jennie had
become the spearhead of his particular quest of the moment. Whether it was his insistence that
she arrange to have his book published, facilitate a newspaper assignment, or orchestrate a
transfer from India to Egypt, by outright demand or through flattery, she was repeatedly put on
notice that it was her obligation to make his wishes come true; “relax not a volt of your energy,”
was typical of his exhortations. Such intense focus and total disregard for the feelings of others
would later become the hallmark of Churchill the war leader.In 1898 Churchill’s center of
attention was Herbert Horatio Kitchener, an undisputed warlord who brooked no interference
from London (or anywhere else). Kitchener was twenty-five years older than Churchill, and,
whereas Churchill was aggressive and outspoken, Kitchener was stolid, courageous, a superb
organizer, ambitious beyond measure, but never a “thruster”—a British term for aggressive
commanders such as Nelson, Wellington, Napoleon, Patton, or Rommel.An Ulster-born
Protestant, Kitchener was commissioned in the Royal Engineers and brought to his profession
an engineer’s methodical mind-set. During his early years of service he toiled in obscurity as a
relatively junior officer. However, his service surveying Palestine in the 1870s led to a mastery of
Arabic, a skill that would help propel him to the attention of the War Office when, as a major in
the early 1880s, Kitchener saw service in the Intelligence Department in Cairo and a variety of
posts in Egypt, including governor of Suakin, a remote Sudanese town on the Nile, and adjutant
general of the Egyptian army. In 1892 he was promoted to his current high post.Without guile,
Kitchener won his battles by sound organization and the application of ponderous but
overwhelming force. The War Office deemed him imperious and unreceptive, and indeed
Kitchener had established himself as a virtual law in Egypt, often disregarding Whitehall
whenever it suited him, including rejecting recommendations for the assignment of British
officers to his command. With his thick black mustache, Kitchener was a formidable figure
despised for his arrogance and the contemptuous way in which he treated his officers and men.
Utterly ruthless, he had no tolerance whatsoever for failure. To question one of his decisions was
a professional kiss of death for his unlucky subordinates.It did not help Churchill’s chances that



Kitchener loathed war correspondents, particularly those who sought to pull favorable strings.
And while he tolerated their presence when ordered to do so by the prime minister, he did
everything within his power to make their task as difficult as possible. On the rare occasions
when he even permitted them to be present, Kitchener treated them with complete disdain.
Although noted for his exacting attention to the smallest details, he possessed a streak of almost
childish pettiness that would manifest itself over rather trivial matters. The proposed assignment
of a mere subaltern to one of his units provoked his displeasure.Like Churchill, Kitchener was
deeply wedded to the principle of Victorian imperialism; however, in Kitchener’s case the
campaign in the Sudan was something of a holy undertaking to save the empire from infidels.
Not for the first time would Western civilization and Islam clash violently, and in Kitchener the
British had a commander who intended to carry out his task with extreme ruthlessness.Churchill
now faced a major hurdle. His Malakand adventure and his writings had thoroughly annoyed
many of the army’s old guard, who believed that subalterns should be seen and not heard. His
reputation preceded his return to London, and despite the great publicity he received after the
publication of his book, Churchill was widely regarded within the establishment as an egotistical
young upstart who shamelessly employed his family’s good name to his own ends. His brazen
disregard of protocol, his quest for medals and glory, all became well known, and his highly
opinionated dispatches had earned him a number of enemies in high places and a warning from
the Prince of Wales that his duties as an officer were at odds with those of a war correspondent.
None of the criticism or the whispering dampened Churchill’s zeal to fight in yet another military
campaign, however, whatever the cost to his reputation, which he earnestly (and quite rightly)
believed would one day be acknowledged and admired—and lead to a seat in Parliament. His
son would later point out, “He was penniless; indeed, in debt. He was a soldier of fortune. He
had to make his way, he had to make his name.”With a late-summer campaign in the Sudan now
certain, Churchill applied to the War Office for a transfer to the Twenty-first Lancers, a cavalry
regiment formerly stationed in India. Despite Churchill’s reputation for grandstanding, the War
Office posed no obstacle to his application, which was favorably passed on to Kitchener’s
command and summarily rejected. The adjutant general, Sir Evelyn Wood, wrote to Kitchener: “I
strongly recommend Churchill as good value for you and the Army.” The Sirdar refused to budge:
“Do not want Churchill as no room.” Jennie and Mary Jeune, an influential London matron and
family friend, both lobbied intensely on his behalf. Lady Jeune went so far as to telegraph
Kitchener: “Hope you will take Churchill. Guarantee he won’t write.” Kitchener wasn’t buying
it.What made his chances of a post in Egypt even dimmer was the open hostility of Kitchener,
who wanted no part of Winston Churchill. The Prince of Wales had written a glowing letter
praising his book, but this too carried no weight with Kitchener. Although Churchill called those
who opposed him “ill-informed and ill-disposed,” the fact remained that an almost impenetrable
barrier had been erected with his name on it.Despite continued entreaties from Jennie and
others of influence in London, Kitchener’s reluctance to accept nominations for positions within
his command ultimately hurt Churchill, who later admitted, “The obstacle of my going to Egypt



was at once too powerful and too remote to be within [my mother’s] reach.”While he was in
England, Churchill conducted a personal reconnaissance of possible parliamentary seats and
tested the political waters in a well-received speech at Bradford, Yorkshire, but otherwise
devoted his efforts to lobbying. He heard from from the prime minister, Lord Salisbury, who was
among those who had read Churchill’s book and wanted to speak to him personally. That it was
Lord Salisbury is ironic, for this was the same man who, during an earlier term as prime minister
in the 1880s, had freely accepted his father’s resignation as chancellor of the exchequer. At No.
10 Downing Street, Churchill was warmly greeted and later remembered the kind words and old-
fashioned courtesy shown him by Lord Randolph’s onetime nemesis. During their thirty-minute
meeting Salisbury praised Churchill’s book and noted, “I myself have been able to form a truer
picture of the kind of fighting that has been going on in these frontier valleys from your writings
than from any other documents which it has been my duty to read.” Their cordial discussion
concluded with the prime minister’s saying, “If there is anything at any time that I can do which
would be of assistance to you, pray do not fail to let me know.”Salisbury’s words were music to
Churchill’s ears. Surely a recommendation from the prime minister himself would sway Kitchener
to accept his assignment. It was now nearly the end of July, and Churchill knew that Kitchener’s
offensive to recapture Khartoum was due to commence the following month. Time was of the
essence when he wrote to Salisbury and brazenly explained his reasons. “I want to go, first,
because the recapture of Khartoum will be a historic event: second, because I can, I anticipate,
write a book about it which from a monetary, as well as from other points of view, will be useful to
me.” Salisbury obligingly wrote to the civil administrator of Egypt, Lord Cromer (who was
nominally Kitchener’s boss), to make the case for Churchill to Kitchener, who rebuffed his prime
minister by wiring back and not only refusing to accept Churchill but also declaring that other
officers on a waiting list would be given priority.His quest seemed to be at a dead end, when,
from out of the blue, came his acceptance. A lieutenant in the Twenty-first Lancers had, rather
opportunely for Churchill, just died, and he was approved to replace him as a supernumerary,
apparently through the intervention of Sir Evelyn Wood, who had asserted the authority of the
War Office over assignments to the British contingent of Kitchener’s army. However, Churchill
would again have to travel at his own expense and was curtly informed that in the event of his
death the army would incur no financial liability.Although he now had permission to join the
Twenty-first Lancers, Churchill did not have permission to vacate his assignment in India.
Uncertain he would be released from the Fourth Hussars, he chose the novel Churchillian
solution of simply disregarding the fact that his request might be turned down. Instead he
immediately fled London for Cairo by a somewhat slow, indirect route through Marseilles aboard
what he described as “a filthy French tramp [steamer] manned by these detestable French
sailors.” If the Indian authorities decided to recall him, Churchill reasoned, they would first have
to actually locate him—and once he was safely in Cairo there would surely be little they could do
about it.Although Lady Jeune had assured Kitchener that Churchill would not be a
correspondent “in this war,” he had in fact already arranged to write dispatches for the London



Morning Post for a rather more significant sum than had been the case in India—fifteen pounds
per dispatch. The quid pro quo of Lady Jeune’s promise was that officially Churchill was merely
another officer being assigned to the Twenty-first Lancers; unofficially he had no intention of
permitting such a minor detail to stand in the way of his reporting on the war. The deal he cut
was through a close friend, Oliver Borthwick, the son of the proprietor of the Morning Post. The
paper would publish letters purportedly written by a soldier to a friend at home who just
happened to have forwarded them to the newspaper because of their possible interest to the
public. In this manner Churchill could claim anonymity and thus escape Kitchener’s wrath. He
would shortly write to Aylmer Haldane, noting with tongue in cheek, “If you look in the Morning
Post it is possible that you will see that one of my friends has committed and continues to
commit an unpardonable breach of confidence by publishing letters of mine. Don’t give away the
pious fraud as I do not want to be recalled.”When he arrived in Cairo on July 29, 1898, there
were no messages from India recalling him. And while Churchill had indeed outfoxed his
regiment, it can be fairly assumed that, for their part, the Fourth Hussars had undoubtedly tired
of his antics and were happy to be rid of him. Whatever the reasons the saga of Churchill’s
stormy service with the Indian army was over, although he now faced the peril of Kitchener’s
ire.CHAPTER 7SOLDIER OF FORTUNEI must now go to Egypt…my life here is not big enough
to hold me.—CHURCHILL, OCTOBER 1897I must now go to Egypt…my life here is not big
enough to hold me.—CHURCHILL, OCTOBER 1897AS HE WOULD THROUGHOUT his
lifetime, Churchill simply refused to take no for an answer when denied the chance to join the
Tirah Expeditionary Force. Although recovered from his accident, Ian Hamilton had no
immediate vacancy for him in his brigade. Instead Churchill pinned his hopes on securing a
position on the staff of the commander in chief of the Tirah Expeditionary Force, Gen. Sir William
Lockhart, whose headquarters were in Peshawar. It was a huge risk on Churchill’s part, and one
that if not successful would undoubtedly have had serious consequences. His willingness to act
recklessly was a measure of his obsession with escaping from what he disdainfully called “a
third rate watering place.” Rather than return to Bangalore (a three-day trip) after participating in
a regimental polo match in Meerut, Churchill elected to take a very risky gamble that he could
somehow talk his way onto Lockhart’s staff. The problem was that he could not possibly travel to
Peshawar (six hundred miles northwest of Meerut) and return to his regiment in three days, after
which time he would be AWOL (absent without leave) and subject to disciplinary action, a
prospect to which Churchill gave scarcely a passing thought. Instead of returning to Bangalore
with the polo team, he boarded a train for the three-day trip to Peshawar.On his arrival he
contacted Lockhart’s adjutant, Capt. Aylmer Haldane, a Scottish officer who had served in the
Gordon Highlanders with Ian Hamilton, who wrote to Churchill that Haldane was a man of
“immense influence…if he were disposed towards you, everything could be arranged…. If you
came up here you might with your push and persuasiveness pull it off.”With no advance warning
Churchill simply presented himself at Lockhart’s office and “with a beating heart” asked to see
Captain Haldane. Yet “pull it off” was exactly what he did; in barely a half hour the glib young



lieutenant stated his case, extolled his virtues, and won over a “none too cordial but evidently
interested” Haldane, who said: “Well, I’ll go and see the Commander-in-Chief and see what he
says.” Before long Haldane returned to declare: “Sir William has decided to appoint you an extra
orderly officer on his personal staff. You will take up your duties at once. We are communicating
with the Government of India and your regiment.”Once again an audacious act paid handsome
dividends, as Churchill became the newest member of the Tirah Expeditionary Force. In the
months that followed, although he and Haldane, who was twelve years his senior, became
friends, Churchill nevertheless privately criticized him as “indiscreet—over-bearing—irritating [in]
manner—possessed by a great desire to confer favors—but in some ways a remarkable man,”
and “an able fellow”—all traits that might well have described Churchill himself.Haldane would
later say of Churchill’s brief time with the Tirah Field Force that it was sufficient “to form an
opinion of the young cavalry officer who was widely regarded in the Army as super-precocious,
indeed by some as insufferably bumptious, and realise that neither of these epithets was
applicable to him.” Instead the Churchill whom Haldane knew in India was neither arrogant nor
controversial. “He struck me at almost first sight as cut out on a vastly different pattern from any
officer of his years I had so far met…. I had a feeling that such a prodigy would go far.”Churchill
saw no action, and in the spring of 1898 the Tirah Expeditionary Force was disbanded. He
returned to his regiment to begin plotting his escape from India at the earliest opportunity.In
1898 Britain was entering a period that would see wars in the Sudan and, the following year, in
South Africa against the rebel Boers. For decades both Britain and France had made major
investments in Egypt, which was an important source of commerce. In 1882, when unrest
threatened Egypt’s stability, the Liberal government of Prime Minister William Gladstone
intervened to restore order, ensure control of the vital Suez Canal, and forestall a similar
annexation by the French. Although Egypt remained hypothetically an independent nation, it was
in practice under British control.The Egyptian empire included the Sudan, where unrest
prevailed and control was tenuous at best. In 1881 the Mahdist movement erupted when a
onetime boatbuilder and carpenter named Muhammad Ahmad declared himself the
“Mahdi” (the Guided One) and recruited a large Islamic fundamentalist army that was
determined to expel the Egyptians and attain Islamic self-rule. What his Dervish army lacked in
military training and modern weapons they more than made up for in religious fanaticism and a
readiness to die for their cause in a jihad (holy war). The Mahdist uprising swept the Sudan, and
in November 1883 they not only defeated a force of forty thousand Egyptians that was lured into
a deadly ambush in the desert south of Khartoum, but captured its weapons, machine guns, and
artillery. By 1884 the Mahdist army was threatening the capital of Khartoum.Maj. Gen. Charles
George Gordon (who had earned the nickname “Chinese Gordon” for his success in defending
Shanghai and helping to defeat the Taiping rebellion in the 1860s) and a small force of one
thousand British troops arrived in Khartoum to carry out an evacuation of British and Egyptian
subjects. Gordon, however, believed himself an agent of Providence, answerable only to God,
and disobeyed his orders by electing to defend Khartoum in the name of Christianity. The



Mahdists laid siege to the city and in January 1885 killed Gordon and every single member of
his relief expedition.Successive Liberal and Conservative British governments promised that the
martyred Gordon’s death would be avenged, and the reconquest of the Sudan became a top
priority. Churchill would later write in one of his newspaper dispatches that a stonemason ought
to be commissioned to carve the word “Avenged” into the pedestal of Gordon’s statue in
Trafalgar Square.In 1895 the British formed an expeditionary force under Maj. Gen. Sir Horatio
Herbert Kitchener, the Sirdar (commander in Chief) of the Egyptian army, to retake the Sudan
and to reinstate Anglo-Egyptian rule. Kitchener’s force consisted primarily of Egyptian units,
augmented over time by British regiments. For three years Kitchener, with the support of a flotilla
of gunboats in the Nile, ponderously advanced toward the Sudan, moving at a snail’s pace as
his chief engineer extended a railway line that was being constructed for the sole purpose of
resupplying his army. The Sudan Military Railway was an incredible feat of engineering
constructed under the worst possible conditions by Kitchener’s brilliant chief engineer, Edouard
Girouard, and the sweating men (Egyptians, former Mahdist POWs, and a variety of native
tribesmen) of his “Railway Battalion.” The railway eventually extended as far south as Atbara,
where in April 1898 Kitchener’s army fought a major battle and routed a force of sixteen
thousand Mahdists who formed the last major obstacle to his advance on Khartoum, some two
hundred miles distant.By the summer of 1898 Kitchener was positioned for the final campaign to
retake Khartoum and at last avenge Gordon. Reports of Kitchener’s expedition to reclaim the
Sudan reached Churchill as early as October 1897. He had long relished an assignment to
Egypt as his eventual ticket out of India, and wrote to Jennie, “I must now go to Egypt and you
should endeavour to stimulate the Prince [of Wales] into writing to Kitchener on the subject…my
life here is not big enough to hold me. I want to be up and doing and cannot bear inaction or
routine…. I become more in need of serious occupation every day.”In early 1898 he learned that
his mother was vacationing in Cairo and wrote that, aided by her considerable influence, he
intended to proceed there by the end of June. “You should make certain of my being employed
then,” he insisted. “It is a pushing age and we must shove with the best.” A short time later he
tried flattery: “Your wit & tact & beauty should overcome all obstacles,” he said. Jennie tried hard
and bombarded Kitchener with letters—all to no avail. Not only did Kitchener spurn her
representations, but also her current lover, Maj. Caryl Ramsden, nicknamed “Beauty” for his
exceptional good looks, jilted her: Jennie found him in flagrante with the wife of an army
general.Churchill had entrusted the editing and proofreading of his Malakand book to his aunt
Clara’s husband, Moreton Frewen, known in the family as “Mortal Ruin” Frewen, a noted
horseman and a well-meaning entrepreneur who was singularly unsuccessful and unlucky in
virtually every business venture he ever undertook. The results of Frewen’s editing appalled
Churchill, who complained that he had ruined his book with his emendations, leaving “only
shame that such an impertinence should be presented to the public…. I writhed all day
yesterday afternoon—but today I feel nothing but shame and disappointment.” Nevertheless he
tactfully refrained from expressing his true feelings, and praised his uncle’s work on his



behalf.Churchill need not have worried. The book was an instant success, was widely read by
men in high places, and earned praise from reviewers and a warm letter from the Prince of
Wales in which he strongly advised Churchill to remain in the army before seeking entry into
Parliament. “You have plenty of time before you, and should certainly stick to the Army before
adding M.P. to your name,” he advised. The success of The Story of the Malakand Field Force
was a remarkable departure for a young man who was accustomed to nothing but criticism from
his elders. “I had never been praised before. The only comments which had been made upon my
work at school had been ‘Indifferent,’ ‘Untidy,’ ‘Slovenly,’ [and] ‘Bad.’”In 1898 Churchill declared
his financial independence from his mother. Jennie’s extravagances had multiplied unabated in
the years since Randolph’s death, and she had accumulated such extraordinarily high debts that
she was obliged to seek a loan of seventeen thousand pounds. The bank refused to guarantee
such a sizable loan unless Churchill would guarantee to pay a premium of seven hundred
pounds to cover the interest owed. Although he reluctantly agreed, he refused to take on any of
her future debts. That declaration included legal action against his mother to protect himself and
to prevent her from sharing his inheritance (such as it was) in the event she ever remarried: a
perceptive decision inasmuch as Jennie did remarry in 1900, an army officer twenty years her
junior. Although the dispute frayed Winston’s relationship with his mother for a time and left “a
dirty taste in my mouth,” Jennie continued to use her influence in high places on his behalf.With
his prospects growing dimmer by the day, Churchill recognized that his best hope lay in returning
“to the centre of the Empire.” He was authorized a three-month leave from his regiment and left
India in mid-June 1898 for the two-week trip to London to plead his case in person to anyone
willing to help him. If the army would not send him to Egypt, he was determined to leave the
military to find more “adventure” and to write a book about it, “without the blunders which
disfigure my first attempt.”His zeal was boundless: he petitioned friends and acquaintances of
his family, used the good offices of anyone even remotely capable of fulfilling his ambition, and
unreservedly exploited his own mother to that end. Ever since Randolph’s death Jennie had
become the spearhead of his particular quest of the moment. Whether it was his insistence that
she arrange to have his book published, facilitate a newspaper assignment, or orchestrate a
transfer from India to Egypt, by outright demand or through flattery, she was repeatedly put on
notice that it was her obligation to make his wishes come true; “relax not a volt of your energy,”
was typical of his exhortations. Such intense focus and total disregard for the feelings of others
would later become the hallmark of Churchill the war leader.In 1898 Churchill’s center of
attention was Herbert Horatio Kitchener, an undisputed warlord who brooked no interference
from London (or anywhere else). Kitchener was twenty-five years older than Churchill, and,
whereas Churchill was aggressive and outspoken, Kitchener was stolid, courageous, a superb
organizer, ambitious beyond measure, but never a “thruster”—a British term for aggressive
commanders such as Nelson, Wellington, Napoleon, Patton, or Rommel.An Ulster-born
Protestant, Kitchener was commissioned in the Royal Engineers and brought to his profession
an engineer’s methodical mind-set. During his early years of service he toiled in obscurity as a



relatively junior officer. However, his service surveying Palestine in the 1870s led to a mastery of
Arabic, a skill that would help propel him to the attention of the War Office when, as a major in
the early 1880s, Kitchener saw service in the Intelligence Department in Cairo and a variety of
posts in Egypt, including governor of Suakin, a remote Sudanese town on the Nile, and adjutant
general of the Egyptian army. In 1892 he was promoted to his current high post.Without guile,
Kitchener won his battles by sound organization and the application of ponderous but
overwhelming force. The War Office deemed him imperious and unreceptive, and indeed
Kitchener had established himself as a virtual law in Egypt, often disregarding Whitehall
whenever it suited him, including rejecting recommendations for the assignment of British
officers to his command. With his thick black mustache, Kitchener was a formidable figure
despised for his arrogance and the contemptuous way in which he treated his officers and men.
Utterly ruthless, he had no tolerance whatsoever for failure. To question one of his decisions was
a professional kiss of death for his unlucky subordinates.It did not help Churchill’s chances that
Kitchener loathed war correspondents, particularly those who sought to pull favorable strings.
And while he tolerated their presence when ordered to do so by the prime minister, he did
everything within his power to make their task as difficult as possible. On the rare occasions
when he even permitted them to be present, Kitchener treated them with complete disdain.
Although noted for his exacting attention to the smallest details, he possessed a streak of almost
childish pettiness that would manifest itself over rather trivial matters. The proposed assignment
of a mere subaltern to one of his units provoked his displeasure.Like Churchill, Kitchener was
deeply wedded to the principle of Victorian imperialism; however, in Kitchener’s case the
campaign in the Sudan was something of a holy undertaking to save the empire from infidels.
Not for the first time would Western civilization and Islam clash violently, and in Kitchener the
British had a commander who intended to carry out his task with extreme ruthlessness.Churchill
now faced a major hurdle. His Malakand adventure and his writings had thoroughly annoyed
many of the army’s old guard, who believed that subalterns should be seen and not heard. His
reputation preceded his return to London, and despite the great publicity he received after the
publication of his book, Churchill was widely regarded within the establishment as an egotistical
young upstart who shamelessly employed his family’s good name to his own ends. His brazen
disregard of protocol, his quest for medals and glory, all became well known, and his highly
opinionated dispatches had earned him a number of enemies in high places and a warning from
the Prince of Wales that his duties as an officer were at odds with those of a war correspondent.
None of the criticism or the whispering dampened Churchill’s zeal to fight in yet another military
campaign, however, whatever the cost to his reputation, which he earnestly (and quite rightly)
believed would one day be acknowledged and admired—and lead to a seat in Parliament. His
son would later point out, “He was penniless; indeed, in debt. He was a soldier of fortune. He
had to make his way, he had to make his name.”With a late-summer campaign in the Sudan now
certain, Churchill applied to the War Office for a transfer to the Twenty-first Lancers, a cavalry
regiment formerly stationed in India. Despite Churchill’s reputation for grandstanding, the War



Office posed no obstacle to his application, which was favorably passed on to Kitchener’s
command and summarily rejected. The adjutant general, Sir Evelyn Wood, wrote to Kitchener: “I
strongly recommend Churchill as good value for you and the Army.” The Sirdar refused to budge:
“Do not want Churchill as no room.” Jennie and Mary Jeune, an influential London matron and
family friend, both lobbied intensely on his behalf. Lady Jeune went so far as to telegraph
Kitchener: “Hope you will take Churchill. Guarantee he won’t write.” Kitchener wasn’t buying
it.What made his chances of a post in Egypt even dimmer was the open hostility of Kitchener,
who wanted no part of Winston Churchill. The Prince of Wales had written a glowing letter
praising his book, but this too carried no weight with Kitchener. Although Churchill called those
who opposed him “ill-informed and ill-disposed,” the fact remained that an almost impenetrable
barrier had been erected with his name on it.Despite continued entreaties from Jennie and
others of influence in London, Kitchener’s reluctance to accept nominations for positions within
his command ultimately hurt Churchill, who later admitted, “The obstacle of my going to Egypt
was at once too powerful and too remote to be within [my mother’s] reach.”While he was in
England, Churchill conducted a personal reconnaissance of possible parliamentary seats and
tested the political waters in a well-received speech at Bradford, Yorkshire, but otherwise
devoted his efforts to lobbying. He heard from from the prime minister, Lord Salisbury, who was
among those who had read Churchill’s book and wanted to speak to him personally. That it was
Lord Salisbury is ironic, for this was the same man who, during an earlier term as prime minister
in the 1880s, had freely accepted his father’s resignation as chancellor of the exchequer. At No.
10 Downing Street, Churchill was warmly greeted and later remembered the kind words and old-
fashioned courtesy shown him by Lord Randolph’s onetime nemesis. During their thirty-minute
meeting Salisbury praised Churchill’s book and noted, “I myself have been able to form a truer
picture of the kind of fighting that has been going on in these frontier valleys from your writings
than from any other documents which it has been my duty to read.” Their cordial discussion
concluded with the prime minister’s saying, “If there is anything at any time that I can do which
would be of assistance to you, pray do not fail to let me know.”Salisbury’s words were music to
Churchill’s ears. Surely a recommendation from the prime minister himself would sway Kitchener
to accept his assignment. It was now nearly the end of July, and Churchill knew that Kitchener’s
offensive to recapture Khartoum was due to commence the following month. Time was of the
essence when he wrote to Salisbury and brazenly explained his reasons. “I want to go, first,
because the recapture of Khartoum will be a historic event: second, because I can, I anticipate,
write a book about it which from a monetary, as well as from other points of view, will be useful to
me.” Salisbury obligingly wrote to the civil administrator of Egypt, Lord Cromer (who was
nominally Kitchener’s boss), to make the case for Churchill to Kitchener, who rebuffed his prime
minister by wiring back and not only refusing to accept Churchill but also declaring that other
officers on a waiting list would be given priority.His quest seemed to be at a dead end, when,
from out of the blue, came his acceptance. A lieutenant in the Twenty-first Lancers had, rather
opportunely for Churchill, just died, and he was approved to replace him as a supernumerary,



apparently through the intervention of Sir Evelyn Wood, who had asserted the authority of the
War Office over assignments to the British contingent of Kitchener’s army. However, Churchill
would again have to travel at his own expense and was curtly informed that in the event of his
death the army would incur no financial liability.Although he now had permission to join the
Twenty-first Lancers, Churchill did not have permission to vacate his assignment in India.
Uncertain he would be released from the Fourth Hussars, he chose the novel Churchillian
solution of simply disregarding the fact that his request might be turned down. Instead he
immediately fled London for Cairo by a somewhat slow, indirect route through Marseilles aboard
what he described as “a filthy French tramp [steamer] manned by these detestable French
sailors.” If the Indian authorities decided to recall him, Churchill reasoned, they would first have
to actually locate him—and once he was safely in Cairo there would surely be little they could do
about it.Although Lady Jeune had assured Kitchener that Churchill would not be a
correspondent “in this war,” he had in fact already arranged to write dispatches for the London
Morning Post for a rather more significant sum than had been the case in India—fifteen pounds
per dispatch. The quid pro quo of Lady Jeune’s promise was that officially Churchill was merely
another officer being assigned to the Twenty-first Lancers; unofficially he had no intention of
permitting such a minor detail to stand in the way of his reporting on the war. The deal he cut
was through a close friend, Oliver Borthwick, the son of the proprietor of the Morning Post. The
paper would publish letters purportedly written by a soldier to a friend at home who just
happened to have forwarded them to the newspaper because of their possible interest to the
public. In this manner Churchill could claim anonymity and thus escape Kitchener’s wrath. He
would shortly write to Aylmer Haldane, noting with tongue in cheek, “If you look in the Morning
Post it is possible that you will see that one of my friends has committed and continues to
commit an unpardonable breach of confidence by publishing letters of mine. Don’t give away the
pious fraud as I do not want to be recalled.”When he arrived in Cairo on July 29, 1898, there
were no messages from India recalling him. And while Churchill had indeed outfoxed his
regiment, it can be fairly assumed that, for their part, the Fourth Hussars had undoubtedly tired
of his antics and were happy to be rid of him. Whatever the reasons the saga of Churchill’s
stormy service with the Indian army was over, although he now faced the peril of Kitchener’s
ire.CHAPTER 8OMDURMANIt was not a battle, but an execution.—G. W. STEEVENS, WAR
CORRESPONDENT, LONDON DAILY MAILWHEN CHURCHILL ARRIVED IN Cairo to join the
Twenty-first Lancers, two of the regiment’s four squadrons were already en route to join
Kitchener’s army, now encamped deep inside the Sudan at Atbara, and the other two were in the
process of deploying from their barracks. Had Churchill arrived a day or two later, he would have
had to make the fourteen-hundred-mile journey to the Sudan on his own—and at his own
expense.To his dismay he learned that he had been slated to command a troop but that
uncertainty over his assignment and time of arrival led to the appointment of another officer in
his place. Lieutenant Robert Grenfell happily wrote to his family of his good fortune: “Here I have
got the troop that would have been Winston’s.”There was no time for the usual assimilation into a



military unit. Churchill was immediately put to work assisting with the loading of the train that was
to carry them on the first leg of their trip deep into the heart of East Africa.The deployment of the
Twenty-first Lancers was a very complex undertaking. More to the point, the repositioning of a
troop unit is organized chaos. For a cavalry unit the two-week journey into the Egyptian and
Sudanese wilderness was even more difficult. Their horses were Arabian stallions, skittish by
nature, which had to be loaded onto confining railcars. In addition the animals required
considerable amounts of forage that were not available in the desert. Logistics—the
provisioning, maintenance, and timely resupply of an army—is a lackluster but enormously
essential aspect of warfare that is rarely written about. Yet, as Napoleon learned the hard way
during his abortive campaign in Russia in 1812, without competent logisticians battles are
usually lost. Many years later, before the D-day landings in Normandy on June 6, 1944, Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, who never fully appreciated the subject, would complain: “The
destinies of two great empires seemed to be tied up in some God-damned things called LSTs
[landing ships, tank—the workhorse vessels of the invasion fleets of World War II].”In his first
dispatch Churchill correctly described the business of deployment as “a wearying affair.” With
cavalry “the difficulties [were] more than doubled” as horses, soldiers, and weapons and
equipment were loaded on a long train bound for the southern terminus of the military railway at
Berber, a city on the Nile near Atbara. To the strains of a band playing “Auld Lang Syne,” there
were final handshakes and good-byes with those on the platform who remained behind. Then
the train slowly steamed away for the long journey into the wilderness of deepest Africa.It took
quite some time before Churchill lost his fear that Kitchener would somehow derail his
assignment and have him recalled. His imagination ran wild with various scenarios, all of which
ended badly. Every time the train stopped or the steamers carrying the regiment up the Nile
docked, he expected to see a staff officer bearing the dreaded orders. “I was pursued and
haunted by a profound, unrelenting fear…. I suppose a criminal flying from justice goes through
the same emotions…. Thank God, there was no wireless in those days or I should never had
have a moment’s peace.” Kitchener, however, had more important things on his mind than the
assignment of Lt. Winston Churchill to his army, and the recall never came.After an exhausting
twenty-four-hour journey, the Lancers toiled to transfer men and equipment to barges towed by
steamers that transported them up the Nile, to the ancient city of Luxor, famous for its temples,
where there was a brief stopover. It gave Churchill enough time to indulge his love of history and
his recollection of H. Rider Haggard’s Cleopatra, and to see the temples he had long fantasized
about visiting. He was enthralled by the Nile, “the great waterway of Africa. It is the life and soul
of Egypt.”Clad in khaki-colored uniforms better suited for more temperate climates, the men of
the Twenty-first Lancers were subjected to the relentless rays of the torrid sun during their final
advance toward Khartoum; a movement of eight to ten miles a day was routine. Churchill’s
dispatches and his later memoir are rhapsodic in recounting his love affair with the Nile. His vivid
descriptions of the journey were so realistic that his readers could almost feel the incredible
heat, experience the utter desolation of the desert, and sense the visual impact of the mighty



Nile. “How delicious it was in the evenings,” Churchill wrote, when “we filed down in gold and
purple twilight to drink and drink and drink again from the swift abundant Nile.” The river, he said,
“grows on me day by day. It colours all one’s thoughts.”Churchill was not the only war
correspondent accompanying the expeditionary army. A photo taken aboard one of the Nile
steamers shows him as one of sixteen correspondents, each of whom was hoping to write a
headline account for a British public eager for news of the expedition. As it turned out, the young
freelance soldier of fortune in their midst would have the lion’s share of publicity for the bloody
battle soon to occur at Omdurman.Late one afternoon, during the long march south, for reasons
that he never specified but that involved military duties of some sort, Churchill was left behind on
the east bank of the Nile at Atbara. All he knew was that his regiment was supposed to be
encamped some fifteen miles away in the desert. After crossing the river on a small ferry to the
west bank, he asked where he was supposed to go and was told: “It is perfectly simple. You just
go due south until you see the campfires, then turn towards the river.” Churchill had gone barely
a mile when the sun suddenly sank and he was left to navigate by means of the North Star,
which he kept at his back as he rode deeper into the wilderness until the sky clouded over in
total darkness. Rather than roam aimlessly with no exact idea where his unit was encamped, but
with a sense of utter helplessness, he curled up in a sandy spot behind a rock, his pony’s reins
grasped tightly in his hand. Expecting to eat dinner with his regiment, he had begun his journey
without rations or, worse, water for either himself or his pony.Toward dawn the sky cleared and,
navigating by the constellation Orion, he eventually stumbled upon the Nile. “Jumping off my
horse I walked into the Nile until it rose above my knees, and began to drink its waters, as many
a thirsty man has done before; while the pony, plunging his nose deep into the stream gulped
and gulped in pleasure and relief as if he could never swallow enough.” In daylight, with the help
of a villager with whom he communicated by gestures, Churchill eventually located his unit, thus
ending his nerve-racking one-man trek through the wilderness.Above Aswan the Nile descends
into a deep, rocky gorge—the first of its many great cataracts during its lengthy journey from its
headwaters deep in Africa to the Mediterranean—making further passage by steamer
impossible. An army of coolies and convicts in chains assisted in yet another change of venue to
a town some six miles south, where new steamers awaited them for the next leg of their four-day
journey to Wadi Halfa, the southernmost Egyptian garrison town, on the border with the Sudan.
From Wadi Halfa the journey evolved into a four-hundred-mile train trip on the recently
completed Sudan Military Railway.Kitchener’s punitive army consisted of 8,200 British and
17,600 Egyptian and Sudanese troops. His firepower was an awesome array of field artillery (5-
inch howitzers that fired a fifty-pound shell), deadly Maxim guns, supporting Royal Navy
gunboats in the Nile, and a huge number of animals to carry both men and equipment: more
than 3,500 camels, nearly 2,500 horses, 896 mules, and 229 donkeys—and an enormous cache
of food and supplies.By late August they were assembled on the plain outside the fortress of
Omdurman. Churchill seemed mainly concerned with wearing a medal on his breast rather than
with his safety or the forthcoming battle. Considering that he saw no combat with the Tirah



Expeditionary Force, he wrote irrationally to Haldane to complain about Kitchener and to request
that he expedite the award of “a medal and two clasps for gallantry for the hardships & dangers I
encountered with the T.E.F. I am of a keen desire to mount the ribbon on my breast while I face
the Dervishes here. It may induce them to pause.”After the siege of 1885 Khartoum lay in ruins.
Shortly thereafter the Mahdi, who had become the undisputed ruler of the Sudan, established a
theocratic Mahdist state with Omdurman as the new capital and began to lead a life of unbridled
excess, naively believing that he would also conquer both Egypt and the world.Across the Nile
from Khartoum, the river branches into the White Nile and the Blue Nile. On the White Nile, just
below the confluence of the two rivers, was a onetime mud fort erected by the Egyptians.
Extending some six miles in length along the White Nile, Omdurman had by 1898 evolved into a
fairly substantial city of about 150,000 inhabitants, most of whom lived in mud huts on narrow,
foul-smelling streets. Surrounding the city was a fortress consisting of a great wall and extensive
defensive works to fend off assaults, particularly from the Nile. Six months after Khartoum, the
Mahdi suddenly died (whether from his excesses or poison is not certain). An enormous,
yellowish brown tomb for the Mahdi, visible from miles away, was erected in the center of the city.
His handpicked successor was Khalifa Abdullah, a man described as “sly, suspicious, vain,
quick-tempered, unbelievably cruel and despotic,” yet possessed of “a certain ruthless charm”—
a man whose delusions may have exceeded those of the Mahdi.In the years between 1885 and
1898 there were uprisings, plots, incursions by the Abyssinians, an abortive invasion of Egypt,
and savage internal struggles. However, the Khalifa’s army remained intact and in 1898, despite
its crushing defeat at Atbara, was thought to number about 52,000. Confrontation between the
two opposing armies was now only a question of time and place.On September 1, 1898, two
years of laborious preparation were about to come to fruition. Kitchener’s army had established
its main battle position with its rear element along the Nile, where it was protected by British
gunboats. Initially, several thousand yards to the northwest, the cavalry and the camel corps
were positioned astride a rocky ridgeline called the Kerreri Hills. Rather than attack the Mahdist
army, however, Kitchener’s strategy was to remain in essentially defensive positions and by his
mere presence bait them to attack.Kitchener’s army consisted of “great brown masses of
infantry with a fringe of cavalry dotting the plain for miles in front, with the Camel Corps—
chocolate-coloured men on cream-coloured camels—stretching into the desert…and the
gunboats stealing silently up the river on the left, scrutinizing the bank with their guns.”What
Churchill witnessed that day deep in the heart of Africa was a sight few men have ever seen.
Between their position and Omdurman were a long, low ridge and a rolling sandy plain,
interspersed with small knolls, that Churchill realized would be the battlefield. Eerily, not a soul
was in sight. Late that morning he watched in amazement as, some four miles to the southwest,
a great dark mass of men appeared over the crest of a hill, in all at least forty thousand, and
possibly as many as fifty thousand Mahdist troops, arranged in five separate formations.
Although spears honed to a lethal sharpness were their predominant weaponry, an estimated
twenty thousand warriors were armed with antiquated single-shot Martini-Henry rifles, which



fired a .45-caliber bullet that packed a powerful and usually lethal punch.The sight was both awe-
inspiring and utterly chilling, reminding him of the crusaders of the twelfth century he had once
studied:Lines of men appeared over the crest, and while we watched, amazed by the wonder of
the sight, the whole face of the slope became black with swarming savages. Four miles from end
to end, and in five great divisions, this mighty army advanced…. The whole side of the hill
seemed to move…. Above them waved hundreds of banners, and the sun, glinting on perhaps
forty thousand hostile spear-points, spread a sparkling cloud. It was, perhaps, the impression of
a lifetime.Churchill’s regimental commander ordered him to report the situation personally to
Kitchener. Churchill felt understandable trepidation over what effect his appearance would have
on the Sirdar, and he had good reason for concern. A week earlier he had learned of Kitchener’s
disapproval of his presence. Francis E. Rhodes, a retired army colonel, now a correspondent for
The Times, had spoken to Kitchener about Churchill: “Kitchener said he had known I was not
going to stay in the army—was only making a convenience of it; that he had disapproved of my
coming in place of others whose professions were at stake & that E. [Sir Evelyn] Wood had
acted wrongly & had annoyed him by sending me. But that I was quite right to try my
best.”Churchill rode toward the colorful assembled Anglo-Egyptian army, drawn up in mass
formation, its banners flying in the breeze. At the head of his army rode Kitchener, his staff
several paces behind. Churchill drew alongside but to the rear of the Sirdar and crisply saluted:
“Sir, I have come from the Twenty-first Lancers with a report.” Kitchener nodded his assent,
signaling that Churchill should continue. After a long pause he asked: “How long do you think
I’ve got?” In a flash Churchill replied: “You have got at least an hour and a half, sir, even if they
come on at their present rate.”Thus ended Churchill’s first, uneventful encounter with the man he
both feared and, for the time being, admired. Afterward he was taken in hand by Kitchener’s
intelligence chief, Sir Reginald Wingate, and partook of an elegant and civilized lunch, of bully
beef, pickles, and wine, complete with knives and forks, served atop a white oilcloth. Churchill
was seated next to Maj. Adolf von Tiedemann, an observer from the German General Staff, who
said to him: “This is the 1st of September. Our great day and now your great day.” (Baron
Tiedemann was referring to the Prussian victory over France in 1870, which paved the way for
German unification.) The conversation turned to the forthcoming battle, about which there was
great confidence. “Everyone was in the highest spirits and best of tempers. It was like a race
luncheon before the Derby…. It was really a good moment to live, and I, a poor subaltern who
had thought of himself under a ban, plied my knife and fork with determination amid the
infectious gaiety of all these military magnates.”Buoyed by his unexpected good fortune,
Churchill afterward strolled along the riverbank with another officer when the commander of a
nearby gunboat anchored in the Nile hailed him. The officer was a Royal Navy lieutenant
dressed in a spotless white uniform. A “jolly talk” ensued, along with an offer of naval hospitality.
A bottle of champagne suddenly appeared in the air; Churchill failed to catch it before it fell into
the river, whence he happily retrieved it. The officer was future Admiral of the Fleet and First Sea
Lord Lt. David Beatty.The Khalifa’s army marched en masse to within several miles of



Kitchener’s positions, and on what seemed to be a single command, halted like a well-drilled
parade formation. Most battles are preceded by considerable preliminary fighting and
bombardments, but here the two sides merely gazed warily at each other, neither prepared to
make the first move. The riflemen fired off bursts in the air in what Churchill described as “a great
roar—a barbaric feu de joie,” and, at a second command, this massive army simply lay down on
the ground in place, explicitly conveying that the great confrontation would not occur on this
day.There were minor skirmishes on September 1, and a rain of British artillery destroyed the
eighty-foot-high dome of the Mahdi’s tomb, raising large clouds of red dust. That the desecration
of the Mahdi’s tomb would further enrage his enemy seemed of no consequence to Kitchener. If
anything it was a sign of his contempt for those he would on the morrow slay pitilessly on a
battlefield some seven miles north of Omdurman.Churchill viewed the coming battle as
something of a lark. “This kind of war was full of fascinating thrills,” he wrote in 1930. “It was not
like the Great War. Nobody expected to be killed but to the great mass of those who took in the
little wars of Britain in those vanished light-hearted days, this was only a sporting element in a
splendid game.”Beneath a glorious sunrise that would soon turn the sands blood red, there
commenced on the morning of September 2, 1898, what history has recorded as the Battle of
Omdurman, which might better be described as the Massacre of Omdurman. Though it is
unlikely that any slept well if at all that night, at 4:30 a.m. bugles sounded throughout the Anglo-
Egyptian army, summoning its troops to arise for battle. The Egyptian cavalry was immediately
sent forward to make contact with the enemy, and, at first light the great mass of the Khalifa’s
army became visible in the distance.Churchill was ordered to take a patrol forward and later
claimed to have been the first to see the advancing enemy, and “certainly the first to hear their
bullets. Never shall I see such a sight again. At the very least there were 40,000 men—five miles
long in lines with great humps and squares at intervals—and I can assure you that when I heard
them all shouting their war songs from my coign [position] of vantage on the ridge of Heliograph
Hill I and my patrol felt very lonely. And though I never doubted the issue—I was in great
awe.”The two opposing armies resembled gladiators awaiting a signal to begin what would be
not a sporting event but a fight to the death. Ominously circling overhead were some one
hundred enormous and quite hideous vultures that suddenly appeared, seemingly sensing that
a feast would shortly be awaiting them.At 6:30 the massed forces of the Khalifa’s army began
methodically advancing on the Anglo-Egyptian positions, flags fluttering brilliantly in the sunlight,
the spears of thousands of warriors waving in the air, their voices roaring approval of Allah and
their leader, with continuous chanting in Arabic of “There is one God and Muhammad is the
Messenger of God.”Behind one of the formations rode the Khalifa himself on a donkey, attended
only by a small retinue. “They came very fast, and they came very straight,” wrote Daily Mail
correspondent G. W. Steevens, “and then presently they came no farther. With a crash the
bullets leaped out of the British rifles,” and “they poured out death as fast as they could load and
press the trigger.”The Khalifa’s army was divided into five separate forces. Its tactics were
simple: Advance, outflank, and overcome the enemy under the protection of Allah. Two moved



forward to Kitchener’s positions astride the Kerreri Hill mass, while the other three wheeled right
and advanced toward the main Anglo-Egyptian positions near the river in a suicidal frontal
attack. What occurred within the space of perhaps two hours was, as Steevens wrote, “not a
battle but an execution.”Like ants the massed infantry moved steadily forward as shells began
raining down on them, wreaking appalling carnage. The roar of voices, guns, smoke, and fire
was earsplitting. Bullets indiscriminately shattered some, while others were simply blown to
pieces by artillery shells. Churchill described it as “a terrible sight, for as yet they had not hurt us
at all, and it seemed an unfair advantage to strike thus cruelly when they could not reply…. Eight
hundred yards away a ragged line of men were coming on desperately struggling forward in the
face of the pitiless fire—white banners tossing and collapsing.” Not many managed to get closer
than three hundred yards.Yet on they came, with absolute fearlessness, undaunted by the fires
of hell that engulfed them or by the masses of dead and dying all around them. Churchill later
described how the twelve thousand Anglo-Egyptian infantrymen “were engaged in that
mechanical scattering of death which the polite nations of the earth have brought to such
monstrous perfection.” At the end of as savage a battle as has ever taken place, the dead were
strewn across the battlefield. Omdurman was in reality no contest. Though Kitchener’s army was
greatly outnumbered, it possessed the means of sheer slaughter with its deadly artillery, rifles,
and Maxim guns, the great killing machines that cut down the tribesmen like blades of grass in a
lawnmower. The writer Hilaire Belloc would later write of the Battle of Omdurman:Whatever
happens we have gotThe Maxim gun and they have not.The Khalifa’s army was impaled to
death on the full fury of Kitchener’s guns. Dervish warriors died in their thousands; no one ever
ascertained the exact number, but no fewer than ten thousand brave men lay dead on the sands
outside Omdurman, and between ten thousand and sixteen thousand were wounded, many
lying untended and in mortal agony where they fell. According to Churchill’s account, The River
War, there were also five thousand captured. By 8:00 a.m. it was nearly over. Toward noon
Churchill wrote: “Sir H. Kitchener shut up his [field] glasses remarking that he thought that they
enemy had been given ‘a good dusting.’”Churchill’s description tells of the steady drum of bullets
“shearing through flesh, smashing and splintering bone” and of “valiant men…struggling on
through a hell of whistling metal, exploding shells, and spurting dust—suffering, despairing,
dying.”Despite the one-sided slaughter, the Battle of Omdurman might well have ended in
disaster—not for the Dervish army, but for Kitchener, who committed a near-fatal blunder.
Believing that the battle was won, he ordered his main forces to advance and secure
Omdurman, leaving only a reserve brigade under the command of Lt. Col. Hector Archibald
MacDonald, consisting of three thousand Egyptian and Sudanese troops, three batteries of
artillery, and eight Maxim guns a mile or so to the north. Because the bulk of his army had turned
and was marching in a column formation toward the city, his rear element was especially
vulnerable to a flank attack. What Kitchener did not know was that a large force of perhaps
twenty thousand flying the black flag of the Khalifa was bearing down on MacDonald’s brigade.
Suddenly in great peril, MacDonald—an experienced and astute soldier who had risen through



the ranks from private to command of a brigade and had seen as much service as anyone in the
British army—without a second thought, disobeyed the orders from Kitchener to rejoin the army
and formed a hasty defense as the full fury of the Dervish attack fell upon his brigade. They
fought off one wave after another of attacks that nearly overran MacDonald’s undermanned
force. In the end it was his foresight and initiative that saved Kitchener from potential disaster.
Churchill would later note that if the Khalifa had attacked simultaneously with his main force, the
“the position of MacDonald’s brigade must have been almost hopeless. In the actual event it was
one of extreme peril.”Then Kitchener committed a second blunder. Although the battle had
turned in his favor and British casualties were almost nonexistent, he was understandably
concerned about having to fight in the narrow alleys of Omdurman and wanted insurance that a
major part of the Dervish army not be permitted to fall back and take up positions within the city.
He decided that the battle had been won and, without first ordering a reconnaissance to
determine the location and strength of the enemy, ordered his cavalry to turn toward Omdurman
and enter the city.At 8:30 a.m. about four hundred mounted cavalrymen of the Twenty-first
Lancers began advancing to the left flank of the Anglo-Egyptian front. Suddenly, beyond a ridge
where they had halted, “thousands of Dervishes could be seen.” Then, without warning, matters
suddenly turned deadly. Churchill was in command of a patrol on the right flank, and as they
advanced, the cavalry expected little resistance and intended to “spear them till we could not sit
on our horses.” About 250 yards from the massed Dervish force they encountered what
appeared to be a straight line of some 150 men blocking their path. Intending to outflank them,
Churchill’s Lancers moved to their right only to be fired upon by what obviously were not mere
spearmen but sharpshooters, who began pouring heavy fire into the Lancers. “The distance was
too short for it to be harmless on so big a target and I realised there were only two courses
open,” wrote Churchill. One was to back off and regroup; the other was to charge the enemy.
Under intense fire the cavalry acted instinctively, as they had been trained to do, and “while the
trumpet was still jerking we were all at the gallop towards them.”History has since immortalized
the cavalrymen of Omdurman in portraits and literature in what was the last and perhaps most
famous charge of the British cavalry. Churchill’s survival that day may well have hinged on the
1896 accident in Bombay that had crippled his right shoulder. At the commencement of the
charge his brother officers had all drawn their swords as they galloped full speed ahead toward
the riflemen, all firing at them. Churchill quickly realized it would have been useless to attempt to
make use of his sword with his right arm and instead drew his Mauser pistol.As the two sides
converged in close combat the scene became chaotic. Suddenly a large, undetected Dervish
formation hidden in a nearby wadi exploded from concealment and enveloped the mounted
Lancers. They had ridden directly into a carefully laid trap by an estimated three thousand
warriors. “The blunders of British cavalry are the fertile seed of British glory,” wrote G. W.
Steevens in his account of Omdurman.“It is very rarely,” wrote Churchill in one of his dispatches,
“that stubborn and unshaken infantry meet equally stubborn and unshaken cavalry…. In this
case the two living walls crashed together with a mighty collision” as all hell broke loose.



Although Churchill said, with hindsight, “capital—the more the merrier,” no one facing such an
extreme life-threatening situation would have felt such bravado. The Dervishes stood their
ground and stabbed, hacked, and shot at the British cavalry. Horses were slashed and fell
horribly wounded, their riders falling to the ground, where many were impaled by as many as a
dozen men with a ferocity seldom seen on a battlefield; riderless horses galloped free of the
killing zone; other Lancers, most of them wounded, who had been thrown from their mounts,
clung precariously to reins or stirrups as they were dragged, hanging on literally for their lives. A
sergeant who had been slashed had strips of skin cut from his face that hung in shreds.Through
the cauldron rode the regimental commander, Col. R. M.Martin. Although his charger fell, Martin
emerged unscathed and ordered a halt to further charges by his cavalrymen. Many of the
Lancers wanted more. “There were gnashings of teeth and howls of speechless rage,” but
common sense ultimately prevailed. The Lancers then opened fire with their carbines at near-
point-blank range.As for Churchill, “I remember no sound,” he wrote. “The whole event seemed
to pass in absolute silence. The yells of the enemy, the shouts of the soldiers, the firing of many
shots, the clashing of sword and spear were unnoticed by the senses, unregistered by the brain.
Others say the same. Perhaps it is possible for the whole of a man’s faculties to be concentrated
in eye, bridle-hand, and trigger-finger, and withdrawn from other parts of the body.”Still alive and
unwounded on the rim of the cauldron, Churchill quickly determined that he was not yet out of
harm’s way. The force the charge had broken through was about four deep, “But they all fell
knocked A.O.T. [arse over tip]…then we emerged into a region of scattered men and personal
combats. The troop broke up and disappeared. I pulled into a trot and rode up to individuals
firing my pistol in their faces and killing several—3 for certain—2 doubtful—one very doubtful.” A
mere twenty yards away, some of the Dervishes began re-forming their ranks and aimed their
rifles right at Churchill, “and I looked at them stupidly for what may have been 2 seconds…and
for the first time the danger & peril came home to me. I turned and galloped. The squadron was
reforming nearly 150 yards away. As I turned both shots were fired and at that close range I was
grievously anxious. But I heard none of their bullets—which went Heaven knows
where.”Hundreds of bloody individual battles played out before the Lancers broke free,
dismounted, and began surgically cutting down the surviving warriors with carbine fire until the
Dervishes at last broke and retreated. “In one hundred and twenty seconds five officers, sixty-six
men, and one hundred and nineteen horses out of less than three hundred had been killed or
wounded,” wrote Churchill. To his cousin Sunny he pointed out that, “No regiment has sustained
such a proportion and such a loss since the Light Brigade—forty years ago.”That he narrowly
escaped death seems not to have unduly bothered Churchill, who wrote rather glowingly of his
experience. “The Battle was a wonderful spectacle. I had the good luck to ride through the
charge unhurt—indeed untouched—which vy few can say.” Although he was certainly fearless,
for perhaps the first time in his life he experienced genuine fear. “I felt myself absolutely alone,”
he wrote of his isolation after riding through the ranks of the enemy. “I thought those riflemen
would hit me, and the rest devour me like wolves.” To charge recklessly into such a violent battle



as Churchill did, with no thought of the consequences, and to perform bravely under such
conditions was an ultimate test of courage.Any soldier who has ever been in a life-and-death
combat situation will readily acknowledge that there exists a combination of gut-wrenching fear
and the dread of letting down one’s comrades in arms. Time stands still, as Churchill has
recorded, and whatever the reaction, it is virtually instinctive and, for better or worse, the end
result of one’s training. Field Marshal Viscount Slim would later say of combat that “the dominant
feeling of the battlefield is loneliness,” and Epaminondas (the Theban general who bested
Sparta) described a field of battle as “a dancing floor of Ares.”Although he later made light of the
dangers he faced as merely another exploit in his military repertoire, and “not in the least
exciting,” Churchill eventually admitted, “It was I suppose the most dangerous 2 minutes I shall
live to see.”The Battle of Omdurman lasted some five devastating hours, during which the
Dervish army suffered about 95 percent losses. On September 2, 1898, Omdurman, which is
today a thriving suburb of Khartoum, with a population of 1.5 million, was a scene of devastation.
In his autobiography and in The River War, Churchill wrote, “Thus ended the Battle of Omdurman
—the most signal triumph ever gained by the arms of science over barbarians.”Two officers and
a private of the Twenty-first Lancers were later awarded the Victoria Cross for gallantry during
this action. However, there was nothing glorious about the battlefield, which was strewn with
many thousands of wounded men and the corpses of nearly ten thousand unburied dead, many
of whom became a feast for the hungry vultures. The nauseating smell of death would permeate
the barren landscape for weeks.Among the British dead was Lt. Robert Grenfell, the officer
whose troop Churchill was to have commanded. Grenfell’s troop, on Churchill’s left flank,
suffered the heaviest casualties of the Twenty-first Lancers, and the lieutenant had been hacked
to death. Fate sometimes turns on seemingly insignificant events. Little did Churchill know that
what he first deemed bad luck—arriving too late in Cairo to take command of the troop—
undoubtedly later spared his life.If there were lessons for Winston Churchill in the Battle of
Omdurman, they may be read from his stunned reaction to Grenfell’s death. “War,” he wrote,
“disguise it as you may, is but a dirty, shoddy business, which only a fool would play
at.”CHAPTER 8OMDURMANIt was not a battle, but an execution.—G. W. STEEVENS, WAR
CORRESPONDENT, LONDON DAILY MAILIt was not a battle, but an execution.—G. W.
STEEVENS, WAR CORRESPONDENT, LONDON DAILY MAILWHEN CHURCHILL ARRIVED
IN Cairo to join the Twenty-first Lancers, two of the regiment’s four squadrons were already en
route to join Kitchener’s army, now encamped deep inside the Sudan at Atbara, and the other
two were in the process of deploying from their barracks. Had Churchill arrived a day or two later,
he would have had to make the fourteen-hundred-mile journey to the Sudan on his own—and at
his own expense.To his dismay he learned that he had been slated to command a troop but that
uncertainty over his assignment and time of arrival led to the appointment of another officer in
his place. Lieutenant Robert Grenfell happily wrote to his family of his good fortune: “Here I have
got the troop that would have been Winston’s.”There was no time for the usual assimilation into a
military unit. Churchill was immediately put to work assisting with the loading of the train that was



to carry them on the first leg of their trip deep into the heart of East Africa.The deployment of the
Twenty-first Lancers was a very complex undertaking. More to the point, the repositioning of a
troop unit is organized chaos. For a cavalry unit the two-week journey into the Egyptian and
Sudanese wilderness was even more difficult. Their horses were Arabian stallions, skittish by
nature, which had to be loaded onto confining railcars. In addition the animals required
considerable amounts of forage that were not available in the desert. Logistics—the
provisioning, maintenance, and timely resupply of an army—is a lackluster but enormously
essential aspect of warfare that is rarely written about. Yet, as Napoleon learned the hard way
during his abortive campaign in Russia in 1812, without competent logisticians battles are
usually lost. Many years later, before the D-day landings in Normandy on June 6, 1944, Prime
Minister Winston Churchill, who never fully appreciated the subject, would complain: “The
destinies of two great empires seemed to be tied up in some God-damned things called LSTs
[landing ships, tank—the workhorse vessels of the invasion fleets of World War II].”In his first
dispatch Churchill correctly described the business of deployment as “a wearying affair.” With
cavalry “the difficulties [were] more than doubled” as horses, soldiers, and weapons and
equipment were loaded on a long train bound for the southern terminus of the military railway at
Berber, a city on the Nile near Atbara. To the strains of a band playing “Auld Lang Syne,” there
were final handshakes and good-byes with those on the platform who remained behind. Then
the train slowly steamed away for the long journey into the wilderness of deepest Africa.It took
quite some time before Churchill lost his fear that Kitchener would somehow derail his
assignment and have him recalled. His imagination ran wild with various scenarios, all of which
ended badly. Every time the train stopped or the steamers carrying the regiment up the Nile
docked, he expected to see a staff officer bearing the dreaded orders. “I was pursued and
haunted by a profound, unrelenting fear…. I suppose a criminal flying from justice goes through
the same emotions…. Thank God, there was no wireless in those days or I should never had
have a moment’s peace.” Kitchener, however, had more important things on his mind than the
assignment of Lt. Winston Churchill to his army, and the recall never came.After an exhausting
twenty-four-hour journey, the Lancers toiled to transfer men and equipment to barges towed by
steamers that transported them up the Nile, to the ancient city of Luxor, famous for its temples,
where there was a brief stopover. It gave Churchill enough time to indulge his love of history and
his recollection of H. Rider Haggard’s Cleopatra, and to see the temples he had long fantasized
about visiting. He was enthralled by the Nile, “the great waterway of Africa. It is the life and soul
of Egypt.”Clad in khaki-colored uniforms better suited for more temperate climates, the men of
the Twenty-first Lancers were subjected to the relentless rays of the torrid sun during their final
advance toward Khartoum; a movement of eight to ten miles a day was routine. Churchill’s
dispatches and his later memoir are rhapsodic in recounting his love affair with the Nile. His vivid
descriptions of the journey were so realistic that his readers could almost feel the incredible
heat, experience the utter desolation of the desert, and sense the visual impact of the mighty
Nile. “How delicious it was in the evenings,” Churchill wrote, when “we filed down in gold and



purple twilight to drink and drink and drink again from the swift abundant Nile.” The river, he said,
“grows on me day by day. It colours all one’s thoughts.”Churchill was not the only war
correspondent accompanying the expeditionary army. A photo taken aboard one of the Nile
steamers shows him as one of sixteen correspondents, each of whom was hoping to write a
headline account for a British public eager for news of the expedition. As it turned out, the young
freelance soldier of fortune in their midst would have the lion’s share of publicity for the bloody
battle soon to occur at Omdurman.Late one afternoon, during the long march south, for reasons
that he never specified but that involved military duties of some sort, Churchill was left behind on
the east bank of the Nile at Atbara. All he knew was that his regiment was supposed to be
encamped some fifteen miles away in the desert. After crossing the river on a small ferry to the
west bank, he asked where he was supposed to go and was told: “It is perfectly simple. You just
go due south until you see the campfires, then turn towards the river.” Churchill had gone barely
a mile when the sun suddenly sank and he was left to navigate by means of the North Star,
which he kept at his back as he rode deeper into the wilderness until the sky clouded over in
total darkness. Rather than roam aimlessly with no exact idea where his unit was encamped, but
with a sense of utter helplessness, he curled up in a sandy spot behind a rock, his pony’s reins
grasped tightly in his hand. Expecting to eat dinner with his regiment, he had begun his journey
without rations or, worse, water for either himself or his pony.Toward dawn the sky cleared and,
navigating by the constellation Orion, he eventually stumbled upon the Nile. “Jumping off my
horse I walked into the Nile until it rose above my knees, and began to drink its waters, as many
a thirsty man has done before; while the pony, plunging his nose deep into the stream gulped
and gulped in pleasure and relief as if he could never swallow enough.” In daylight, with the help
of a villager with whom he communicated by gestures, Churchill eventually located his unit, thus
ending his nerve-racking one-man trek through the wilderness.Above Aswan the Nile descends
into a deep, rocky gorge—the first of its many great cataracts during its lengthy journey from its
headwaters deep in Africa to the Mediterranean—making further passage by steamer
impossible. An army of coolies and convicts in chains assisted in yet another change of venue to
a town some six miles south, where new steamers awaited them for the next leg of their four-day
journey to Wadi Halfa, the southernmost Egyptian garrison town, on the border with the Sudan.
From Wadi Halfa the journey evolved into a four-hundred-mile train trip on the recently
completed Sudan Military Railway.Kitchener’s punitive army consisted of 8,200 British and
17,600 Egyptian and Sudanese troops. His firepower was an awesome array of field artillery (5-
inch howitzers that fired a fifty-pound shell), deadly Maxim guns, supporting Royal Navy
gunboats in the Nile, and a huge number of animals to carry both men and equipment: more
than 3,500 camels, nearly 2,500 horses, 896 mules, and 229 donkeys—and an enormous cache
of food and supplies.By late August they were assembled on the plain outside the fortress of
Omdurman. Churchill seemed mainly concerned with wearing a medal on his breast rather than
with his safety or the forthcoming battle. Considering that he saw no combat with the Tirah
Expeditionary Force, he wrote irrationally to Haldane to complain about Kitchener and to request



that he expedite the award of “a medal and two clasps for gallantry for the hardships & dangers I
encountered with the T.E.F. I am of a keen desire to mount the ribbon on my breast while I face
the Dervishes here. It may induce them to pause.”After the siege of 1885 Khartoum lay in ruins.
Shortly thereafter the Mahdi, who had become the undisputed ruler of the Sudan, established a
theocratic Mahdist state with Omdurman as the new capital and began to lead a life of unbridled
excess, naively believing that he would also conquer both Egypt and the world.Across the Nile
from Khartoum, the river branches into the White Nile and the Blue Nile. On the White Nile, just
below the confluence of the two rivers, was a onetime mud fort erected by the Egyptians.
Extending some six miles in length along the White Nile, Omdurman had by 1898 evolved into a
fairly substantial city of about 150,000 inhabitants, most of whom lived in mud huts on narrow,
foul-smelling streets. Surrounding the city was a fortress consisting of a great wall and extensive
defensive works to fend off assaults, particularly from the Nile. Six months after Khartoum, the
Mahdi suddenly died (whether from his excesses or poison is not certain). An enormous,
yellowish brown tomb for the Mahdi, visible from miles away, was erected in the center of the city.
His handpicked successor was Khalifa Abdullah, a man described as “sly, suspicious, vain,
quick-tempered, unbelievably cruel and despotic,” yet possessed of “a certain ruthless charm”—
a man whose delusions may have exceeded those of the Mahdi.In the years between 1885 and
1898 there were uprisings, plots, incursions by the Abyssinians, an abortive invasion of Egypt,
and savage internal struggles. However, the Khalifa’s army remained intact and in 1898, despite
its crushing defeat at Atbara, was thought to number about 52,000. Confrontation between the
two opposing armies was now only a question of time and place.On September 1, 1898, two
years of laborious preparation were about to come to fruition. Kitchener’s army had established
its main battle position with its rear element along the Nile, where it was protected by British
gunboats. Initially, several thousand yards to the northwest, the cavalry and the camel corps
were positioned astride a rocky ridgeline called the Kerreri Hills. Rather than attack the Mahdist
army, however, Kitchener’s strategy was to remain in essentially defensive positions and by his
mere presence bait them to attack.Kitchener’s army consisted of “great brown masses of
infantry with a fringe of cavalry dotting the plain for miles in front, with the Camel Corps—
chocolate-coloured men on cream-coloured camels—stretching into the desert…and the
gunboats stealing silently up the river on the left, scrutinizing the bank with their guns.”What
Churchill witnessed that day deep in the heart of Africa was a sight few men have ever seen.
Between their position and Omdurman were a long, low ridge and a rolling sandy plain,
interspersed with small knolls, that Churchill realized would be the battlefield. Eerily, not a soul
was in sight. Late that morning he watched in amazement as, some four miles to the southwest,
a great dark mass of men appeared over the crest of a hill, in all at least forty thousand, and
possibly as many as fifty thousand Mahdist troops, arranged in five separate formations.
Although spears honed to a lethal sharpness were their predominant weaponry, an estimated
twenty thousand warriors were armed with antiquated single-shot Martini-Henry rifles, which
fired a .45-caliber bullet that packed a powerful and usually lethal punch.The sight was both awe-



inspiring and utterly chilling, reminding him of the crusaders of the twelfth century he had once
studied:Lines of men appeared over the crest, and while we watched, amazed by the wonder of
the sight, the whole face of the slope became black with swarming savages. Four miles from end
to end, and in five great divisions, this mighty army advanced…. The whole side of the hill
seemed to move…. Above them waved hundreds of banners, and the sun, glinting on perhaps
forty thousand hostile spear-points, spread a sparkling cloud. It was, perhaps, the impression of
a lifetime.Churchill’s regimental commander ordered him to report the situation personally to
Kitchener. Churchill felt understandable trepidation over what effect his appearance would have
on the Sirdar, and he had good reason for concern. A week earlier he had learned of Kitchener’s
disapproval of his presence. Francis E. Rhodes, a retired army colonel, now a correspondent for
The Times, had spoken to Kitchener about Churchill: “Kitchener said he had known I was not
going to stay in the army—was only making a convenience of it; that he had disapproved of my
coming in place of others whose professions were at stake & that E. [Sir Evelyn] Wood had
acted wrongly & had annoyed him by sending me. But that I was quite right to try my
best.”Churchill rode toward the colorful assembled Anglo-Egyptian army, drawn up in mass
formation, its banners flying in the breeze. At the head of his army rode Kitchener, his staff
several paces behind. Churchill drew alongside but to the rear of the Sirdar and crisply saluted:
“Sir, I have come from the Twenty-first Lancers with a report.” Kitchener nodded his assent,
signaling that Churchill should continue. After a long pause he asked: “How long do you think
I’ve got?” In a flash Churchill replied: “You have got at least an hour and a half, sir, even if they
come on at their present rate.”Thus ended Churchill’s first, uneventful encounter with the man he
both feared and, for the time being, admired. Afterward he was taken in hand by Kitchener’s
intelligence chief, Sir Reginald Wingate, and partook of an elegant and civilized lunch, of bully
beef, pickles, and wine, complete with knives and forks, served atop a white oilcloth. Churchill
was seated next to Maj. Adolf von Tiedemann, an observer from the German General Staff, who
said to him: “This is the 1st of September. Our great day and now your great day.” (Baron
Tiedemann was referring to the Prussian victory over France in 1870, which paved the way for
German unification.) The conversation turned to the forthcoming battle, about which there was
great confidence. “Everyone was in the highest spirits and best of tempers. It was like a race
luncheon before the Derby…. It was really a good moment to live, and I, a poor subaltern who
had thought of himself under a ban, plied my knife and fork with determination amid the
infectious gaiety of all these military magnates.”Buoyed by his unexpected good fortune,
Churchill afterward strolled along the riverbank with another officer when the commander of a
nearby gunboat anchored in the Nile hailed him. The officer was a Royal Navy lieutenant
dressed in a spotless white uniform. A “jolly talk” ensued, along with an offer of naval hospitality.
A bottle of champagne suddenly appeared in the air; Churchill failed to catch it before it fell into
the river, whence he happily retrieved it. The officer was future Admiral of the Fleet and First Sea
Lord Lt. David Beatty.The Khalifa’s army marched en masse to within several miles of
Kitchener’s positions, and on what seemed to be a single command, halted like a well-drilled



parade formation. Most battles are preceded by considerable preliminary fighting and
bombardments, but here the two sides merely gazed warily at each other, neither prepared to
make the first move. The riflemen fired off bursts in the air in what Churchill described as “a great
roar—a barbaric feu de joie,” and, at a second command, this massive army simply lay down on
the ground in place, explicitly conveying that the great confrontation would not occur on this
day.There were minor skirmishes on September 1, and a rain of British artillery destroyed the
eighty-foot-high dome of the Mahdi’s tomb, raising large clouds of red dust. That the desecration
of the Mahdi’s tomb would further enrage his enemy seemed of no consequence to Kitchener. If
anything it was a sign of his contempt for those he would on the morrow slay pitilessly on a
battlefield some seven miles north of Omdurman.Churchill viewed the coming battle as
something of a lark. “This kind of war was full of fascinating thrills,” he wrote in 1930. “It was not
like the Great War. Nobody expected to be killed but to the great mass of those who took in the
little wars of Britain in those vanished light-hearted days, this was only a sporting element in a
splendid game.”Beneath a glorious sunrise that would soon turn the sands blood red, there
commenced on the morning of September 2, 1898, what history has recorded as the Battle of
Omdurman, which might better be described as the Massacre of Omdurman. Though it is
unlikely that any slept well if at all that night, at 4:30 a.m. bugles sounded throughout the Anglo-
Egyptian army, summoning its troops to arise for battle. The Egyptian cavalry was immediately
sent forward to make contact with the enemy, and, at first light the great mass of the Khalifa’s
army became visible in the distance.Churchill was ordered to take a patrol forward and later
claimed to have been the first to see the advancing enemy, and “certainly the first to hear their
bullets. Never shall I see such a sight again. At the very least there were 40,000 men—five miles
long in lines with great humps and squares at intervals—and I can assure you that when I heard
them all shouting their war songs from my coign [position] of vantage on the ridge of Heliograph
Hill I and my patrol felt very lonely. And though I never doubted the issue—I was in great
awe.”The two opposing armies resembled gladiators awaiting a signal to begin what would be
not a sporting event but a fight to the death. Ominously circling overhead were some one
hundred enormous and quite hideous vultures that suddenly appeared, seemingly sensing that
a feast would shortly be awaiting them.At 6:30 the massed forces of the Khalifa’s army began
methodically advancing on the Anglo-Egyptian positions, flags fluttering brilliantly in the sunlight,
the spears of thousands of warriors waving in the air, their voices roaring approval of Allah and
their leader, with continuous chanting in Arabic of “There is one God and Muhammad is the
Messenger of God.”Behind one of the formations rode the Khalifa himself on a donkey, attended
only by a small retinue. “They came very fast, and they came very straight,” wrote Daily Mail
correspondent G. W. Steevens, “and then presently they came no farther. With a crash the
bullets leaped out of the British rifles,” and “they poured out death as fast as they could load and
press the trigger.”The Khalifa’s army was divided into five separate forces. Its tactics were
simple: Advance, outflank, and overcome the enemy under the protection of Allah. Two moved
forward to Kitchener’s positions astride the Kerreri Hill mass, while the other three wheeled right



and advanced toward the main Anglo-Egyptian positions near the river in a suicidal frontal
attack. What occurred within the space of perhaps two hours was, as Steevens wrote, “not a
battle but an execution.”Like ants the massed infantry moved steadily forward as shells began
raining down on them, wreaking appalling carnage. The roar of voices, guns, smoke, and fire
was earsplitting. Bullets indiscriminately shattered some, while others were simply blown to
pieces by artillery shells. Churchill described it as “a terrible sight, for as yet they had not hurt us
at all, and it seemed an unfair advantage to strike thus cruelly when they could not reply…. Eight
hundred yards away a ragged line of men were coming on desperately struggling forward in the
face of the pitiless fire—white banners tossing and collapsing.” Not many managed to get closer
than three hundred yards.Yet on they came, with absolute fearlessness, undaunted by the fires
of hell that engulfed them or by the masses of dead and dying all around them. Churchill later
described how the twelve thousand Anglo-Egyptian infantrymen “were engaged in that
mechanical scattering of death which the polite nations of the earth have brought to such
monstrous perfection.” At the end of as savage a battle as has ever taken place, the dead were
strewn across the battlefield. Omdurman was in reality no contest. Though Kitchener’s army was
greatly outnumbered, it possessed the means of sheer slaughter with its deadly artillery, rifles,
and Maxim guns, the great killing machines that cut down the tribesmen like blades of grass in a
lawnmower. The writer Hilaire Belloc would later write of the Battle of Omdurman:Whatever
happens we have gotThe Maxim gun and they have not.The Khalifa’s army was impaled to
death on the full fury of Kitchener’s guns. Dervish warriors died in their thousands; no one ever
ascertained the exact number, but no fewer than ten thousand brave men lay dead on the sands
outside Omdurman, and between ten thousand and sixteen thousand were wounded, many
lying untended and in mortal agony where they fell. According to Churchill’s account, The River
War, there were also five thousand captured. By 8:00 a.m. it was nearly over. Toward noon
Churchill wrote: “Sir H. Kitchener shut up his [field] glasses remarking that he thought that they
enemy had been given ‘a good dusting.’”Churchill’s description tells of the steady drum of bullets
“shearing through flesh, smashing and splintering bone” and of “valiant men…struggling on
through a hell of whistling metal, exploding shells, and spurting dust—suffering, despairing,
dying.”Despite the one-sided slaughter, the Battle of Omdurman might well have ended in
disaster—not for the Dervish army, but for Kitchener, who committed a near-fatal blunder.
Believing that the battle was won, he ordered his main forces to advance and secure
Omdurman, leaving only a reserve brigade under the command of Lt. Col. Hector Archibald
MacDonald, consisting of three thousand Egyptian and Sudanese troops, three batteries of
artillery, and eight Maxim guns a mile or so to the north. Because the bulk of his army had turned
and was marching in a column formation toward the city, his rear element was especially
vulnerable to a flank attack. What Kitchener did not know was that a large force of perhaps
twenty thousand flying the black flag of the Khalifa was bearing down on MacDonald’s brigade.
Suddenly in great peril, MacDonald—an experienced and astute soldier who had risen through
the ranks from private to command of a brigade and had seen as much service as anyone in the



British army—without a second thought, disobeyed the orders from Kitchener to rejoin the army
and formed a hasty defense as the full fury of the Dervish attack fell upon his brigade. They
fought off one wave after another of attacks that nearly overran MacDonald’s undermanned
force. In the end it was his foresight and initiative that saved Kitchener from potential disaster.
Churchill would later note that if the Khalifa had attacked simultaneously with his main force, the
“the position of MacDonald’s brigade must have been almost hopeless. In the actual event it was
one of extreme peril.”Then Kitchener committed a second blunder. Although the battle had
turned in his favor and British casualties were almost nonexistent, he was understandably
concerned about having to fight in the narrow alleys of Omdurman and wanted insurance that a
major part of the Dervish army not be permitted to fall back and take up positions within the city.
He decided that the battle had been won and, without first ordering a reconnaissance to
determine the location and strength of the enemy, ordered his cavalry to turn toward Omdurman
and enter the city.At 8:30 a.m. about four hundred mounted cavalrymen of the Twenty-first
Lancers began advancing to the left flank of the Anglo-Egyptian front. Suddenly, beyond a ridge
where they had halted, “thousands of Dervishes could be seen.” Then, without warning, matters
suddenly turned deadly. Churchill was in command of a patrol on the right flank, and as they
advanced, the cavalry expected little resistance and intended to “spear them till we could not sit
on our horses.” About 250 yards from the massed Dervish force they encountered what
appeared to be a straight line of some 150 men blocking their path. Intending to outflank them,
Churchill’s Lancers moved to their right only to be fired upon by what obviously were not mere
spearmen but sharpshooters, who began pouring heavy fire into the Lancers. “The distance was
too short for it to be harmless on so big a target and I realised there were only two courses
open,” wrote Churchill. One was to back off and regroup; the other was to charge the enemy.
Under intense fire the cavalry acted instinctively, as they had been trained to do, and “while the
trumpet was still jerking we were all at the gallop towards them.”History has since immortalized
the cavalrymen of Omdurman in portraits and literature in what was the last and perhaps most
famous charge of the British cavalry. Churchill’s survival that day may well have hinged on the
1896 accident in Bombay that had crippled his right shoulder. At the commencement of the
charge his brother officers had all drawn their swords as they galloped full speed ahead toward
the riflemen, all firing at them. Churchill quickly realized it would have been useless to attempt to
make use of his sword with his right arm and instead drew his Mauser pistol.As the two sides
converged in close combat the scene became chaotic. Suddenly a large, undetected Dervish
formation hidden in a nearby wadi exploded from concealment and enveloped the mounted
Lancers. They had ridden directly into a carefully laid trap by an estimated three thousand
warriors. “The blunders of British cavalry are the fertile seed of British glory,” wrote G. W.
Steevens in his account of Omdurman.“It is very rarely,” wrote Churchill in one of his dispatches,
“that stubborn and unshaken infantry meet equally stubborn and unshaken cavalry…. In this
case the two living walls crashed together with a mighty collision” as all hell broke loose.
Although Churchill said, with hindsight, “capital—the more the merrier,” no one facing such an



extreme life-threatening situation would have felt such bravado. The Dervishes stood their
ground and stabbed, hacked, and shot at the British cavalry. Horses were slashed and fell
horribly wounded, their riders falling to the ground, where many were impaled by as many as a
dozen men with a ferocity seldom seen on a battlefield; riderless horses galloped free of the
killing zone; other Lancers, most of them wounded, who had been thrown from their mounts,
clung precariously to reins or stirrups as they were dragged, hanging on literally for their lives. A
sergeant who had been slashed had strips of skin cut from his face that hung in shreds.Through
the cauldron rode the regimental commander, Col. R. M.Martin. Although his charger fell, Martin
emerged unscathed and ordered a halt to further charges by his cavalrymen. Many of the
Lancers wanted more. “There were gnashings of teeth and howls of speechless rage,” but
common sense ultimately prevailed. The Lancers then opened fire with their carbines at near-
point-blank range.As for Churchill, “I remember no sound,” he wrote. “The whole event seemed
to pass in absolute silence. The yells of the enemy, the shouts of the soldiers, the firing of many
shots, the clashing of sword and spear were unnoticed by the senses, unregistered by the brain.
Others say the same. Perhaps it is possible for the whole of a man’s faculties to be concentrated
in eye, bridle-hand, and trigger-finger, and withdrawn from other parts of the body.”Still alive and
unwounded on the rim of the cauldron, Churchill quickly determined that he was not yet out of
harm’s way. The force the charge had broken through was about four deep, “But they all fell
knocked A.O.T. [arse over tip]…then we emerged into a region of scattered men and personal
combats. The troop broke up and disappeared. I pulled into a trot and rode up to individuals
firing my pistol in their faces and killing several—3 for certain—2 doubtful—one very doubtful.” A
mere twenty yards away, some of the Dervishes began re-forming their ranks and aimed their
rifles right at Churchill, “and I looked at them stupidly for what may have been 2 seconds…and
for the first time the danger & peril came home to me. I turned and galloped. The squadron was
reforming nearly 150 yards away. As I turned both shots were fired and at that close range I was
grievously anxious. But I heard none of their bullets—which went Heaven knows
where.”Hundreds of bloody individual battles played out before the Lancers broke free,
dismounted, and began surgically cutting down the surviving warriors with carbine fire until the
Dervishes at last broke and retreated. “In one hundred and twenty seconds five officers, sixty-six
men, and one hundred and nineteen horses out of less than three hundred had been killed or
wounded,” wrote Churchill. To his cousin Sunny he pointed out that, “No regiment has sustained
such a proportion and such a loss since the Light Brigade—forty years ago.”That he narrowly
escaped death seems not to have unduly bothered Churchill, who wrote rather glowingly of his
experience. “The Battle was a wonderful spectacle. I had the good luck to ride through the
charge unhurt—indeed untouched—which vy few can say.” Although he was certainly fearless,
for perhaps the first time in his life he experienced genuine fear. “I felt myself absolutely alone,”
he wrote of his isolation after riding through the ranks of the enemy. “I thought those riflemen
would hit me, and the rest devour me like wolves.” To charge recklessly into such a violent battle
as Churchill did, with no thought of the consequences, and to perform bravely under such



conditions was an ultimate test of courage.Any soldier who has ever been in a life-and-death
combat situation will readily acknowledge that there exists a combination of gut-wrenching fear
and the dread of letting down one’s comrades in arms. Time stands still, as Churchill has
recorded, and whatever the reaction, it is virtually instinctive and, for better or worse, the end
result of one’s training. Field Marshal Viscount Slim would later say of combat that “the dominant
feeling of the battlefield is loneliness,” and Epaminondas (the Theban general who bested
Sparta) described a field of battle as “a dancing floor of Ares.”Although he later made light of the
dangers he faced as merely another exploit in his military repertoire, and “not in the least
exciting,” Churchill eventually admitted, “It was I suppose the most dangerous 2 minutes I shall
live to see.”The Battle of Omdurman lasted some five devastating hours, during which the
Dervish army suffered about 95 percent losses. On September 2, 1898, Omdurman, which is
today a thriving suburb of Khartoum, with a population of 1.5 million, was a scene of devastation.
In his autobiography and in The River War, Churchill wrote, “Thus ended the Battle of Omdurman
—the most signal triumph ever gained by the arms of science over barbarians.”Two officers and
a private of the Twenty-first Lancers were later awarded the Victoria Cross for gallantry during
this action. However, there was nothing glorious about the battlefield, which was strewn with
many thousands of wounded men and the corpses of nearly ten thousand unburied dead, many
of whom became a feast for the hungry vultures. The nauseating smell of death would permeate
the barren landscape for weeks.Among the British dead was Lt. Robert Grenfell, the officer
whose troop Churchill was to have commanded. Grenfell’s troop, on Churchill’s left flank,
suffered the heaviest casualties of the Twenty-first Lancers, and the lieutenant had been hacked
to death. Fate sometimes turns on seemingly insignificant events. Little did Churchill know that
what he first deemed bad luck—arriving too late in Cairo to take command of the troop—
undoubtedly later spared his life.If there were lessons for Winston Churchill in the Battle of
Omdurman, they may be read from his stunned reaction to Grenfell’s death. “War,” he wrote,
“disguise it as you may, is but a dirty, shoddy business, which only a fool would play
at.”CHAPTER 9DAVID VERSUS GOLIATHVictory at Omdurman was disgraced by the inhuman
slaughter of the wounded…. Kitchener was responsible for this.—CHURCHILL TO JENNIE,
JANUARY 26, 1899THE SECOND SUDAN WAR was more than merely a military victory. “What
happened in the Sudan on 2 September 1898 was the zenith of late Victorian imperialism” and
“the apogee of the generation that regarded world domination as a racial prerogative,” notes the
historian Niall Ferguson. Britain remained the master of a vast global empire, the principal
banker of the world, and a supreme power whose likes had never been seen nor would ever be
seen again. However, the cost of maintaining its empire was an endless series of small wars and
insurrections that the British army was obliged to fight—more than seventy-two of them during
the reign of Queen Victoria.Although the decline and eventual dissolution of the British Empire
lay in the future, in 1898 there was near-universal approval in Britain that Gordon had been
avenged. Kitchener had carried out his orders to retake the Sudan, and despite the carnage he
became a national hero. Almost as important, the British victory at Omdurman and the



subsequent reclaiming of the Sudan checked Britain’s principal rival, blocking French territorial
ambitions in East Africa. Control of Egypt was now firmly in Britain’s hands, thus protecting its
vital link to India.There was, however, another, far more ominous consequence of Omdurman.
The German military observer Baron Tiedemann, with whom Churchill had shared a pleasant
lunch, “duly noted the devastating impact of the British Maxim guns, which one observer
reckoned accounted for around three-quarters of the Dervish casualties. To Tiedemann the real
lesson was obvious: The only way to beat the British was to match their firepower.” That
message was made clear to the German General Staff. The Maxim gun had already changed
the face of war and would in a few more years be a weapon that all modern armies would
employ, with devastating results.British and Egyptian flags now flew in Khartoum in triumph over
the ruins of what had once been the residence of the governor-general. A memorial service was
held for Gordon as British gunboats in the Nile boomed a salute and “a Catholic chaplain prayed
that God might ‘look down…with eyes of pity and compassion on this land so loved by that
heroic soul,’ words that moved Kitchener and other officers to tears.” The hard-boiled Kitchener
is reported to have been so “shaking with sobs” that he was obliged to call off the remainder of
the ceremony. Queen Victoria wrote in her diary, “Surely he [Gordon] is avenged.” There were,
however, no tears and no compassion for the warriors of the Khalifa’s defeated army—only
appalling retributions.Although the Khalifa escaped along with some ten thousand of his once
proud army into the wilderness of the southern Sudan, Kitchener relentlessly tracked him down
in October 1899, and in a near repeat of Omdurman, he and a thousand of his warriors were
killed, mostly by British machine-gun fire, and some nine thousand survivors captured.
“Mahdism is now a thing of the past,” Kitchener wrote, a logical conclusion at the time but a
prediction whose obverse has in the twenty-first century become an everyday reality, the spear
replaced by the suicide bomber, the hijacker, the improvised explosive device (IED), and the car
bomb.The bloodbath of Omdurman was an awakening for Churchill, who not only experienced
war at its malevolent worst but also witnessed the commission by the victorious Anglo-Egyptian
army of what today would unmistakably be called war crimes. In 1898 there was no Geneva
Convention to protect warring parties, and Kitchener’s soldiers, mostly Sudanese and Egyptians
but also some British, carried out barbaric reprisals that would later have cast a stain on the
honor of an otherwise reputable army.Those who did not escape from Omdurman suffered a
horrifying fate. As outrage followed outrage, widespread killings, rape, looting, and pillaging and
the desecration of the tomb of the Mahdi occurred. It was as if the savagery of ordinarily decent
soldiers could not be turned off and instead became the excuse for acts of bloodletting no
civilized person would dream of committing. Kitchener not only did nothing to stop the brutality
but also authorized the defiling of the Mahdi’s tomb, which was razed to the ground, ostensibly
because it was so badly damaged that it posed safety concerns. He acquired the skull of the
Mahdi (the bones were secretly tossed into the Nile), and displayed it on his desk for possible
future use as a drinking cup or an inkstand, later deciding that perhaps it should be sent to the
Royal College of Surgeons in London.Kitchener deliberately limited the number of doctors in his



force, and the wounded Dervishes were either left untreated on the battlefield or slaughtered
with bayonets where they had fallen. One of his officers ordered anyone connected with the
Khalifa leadership to be instantly executed. In London some outraged MPs attempted but failed
to block a reward of thirty thousand pounds to Kitchener, but the outrage was overshadowed by
public acceptance of him as the hero of the Sudan. He was feted all over Britain, given the
freedom of various cities, and not only appointed governor-general of the Sudan (as well as
retaining his post as Sirdar) but also granted a peerage, thereafter styling himself Lord Kitchener
of Khartoum.Although Kitchener denied all charges of cruelty and maintained that it had been
necessary to destroy the tomb and the Mahdi’s corpse in order to prevent the site from
becoming a shrine and a second Mecca, his clumsy handling of the matter left Queen Victoria
privately unconvinced that he had acted properly. The government accepted his version and to
quiet public opinion issued a White Paper to that effect. Kitchener’s manipulation of the truth of
what really occurred at Omdurman may have ended the matter at the time, but truth usually has
a way of winning out in the end. There was an impeccable witness to describe it all, a
troublesome young officer and war correspondent who would not only publicly criticize the
desecration of the Mahdi’s tomb but also take on the mighty Kitchener himself.Three days after
the battle, in the company of another officer, Churchill rode onto the battlefield with its dead
strewn about like so much litter, and it gave him pause. The Dervish dead were piled three deep
in places, while the wounded survivors lay in the torrid sun stoically awaiting death. “Three days
of burning sun had done their work. The bodies were swollen to almost gigantic proportions….
The smell redoubled the horror.” In a graphic dispatch and later in The River War, Churchill
informed his readers: “In a space not exceeding a hundred yards square more than four hundred
corpses lay festering. Can you imagine the postures in which man, once created in the image of
his maker, had been twisted? Do not try, for were you to succeed you would ask yourself with
me: ‘Can I ever forget?’”The experience left Churchill shaken. “It has been said that the Gods
forbade vengeance to mankind because they reserved for themselves so delicious and
intoxicating a drink,” he wrote, “and it may well be that vengeance is sweet. But one should not
drain the cup quite to the bottom. The dregs are sometimes filthy tasting.”In both his dispatches
and his book Churchill paid tribute to the bravery of the Dervishes while also railing against the
racism of his countrymen and others. In so doing he stood virtually alone. “‘Mad fanaticism’ is
the deprecating comment of their conquerors. I hold this to be a cruel injustice. Nor can he be a
very brave man who will not credit them with a nobler motive, and believe that they died to clear
their honour from the stain of defeat. Why should we regard as madness in the savage what
would be sublime in civilized men?”It also dawned on Churchill that war was in fact a dangerous
undertaking and that he had been very fortunate to escape death on the sands of Omdurman.
The death of Lieutenant Grenfell, an officer Churchill liked and admired and with whom he had
traveled and bivouacked, made a deep impression. He wrote to his friend and cousin Sunny
Churchill: “Had I started when I meant to from London I should have had Grenfell’s troop and
ridden where he rode…. I have seen more war than most boys my age, probably more than any. I



am not squeamish, but I have seen acts of great barbarity perpetrated at Omdurman and have
been thoroughly sickened of human blood. I have tried to gild war, and to solace myself for the
loss of dear and gallant friends, with the thought that a soldier’s death for a cause that he
believes in will count for much.”CHAPTER 9DAVID VERSUS GOLIATHVictory at Omdurman
was disgraced by the inhuman slaughter of the wounded…. Kitchener was responsible for this.—
CHURCHILL TO JENNIE, JANUARY 26, 1899Victory at Omdurman was disgraced by the
inhuman slaughter of the wounded…. Kitchener was responsible for this.—CHURCHILL TO
JENNIE, JANUARY 26, 1899THE SECOND SUDAN WAR was more than merely a military
victory. “What happened in the Sudan on 2 September 1898 was the zenith of late Victorian
imperialism” and “the apogee of the generation that regarded world domination as a racial
prerogative,” notes the historian Niall Ferguson. Britain remained the master of a vast global
empire, the principal banker of the world, and a supreme power whose likes had never been
seen nor would ever be seen again. However, the cost of maintaining its empire was an endless
series of small wars and insurrections that the British army was obliged to fight—more than
seventy-two of them during the reign of Queen Victoria.Although the decline and eventual
dissolution of the British Empire lay in the future, in 1898 there was near-universal approval in
Britain that Gordon had been avenged. Kitchener had carried out his orders to retake the Sudan,
and despite the carnage he became a national hero. Almost as important, the British victory at
Omdurman and the subsequent reclaiming of the Sudan checked Britain’s principal rival,
blocking French territorial ambitions in East Africa. Control of Egypt was now firmly in Britain’s
hands, thus protecting its vital link to India.There was, however, another, far more ominous
consequence of Omdurman. The German military observer Baron Tiedemann, with whom
Churchill had shared a pleasant lunch, “duly noted the devastating impact of the British Maxim
guns, which one observer reckoned accounted for around three-quarters of the Dervish
casualties. To Tiedemann the real lesson was obvious: The only way to beat the British was to
match their firepower.” That message was made clear to the German General Staff. The Maxim
gun had already changed the face of war and would in a few more years be a weapon that all
modern armies would employ, with devastating results.British and Egyptian flags now flew in
Khartoum in triumph over the ruins of what had once been the residence of the governor-
general. A memorial service was held for Gordon as British gunboats in the Nile boomed a
salute and “a Catholic chaplain prayed that God might ‘look down…with eyes of pity and
compassion on this land so loved by that heroic soul,’ words that moved Kitchener and other
officers to tears.” The hard-boiled Kitchener is reported to have been so “shaking with sobs” that
he was obliged to call off the remainder of the ceremony. Queen Victoria wrote in her diary,
“Surely he [Gordon] is avenged.” There were, however, no tears and no compassion for the
warriors of the Khalifa’s defeated army—only appalling retributions.Although the Khalifa
escaped along with some ten thousand of his once proud army into the wilderness of the
southern Sudan, Kitchener relentlessly tracked him down in October 1899, and in a near repeat
of Omdurman, he and a thousand of his warriors were killed, mostly by British machine-gun fire,



and some nine thousand survivors captured. “Mahdism is now a thing of the past,” Kitchener
wrote, a logical conclusion at the time but a prediction whose obverse has in the twenty-first
century become an everyday reality, the spear replaced by the suicide bomber, the hijacker, the
improvised explosive device (IED), and the car bomb.The bloodbath of Omdurman was an
awakening for Churchill, who not only experienced war at its malevolent worst but also
witnessed the commission by the victorious Anglo-Egyptian army of what today would
unmistakably be called war crimes. In 1898 there was no Geneva Convention to protect warring
parties, and Kitchener’s soldiers, mostly Sudanese and Egyptians but also some British, carried
out barbaric reprisals that would later have cast a stain on the honor of an otherwise reputable
army.Those who did not escape from Omdurman suffered a horrifying fate. As outrage followed
outrage, widespread killings, rape, looting, and pillaging and the desecration of the tomb of the
Mahdi occurred. It was as if the savagery of ordinarily decent soldiers could not be turned off
and instead became the excuse for acts of bloodletting no civilized person would dream of
committing. Kitchener not only did nothing to stop the brutality but also authorized the defiling of
the Mahdi’s tomb, which was razed to the ground, ostensibly because it was so badly damaged
that it posed safety concerns. He acquired the skull of the Mahdi (the bones were secretly
tossed into the Nile), and displayed it on his desk for possible future use as a drinking cup or an
inkstand, later deciding that perhaps it should be sent to the Royal College of Surgeons in
London.Kitchener deliberately limited the number of doctors in his force, and the wounded
Dervishes were either left untreated on the battlefield or slaughtered with bayonets where they
had fallen. One of his officers ordered anyone connected with the Khalifa leadership to be
instantly executed. In London some outraged MPs attempted but failed to block a reward of thirty
thousand pounds to Kitchener, but the outrage was overshadowed by public acceptance of him
as the hero of the Sudan. He was feted all over Britain, given the freedom of various cities, and
not only appointed governor-general of the Sudan (as well as retaining his post as Sirdar) but
also granted a peerage, thereafter styling himself Lord Kitchener of Khartoum.Although
Kitchener denied all charges of cruelty and maintained that it had been necessary to destroy the
tomb and the Mahdi’s corpse in order to prevent the site from becoming a shrine and a second
Mecca, his clumsy handling of the matter left Queen Victoria privately unconvinced that he had
acted properly. The government accepted his version and to quiet public opinion issued a White
Paper to that effect. Kitchener’s manipulation of the truth of what really occurred at Omdurman
may have ended the matter at the time, but truth usually has a way of winning out in the end.
There was an impeccable witness to describe it all, a troublesome young officer and war
correspondent who would not only publicly criticize the desecration of the Mahdi’s tomb but also
take on the mighty Kitchener himself.Three days after the battle, in the company of another
officer, Churchill rode onto the battlefield with its dead strewn about like so much litter, and it
gave him pause. The Dervish dead were piled three deep in places, while the wounded
survivors lay in the torrid sun stoically awaiting death. “Three days of burning sun had done their
work. The bodies were swollen to almost gigantic proportions…. The smell redoubled the horror.”



In a graphic dispatch and later in The River War, Churchill informed his readers: “In a space not
exceeding a hundred yards square more than four hundred corpses lay festering. Can you
imagine the postures in which man, once created in the image of his maker, had been twisted?
Do not try, for were you to succeed you would ask yourself with me: ‘Can I ever forget?’”The
experience left Churchill shaken. “It has been said that the Gods forbade vengeance to mankind
because they reserved for themselves so delicious and intoxicating a drink,” he wrote, “and it
may well be that vengeance is sweet. But one should not drain the cup quite to the bottom. The
dregs are sometimes filthy tasting.”In both his dispatches and his book Churchill paid tribute to
the bravery of the Dervishes while also railing against the racism of his countrymen and others.
In so doing he stood virtually alone. “‘Mad fanaticism’ is the deprecating comment of their
conquerors. I hold this to be a cruel injustice. Nor can he be a very brave man who will not credit
them with a nobler motive, and believe that they died to clear their honour from the stain of
defeat. Why should we regard as madness in the savage what would be sublime in civilized
men?”It also dawned on Churchill that war was in fact a dangerous undertaking and that he had
been very fortunate to escape death on the sands of Omdurman. The death of Lieutenant
Grenfell, an officer Churchill liked and admired and with whom he had traveled and bivouacked,
made a deep impression. He wrote to his friend and cousin Sunny Churchill: “Had I started when
I meant to from London I should have had Grenfell’s troop and ridden where he rode…. I have
seen more war than most boys my age, probably more than any. I am not squeamish, but I have
seen acts of great barbarity perpetrated at Omdurman and have been thoroughly sickened of
human blood. I have tried to gild war, and to solace myself for the loss of dear and gallant
friends, with the thought that a soldier’s death for a cause that he believes in will count for much.”
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Dr. Philip J. Kinsler, “Truly Excellent!. This is a biography of Churchill as a soldier and war leader,
and does not pretend to cover his other personas as politician and writer. It is the first book I
have read that provides both the undeniable genius, and the personality flaws of the man. It
balances both of these points of view. It shows Churchill as both a Victorian romantic with a
"swords and bayonets" view of warfare--and as a visionary and extraordinarily powerful leader
who saved Britain and perhaps the world from Hitler. As D'Este says, perhaps Churchill was the
only person alive who could have kept Britain in the fight between the fall of France and the entry
of America into WW II some 18 months later. This book does not pretend to cover Churchill's
political career--read Roy Jenkins for that. Nor does it pretend to cover the entire life of the man--
Manchester did that in his first two volumes. What the book does extraordinarily well is to show
both the indispensable leader and the petulant narcissist that co-existed within Churchill.As Bob
Dylan said, "Hero's a nuisance to live with at home." Churchill was certainly that--unbelievably
vain, self-centered, demanding everyone change their lives' schedules to keep up with his
nocturnal habits, interfering with generals at every turn. He also insisted on finding generals
who would fight, rather than just be good British club buddies--and this likely turned around the
war.D'Este often argues that Churchill was a strategic disaster. That his intense focus on the
Mediterranean was strategically a mistake and led to the horrid war of attrition in Italy. There is
another point of view on this matter. Having read Churchill's own 6 volume memoir of the war, I
have reason to believe that rather than being a strategic disaster, Churchill was focused on what
Europe would look like after Hitler's defeat, and was proposing anything he could conceive of
that would prevent Stalinist Russia from dominating the Balkans and Central Europe. He was
likely wrong that the war could have been won by thrusting troops towards Vienna through the
Ljubljana gap--but it was not lack of strategic vision here, but of minimizing the difficulties of
mountain warfare. Had the Balkan and Vienna strategy worked, there might never have been a
Cold War.I must disagree with other reviewers who found the book uneven and poorly
organized. I think the scholarship here was impeccable. I have rarely read a book where the
quotations from the memoirs and diaries of others were so deeply researched, and flowed so
appropriately into the text. The book reads easily and engrossingly. It does what it set out to do--
reviews the life of Churchill as warrior, with impressive scholarship and compelling reading.
What more can one want from a book?That said, there are a few historical errors that peeved
me. It might not make a difference to persons who have not done a great deal of WW II reading.
But, to me, calling the Hood and the Repulse 'battleships' rather than 'battlecruisers' grated and
was inaccurate. They were more vulnerable precisely because they were never designed to
take on a battleship but to be faster than any ship that they might encounter, and less heavily
armored--and thus more easily sunk. Similarly, several times D'Este says that the German
offensive in 1940 was a repeat of their plan in 1914, which it most adamantly was not. The
whole idea was to deceive the French and British to believe they were repeating the Schlieffen



plan of 1914, and then to sucker punch the French through the Ardennes, after French and
British forces moved north to defend the Belgian frontier. I imagine D'Este had to make some
compromises of space to cover everything he did, but these inaccuracies bothered me. Can I
give it 4 and 1/2 stars?”

Stephen C. Long, “Churchill the Warrior. Carlo D' Este states clearly that his purpose in writing
this biography is to explore Churchill the warrior. The book, he says, "is less about events and
more about Churchill the man -- his leadership, his triumphs, and his failures." D'Este succeeds
in this goal.D'Este describes Churchill as in company with men "born for war," such Frederick
the Great, Oliver Cromwell and his own famous ancestor, the Duke of Marlborough. Churchill,
D'Este maintains, cannot be understood if one approaches him as a politician or statesman who
was destined to conduct a war but rather must be understood as a warrior who realized that
politics forms a part of the conduct of war.Men "born for war," including Patton, the subject of
another excellent D'Este biography, never lose their romantic and self-centered approach to
war--even after confronting its most horrible conditions. Most men who experience war hate it.
Men like Patton and Churchill never lose their love for it. D'Este shows that Churchill was deeply
conflicted about his feelings for war. Having experienced the horrors of war first hand, he
empathized deeply with the soldiers and sailors (and their families) who bear the full brunt of the
horrors of war. Yet because he personally loved the danger and fighting, he wondered if he
could ever forgive himself for his love of war.D'Este goes into great detail about Churchill's
relationships with his generals and admirals in WWII. Churchill tended to try to micromanage his
military leaders. Sometimes that was helpful, but with a good commander it made relationships
very rocky.This book is best read together with another biography of Churchill such as William
Manchester's opus on Winston Churchill (two volumes, he was regrettably unable to complete
the third volume before his death). Manchester's magnificent biography sets Churchill in his life
and times. D'Este explores Churchill the warrior.D'Este explores in greater detail than most
biographies Churchill's aptitude for war demonstrated in his childhood play with toy soldiers, his
time at Sandhurst, his polo playing, and his fighting in India, Egypt and South Africa. WWI and
WWII are similarly well covered.We also see Churchill with all his flaws: egotistical and self-
centered. Yet we begin to see that what we consider as flaws are simply part and parcel of the
indomitable personality that made Churchill great at both war and statesmanship.Churchill's first
great romantic love was Pamela Plowden, later the Countess of Lytton. Though never marrying
(her father refused to give her hand to Churchill), they remained lifelong friends and D'Este
reveals that their correspondence was auctioned by Christie's in 2003 for nearly 300,000
pounds. She said of Churchill many years later, "The first time you meet Winston, you see all his
faults, and the rest of your life you spend in discovering his virtues."I heartily recommend this
biography for understanding a side of Winston Churchill that has not been explored by other
biographers with such great depth and appreciation for his formation as a warrior and military
leader.As D'Este states in his introduction: "This is the story of the military life of Winston



Churchill--the descendant of Marlborough who, despite never having risen above the rank of
lieutenant colonel, came eventually to direct the military compaigns of his nation and, more than
any other man, to save Britain from tyranny during his and his nation's finest hour."”

Historia, “Winston the Warlord. Without being opinionated and colouring your own thoughts on
Churchill, this biography gives great depth of detail in everything from politics to the minutiae of
Churchill's daily life. It covers politics and military career, but sadly forgets that Churchill had a
wife who supported him. More could have been made of her letters and might have gone some
way to make Churchill appear more human, rather than a messianic warlord by the moment he
took his first breath.However, it's a huge book and extremely well researched, and very
readable.”

Paolo Capoferro, “Wonderful Book. Carlo d’Este is one of my favorite authors since 2002 when I
read my first book from him : “Patton: Genius for War”. Carlo d’Este’s books have the power to
keep me glued to their pages from beginning to end and the 700 plus pages of “Warlord” have
not been an exception. Churchill is apparently for Carlo d’Este a departure from the previous
books focused on professional soldiers (Patton, Montgomery, Eisenhower): indeed Churchill,
throughout his political life spanning several decades, has been one of the military leaders of his
country. Churchill, as represented in the book, is an intriguing character, a person with incredible
energy and drive, and with the capability to lead during difficult times. At the same time Churchill
had his own shortcomings and those resulted in controversial and failed military ventures
(Dardanelles, Anzio just to mention two of the most known examples). The book is absolutely
recommended to those with an interest in leadership, first and second world war military history
and the controversial aspects of leading a democratic country in war.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Majestic, well written. Style of writing supports interesr .... Majestic, well
written. Style of writing supports interesr in reading it. I bought it. To long to hope to read it as a
community library borrowed book.  Worth buying.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 86 people have provided feedback.
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